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PREFACE
The present volume contains a number of papers that were originally
presented at the Eleventh Annual Conference on African Linguistics which
was held at Boston University on April 10-12, 198O. The following
papers have their origin from that conference:
Anne Garber, "Word Order Change and the Senufo Languages"
Janice L. Jake, "Object Verb Agreement in Tigre"
Charles W. Kisseberth and David Odden , "Aspects of Tone
Assignment in Kimatuumbi"
Charles W. Kisseberth and Winifred J. Wood, "Displaced Tones
in Digo (Part l)"
Charles W. Kisseberth
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CIRURI TONOLOGY (A PRELIMINARY VIEW)
Lee A. Becker and David P.B, Massamba
Indiana University
In this study the tonal pattern of the CiRuri infinitive
and present tense is described. The tonal pattern of CiRuri
is of special interest for the understanding of the historical
development of tonal displacement processes. CiRuri has a
phonological process which displaces a high tone one syllable
to the right toward the end of the word; this apparently
developed out of a tonal doubling process (exhibited in Makua)
with a subsequent lowering of the preceding high. In addition,
CiRuri has a rule which places a high on a word final syllable
when at least two highs are located earlier in the word; this
appears to be related to a tonal displacement process in Oigo.
1. Introduction
This study represents the first description (to our knowldege) of the
toanl system of CiRuri. CiRuri is a Bantu language spoken on the eastern
shores of Lake Nyanza (Victoria) in the southern areas of Musoma District
in the Mara Region of Tanzania. Although CiRuri has 20,000 speakers
(according to the 1967 census), it is not normally mentioned in surveys
and classifications, of Bantu languages. It is very closely related to
CiJita and KiKwaya, which are classified by Guthrie as E 25. The data
on which this study is based are drawn entirely from the speech of one
of the authors, David Massamba. In this preliminary report we will
examine the tonal patterns of the infinitive and the present tense.
We will employ the following diacritics: ' = high, * * falling, *
rising; low is left unmarked.
2. The Infinitive
The canonical shape of the infinitive in CiRuri may be represented
as follows:
(1) ku
preprefix prefix
We will start w^th consideration of infinitives which do not contain
object markers. Following Cheng 6 Kisseberth (1979) we refer to these
as "simple" (vs. "complex") infinitives.
Simple infinitives with monosyllabic stems fall into two classes
with respect to tone: (a), with low tone throughout, and (b), with high
tone on the stem initial syllable.
(Vo
(2) a. okugura 'to buy' b. okutema 'to cut'
okuseka 'to laugh* okuruina 'to bite'
okupara 'to kick' okup6na 'to get/find'
Simple infinitives with disyllabic stems also fall into two classes,
as do stems with three or more syllables.
(3] a. okugorora 'to straighten' b. okusaPura 'to dish out'
okugurira 'to buy for' okutemana 'to cut each other'
okuparana 'to kick each other' oku^onana 'to meet/see each
other'
(4) a. okusukvunura 'to pour (out)' b. okutemerana 'tocut each other for'
okusorotorera 'to pull out for' okusuruntura 'to untie'
It should be noted that the morphological composition of the stem has no
effect on the tonal possibilities (cf ./tem-er-an/vs./surumur/, /gur-ir/
vs./goror/J.
It is hoped that any analysis would account for the following facts.
Extensions, like the reciprocal -an- in (3), appear phonetically sometimes
with a high tone and sometimes witE a low tone. They carry a high tone
when they appear immediately following a monosyllabic root which carries
high tone in (2) . Roots with a high tone in (2) do not carry high tone in
(3) and (4). Polysyllabic roots regardless of length, if they exhibit a
high tone at all, exhibit it on the second syllable of the stem. In
addition, one must incorporate the distinction between roots in (a) and (bj
.
With respect to the distinction between (a) and (b) , roots in the
latter group could be treated as carrying high tone on one of their
syllables in the Underlying Representation or as carrying a feature to which
the assignment of high tone is sensitive. We will refer to the first
treatment as the UR High Analysis, and the second as the Diacritic Analysis.
It should first be noted that the verbal roots in (2b)
,
(3b) , and (4b) do
not bear high tone in all verbal forms (for example in recent past tense
forms such as asurumure 'he untied'). In these cases roots in (b) under
the UR High Analysis would have to have high tone deleted. Under the
Diacritic Analysis a rule sensitive to the diacritic marking of this
class would have to assign high tone in the complement set of cases.
Under either treatment the rule could be sensitive to morphological
category or phonological environment, or both. It should be pointed out
that the Diacritic Analysis is a viable alternative here only due to the
lack of contrast between different locations of high tone in polysyllabic
roots. At present, analyses involving the use of diacritic features are
generally avoided when alternative treatments are possible. It is possible
that this position is not fully appropriate in the case of accentual phenom-
ena, and perhaps also in a limited or restricted tone language such as
CiRuri. In our opinion, factors to be taken into account in deciding
between these types of treatments might presumably include the number of
categories and environments where high tone occurs in (b) verbs, the absolute
frequency of the usage of these categories, the relative chronology of the
acquisition of these versus the other categories, the semantic or psychological
'basicness' of these categories, and the naturalness of the required rules,
if they are phonological ly conditioned, in terms of phonetic plausibility
and cross-linguistic commonness in a mix where the relative weight of each of
these and possibly others is as yet not determined.
It appears that the relevant criterion for the presence or absence of
high tone in (b) verbs is the presence or absence of high tone elsewhere
within the same word. Under the Diacritic Analysis this could be handled
by a rule assigning high tone to the stem-initial vowel in diacritically
marked (b) verbs when no high tone occurs elsewhere in the same word, as
stated below in (,5). Under the UR High Analysis this could be handled by
a rule deleting high tone (or changing H to L) when a high occurs elsewhere
in the word, as stated below in (6]. Under the Diacritic Analysis the high
tone would have to be assigned before any of the other rules, while under
the UR High Analysis it could be deleted before any of the other rules
except for the Polarity rule (see below) . We will leave the choice of
analysis open.
We propose to treat the alternations exhibited in the extensions by
a Rightward Displacement rule (HL -> LH) . Thus in all roots in (b) "deep"
high or determinant would be on the stem-initial syllable. This would
be captured under the Diacritic Analysis by Primary High Assignment,
(5), and under the UR High Analysis by a morpheme structure constraint.
The Rightward Displacement rule, as informally stated above, would predict
high tone on the final syllable in (2b) . We propose to account for this by
putting a condition on this rule so that it will not move a high onto a
word-final syllable. The phonetic realizations of LH and HH before a
word boundary and before a phrase boundary, which are discussed below,
preclude any non-global treatments incorporating an unrestricted Rightward
Displacement rule or an unrestricted Tonal Doubling rule to be followed by
a Pre-High Lowering rule. It is very likely that this latter possibility
mirrors the historical development in light of the Tonal Doubling found
in other Bantu languages of Tanzania and the mid and sometimes low phonetic
realizations of high before doubled high reported by Kisseberth (1980) for
the Imit upi dialect of Makua.
(5) Primary High Assignment
V > \?/ #X [ Y#
stem
Conditions: where X and Y do not contain
in (b) verbs
(.6) Primary High Deletion
y -< V/ [ Y#
stem
Condition: where X or Y contain y
(7) Rightward Displacement
VV -I- VV/ X Condition: where X ^ H
In monosyllabic stems ending in a vowel, again two patters are found:
(8) a. okugwa (/gu/) 'to fall' b. okiSlya (/li/) 'to eat'
okufwa (/fu/) 'to leak' okiifwa (/fu/) 'to die'
The underlying vowels of these roots can be established by comparison with
the following recent past tense forms.
C9) a. aguye 'he fell' b. aliye 'he ate'
gafiiye 'they leaked' afiiyS 'he died'
(Since the -£- found in the recent past tense always bears a "deep" high,
under the Diacritic Analysis Primary High Assignment would not apply here
to (bj verbs, while under the UR High Analysis Primary High Deletion would
apply here; in either the distinction between (a) and (b) is neutralized
in this category,)
The absence of the syllabic root elements in the infinitives in (8)
is attributed to a Glide Formation rule. The tonal pattern represented
in (_&h) is only found phrase-finally. When another word follows in the
same phrase, one finds the following patterns;
(10) okuly(a)okuguru 'to buy the leg'
okufwa pwangu 'to die quickly'
Both okuguru 'the leg' and pwangu 'quickly' are basically low-toned.
In these examples the high tone has been induced by the preceding verb.
In the former example Coalescence has occurred. One also finds a high
tone on a word-internal syllable following stems of the shape -CV-, as
long as it is not final.
, 2
(11) okuliirana (li-ir-an) 'to eat each other for/with each other'
okulyana (li-an) 'to eat each other'
It is obvious that Rightward Displacementmust apply after both Glide
Formation and Coalescence.
u
(12) o-ku-li-a#o-ku-guru
okulyokuguru Glide Formation § Coalescence (not crucially ordered
1 L.-i^^i ~. n- L^ J r.- 1 * on the basis of this data)okulyokuguru Rightward Displacement
vs. okuliaokuguru okuliaokuguru
H H
okuliaokuguru Rightward Displacement okulyaokuguru Glide Formation
*okulyokuguru Glide Form. § Coalesc. okulyaokuguru Rightward Displace.
u
*okulyokuguru Coalescence
Notice that the tone of a glided or coalesced vowel becomes a property
of the syllabic element which triggers this process. This is a reflection
of the widely attested phenomenon referred to by Goldsmith (1976) as
"stability". The phrase-final realizations in (8b), where Rightward
Displacement cannot apply, reflect a process we will call Phrase Final Left-
Ward Nfovement. This rule is completely regular and is found in other forms,
e.g., agurlre%/agurire pw^gu 'he bought quickly' and the forms in (9).
(13) Phrase Final Leftward Movement
(.14) a-gur-ir-e
R F
agurire
a-gur-ir-e # pwangu
u
Tonal Displacement aguirire pwangu
Phrase Final Leftward Movement
Rightward Displacement and Phrase Final Leftward Movement are not crucially
ordered.
Complex infinitives with a single object marker exhibit the following
pattern:
(15J okumugura 'to buy him'
okumup^rira 'to help him'
okuraus^rotorera 'to pull him out'
b. okucitema 'to cut it*
okupusapura 'to dish it out"
okumutlmirana 'to cut each other
for him'
Assuming that in all these forms the high tone exhibited on the stem-
initial syllable is the result of Rightward Displacement, tne object
markers must carry a "deep" high. Under the Diacritic Analysis the
absence of high tone on the second syllable of the polysyllabic stems
in (15b) is predicted by our formulation of Primary High Assignment (5)
.
Under the UR High Analysis the "deep" high could have been deleted by
Primary High Deletion (6) or by a Tone Lowering rule deleting a high after
another high. A Tone Lowering rule is definitely necessary for CiRuri;
we will explore below whether forms such as those in (15b) can be derived
by this rule.
Complex infinitives with two object markers exhibit the following pattern:
(16) okumufgurIra%
okumufgurira pwangu
okucimusorotor^rl%
okucimusorotorera pw^ngu
okucimutemSra'o
okucimi5temera pw^ngu
okumufsapurJra%
okumufsapurira pw^ngu
to buy it for him'
" quickly'
to pull him for us'
" quickly'
to cut us from him'
" quickly'
to dish it out for him'
" quickly'
The pattern of rising and falling on the last two syllables phrase-finally
and high on the first syllable of a following low-tone word is identical
to the pattern we treated above (cf. (7b) and (9)) as being a reflection of
a final "deep" high. Phrase Final Leftward Movement would apply in the
former case and Rightward Displacement in the latter. Since the verbal
marker does not generally occur with high tone, we will need a rule to assign
it to the final syllable of an infinitive that contains two object markers.
We shall call this Final High Assignment, which can be stated preliminarily
as follows:
(17) Final High Assignment (1st version)
V -» v/ # Condition: in infinitives with two object markers
In addition to the final "deep" high in infinitives that have two object
markers, one finds a surface high on the second object marker. We assume
that this reflects a rightward displaced "deep" high on the first object
marker. The assumed underlying "deep" high of the second object marker is
not exhibited. We propose to handle this by the following rule:
(18) Tone Lowering
[obj marker]
Under the UR High Analysis, as mentioned above, one might attempt to have
the forms in C15b) and (16b) lose their high tone via an unrestricted
Tone Lowering rule, i.e. not limited to object markers. To do this the
Tone Lowering rule would have to operate iteratively from left to right
(or Simultaneous Application). It will be shown below that this is the
necessary mode of application, but that it would still not be desirable
to account for the absence of stem-initial "deep" high tone in (15b)
and (16b) by means of Tone Lowering.
The possibility that the final high in (15) is in some sense a
function of the lost high of the second object marker should also be
considered. Especially since such a process does appear to exist in
Digo, as described by Kisseberth and Wood (1980); they refer to this
process as "tonal displacement." It will be shown below that such an
approach is not tenable for CiRuri,
3. The Present Tense
The present tense has the following canonical shape:
(19) a C^V (C^V)2 [3,^^ VC^(VC)q (VC^); ] a
tense subject object ^°°^ extensions verbal
marker marker markers marker
A subject marker is obligatory in CiRuri. Present forms of bisyllabic
stems without an object marker exhibit the following patterns: I
(20) a. apagurfra 'they are buying for' b. apatemera 'they are cutting for'
(20b) exhibits the same pattern found in complex infinitives with a single
object (cf. (15b)). It is thus reasonable to assume that the subject marker
has a "deep" high tone. With respect to the forms in (20a), the surface high
on the second syllable of the stem may be assumed to indicate a "deep" high
on the stem-initial syllable. The stem-initial syllables in group (a) have
not exhibited a "deep" high in other forms. We will explore in turn the
possible treatments of this "deep" high under the Diacritic Analysis and
under the UR High Analysis. Under the Diacritic Analysis one could assume
that its presence here reflects a rule sensitive to this morphological
category:
(21) Present High Assignment
L H
V -»• V/ [ Conditions : in present
stem in (a) roots
Notice also that in the form in (20aJ two highs appear in a row. Thus
this form would meet the structural description of an unrestricted Tone
Lowering rule. One possibility, incorporating an unrestricted Tone
Lowering rule, would be to order Present High Assignment after Tone
Lowering. This would involve a tone "affecting" (including changing,
moving, or deleting) rule being ordered before a tone assignment rule.
We believe such an ordering to be unnatural; the evidence against an
unrestricted Tone Lowering rule follows.
Under the UR High Analysis one could conceivably write Present
High Assignment without referring to the diacritic classification (a)
.
However, if this rule applied to all verbs with a low-toned stem-initial
syllable, after its application (aj and (b) verbs would be identical.
One would then need a global rule (or a rule sensitive to diacritic
marking) to distinguish them for deletion. (We believe that it is
more natural for tonal assignment rules to be sensitive to diacritic
marking, than for tone "affecting" rules to be.) If one deleted the
high from (b) verbs before Present High Assignment, Present High
Assignment would have to be globally referenced (essentially diacritic)
in order to know which of the now- low-toned stem-initial syllsbles would
undergo it. Another possibility, suggested to me by Chuck Kisseberth
(personal communication), would be the use of a polarity rule.
(22) Polarity
[OH] [-QH]
The form in (23b) would be derived in the same manner as those in C20b)
.
The forms in (23a) indicate a "deep" high tone on the final syllable of
the verb. Since we already have a rule assigning tone here, we can just
alter the environment. First, it must be extended to apply (in addition
to in infinitives with two objects) to present forms of verbal roots with
marking for (a) type. Next, it must be restricted so as not to apply
in (20a). We claim that the relevant difference between (20a) vs. (16)
and (23a) is the number ot syllables which do not carry a "deep" high
tone before the final syllable to which "deep" high is potentially to
be assigned. In (16) and (23a) there are at least two such syllables,
while in (20aj there is only one. Thus Final High Assignment can be
revised as follows:
(24) Final High Assignment (2nd version)
V -V V/vv # Conditions: in infinitives with two object markers
in present in (a) roots
It is important to note that since no high tone is deleted in these forms,
the possibility, mentioned above, that the final high is a "displacement"
as in Digo, can be ruled out. The formulation in this version of Final
High Assignment makes reference to classes (a) and (b) . Under the UR
High Analysis this could be formulated making reference to the tone of
the stem- initial syllable, if ordered at a point where the (a) roots have
acquired high tone, while the (b) roots do not bear it.
Present forms without object markers with monosyllabic stems exhibit
the following patterns:
(25) a. apagura % b. a^at^ma %
aBagura Bwangu a^atlma pwangu
'they are buying (quickly)' 'they are cutting (quickly)'
Type (b) exhibits the same pattern as all other present forms without
object markers, while type (a) appear to have a "deep" high on the
final syllable of the verb. This is clearest when another word follows:
in phrase final position it appears that two "deep" highs in a row
are pronounced as high followed by falling. This is obviously related
to the Phrase Final Leftward Movement process discussed above. It would
be possible to express the generalization that all highs in phrase final
position change to falling by breaking Phrase Final Leftward Movement
into two processes:
'^^•'
^
->-h % and ^ ^- ^/ ^ % OT h ^ ^/ ^ (depending on ordering)
The rules we have proposed so far do not account for the "deep" high
on the final syllable in (25a); however. Final High Assignment does assign
final "deep" high and does apply in the present to (a) verbs. To have it
apply here, the environment would have to be changed to:
(27) Final High Assignment (3rd version) \
Conditions : in infinitives with two ob j markers
in present in (a) roots
i
The forms in (25a) would be derived as follows:
(28) a-p^-gur-a a-pa-gur-aff^wangu
apagura apagurapwangu Present High Ass. or Polarity
ap^guri, apagurapwangu Final High Assignment
apagdrl apagurapwangu Rightward Displacement
apagura Phrase Final Leftward Movement
Final High Assignment must be ordered before Rightward Displacement. If
it applied after Rightward Displacement, forms like those in (20a) and (25a)
could not be distinguished. (Rightward Displacement and Phrase Final
Leftward Movement could be applied in either order.) Note that the phonetic
high on -gur - should be thought of as representing both the displacement high
from -pa- and a "deep" high on - gur- itself introduced by Present High
Assignment or Polarity.
In the present tense when both the subject and an object occur we
find the following patterns:
b. apakat^ma %
a^akagura pwangu apakatema pwangu
'they are buying it (quickly)' 'they are cutting it (quickly)'
apamugurira % apamutemera %
aPamugurira pwangu aPamutemera pwangu
'they are buying for him (quickly)' 'they are cutting for him (quickly)'
aPamusorotorera % apamu sururaura %
apamusorotorera pwangu apaniusuriimura pw&ngu
'they are pulling out for him quickly) "they are untying him (quickly)'
It is obvious that in these forms one also finds a final "deep" high, and
in the same phonological environment as found above, i.e. when preceded
by a high or by at least two lows. One could add another condition to
Final High Assignment so that it would also apply in the present when an
object marker was present; however, these three morphologically defined
environments would all have a common phonological factor. In all cases
when Final High Assignment applies there are two "deep" highs somewhere in
the word preceding the final syllable. We thus reformulate Final High
Assignment to apply in the following environment:
(30) Final High Assignment
L H HH
V ->- V/ # . . .W
If the last of the two or more highs does not immediately precede the final
syllable, the low in the penultimate syllable must be preceded either by ,
one or more lows (23a vs. 20a) or by the stem boundary (first form in 29b).
Obviously this rule must apply before Tone Lowering. If the "deep"
high of an object marker were already lowered in infinitives with two object
markers (16) or in present forms of (b) verbs with a subject and one object
10
marker (29b) , the two highs required for the application of Final High
Assignment would no longer be present. It is also clear that Final High
Assignment must apply after Present High Assignment or Polarity in order
to introduce the second high necessary to trigger Final High Assignment
in (23a § 25a). Also, under the UR High Analysis the high of the stem-
initial syllable in (b) would have to be gone in order to bleed Final
High Assignment in (23b S 25b)
.
In the present tense when the subject and two objects occur we
find the following pattei
(31) a. apamukagurira %
aPamukagurira pwangu
' they are buying it for him (quickly)
'
apamuisorotorera %
a^amuisorotorera pwangu
'they are pulling it out for him
(quickly)
'
b. apamukatSmera %
a^amukatemera pwangu
'they are cutting it for him (quickly)'
apamuisurumura %
apamuisurumura pwangu
'they are untying it for him (quickly)'
Except for the first two in (31a), all these forms involve Final High
Assignment. The fact that there is a reflection of only one "deep"
high for the three highs of the subject and two object markers could
easily be handled by having Tone Lowering apply iteratively from left
to right (or simultaneous application)
.
The ordering of the tonal rules proposed above and some sample
derivations follow.
(32) Diacritic Analysis UR High Analysis
-Primary High Assignment Polarity -
(^Present High Assignment Primary High Deletior
inal High Assignment^
Tone Lowering
"Rightward Displacement
(Phrase Final Leftward Movement
(33) L„H, H L L
apaKagura
11
Diacritic Analysis UR High Analysis
L„H HU L L L L ..,. L.H HH H L L L
apamuisurujnura (26) apamuisurumura\ LHHHLLLL Polarity
LoH HH L L L L
apamuisurumura
L H HH L L L H Final High Assignment
L H LL L L L H Tone Lowering
L L HL L L L H Rightward Displacement
L L HL L L R F Phrase Final Leftward Movement
NOTES
In Massamba (1977) it is argued that these three are best regarded
as dialects of one language.
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In this paper we will not deal with the representation of vowel
length in CiRuri. A preliminary analysis shows that in general Rightward
Displacement takes place from a long vowel, as from a short vowel, to
the following syllable (cf. (b) root, okuleetera 'to bring for'); however,
when high tone is displaced rightward onto a long vowel it creates a
falling contour (cf. okumuleeta 'to bring him').
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We have chosen not to employ the autosegmental framework here.
Recently this framework has been applied by Goldsmith (1980) to Tonga,
which also exhibits the determinant phenomenon. In this note we will
consider how Rightward Displacement and Phrase Final Leftward Movement
could be handled within the autosegmental framework.
*
The tonal melody would best be taken to be L H L, with all
syllables up to and including the determinant associating with L, the
following syllable associating with H, and any syllable following it
associating witn L. If one associated the last L of the melody with
the final vowel before associating H with the syllable after the
determinantt one could account for forms like those in (2b) by including
a principle that if the syllable after the determinant is already
associated, the H associates with the determinant syllable. In the
following figures the numbers indicate the order of association.
o k 11 t J m a ok u t e m a n a
3/2 x\/ .-'S, '"'2
L H L L H L''
K u e
In addition, to account for the former, one would need some rule to realize
the stem-initial syllable as high and not rising.
*
For the forms with a final determinant atemere 'he cut' inI r e
L {fl/
in addition to the loss of association of the L with the final syllable,
we would also need a process associating the H with the preceding syllable.
V V V V
/ A >/v ^
L H L L H L
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This is true in all cases except where the subject marker is for
the third person singular human (class 1); in this case the subject
marker -ka- is ordered before the present tense marker.
In both cases the peak moves leftward from the end ot the final
word of a phrase (say from the middle of the vowel to a point closer to
the start of the vowel), and if the point at which one starts to rise to
get to this peak occurs only in the final syllable, the point at which
the rise begins also moves leftward. See Becker (1979) for a discussion
of this type of process. Within the autosegmental treatment discussed
above in note 3, the falling pitch of the final vowel in both cases
would be a function of the tonal melody and the manner of its association.
This form indicates that the correct formulation of Rightward
Displacement is H 1 ^ L H . Condition: where X ^ #
The tone of the vowel following the "deep" high need not be low for the
high to be moved off the original syllable.
7
One can offer at least an attempt at some type of explanation for
the occurrence or origin of the interdependence of the lows in this rule.
The suggestion is that once you come down from a series of highs it is
in some sense desirable to have at least two low-toned syllables before
another high, or else due to a process of raising a low between two highs
or due to tone doubling (or rightward displacement at various historical
stages) this may create a series of highs which is quite long. The limit
for CiRuri appears to be three (or two and a half) , as in (28a)
.
A comparison of agagurira (20a) and agak^tfaa (29b) which would have
the identical pattern LHHLL at the time of the application of Final High
Assignment illustrates the motivation for the inclusion of the stem
boundary in (30) . In our opinion a less desirable alternative would be
a "look-ahead" rule which would make use of the fact that in the latter
form the second high will be deleted (by Tone Lowering) and thus that
after Rightward Displacement the high inserted by Final High Assignment
would not abut with a preceding displaced high. Of course, one could
also separate Final High Assignment into two rules, one conditioned by
the presence of at least two high-toned nominal prefixes and the other,
with the restriction about the intervening lows, triggered by the high
on the stem- initial syllable from Present High Assignment or Polarity.
g
If Rightward Displacement were to precede Tone Lowering, it
would be more difficult to formulate Tone Lowering. In particular,
in order to delete a high tone which has been displaced from a second
object or an object preceded by a subject marker, as in say (26) or
(24) or (16), the Tone Lowering would have to apply to highs on the stem-
initial syllable, as well as from object markers (in the case of subject
and two object markers (31)). However, the problem would now arise of
distinguishing a high on the stem-initial syllable where it had been
displaced from an object marker versus where it was due to Present High
Assignment or Polarity in those cases where such a high is not displaced
because it is in the penultimate syllable (e.g. the second forms in
(25a) and (29a)).
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IKOROVEKE MAKUA TONOLOGY (PART 2)*
Chin-Chuan Cheng
and
Charles W. Kisseberth
This paper continues the description and analysis of
Ikorovere (Makua) tonology which was begun in Cheng and
Kisseberth (1979). The earlier paper was limited to the
infinitive form of the verb. In the course of that paper
the following tonal principles were postulated: INFINITIVE
TONE ASSIGNMENT (ITA), which assigns a high tone to the
first and the third vowel of the verb stem in the infinitive;
HIGH DOUBLING (HD), which makes a low tone into a high tone
when a high tone precedes; PHRASE-FINAL LOWERING (PFL)
,
which lowers a high tone when it appears in phrase-final
position; WORD-FINAL LOWERING (WFL) , which lowers a high
tone which appears on the last vowel of a word provided that
the high tone in question is a 'primary' high rather than a
'doubled' high resulting from HD; and TONE LOWERING (TL)
,
which lowers any number of successive primary high tones when
a high tone immediately precedes. Among the segmental rules
postulated, the most critical for the present paper is VOWEL
REDUCTION (VR), which reduces three (or more) vowel moras
to just two moras.
We extend the discussion here to include a variety of
finite verbal forms. The primary focus of attention is the
interrelationship between the tonal principles previously
established and the rule of VOWEL REDUCTION, as well as a
rule of VOWEL SHORTENING. We show that the tonal principles
operate in terms of a level of representation that is prior
to VOWEL REDUCTION and VOWEL SHORTENING. The level of representa-
tion to which the tone rules apply may contain as many as five
successive vowels, even though in general no more than two vowels
may occur in succession on the phonetic surface (and in some
environments Just one vowel may occur).
The rule referred to as INFINITIVE TONE ASSIGNMENT will be
shown to operate in other morphological contexts as well, but
it will also be seen that additional tone assignment rules are
required in specific morphological structures.
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In this paper (which continues the section numbering and example
numbering of Cheng and Kisseberth 1979) we will extend and deepen our
analysis of Ikorovere tone by examining the tonology and phonology of
a variety of finite verbal forms. The most persistent problem that we
will be addressing is the interrelationship between the tone rules
postulated in the first part of the paper and the rule of VOWEL
REDUCTION (VR), as well as another process which we shall refer to as
VOWEL SHORTENING.
k. THE TONOLOGY OF THE -HO- TENSES
We begin by examining two verbal tenses in Ikorovere which utilize
a tense/aspect prefix -ho- (in general it Is not possible to find
simple labels for the various preflxal elements that mark tense and
aspect; we shall make no effort to do so here). (64) illustrates one
of these tenses.
(64) ki-ho-t aw-a. ,./ ki-ho-t dw-a% 'I have run'
ki-ho-hukfil-a 'I have sieved'
ki-ho-16k6t5nlh-a 'I have picked up pi.
These examples clearly suggest that (a) -ho- is low-toned in this
particular morphological construction and (b) the same tone assignment
rule (ITA') operates here that operates in the infinitive. A high tone
is placed on the first and the third vowel of the verb stem (but does
not appear on the third vowel if that vowel also happens to be word-
final). Although we will continue to refer to the tone assignment rule
involved as ITA' , the fact is that it applies in a wide and diverse set
of morphological constructions of which the infinitive is just one.
When the -ho- prefix precedes a vowel-initial verb stem, the £
will lower a following high vowel (as predicted by the rule of VL
formulated earlier, where it is claimed that all non-high vowels trigger
the lowering of an immediately following high vowel). The £ will itself
completely assimilate to the quality of the following vowel (again, as
predicted by the rule of VA formulated earlier, where it is claimed that
in any vowel sequence the first vowel will assimilate completely to the
second). Examples of these interactions are given in (65).
(65) kl-ha-Shul-a
h
'I have torn'
ki-he-etet -a 'I have threshed' w-eetet -a
cf. w-a5htil-a
h
ki-ho-opol-a 'I have bought' w-oopol-a
ki-he-ehan-a 'I have called' w-iihan-a
ki-ho-op-a. 'I have heaped up' w-uup-a.
to tear'
to thresh'
to buy'
to call'
to heap up'
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When -ho- precedes an object prefix attached to a consonant-initial verb
stem, we find paradigms like the one In (66)
,
(66) a-ho-ki-hukulel-a. .
,
a-ho-o-hukulel-a.
.
.
a-ha-a-hukulel-a.
.
'he has sieved for me'
'he has sieved for you (ch.)'
'he has sieved for him/ them'
Notice that the object prefixes are high-toned in this construction just
as in the infinitive (this, recall, seems to be true of all the con-
structions where ITA' applies). The vowel of -ho- causes the -u- object
prefix to lower to a nid vowel and itself assimilates completely to the
-a^- object prefix. These forms follow automatically from the rules that
we have already formulated. The derivation of a-ha-a-hukulel-a . . . is
shown below:
(67) a-ho-a-hukulel-a.
.
a-ho-a-hukulel-a.
a-ho-a-hukulel-a.
a-ho-a-hukulel-a.
a-ha-a-hukulel-a.
ITA'
TL
HD
VA
Let us turn now to the case where -ho- precedes a vowel-initial
object prefix that in turn precedes a vowel-initial verb stem. This
situation creates an underlying three vowel sequence.
(68) a-ho-w-oopolel-a.
a-h-o-opolel-a. .
.
cf.
'he has bought it for you (ch.)'
'he has bought it for him/them'
a-ho-ko-opolel-a. . . 'he has bought it for me'
(verb stem: /opolel/ 'buy for')
Notice that in the case of the -u^- prefix, the u glides in front of the
initial vowel of the verb stem, and of course compensatorlly lengthens
that vowel. This gliding allows the -ho- to surface untouched. At this
point a comment about the ordering of our rules is perhaps in order.
Recall that VL must precede VA. This ordering is required because an
a_ vowel must lower a following high vowel before assimilating to it.
We also suggested that _u-GL must apply before VA. The reason for this
ordering is that u^ must glide instead of assimilating to a following
vowel. We have not, however, said anything about the relative ordering
of ^-GL and VL. Given the present formulation of these rules, it is
clear that u-GL must precede VT.. This is shown by the required derivation
for a-ho-w-66polel-a . .
.
, which we give in (69).
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(69) a-ho-u-opolel-a.
.
a-ho-u-6polel-a.
a-ho-u-opol61-a.
a-ho-u-6polel-a.
a-ho-w-66polel-a.
inapplicable
ITA'
TL
HD
^-GL (with tone reassociation)
VL
VA
Suppose that VL were applied before _u-GL in (69). Then the -u,- prefix
would have lowered to a mid vowel because of the preceding non-high
vowel. Having been lowered to a mid vowel, the object prefix vowel
would not been able to undergo u-GL (that rule glides u not o)
.
In order to avoid this ordering statement, one might consider whether
^-GL could be reformulated so as to affect both o^ and ji. This runs
into a problem since the o^ of -ho- , for example, never glides when it
precedes another vowel. 'Je know of no prefixal £ that glides when it
precedes a vowel. (It perhaps should be noted that across word boundaries
gliding of a vowel in front of another vowel is a very general phenomenon;
both u and o^, as well as i^ and e^, glide in this context. We have not
considered phrase-level segmental phonology in this paper, however.)
There is no justification for extending u-GL so that it affects
some (but not most) occurrences of prefixal o^. We conclude, therefore,
that u-GL precedes both VL and VA, and that VL precedes VA.
Consider next the form a-h-6-6polel-a . . . 'he has bought it for him/
them', which presumably has the underlying structure /a-ho-a-opolel-a. .
.
/.
The derivation of this form must proceed roughly as in (70).
(70) a-ho-a-opolel-a...
a-ho-S-6polel-a.
,
a-ho-a-opolel-a.
ITA'
TL
HD
VA
a-ho-a-opolel-a. .
.
a-ho-o-opolel-a.
.
,
a-h-o-opolel-a.
. . VR
This derivation provides one piece of evidence that the grammar of
Ikorovere must include a principle such as VR, i.e. a rule that reduces
a three (or more) mora long vowel to a two mora vowel. There is no
doubt that in underlying structure a-h-6-opolel-a . . . contains a three
vowel sequence. Since that sequence does not appear on the surface,
some rule must be postulated to reduce overlong vowels. But now consider
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the tonal aspect of (70). In particular, it should be noted that the
low tone associated with the -ho- prefix is somehow lost when the three
mora sequence is reduced to two mora, while the primary high associated
with the object prefix and its double are retained. (The reader will have
noticed that we are assuming that the various tone rules— ITA' , TL, and
HD—have applied prior to VR. This assumption will allow us to present
the data in an orderly way, and we think that it is in fact basically
correct. But we will postpone detailed discussion of this point until
later. In this section we concentrate on illustrating the range of data
that an adequate analysis of Ikorovere must be able to deal with.)
Thus where we expect a LHH tone sequence spread over three vowels, what
we in fact find on the surface is a HH sequence spread over two vowels.
This phenomenon is, of course, precisely the same phenomenon encountered
in the previous section where we saw that in w-a-ap-a . . . 'to whisper
about him/ them' , from the more remote structure /u-S-Sp-a. .
. /, the low
tone of the infinitive prefix is lost. Here we were also dealing with
a case where an expected LHH tone sequence is reduced to HH when VR
applies to an overlong vowel. At this point one might think that
the loss of the low tone in these two cases could be directly accounted
for by reformulating VR so that it deletes the first vowel in a three
vowel sequence, with the added stipulation that the tone of that vowel
is also deleted, t/hile this approach will work in the present case, we
shall see below that it is fraught with difficulties. Further discussion
of this phenomenon of 'L-loss' must await the accumulation of more
relevant data.
The sample paradigm given in (68) does not, of course, represent
a rare or uncommon pattern. All vowel-initial verb stems that can take
objects will exhibit parallel behavior. (71) includes just two
additional examples, but it is important to emphasize that all verbs
of the appropriate structure (i.e. with an initial vowel) behave in
exactly the expected fashion. We know of no exceptions.
(71) a-ho-w-eetet -a 'he has beaten you (ch.)'
a-h-^-^tet -a 'he has beaten him/them'
cf.
a-ho-kd-^tet -a 'he has beaten me'
(verb stem: /etet / 'thresh, beat')
a-ho-w-S5pe€l-d,
.
. 'he has cooked for you (ch.)'
a-h-^-Spe^l-S. . . 'he has cooked for him/them'
cf.
a-ho-k5-Spe^l-d. . . 'he has cooked for me'
(verb stem: /apeel/ 'cook for')
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A second use of the -ho- tense/aspect prefix Is shown in the
following set of examples:
(72) k-a-ho-t aw-a 'I ran'
k-a-ho-kSvlh-a 'I helped'
k-a-ho-lokotanlh-a 'I picked up pi.'
In these examples, the -ho- prefix is separated from the subject prefix
by another tense/aspect element consisting of the vowel -^-. It should
be noted that before vowel-initial tense/aspect prefixes like -a-, the
subject prefixes have a special allomorph. For instance, the ki- 1 sg.
subject prefix appears simply as k-. These special pre-vocalic allo-
morphs of the subject prefixes cannot be attributed to generally
applicable rules since we know that the vowel sequence 1-a would
ordinarily become a-
a
by VA, rather than simply a^. We will not discuss
here the derivation of the pre-vocalic form of the subject prefixes;
the underlying representations that we give will always have the subject
prefix in its pre-vocalic form, not worrying about how it got to be that
way.
Examination of (72) shows that when used in conjunction with the
-a^- tense/aspect prefix, -ho- bears a high tone. We assume that this
high tone must be associated with -ho- as a consequence of the morpho-
logical component of the grammar; it does not arise through any general
rule. The high tone on -ho- apparently doubles onto the following
vowel (which in the preceding examples is the first stem vowel).
If ITA' is operative in this tense, then the high tone that it would
associate with the first stem vowel is not directly manifested (since
there is no doubling onto the second stem vowel). It seems likely that
ITA' is operative in this tense since we see that a high tone does appear
on the third vowel of the verb stem (when it is not word-final). We
have, of course, an explanation available to us as to why the high tone
that ITA' would place on the first stem vowel is not manifested. Namely,
the rule of TL would lower the high tone assigned to the first stem vowel.
The derivation of k-a-ho-lokotanih-a would be as in (73).
(73) k-a-ho-lokotanih-a
k-a-hd-16kotanih-a ITA'
k-a-ho-lokotanih-a TL
k-a-ho-lokotanlh-a HD
Consider now what happens when an object prefix occurs in the
-a-ho- construction.
(74) y-a-ho-ki-hukulel-a. . . 'he sieved for me'
y-a-ho-o-hukulel-a.
. . 'he sieved for you (ch.)'
y-a-ha-a-hukulel-a.
. . 'he sieved for him/them'
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The segmental aspect of the paradigm in (74) is straightforward: -ho-
causes a following -u- object prefix to lower to -£- , and -ho- itself
assimilates its vowel to the -a- object prefix. The tonal aspect of
this paradigm is also straightforward provided that one remembers that
TL applies iteratively from right to left. The derivation of
y-a-ha-a-hukulel-a . . . is shown in (75).
(75) y-a-ho-a-hukulel-a.
,
y-a-h6-S-h(ikulel-a.
,
y-a-ho-a-hukulel-a.
y-a-ho-a-hukul^l-a.
.
y-a-ha-S-hukulel-a.
ITA'
TL (iterative)
HD
VA
In (75) we see that TL can have the effect of lowering two
successive primary high tones after a primary high tone. It is
possible to show that as many as three successive high tones can get
lowered. This can be done by introducing the diminutive prefix -¥i-
into structures like the above. (Recall that -^i- must be assumed
to have a high tone associated with it, since it behaves in a fashion
perfectly analagous to the object prefixes.) Some examples:
(76) y-a-ho-si-lokotSnihac-a 'he picked up small things'
y-a-ho-si-ki-lokotlniherac-a 'he picked up small things for me'
y-a-ho-si-paparul-a.
. . 'he separated s.t. small'
y-a-ho-si-ki-papardlel-a 'he separated s.t. small for me'
Our analysis will automatically account for the pronunciation of these
items. (77) illustrates.
(77) y-a-ho-si-ki-lokotaniherac-a
y-a-ho-si-ki-lokotaniherac-a ITA
y-a-ho-si-ki-lokotaniherac-a TL (iterative)
^ v- -• '
y-a-ho-si-ki-lokotaniherac-a HD
This example provides critical support for our analysis of Ikorovere
in that it clearlv establishes the necessity for the TL rule. Recall that
earlier we discussed whether TL could be dispensed with, and we found that
in order to do without TL we would have to constrain ITA' so that it would
not place a high tone on a vowel that is preceded by a high tone, and we
would also have to constrain HD so that a high tone could not double if it
is preceded by a high tone. But given that in (77) we have three successive
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underlying high tones, we cannot account for the absence of a phonetic
high tone on the object prefix -ki- without invoking some form of TL.
Neither a constraint on ITA' nor a constraint on HD will explain why
an underlying high tone should be lowered. And if we need a tone
lowering rule here, why introduce constraints onto both ITA' and HD
which in effect mimic the lowering rule. A single rule of TL (applied
Iteratively from right to left) will account for all the data.
The -a-hd- construction provides some additional data bearing on
the proposed rule of VR and the associated problem of 'L-loss'.
The paradigms in (78) are the relevant ones. They show the combination
of object prefixes and vowel-initial verb stems in the -a-h6- tense.
(78) y-a-h6-kd-ape^l-5...
y-a-h6-w-Sape^l-d.
.
.
y-a-hd-a-pedl-S.
.
.
'he cooked for me'
'he cooked for you (ch. )
'
'he cooked for him/ them'
y-a-h6-k6-opol^l-S.
y-a-h6-w-6opolgl-S.
y-a-h6-6-poldl-S.
.
.
'he bought it for me'
'he bought it for you (ch.)'
'he bought it for him/them'
The derivation of the forms with a 1 sg. object and a 2 p. object
involves no new complications. (79) gives the derivation of
y-a-ho-w-aapeel-a
. .
.
(79) y-a-h6-(j-apeel-a.
y-a-h6-(i-Spe^l-a.
y-a-h6-u-apedl-a.
,
y-a-h6-u-ape^l-a.
y-a-h6-w-aape^l-5.
ITA'
TL
HD
u-GL (plus tone reassociation)
Note that when the -u- prefix glides, its high tone reassociates with
the following vowel. This produces a falling tone since the following
vowel is the first mora of a long vowel whose second mora is low- toned.
The forms in (78) that are the most crucial are the ones with the
-a- object prefix present (underlyingly) . The required derivation
of y-a-h6-6-polgl-a . . . is shown in (80).
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(80) y-a-h6-a-opolel-a.
y-a-ho-a-6polel-a.
y-a-ho-a-opolel-a.
y-a-ho-a-opo lel-a
.
y-a-ho-6-opolel-a.
y-a-ho-o-polel-a.
ITA'
TL (Iterative)
HD
VA
VR
The crucial point about the derivation in (80) is that VR must be
assumed to apply to reduce a three mora vowel to two moras. When we
look at the tonal aspect of this reduction, we see that whereas we
would expect a HHI. tone sequence over the three vowel sequence, what
we find in pronunciation is a HH sequence spread over two vowel moras.
Recall that we have already seen a LHH tone sequence reduced to HH.
Now we find a HHL sequence reduced to HH. To account for these data
we cannot claim that it is always the first vowel (and its tone) or
always the last vowel (and its tone) that deletes from a three mora
vowel. The thing that the two cases share is that a L is deleted.
Thus we might propose a rule of VR that says: in a three vowel
sequence, delete the vowel that is associated with a low tone (and
delete the tone as well). The adequacy of such a rule cannot be
evaluated until we look at more data.
5 . THE TONOLOGY OF -AL-E TENSES
In this section we turn our attention to a number of finite verbal
forms involving the suffixal tense/aspect marker -al- (which requires
the final vowel -e_, rather than the -a that is found in the infinitive
and in the -ho- tenses described in the preceding section). The -al-
suffix is used, for instance, in the negative past paradigm illustrated
in (81) below.
(8l) (k")a-k-aa-tupul-al-e/ (k )a-k-aa-tupunl-e
k a-mw-aa-tupul-al-e/ k a-mw-aa-tupunl-e.
k a-w-aa-tupul-al-e/ k a-w-aa-tupuiil-e . . .
k a-y-aa-tupul-al-e/ k a-y-aa-tupunl-e . .
.
k -aa-tupul-al-e/ k -aa-tupuiil-e. .
.
h h
k a-n-aa-tupul-al-e/ k a-n-aa-tupunl-e. . . 'we didn't cut'
'I didn't cut'
you ( ad
.
) di dn ' t cut
'
'you (ch. ) didn't cut'
'he (ad.) didn't cut'
he (ch. ) didn't cut'
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This verb tense has a negative prefix k a- (which can be found in other
negative constructions as well), followed by the subject prefix (in its
pre-vocalic shape) , followed by the tense/aspect prefix -aa- (pronounced
with a level high tone) , followed by the verb stem, followed by the suffix
-al- (also a tense/aspect element) , followed by the final vowel -e^.
All tenses utilizing the suffix -al-, however, show two alternative forms
in Ikorovere. In one form, -al- is suffixed to the verb stem and -e^ is
added immediately after -al-; while in the other form -al- does not appear,
but instead a nasal consonant is infixed in front of the final consonant of
the verb stem. The infixed nasal is homorganic with the following con-
sonant. Nearly all verbs in Ikorovere exhibit both alternatives;
only two verb classes lack the infixed nasal alternant: a handful of
verbs having the structure -C--, and those verb stems that can be
analyzed as ending in a vowel.
, Let us turn now to the tonal aspects of the above paradigm,
k a- is low-toned throughout; the most natural assumption is that it
is low-toned in underlying representation. The -aa- prefix is
pronounced with a level high tone. We analyze this prefix as having
a primary high on the first mora of the long vowel. HD will double
this high tone onto the second mora of the long vowel. By analyzing
the second mora of the -5a- as being merely a doubled high and not
a primary high, we explain why the vowel that follows -d5- does not
get a doubled high onto it.
(81) shows that the subject prefix for a 3 p. (ch.) is
(this is true both in pre-vocalic positions and also in position
before consonant initial tense/aspect prefixes— cf. ho- t"aw-
a
. .
.
'he (ch.) has run'). Since the 3 p. (ch, ) prefix is 0, this brings
the negative prefix into position next to the -aa- prefix. Thus a
three vowel sequence arises. Only two vowel moras appear, however,
in k"-eig-tup(jl-gl-e . This loss of a vowel mora can obviously be
attributed to VR, Notice that the low tone associated with the
negative prefix is also lost from the surface form. But this is just
another case where LHH reduces to HH.
We must now examine the tonal shape of the verb stem. The
paradigm in (81) does not make the tonal structure of the verb stem
clear, so we give a group of examples in (82) designed to bring out
the tonal structure of the verb stem in this tense more clearly.
(82) k a-y-aa-t uk-al-d,.,/ k a-y-aa-t unk-e,,, 'he didn't tie'
k a-y-IS-th ok61-51-e/ k a-y-dd-th okoiil-e,,, 'he didn't
sharpen'
k a-y-S4-lok6t5nih-al-e/ k a-y-SS-lok6tSninh-e 'he didn't
pick up'
k a-y-d^-ki-t uk-il-e/ k a-y-fil-ki-t uAk-e... 'he didn't
tie me'
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Examination of the -al- alternants above indicates that in each case a
high tone appears on the second vowel (if one counts starting with the
object prefix, when there is one, otherwise the verb stem). In the first
example in (82), the second vowel is in the -al- suffix itself. In the
second example ('sharpen') and in the third example ('pick up'), the
second vowel is the second vowel of the verb stem itself; and in the last
example, where an object prefix occurs, the second vowel is the first
vowel of the stem. This high tone on the second vowel naturally doubles
onto the next vowel.
In a number of its uses, the suffix -al- is associated with the
assignment of a high tone to the second vowel counting from the object
prefix if there is one, otherwise from the beginning of the stem. Such
examples (as well as numerous others) make it clear that while ITA'
has a wide range of application (including the infinitive and the two
-ho- tenses discussed above) , it is not the sole tone assignment process
in Ikorovere. There are a number of tone assignment principles at work
in the language; they are entirely morphologically controlled. Whether
ITA', or the tone assignment linked with -al-, or any other tone
assignment rule applies is determined by the morphological construction
and not any phonological factors. Each assignment rule is entirely
productive in that it will assign a tonal shape to any and every verb.
We will refer to the rule that places a high tone on the second
vowel as -AL- TONE ASSIGNMENT (henceforth, AL-TA) . Explicit formulation
of this rule raises interesting problems, but they are outside the scope
of the present paper.
Consider next the forms in (82) where the nasal infix is used rather
than -al-. It should be obious that AL-TA has applied in these forms as
well. The most important point to note about these forms is that the
infixed nasal is a tone-bearing element; that is, the nasal in these forms
can bear contrastive tone. To make this point clear, we need to examine
briefly the tonal facts relating to pre-consonant nasals in general.
Look at the data in (83).
(83) u-vend-a.
u-v6ng-S.
u- th5mbw^n-a
u-pSmSnd-a
u-kfirfimbSn-a.
,
to ask for s. t.
'
to hate'
to confuse'
to press s. t.
'
to miss one another'
The pre-consonantal nasals in the above examples must be regarded as not
counting as tone-bearing elements for the purposes of rules like ITA'
and HD. If they did count, incorrect derivations would result, as can
be seen from (84).
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(8U) u-vend-a... u-pamand-a. . . u-kuriomban-a
u-vend-a. . . u-pamand-a. . . u-kurumban-a ITA'
u-vend-a. inapplicable inapplicable WFL
u-vend-a... u-pamand-a. u-kurumban-a
Although the pre-consonantal nasals in (83) are not tone-bearing
in the sense that they do not carry phonological tone (as the incorrect
derivations above attest), they do bear phonetic tone. In particular,
such pre-consonantal nasals are pronounced with the same tone as the
preceding vowel. In (83) the preceding vowel is always high-toned
and consequently the nasal is pronounced with a high tone. This is
true even when the following vowel is low-toned. Thus in an example
such as u-vend-a^ , where the phrase-final high tone has undergone
lowering, the pre-consonantal nasal is still pronounced with a high
tone due to the preceding high-toned vowel. On the other hand, if the
pre-consonantal nasal is preceded by a low-toned vowel, the nasal is
pronounced on a low tone. For instance, in u-hi-i-tang-a 'to be
careless (e.g. about one's appearance)', the pre-cons6nantal nasal in
the root /tang/ is pronounced with a low tone due to the fact that the
preceding vowel is low-toned. (We have not discussed the tonology of
the negative infinitive, which involves the prefix -hi-; -hi- bears
a high tone, which naturally doubles onto the following vowel, but also
has the property of lowering subsequent high tones in the word even
when these high tones are not adjacent to the -hi-.
)
Returning now to the discussion of the examples in (82) with an
infixed nasal, it is readily apparent that the nasal in these data is
tone bearing. Consider, for example, k^a-y-aa-t^unk-e . . . The pre-consonantal
nasal here is pronounced with a high tone, even though the preceding vowel
is low-toned. The infixed nasal thus behaves differently from pre-
consonantal nassils that manifest phonetic tone, since such nasals are
always pronounced on the same tone as the preceding vowel. Consider next
the example k"a-y-aa-th"ok6nl-e . . .In this case the infixed nasal is
pronounced on the same level as the preceding vowel, thus one might be
tempted to think that this is simply a case of phonetic high tone on a
pre-consontal nasal. But if this were the case, we would expect that
the final vowel would have a high tone due to the rule of High Doubling.
But *k a-y-aa-th okonl-e
.
. . is aji incorrect pronunciation (where we
leave the supposed phonetic high tone on the nasal unmarked as we have
in actual cases where a nasal bears mere phonetic high tone—for example,
u-vend-a . .
.
)
.
Given that the infixed nasal counts as a tone-bearing element on a
par with vowels, then the data on the right in (82) follow in a
straightforward manner. The derivation of the two examples discussed in
the preceding paragraph is shown in (85). We will underline pre-consonantal
nasals that are capable of bearing contrastive tone.
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( 85 ) k a-y-aa-t imk-e ... k a-y-aa-th okonl-e . .
.
k a-y-aa-t unk-e ... k a-y-aa-th okonl-e . . . AL-TA
inapplicable inapplicable WFL, TL
, h ^^ .h ', ' , h ^^ .,h , ^^,k a-y-aa-t unk-e. .
.
k a-y-aa-th okonl-e... HD
These data show that the infixed nasal behaves as a tone-bearing
element on a par with a vowel in that (a) it can receive a high tone
via the tone assignment rule AL-TA and (b) it can receive a high tone
via the rule of High Doubling. A third piece of evidence that this
infixed nasal is in all respects a tone-bearing unit is provided by
phrase-final pronunciations such as k^a-y-aa-th^okonl-ej? . The pre-
consonantal nasal in this example is pronounced with a low tone, even
though the preceding vowel is high-toned (phonetically, this sequence
of a high followed by a low tone is realized as a falling tone, but we
are analyzing all contour tones as sequences of level tones). Clearly
we are not dealing with phonetic tone like that found in u-vend-a. .
.
,
since these cases involve a pre-consonantal nasal having the same tone
as the preceding vowel. The reason for the falling tone in k"a-y-a.a-th okonl-e^
is quite clear. We are dealing with the phenomenon referred to as LONG FALL
(LF) in Part 1 of this paper. The infixed nasal combines with the preceding
vowel to form a long syllable analagous to a long vowel and undergoes the
same rule that applies in such examples as u-leeh-a^ (cf. u-leeh-a . .
.
)
and u-maal-a^ (cf. u-maal-a . .
.
) cited earlier. The formulation of LF given
in ( 31 ) must be slightly modified to accomodate the present data.
(31)' H H
j-'T > H L / L %
(where J = a tone-bearing unit, whether a vowel or nasal)
We are now ready to turn to cases where a vowel-initial verb stem
appears in the negative past tense. (86) provides some relevant examples.
(86) (k'^)a-k-aa-t-al-e. .
.
'I didn't beat it' (/at/ 'beat')
(k )a-k-66-n-al-e. . 'I didn't see it' (/on/ 'see')
(k )a-k-66-p5pih-al-e 'I didn't frighten it' (/opopih/ 'frighten')
(k'^)a-k-ee-tet'^-al-e 'I didn't thresh it' (/etet^/ 'thresh')
(k )a-k-66-p-al-e. . 'I didn't heap it up' (/up/ 'heap up')
(k'^)a-k-ee-han-al-e 'I didn't call' (/ihan/ 'call')
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In these data, the long -aa- prefix is followed by a vowel at the
beginning of the verb stem. This creates a three vowel sequence which
must ultimately be reduced to just two vowels. The usual vowel assimi-
lations take place first, however. In particular, the low vowel -aa-
lowers a following high vowel to mid; the -aa- itself then assimilates
to the vowel that follows it. This results in a sequence of three
identical vowels which then undergoes Vowel Reduction. Notice that
the stem vowel in this situation will be low toned due to the fact that
AL-TA will have assigned a high tone to the second vowel of the stem,
not the first. Thus we are dealing here with another case where the
tonal sequence HHL on a three vowel sequence reduces to the tonal sequence
HH on a two vowel sequence. The derivation of (k")a-k-ee-han-a.l-e is
shown in (87).
(87) (k )a-k-aa-ihan-al-e
(k )a-k-aa-ihan-al-e AL-TA
(k )a-k-aa-ihan-al-e HD
(k )a-k-aa-ehan-al-e VL
(k )a-k-ee-ehan-al-e VA
(k )a-k-ee-han-al-e VR
A sequence of four vowels arises when we introduce an object prefix
into structures like those in (86). Recall that in the -al-e tenses
the object prefix is counted in with the verb stem for the purposes of
AL-TA. The object prefixes are themselves low-toned (unlike in the
infinitive and in the -ho- tenses). These points can be seen from the
paradigm in (88)
.
(88) k a-y-aa-koromon^l-e 'he didn't provoke it'
k a-y-aa-ki-koromonl-e 'he didn't provoke me'
k a-y-oo-koromonl-e 'he didn't provoke you (ch.)'
k a-y-aa-koromonl-e 'he didn't provoke him/ them'
Comparison of the first two forms in (88) shows that the addition of
the object -ki- induces a shift of the tone one to the left. The
primary high tone shows up on the first stem vowel when -ki- is present
but on the second stem vowel when no prefix occixrs. The last two forms
show that even when the object vowel merges with the long -aa- through
the processes of VL, VA, and VR, nevertheless the underlying presence of
that object prefix is reflected in the fact that the first stem vowel
has been assigned a high tone by AL-TA. Notice that we have a minimal
pair in k a-y-aa-koromonl-e versus k^a-y-aa-koromonl-e : the phonetic
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contrast resides in the location of the primary high (and its double),
but this difference is deceptive. The real difference is that the
former example has no object prefix between the
-aa- prefix and the
stem whereas the latter example has the prefix -a^ 3 P- "^-^ course,
the object prefix is 'gobbled up' as a consequence of the fact that
VR eliminates a mora of vowel length and the low tone associated with
the object is lost (HHL becoming HH).
(89) shows the derivations for the last two examples in (88).
(89) k a-y-aa-u-koromonl-e k a-y-aa-a-koromonl-e
k a-y-aa-u-koromonl-e k a-y-aa-a-koromonl-e AL-TA
k a-y-aa-u-koromonl-e k a-y-aa-a-koromonl-e HD
k a-y-aa-o-koromonl-e inapplicable VL
k. a-y-65-o-k6r6monl-e inapplicable VA
k a-y-oo-koromonl-e k a-y-aa-koromonl-e VR
Now let us look at the case where object prefixes separate the -aa-
prefix from a vowel-initial verb stem.
(90) k a-y-aa-ka-at-al-e 'he didn't beat me'
k a-y-aa-w-aat-al-e 'he didn't beat you (ch.)'
k a-y-aa-t-al-e 'he didn't beat him /them'
The derivation of the first form in (90) is straightforward. The vowel
of -ki- 1 sg. object prefix simply assimilates to the initial vowel of
the verb /at/ 'beat'. AL-TA places a high tone on the second vowel
counting the object—in other words, the first vowel of the verb stem
proper. The derivation of the second form in (90) is also straightforward.
The object prefix -u-, located between the -aa- prefix and /at/, undergoes
u-GLlDING; u-GL induces compensatory lengthening of the following vowel,
the low tone of the -u- prefix being preserved and associated with the
additional mora of vowel length created by u-GL. It is the derivation of
the last example in (90) that is of the most interest here. The required
derivation is given below.
(91) k a-y-aa-a-at-al-e
k a-y-aa-a-at-al-e AL-TA
k a-y-aa-a-at-al-e HD
inapplicable VL
vacuous VA
k a-y-aa-t-al-e VR
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We see here that a sequence of four successive vowels must be reduced
to just two. Furthermore, the tonal sequence HHLH must be reduced to HH.
The low tone associated with the object prefix simply gets lost from the
phonetic representation. Notice incidentally that although high tones in
Ikorovere ordinarily come in pairs in phonetic representation (due to the
application of High Doubling), barring the effects of PHRASE-FINAL LOWERING
and LONG FALL, in an example such as k.*^a-y-aa-t-al-e an unpaired high tone
appears. The reason for this is clear. The tone sequence HHLH on four
successive vowels reduces to HH on two vowels. Not only is a low tone
lost, but in effect a high tone is lost as well (three high tones associated
with two vowels is indistinguishable from two high tones associated with
two vowels). This explanation for the unpaired high tone in k a-y-aa-t-al-e
depends, of course, on claiming that the tonal principles apply in terms of
a representation prior to VR when there are four vowels in a row (even
though on the surface only two successive vowels occur).
Recall that the subject prefix for a third person (ch. ) is 0. This
means that in fact we can find as many as five successive vowels in under-
lying representation. An underlying form such as /k"a-0-aa-a-at-al-e/
will be converted to /k a-0-aa-a-at-al-e/ by AL-TA and to /k a-0-aa-a-at-al-e/
by HIGH DOUBLING. VR will then produce the correct result, k'^-aa-t-al-e
,
provided that VR has the effect of reducing the tonal sequence LHHLH to
just HH when five vowels are reduced to just two.
The tone assignment rule AL-TA operates in several other paradigms
which we illustrate briefly below.
(92) (k )a-ki-pah-al-e. .
. / (k )a-ki-panh-e. . . 'I haven't burned'
(k )a-ki-tot-al-e. .
. / (k )a-ki-tont-e. . . 'I haven't picked up'
(k )a-Jti-lok6t -al-e/ (k )a-ki-lok6nt -e... 'I haven't picked up'
(k )a-ki-lok6tanih-al-e/ (k )a-ki-lok6tanirih-e 'I haven't picked up'
(k )a-ka-a-tupulenl-e 'I haven't cut it for him/ them'
(93) k-aa-pupunt -e... 'I washed....'
k-aa-lokotaninh-e 'I picked up...'
k-aa-pant
-e... 'I acquired...'
k-aa-ramp-e . . .
.
'I bathed...'
k-oo-lokotanihenr-e 'I picked up for you (ch.)...'
k-aa-puput enl-e 'I washed for him/ them'
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(9^) k-aa-t u^k-e. . . 'I should have tied it'
'I should have picked up'
k-aa-lokotanihanc-e 'I should have picked up'
y-aa-ki-t unk-e... 'he (ad.) should have tied me'
The general morphological structure of these paradigms is shown in (95):
(95) k a-Subject Prefix- (Object Prefix) -Verb Stem-al-e (=92)
Subject Prefix-aa-( Object Prefix )-Verb Stem-al-e (=93)
Subject Prefix-aa-( Object Prefix)-Verb Stem-al-e (=9^)
AL-TA applies to each of these structures
,
placing a high tone on the
second vowel of the verb stem when no object prefix is present. When
an object prefix is present, then it is included in the verb stem
for the purposes of counting, and thus it becomes the first vowel of
the verb stem proper that gets a high tone assigned to it.
We will not discuss these additional environments for the application
of AL-TA in any detail (due to limitations of space), but we can cite one
example to show again how our analysis of Ikorovere will explain data
that on the surface seem quite surprising. In particular, consider the
following minimal pair: k-ee-tet
-al-e 'I should have threshed/beat'
versus k-ee-tet -al-e 'I should have beaten him'. These two forms differ
superifically in that the former has a high tone on the -al- suffix
whereas the latter does not. The deep difference between these forms,
however, is that the former does not contain the object prefix -a- while
the latter does. The derivation of these two forms is given in (96).
(96) k-aa-etet -al-e k-aa-a-etet -al-e
k-aa-etet -al-e k-aa-a-etet -al-e AL-TA
k-aa-a-etet -al-e HD
k-ee-tet -al-e k-ee-tet -al-e VR
In the derivation on the left, VR reduces a three vowel sequence having the
tonal pattern HHL to a two vowel sequence having a HH pattern; in the
derivation on the right, VR reduces a four vowel sequence having the tonal
pattern HHLH to a two vowel sequence having a HH pattern. The superficial
difference in the pronunciation of the -al- suffix is simply a function of
the fact that when no object prefix is present, AL-TA places a high tone
on the second vowel of the verb stem whereas when an object prefix is
present, the high tone goes on the first vowel of the verb stem proper.
HD will in the former case double the high onto the -al- suffix, while
in the latter case the doubled high will appear on the vowel preceding -al-.
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6. THE TONOLOGY OF TWO TENSES EMPLOYING THE PREFIX -AA-
In this section we examine the tonal pattern of two verb tenses
utilizing the prefix -aa- (which we have already encountered in the
preceding section, where it was used in conjunction with the -al- suffix).
(97) illustrates the past progressive paradigm.
(97) k-aa-kwec-a. .
.
'I was sweeping...'
k-aa-lupat
-a 'I was hunting...'
k-aa*pangacer-a. .
.
'I was fixing for...'
k-aa-lokotanih-a 'I was picking upi..'
The structure of this paradigm is simple: Subject Prefix-aa-Verb Stem-a^.
The -aa- is low-toned. The tonal pattern of the verb stem is just that
which would follow if ITA' is assumed to apply to this tense. That is,
a high tone appears on the first and the third vowel of the stem (and
each of these high tones then doubles onto the following vowel by virtue
of HD). This tense, therefore, must be added to the list of morphological
environments triggering ITA'.
In (98) we show what happens when an object prefix is included.
(98) y-aa-ki-pangacer-a. . . 'he (ad.) was fixing for me...'
y-o-6-pangacer-a. . . 'he (ad.) was fixing for you (ch.)...'
y-a-a-pangacer-a. . . 'he (ad.) was fixing for him /them ...'
Recall that in those tenses where ITA' applies, object prefixes bear a
basic high tone. The high tone of the object prefix induces—via TONE
LOWERING—the lowering of the high tone on the first vowel of the stem
which is assigned by ITA'. The high tone assigned to the third vowel of
the stem by ITA' remains, being lonaffected by TL. The usual vowel
assimilation takes place, as well as VR. Thus -aa-u becomes -aa-6 by
VL and -00-6 by VA and -o-£ by VR. Notice that here VR reduces a three
vowel sequence having the tone shape LLH to a two vowel sequence having
the tone shape LH.
In (99) we illustrate the case where a vowel-initial verb stem is
used in the past progressive (without an object prefix present).
(99) y-e-etet -a 'he (ad.) was threshing/beating...'
y-o-6p-a. .
.
'he (ad.) was beating...'
y-o-6r-a. . 'he (ad.) was saving .. '(cf. w-uur-a...
'to save')
As expected, the -aa- will lower a following high vowel (cf. y-o-or-a . .
.
)
and will then assimilate to whatever vowel follows. VR will reduce the
resulting three vowel sequence with a LLH pattern to a two vowel sequence
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with a LH pattern.
Now let us look at the case where an object prefix precedes a vowel-
initial verb stem.
(lOO) y-aa-ke-etet el-a.
. .
'he (ad.) was threshing for me...'
y-aa-w-eetet el-a... 'he (ad.) was threshing for you (ch.)..
y-e-etet el-a... 'he (ad.) was threshing for him / them.
The required derivation of the forms with second and third person object
prefixes is shown below.
(lOl) y-aa-u-etet el-ah - ^ J. j.h -,- - y-aa-a-etet el-a.
y-aa-u-etet el-a..
y-aa-u-etet el-a.
y-aa-u-etet el-a.
.
y-aa-w-eetet el-a.
y-aa-a-etet el-a... ITA'
y-aa-a-etet el-a. . . TL
y-aa-a-etet el-a. . . HD
inapplicable u-GL
inapplicable y-ee-e-etet el-a. . . VA
inapplicable y-e-etet el-a. . . VR
Notice that in the derivation on the right, VR must have the effect of
reducing a four vowel sequence having the tonal shape LLHH to a two vowel
sequence having the tonal shape HH. This represents a new situation.
In (102) we summarize the various cases that we have so far encountered.
(102) LHH reduces to HH LLH reduces to LH
HHL reduces to HH
HHLH reduces to HH
LLHH reduces to HH
LHHLH reduces to HH
A negative form of the past continuous tense is constructed by prefixing
the negative prefix k^a- , which is low-toned. A sample paradigm:
(103) k a-w-aa-terek -a 'you (ch.) weren't cooking...'
k a-y-aa-terek -a 'he (ad.) wasn't cooking....'
'he (ch.) wasn't cooking'
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It will be recalled that the subject prefix for a third person (ch.) is
0; consequently, in this case the negative prefix k"a- comes immediately
in front of the -aa- prefix, resulting in a sequence of three identical
vowels. VR will reduce this sequence to two. All of these vowels are
low-toned, so no problem arises as to the resulting tone pattern: LLL
becomes LL. But suppose that the verb stem is vowel-initial, e.g.
/apaapel/ 'grope for'. Then we find a form like k -a-apaapel-a 'he (ch.)
wasn't groping for...'. This form derives from the more remote representation
/k'^a-0-aa-apaapel-a/ , where we see that a four vowel sequence is reduced to
two. The tone pattern LLLH results in the surface pattern LH.
It is possible, of covirse, to interpose an object prefix in examples
such as the preceding, aJid thus arrive at a sequence of five successive
vowels. Such an example is provided by k"-a-apaapel-a 'he (ch.) wasn't
groping for him /them... ' The derivation of this example is shown in (lOU).
(104) k a-0-aa-a-apaapel-a
k a-0-aa-a-apaapel-a ITA'
k a-0-aa-a-apaapel-a TL
k a-0-aa-a-apaapel-a HD
k -a-apaapel-a VR
A five vowel sequence having the tonal pattern LLLHH reduces to a two vowel
sequence with the tonal shape HH.
We turn now to a consideration of the consecutive tense, which also
utilizes the prefix -aa-. This tense is illustrated in (105), where it
will be seen that the morphological structure is: k^a-SubJ ect Prefix-aa-
Verb Stem-a.
(105) (k )a-k-aa-t aw-a. . . 'and then I ran away'
k a-y-aa-thap ul-a 'and then he (ad.) untied'
k a-y-aa-lokotanih-a 'and then he (ad.) picked up'
' and then he ( ch
.
) ran away
'
Once again we see that the tone assignment rule ITA' is applicable in
this paradigm, so we must include the consecutive tense among the set of
morphological structures that triggers ITA' . There is one striking tonal
problem in this tense, however; the consecutive prefix k"a- bears a
high tone, but that high tone does not double onto the following vowel.
This is the only example in the language (barring ideophones, which have
special tonal characteristics) that we know of where a primary high tone
does not double. It is clearly an isolated phenomenon (whose explanation
is probably to be found in terms of historical developments; in the
Imit^upi dialect the consecutive prefix has the segmental shape nka-
with an underlying high tone on the pre-consonantal nasal which naturally
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doubles onto the vowel of the prefix). There are doubtless a variety of
approaches that could be taken to the synchronic treatment of k^a-
, but
we will not address the problem here since it is marginal to this paper.
We will simply assume that k a- is somehow blocked from causing a high
tone to appear on the following vowel.
The examples in (105 ) do not present any particular tonal problems
except for the example k"a-a-t"aw-a . .
.
, the derivation of which is shown
in (106).
(106)
ITA'
HD
VR
Notice that VR has the result of converting a three vowel sequence with the
tonal shape HLL to a two vowel sequence with the pattern HL.
The following examples illustrate what happens when a vowel-initial
verb stem is used in the consecutive tense.
(107) k a-y-o-6p6l-a 'and then he (ad.) bought'
k 6-6p6l-a 'and then he (ch.) bought'
k a-y-a-apaapel-a 'and then he (ad.) groped for it'
k a-apaapel-a 'and then he (ch.) groped for it'
The derivation of the first two examples in (107 ) is given below.
(108) k a-y-aa-opol-a
,
h.
-
-,
-k a-y-aa-opol-a
k a-y-aa-opol-a
, h. .
.,k a-y-aa-opol-a
, h. .
.^k a-y-00-opol-a
,h. .
.,k a-y-o-opol-a
The derivation in the left column shows that VR will reduce a three vowel
sequence with the tonal shape LLH to a two vowel sequence with the pattern LH.
We have seen such cases before, of course. The right hand column shows that
a four vowel sequence with the tonal shape HLLH reduces to two vowels with
the shape HH. This represents a new fact to be accounted for.
k a-0-aa-opol-a
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Now consider the case where an object prefix appears in front of
the vowel-initial verb stem in the consecutive tense.
(109) k a-y-aa-ko-opolel-a. . . 'and then he (ad.) bought it for me'
k a-y-aa-w-66polel-a. . . 'and then he (ad.) bought it for you (ch.)'
k a-y-6-6polel-a. . . 'and then he (ad.) bought it for him / them'
k a-a-ko-opolel-a. . . 'and then he (ch.) bought it for me'
k a-a-w-6opolel-a. . . 'and then he (ch.) bought it for you (ch.)'
k 6-6polel-a. . . 'and then he (ch. ) bought it for him / them'
The last example in (109) is the most complicated, containing five successive
vowels (a situation we have encountered just once before) in underlying
structure. The derivation of this example is shown in (llO).
(110) k a-0-aa-a-opolel-a. .
.
k a-0-aa-a-6polel-a. . ITA'
k a-0-aa-a-opolel-a. . TL
k a-0-aa-a-6polel-a. . HD
k 6-oo-6-6polel-a. .
.
VA
k 6-6polel-a. .
.
VR
In this derivation, a sequence of five successive vowels having the tonal
shape HLLHH reduces to a two vowel sequence with the pattern HH.
It is perhaps worth pointing out that k oopolela. . . 'and he (ch.
)
bought it for him/them' contrasts with k^oopolela. . . 'he (ch.) wasn't
using s.t. for buying', which derives from the more remote structure
/k"a-0-aa-6p6lel-a. .
.
/. (Sr-e above for a discussion of the negative past
progressive.) On the other hand, the surface form k^oopolela. . . besides
meaning 'and he (ch.) bought it for him/them'' also means 'he (ch.) wasn't
buying it for him /them';this latter meaning is connected with the more
remote structure /k^a-0-aa-a-6polel-a. . ./. While this remote structure is
distinct from /k a-0-aa-a-6polel-a. .
. / , both representations are mapped
onto the same surface form since VR has the effect of converting LLLHH
and HLLHH both to HH.
The other examples in (IO9) do not need to be discussed since they
all involve phenomena that we have already examined. We can now give a
revised list of the tonal modifications that must take place as a con-
sequence of VR.
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(ill) LHH reduces to HH LLH reduces to LH
HHL reduces to HH HLL reduces to HL
HHLH reduces to HH LLLH reduces to LH
LLHH reduces to HH
HLLH reduces to HH
LHHLH reduces to HH
HLLHH reduces to HH
LLLHH reduces to HH
We have now accumulated a sufficiently varied body of data and can
address the question of what generalization (if any) underlies these
tonal modifications. Examination of the patterns in the left-hand
column shows that whenever the sequence of tones contains two H's,
the result is HH. It does not matter whether the two H's are adjacent
or separated by one or more low tones. Notice that in no way is the
tonal melody (i.e. the changes from one tone level to the other) preserved.
Instead, high tones are preserved. Low tones are lost.
The interpretation of the data in the right-heind column is to a
certain extent ambiguous. On the one hand, these modifications also
involve the loss of low tones. The only difference is that not all of
the low tones are lost. The reason that they are not all lost might
be regarded as being that VR reduces the number of tonal specifications
to two (just as it reduces the number of vowel moras to twd); since there
is only one H in the sequences LLH, HLL, and LLLH, VR fails to delete
one of the L's since VR always leaves two tonal specifications. A
different interpretation of the modifications listed in the right-hand
column is that they represent instances of the preservation of the tonal
melody. That is, LLH and LLLH are instances of a rising melody and they
result in the rising melody LH. HLL represents a falling melody and it
results in the falling melody HL. These two different interpretations
of the data could be decisively tested if there were cases where the
tonal sequence LHL occurred. If we assume that only two tonal specifications
are allowed in the output of VR, then we would expect to find that one of
the low tones in the sequence LHL would delete. But if preservation of
tonal melody is at work, then we would expect that VR would result in
the sequence LHL associated with just two vowels. Unfortunately, the
sequence LHL can never occur (at the relevant level of representation)
due to the existence of HD. This rule doubles a high tone onto the
following vowel. Thus an isolated H between two L's is impossible. The
only exception to HD is the consecutive prefix k^a- , but this prefix
occurs word-initially and its vowel is preceded by a consonant, so it
cannot provide an environment for getting the sequence LHL on three successive
vowels
.
We conclude, therefore, that the tonal modifications carried out by
VR unambiguously include a principle of high tone preservation whereby
low tones rather than high tones are deleted. If two H's are present,
all lows are deleted (and any additional H's as well, though this is not
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a significant point, since HH associated with a long vowel and HHH, HHHH,
etc., associated with a long vowel are empirically indistinguishable).
If just one H occurs in the sequence, however, the principle to be
followed is not uneunbiguous . The actually occurring data can be predicted,
however, by simply deleting L's until Just two tonal specifications occur
or by preserving the tonal melody.
7. VOWEL SHORTENING
In this section we introduce a new phonological rule which we shall
refer to as VOWEL SHORTENING. This rule can be observed in the infinitive
form of the verb, as the data below attest.
w-ipp-a. .
.
w-!fw-a . . .
w-iww-a. .
w-uww-a. .
w-ukkel-a
(112) .. / w-ipp-a^ 'to sing'
/ v-tw-aS 'to kill'
/ w-iww-a^ 'to hear'
/ w-uww-a^ 'to wake up'
'to heap up'
w-ikkamel-a. . . / w-ikkamel-a^ 'to meet'
w-unt-a. . . / w-unt-a^ 'to rot'
w-unlac-a 'to cry over, mourn'
V -. ^ ^
w-unthakanih-a 'to break into pieces'
The verb stems in (112) are vowel initial and their initial vowel is
followed either by a geminate consonant or a cluster of nasal plus
consonant (not including the glides w or ^ . The u- of the infinitive
prefix glides to w in front of these stems, as would be predicted by
the rule of u-GLIDING. But the compensatory lengthening that u-GL
usually induces is not observable in these examples. A short vowel
appears in front of the geminate or NC cluster. Notice, however, that
this short vowel is pronounced with a rising tone. One important point
to be made immediately is that the nasal consonant in an example such
as w-ifat-a. .
.
is not a tone-bearing element. Recall that ITA' places
a high tone on the first vowel (tone-bearing element) of the verb stem
in the infinitive. This high tone will double onto the following tone-
bearing element. Given the representation /u-unt-a. .
./ , ITA' places a
high tone on the stem-initial vowel. If the nasal consonant were a tone-
bearing element , then it would be expected to receive the doubled high
and the ultimate phonetic representation would be *wunt-a. .
.
But the
correct form is one where the high tone on the stem-initial vowel doubles
onto the following vowel, not the nasal consonant: wunta. .
.
The rising tone on the stem-initial vowel in (112) can be accounted
for readily if we assume that a principle of preservation of tonal melody
controls the output of VOWEL SHORTENING (VS); the required derivation is
shown in (113).
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(113) u-unt-a
u-unt-a. .
.
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(115) u-ki-ikkamel-a.
u-ki-ikkamel-a.
u-ki-ikkamel-a.
u-ki-ikkamel-a.
inapplicable
inapplicable
inapplicable
inapplicable
u-ki-kkamel-a.
.
u-u-ikkamel-a.
.
u-u-ikkamel-a.
u-u-ikkamel-a.
u-u-ikkamel-a.
u-w-iikkamel-a.
inapplicable
inapplicable
inapplicable
u-w- ikkamel-a
u-a-ikkamel-a. .
.
u-a-ikkamel-a. • .
u-a-ikkamel-a. .
u-a-ikkamel-a. . ,
w-aa-ikkamel-a.
,
w-aa-ekkamel-a
.
w-ee-ekkamel-a
w-e-ekkamel-a.
w-e-kkamel-a. .
ITA'
TL
HD
u-GL
VL
VA
VR
VS
Notice that in the derivation of w-e-kkamel-a. VR reduces a three vowel
sequence with the tonal shape LHH to a two vowel sequence with the tone
shape HH; VS then reduces the two vowel sequence to a single vowel because
it precedes a geminate consonant. The HH sequence is now associated with
a single vowel, but HH associated with a single vowel is indistinguishable
from H associated with a short vowel. The result is that whereas in the
input to VS there are two high tones, in the output there is (in effect)
Just one high tone. The other two examples in (115) do not involve the
application of VR, but they do involve a two vowel sequence having the
shape HH being reduced to a single high-toned vowel.
There is some evidence to support the view that VS must be applied
prior to the rule of LONG FALL. Consider the examples in (ll6).
(116) u-ki-w-a 'to kill me'
u-w-iw-a 'to kill you (ch.)'
w-e-w-a 'to kill him /them'
The pronunciations given above axe valid in all environments—both phrase-
finally and phrase-medially. Suppose that LF were to apply prior to VS.
We would then expect the following derivation.
(117) u-ki-iw-a?
u-ki-iw-a^ ITA'
u-ki-iw-ai^ TL
u-ki-iw-a^ HD
u-ki-iw-a^ LF
u-ki-w-a? VS
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But *ukivya^ is incorrect. In order to obtain the correct result, it
would be necessary to change a HL sequence on a short vowel to simply
H. But we have already seen that a LH sequence on a short vowel does
not change at all. Thus changing HL to H would appear to be unmotivated.
If LF is applied after VS, then we will obtain the correct result.
(118) u-ki-iw-a^
u-ki-iw-a^ ITA'
u-ki-iw-a^ TL
u-ki-iw-a^ HD
u-ki-w-a^ VS
inapplicable LF
Once VS applies , there will no longer be a long vowel and thus the environ-
ment for LF will not be satisfied.
In (112) above we saw that a long vowel shortens both before geminate
consonants and clusters of nasal plus consonant (other than ^ and w)
.
Although our data is incomplete in this matter, there is some reason to
think that when a long vowel shortens before a NC cluster (including the
case of NN) the following nasal becomes a tone-bearing element. In other
words, that we still have two tone-bearing elements after VS. If this
is true, then the proper representation for w-&it-a. .
.
would be w-unt-a. .
.
,
etc. Evidence in support of this claim can be found in (119).
(119) u-ki-fifi-a^ 'to hand over/give to me'
u-w-infl-a^ 'to hand over/give you (ch.)'
w-e-fin-a^ 'to hand over/give to him / them'
Notice that LF apparently has applied here. But if LF applies after VS,
and if VS results in just one tone-bearing element, we cannot account for
the falling tone. The derivation of the examples in (119) would be entirely
parallel to the derivation of the examples in (II6). *ukinfia^ would be
the predicted pronunciation for 'to hand over/give to me' rather than the
correct ukinfia/S . However, if the following nasal becomes tone-bearing as
a result of VS, the correct surface form can be derived, (in the following
derivation, we indicate that a nasal has become tone-bearing by underlining
it.)
(120) u-ki-infl-a^
u-ki-infi-a!5 ITA'
u-ki-inn-a? TL
u-ki-inn-a/S HD
u-ki-nn-a? VS (accompanied by tone preservation)
u-ki-nn-a^ LF
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Unfortxinately , the data that we have available to us at the present time
does not contain sufficient material to be absolutely certain about this
interpretation of the contrast between (ll6) and (119). Further field-
work is required.
We now turn to an examination of the application of VS in structures
other than the infinitive. Consider the data in (l2l).
(121) (k )a-ki-na-ra.p-e 'I haven't bathed yet'
(k )a-ki-na-l6kotanih-e 'I haven't picked up yet'
(k )a-ki-ne-pp-e 'I haven't sung yet'
We have not encountered this tense before. It has the structure:
k^a-Sub.^ect Prefix-na-Verb Stem-e_. The prefix -na- bears a high tone
that naturally doubles onto the following vowel. No high tone shows
up at all on the verb stem; apparently no tone assignment rule operates
in this particular environment. The derivation of the last example is
given below.
(122) (k'^)a-ki-na-ipp-e
(k )a-ki-na-ipp-e HD
(k )a-ki-na-epp-e VL
(k )a-ki-ne-epp-e VA
(k )a-ki-ne-pp-e VS
inapplicable LF
Notice that superficially we have a case where HD is violated since we
have a single high tone not followed by another high tone. But this
violation of HD is only apparent. HD has applied. But the two vowel
sequence carrying the primary high and its double reduces to a single
vowel pronounced on a high tone. No trace of the second high tone is
to be found on the surface.
If an object prefix is employed in the structure under consideration,
we get forms like those in (123).
(123) k a-a-na-ki-lokotaniher-a 'he (ad.) hasn't picked it up for me'
k a-a-no-o-lokotaniher-a 'he (ad.) hasn't picked it up for
^
you ( ch
.
)
'
k a-a-na-a-lokotaniher-a 'he (ad.) hadn't picked it up for
him /them'
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k a-a-na-ki-pp-e 'he (ad.) hasn't sung about me yet'
k a-a-na-w-ipp-e 'he (ad.) hasn't sung about you (ch. ) yet'
k a-a-ne-pp-e 'he (ad.) hasn't sung about him /them yet'
Again we see that the prefix -na- is high-toned and doubles onto the next
vowel (the object prefix here). No other high tone appears. We assume
that the object prefixes are basically low-toned in this morphological
context and that no tone assignment rule applies to the verb stem. Let
us now see how the last example in (123) will be derived.
(12U) k a-a-na-a-ipp-e
k a-a-na-a-ipp-e HD
k a-a-na-a-epp-e VL
,
h ^ , ...
k a-a-ne-e-epp-e VA
k a-a-ne-e-pp-e VR
k a-a-ne-pp-e VS
inapplicable LF
VR reduces a three vowel sequence with the tonal shape HHL to a two vowel
sequence with the shape HH. VS then reduces that two vowel sequence to a
single vowel pronounced on a high tone. The end result is that we have
another instance where on the surface HD appears to have failed to apply;
but in fact HD has applied—it is just that VS has obscured this fact by
eliminating a vowel and, in effect, a high tone.
One additional set of examples showing how a stem such as /ipp/ 'sing'
induces shortening can be given.
(125) y-aa-k-ipp-al-e 'he (ad.) should have sung about me'
y-aa-w-ipp-al-e 'he (ad.) should have sung about you (ch.)'
y-e-pp-al-e 'he (ad. ) should have sung about him /them'
We encountered this tense earlier. It has the structure: Subject Prefix-aa-
(Object Prefix)-Verb Stem-al-e. Like -al-e tenses in general, AL-TA is
applicable to the stem. The prefix -aa- has a high tone on the first vowel
which naturally doubles onto the following vowel. The derivation of the
last example in (12 5) is shown below.
(126) y-aa-a-ipp-al-e
y-aa-a-ipp-al-e AL-TA
y-aa-a-ipp-al-e HD
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y-aa-a-epp-al-e VL
y-ee-e-epp-al-e VA
y-ee-pp-al-e VR
y-e-pp-al-e VS
In this derivation we find four successive vowels reduced to a single
vowel. This is accomplished in two steps. First, VR takes the four
vowel sequence with the tonal shape HHLH to a two vowel sequence with
the shape HH. Then VS reduces the two vowels to a single, high-toned
vowel
.
Up until this point, we have examined just a single category of
environments for VS—namely, shortening before verb stems of the
structure -VCC... In the next section we will show that VS has a
wider scope of application.
(The conclusion of this paper will appear in Vol. 11, No. 1,
Spring 1981.
)
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WORD ORDER CHANGE AND THE SENUFO LANGUAGES
<
Anne Garber
During the past few years there has been increasing interest
in the former word order of the Niger-Congo languages of Africa,
Hyman and Givon maintained that the word order of Niger-Congo
languages was SOV before the great shift to SVO took place. Heine
(1976) , on the other hand, suggested that the original word order
of Niger-Congo languages was SVO.
The study of Senufo languages helps to focus on this issue of
historical word order. Morphologically and phonologically, Senufo
languages are part of the Gur group of the Niger-Congo family but
their word order typology bears much closer resemblance to the SOV
order of the Mande group. Gur languages, on the other hand, are
syntactically SVO with some SOV morphological characteristics. The
question is, did Senufo adopt SOV structure from the Mande languages
or was Senufo for some reason, resistant to the change from SOV
to SVO that took place in the other Gur languages?
With this question in mind, this paper examines both Heine's
and Givon' s claims in light of data taken from Gur languages in
comparison with languages from the Mande group. In observing
Genitive-Nominal constructions, postpositions, verbal phrase nominal-
izations, deverbal adjectives, and the clause-second position of
the Aux, we are led to conclude that data from the Gur languages
support Givon's claims that the Niger-Congo family is of SOV origin.
During the past few years there has been increasing interest in the
former word order of Niger-Congo languages. In 1975, both Hyman and Givon
wrote articles concerning this topic. They maintained that the word order
of Niger-Congo was SOV before a great shift to SVO to place. In 1976
Bernd Heine suggested an opposing hypothesis, that the original word order
of Niger-Congo languages was SVO. In 1979, Givon wrote a critical review
of Heine's book demonstrating that Heine's arguments were not well-founded
and providing further evidence for and ex-SOV word order.
This paper will examine both Heine's and Givon's views in light of
data taken from Gur languages in comparison with languages from the Mande
group. Our attention will be focused on the Senufo languages, which are
part of the Gur group. Although they are lexically and morphologically
part of the Gur group, their S DO V AdvP order bears much more resemblance
to the syntactic structure of the Mande languages than it does to the
typical SVO structure of the Gur languages.
I surveyed about twenty languages, sixteen of which are Gur (including
seven Senufo languages) . The geographical area for Gur languages stretches
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from Mali in the west to Nigeria in the east. Its northern border is
in northern Upper Volta, and to the south it occupies the northern half
of Ivory Coast, Ghana, Benin, and Togo. The Senufo languages occupy the
westernmost part of the Gur area. Their neighbors to the west are the Mande.
Syntactically, Gur and Mande languages (as well as some Kru and Kwa
languages) share a number of characteristics:
(1) a. Most adjectives are derived from verbs and follow the noun.
b. The genitive precedes the noun.
c. There are postpositions rather than prepositions.
d. Verb Phrase Nominalizations are OV.
Within Mande, Senufo and Bariba, the direct object is placed before the
verb and the tense/aspect or modal particle is placed between the subject
and the object:
(2) S Aux DO V
In Gur languages other than Senufo, these markers are placed before the
verb, which in turn is followed by the direct object:
(3) S Aux V DO
In addition, several Gur languages (as well as some Kwa and Kru languages)
place the direct object before or after the verb, either optionally or
under certain conditions. Wara, Natioro, Toussian, and Bagassi, a dialect
of the Bwamu group, all Gur languages located in the western half of Upper
Volta, exhibit these characteristics.
Heine provides two arguments for his thesis that the Mande SOV-type
word order is innovative. First of all, he shows that the SVO order is
predominant in all of Niger-Congo. This is essentially true. However,
as Givon points out, frequency cannot on its own determine historical word
order. Many other factors must be taken into consideration. For example,
culturally isolated groups often display linguistic traits which most
neighboring languages do not have. It is generally accepted that language
change usually spreads over a coherent area leaving behind pockets which
resist change. For example within a large part of the Niger-Congo area
the predominant word order is SVO. However, there are at least two isolated
groups which display SOV word order: Ijo, a Kwa language, and Bariba, a
Gur language.
(4) Ijo eri, indi pei - mi (Williamson: 1965)
he fish cut up
'He cut up the fish.
'
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(5) Bariba na ra tasu duure (Welmers: 1952)
I Aux yams plant
'I (often) plant yams'
On the other hand, there are no telltale signs of residual SVO-type
languages within the Mande group.
Secondly, Heine rejects the possibility that signs of an archaic word order
may be found in the morphology of the language. Rather, he states that this
type of reconstruction (i.e. deriving proto word order from morphology)
is methodologically unsound. However, he provides no support for his claim.
Giv6n (1979) makes note of this and provides arguments for why certain
constructions such as dependent clauses, nominalizations, and the order
of the genitive vis-a-vis the noun reflect the older SOV word order.
Taking into consideration Giv6n's arguments I will show how some of these
constructions, along with others, provide evidence for the old SOV word
order within the Gur group.
In many strict SOV languages, modifiers generally precede the noun.
Now, it is true, in Mande and Senufo languages most modifiers follow the
noun. However, this is not necessarily a result of the shift of modifiers
from prenominal to postnominal position. Nor is it necessarily an indication
of an older SVO order. In fact, Mary Langdon (1976) claims that postnominal
adjectives can actually be very natural in certain SOV languages if they
derive from verbs. In Yuman, a North America language family where modifiers
follow the noun, most modifiers are derived from verbs. Below are examples
of these types of adjectives.
(6) a. ska- ptay 'a big bow' (Langdon: 1977)
bow big
b. n^awi- r cas 'a little thing'
thing little
c. pa tai 'an old man'
man old
In Mande and Senufo a similar situation occurs. Adjectives are also derived
from verbs, and, when not in modifying construction, function as full verbs:
(7) Tyebara a. sispori n ne?e (Mills)
(Senufo) flies-the Aux be many
'There are many flies.'
b. woo / woo 'to be black'
c. tjno / tTinjgi 'to be tall, long'
d. ne'e / nt'^egi 'to be many'
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(8) Mambar a. wo 'black, be black' fProst: 1964)
(Senufo)
b. sipyi wo 'black man'
man black
c. dupya pyi wopa 'black lamb'
lamb black
Adjectives derived from transitive verbs often exhibit a parallel
with OV consturctions, where the head noun can be seen as the erstwhile
object of the verbal adjective.
(9) Bambara -ta 'able' (Bird: 1966)
-bali 'less' C=Completive
2
a. a b^ daga san -ta \ u ta
she -C pot buy -ble the Plural carry
'She is carrying posts for sale.'
b. ne ye tye -^ misi faga -bali/ don
I C man cow kill -less a know
'I know a certain man who does not kill/has not killed cows.
(10) Tyebari a. bl(igi pw^ 'The shirt is worn out.' (Laughren: 1973)
(Senufo) N V
b. blobwgre 'a tattered shirt'
c. kajegi pw9 'The wood is tied'
N V
d. kajepw9l9 'tied wood' or 'bundles of sticks'
wood-tied-class suffix
(11) Gourmantche a. i mia koami 'broken nose' (Chantoux: 1968)
(Gur) nose break - ed
b. ti naan sagarti 'roasted meat' (sagi-roast)
meat roast -ed
In Toussian, where the direct object is optionally before or after the
verb, deverbal adjectives always follow the noun.
(12) Toussian a. fala wuna 'washed clothes' (Frost: 1964)
clothes wash-ed
b. f»la silgina 'dirtied clothes'
clothes be dirty- ed
c. ptge kunS 'rolled mat'
mat roll-ed
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Since postnominal adjectives, therefore, do not necessarily conflict
with the pattern of SOV sentence structure, especially when they are
derived from verbs, such deverbal adjectives can easily fit into the SOV
framework of Mande and Senufo languages and are by no means, an indication
of older SVO order.
Not all modifiers, however, do follow the noun. Across all Gur and
Mande languages the genitive precedes the noun, an order consonant with
SOV and not SVO. The order of the noun and demonstrative varies from language
to language. Givon (1979) states that in observing the typological drift
from SOV to SVO in other languages, the genitive modifiers tend 'to
change their order vis-a-vis the head noun after other modifiers.' We just
saw that adjectives were probably never prenominal, and thus they cannot
be considered evidence for the shifting of modifiers from prenominal to
postnominal position. However, because of the Noun-Adjective order, other
prenominal modifiers may have shifted to the postnominal position in order
to generalize the placement of modifiers. The genitive, which is attested
as being the most resistant to change, can be considered a relic of SOV
sentence structure because it remains in the prenominal position. In a
recent paper devoted to the study of current word order change within the
Nobiin dialect of Nubian spoken in Cairo, Nahed Adly (1980) showed how
those more influenced by their Arabic surroundings tended to change the
SOV word order of Nobiin to the predominant SVO order. In her study.
El Adly found that postpositions and prenominal genitives were the most
resistant to change. Evidence like this makes it unlikely that the prenominal
genitive is an innovation. Therefore, the Genitive-Nominal order provides
evidence for the ex-SOV structure in the Gur SVO languages. Below are some
examples from Mande and Senufo (current SOV languages) and from Kirma, a
SVO Gur language:
N-Mod Gen-N
(13) Bambara muso dyumen dugu tigi (Bird: 1966)
(Mande) woman which village chief
(14) Fodoro gol wi Sana pya
(Senufo) chicken which Sana's child
(15) Kirma humel hadey neletien kyeago (Prost: 1964)
(Gur) road which chief's wife
Hyman and Givon have give a similar argument for SOV order in Niger-Congo
based on data from the Kru and Kwa languages.
In those Niger-Congo languages where the Gen-N order still prevails, one
also observes postpositions rather than prepositions. Givon (1975) provides
examples of tnis Kru. These postpositions, as it turns out, are actually
derived from noun heads of the Gen-N constructions:
(16) Gen-Nom Gen-Postposition
Although some postpositions are unanalysable particles, Manessey (1975)
notes that in Oti-Volta languages of the Gur group, many are derived from
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nouns designating different parts of the human body:
(17) a. face 'in front of
b. back 'behind'
c. stomach 'inside'
d
.
head • on
'
Indeed this phenomenon is widespread throughout the Gur and Mande languages:
(18) Gourmantche a. tug ni 'in' (Chantoux: 1968)
(Gur) stomach in
b. o ye Katyari tug ni
' He is in Katchari'
c. pwoli, pwoli po 'behind, after' (pwole-back)
a. yi ya, ya na (yana-face) (Prost: 1964)
'in front of
(19) Kirma
(Gur)
hwo no 'behind'
(20) Tyebara a. kado'o ma 'behind'
(Senufo) back at
(hwonu-back)
(Mills)
ye.?e na 'before, ahead, in front of
face, front on
(21) Bambara
(Mande)
kun ' on
'
head
fini be muso kun
cloth the is woman the head
'The cloth is on the woman'
(Bird: 1966)
The unanalysable particles in the above examples, 'ni', 'po' , 'ma' .etc.,
are original postpositions of the proto- language. Indeed, such particles
are found throughout the Gur language group. Since postpositions do not
fit the pattern of SVO languages, these ancient particles can themselves
be considered evidence for former SOV order of synchronic SVO Gur languages
and provide counter-evidence to the claim that Senufo and Mande are SVO
languages is origin.
Another indication of SOV structure is found in what Givon calls
Verb Phrase Nominalizations. In his 1979 article he suggests that Verb
Phrase Nominalizations reflect the syntactic order of the language at the
time of the nominalizations. If this is the case, the Gur languages would
point to a proto SOV order since such nominalizations in SVO Gur languages
are OV. The synchronic SOV Senufo languages also have OV nominalizations.
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(22) Tyebara yaliwaS 'sower'
CSenufo) food-throw-human class suffix
(23) Moore a. aYamb togsa solmda
(Gur) Yamba told story
'Yamba told a story'
b. aVamb solmda togs go
Yamba' s story telling
'Yamba's telling of a story'
(Mills)
(Peterson: 1971)
(24) Gourmantche a. li ni-kpali
(Gut) man kill-Nom
'homicide' (Chantoux: 1968)
(kpa nilo - to kill a man)
b. li di-pwali 'beating (of millet)'
millet beat-Nom (pwa i di - to beat millet)
o bon lerlo
thing lend-er
'lender'
(ledi bonla - to lend a thing)
(25) Kirma
(Gur)
d. o yiam-buulo 'healer'
sickness heal-er (buu yiama - to heal sickness)
hiekurano 'cultivator' (Prost: 1964)
ground-dig-er (hi ema- ground, ku-to dig)
himainarono
clay-molder
'potter'
(himano-clay, ma-to mold)
It is true, by themselves, OV nominalizations cannot be seen as
probative of early SOV order in Gur languages. For nominal morphology
may be out of tune with synchronic syntax for centuries. English, for example,
is a solid SVO language but with very productive OV nominalizations
(eg. lawnmower , canopener , etc.). In fact, it would be unacceptable to
say *mowlawn , or *opencan . OV nominalizations like lawnmower probably were
at one time motivated by general SOV word order, but by late Old English
times SVO word order had been developed. OV nominalizations remained
productive, however. Such a possibility could exist for Gur languages, too.
However, if one takes into consideration other evidence for SOV order, the
evidence of OV nominalizations can be seen as a supporting argument.
In addition to offering evidence for an old SOV order it is also
possible to give a plausible explanation for how SVO Gur languages changed
from SOV to their present constituent order. Within the Senufo and Mande
languages, any Tense/Aspect or Modal particle is given second position in
the sentence, i.e., it is found between the subject and the direct object,
if there is one. If there is no direct object, the verbal particle immediately
precedes the verb. In SVO Gur languages, the verbal particles are adjacent
to the verb.
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(26) Ty^bara Wblo n l^'o koo (Mills)
(Seunfo) we Aux water draw
'We have drawn water'
(27) Kirma u na wo tibigu ma (Prost : 1964)
(Gur) he Aux eat tree's fruits
'He has eaten the fruits of the tree.
'
Susan Steele(1975) has observed a cross-linguistic tendency for Aux (or
modal elements)to be placed in clause-second position. She shows that this
is true not only for SVO languages, but also for many SOV languages,
such as Luiseno and Walbiri. Steele's (1977) review of Haiman suggests
that this Aux placement may be responsible for the shift of SOV to SVO
order in Germanic. Hock (personal communication, Spring 1980) points out
that this Aux shift is the starting point for SOV to SVO change not only
in Germanic but also in the neighboring Romance, Slavic, and Baltic languages,
as well as in Kashmiri. In all these languages we can observe the tendency
to generalize the resulting second position of Aux to the other members of
the verbal constituent. The evidence of Kashmiri is especially
important because it is found in a language of quite solidly SOV stock
(with Gen*N and N+postposition) and surrounded by solidly SOV languages.
Although we cannot say that movement of the Aux to second position will
inevitably cause the shift of the main verb to the position immediately
after the Aux, it will make conditions more favorable for such a shift.
This kind of shift may have actually happened in the Gur languages.
For in the related Mande, as well as in Senufo, the Aux i§ found in second
position while the main verb follows the direct object. In most Gur languages,
on the other hand, the main verb now follows the Aux.
Several Gur languages appear to be in transition. Three of them,
and perhaps more, place the direct object before or after the verb depending
on the tense and aspect of the verb. In Natioro, when the verb is in the
present tense, the object is placed before the verb. When the verb is
marked with perfective aspect or imperative, the direct object follows the
verb.
(28) Natioro a. VO/V -»- Cimperative? n wali sisi (Prost: 1968)
^perfectivej I eat to 4
•I ate to'
b. OV/V —* present ni sisi wolo
I to eat
' I am eating to'
A single Bwamu dialect, Bagassi, diplays similar characteristics. A
direct object precedes a verb with imperfective aspect, the future tense,
or negation, but it follows when an auxiliary verb precedes the imperfective
verb or when the verb is in perfective aspect.
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(29) Bagass'i OV/ V —» rimperfective aspect) (Manessey: 1961)
(Gur)
^ future tense
(negation
VO/ V —> G)erfective aspectCp "1
IAux + imperfect ive aspect \
Toussian, a Gur language with some affinity to the Senufo languages,
appears to allow optional placement of the direct object.
(30) Toussian a. me to pe 'I worked' (Prost: 1964)
I work do
b. me pe tole 'I worked'
I do work
c. me ke pe setole
I will be cultivator
The suffix lz_
,
attached to the postverbal noun, may signal a kind of
emphasis or focus. However, this is unclear from the grammar.
It should however, be noted that the shift of the auxiliary verb
to second position does not explain another deviation from strict OV
order, namely the placement of adverbial phrases in post-verbal position:
(31) Tyebara mri a ge le lono ni (Mills)
(Senufo) I Aux them put- in water in
'I shall put them in water'
This order is mandatory in all Mande and Senufo languages. From the
morphology there are indications that the adverbial phrase was in
preverbal position at one time. Nominalizations reflecting the
order, locative noun + verb are found in several Senufo languages.
(32) Mambar ta - sanaye 'bedroom' (Prost: 1964)
place sleep-class suffix
(33) Senar de Kankalaba taseray 'bedroom' (Prost: 1964)
place-sleep (ser-to sleep)
(34) Tyebara tee sineg¥ 'bedroom' (Mills)
place-sleep-cl . suffix
(35) Tyebari tatehi 'sitting place' (Laughren: 1973)
place-sit-cl . suffix
However, this phenomenon is not as widespread as the OV nominalizations.
Other Gur languages, including at least one Senufo language, have the
opposite order, where the locative noun is the final constituent of the
nominalization.
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(36) Tenyer sene fla 'bedroom' (Prost: 1964)
(Senufo) sleep place
(37) Tyurama wanmeram sogu 'bedroom' (Prost: 1964)
(Gur) affix-sleep-affix place
If this is an indication of anything, these data may indicate that also
here there has been a shift, but that the shift of the adverb to postverbal
position is much older than the direct object shift.
Hyman (1975) suggests that afterthought may have been a motivating
factor for the shift in Niger-Congo of the adverbial phrase to,postverbal
position. Other scholars would call this shift extraposition. It must
be noted that in early Indo-European languages with strong SOV order,
it was the adverbials that were most easily extraposed to postverbal
position. Extraposition, therefore, is not an entirely unexpected phenomenon
for SOV languages like Senufo. Within these languages however, extra-
position was grammatical ized and the Verb + Adverb order became obligatory.
Whatever the explanation of this phenomenon, there is pretty solid
further evidence that the whole group - and the Gur languages specifically-
originally had much more strict SOV order. The evidence comes from the
language of the Dogon, in Northern Mali, who isolate themselves from the
surrounding populations by living in almost inaccessible cliff villages.
To the north are the Fula, to the south-east are the Gur, and the Mande
people are found in the southwest. The Dogon used to live much farther
south but in the fourteenth century they fled to the north to take refuge
from the Islamic Holy Wars. Westermann (1970) and Greenberg (1963) classed
Dogon as a Gur language; Bendor-Samuel (1971) has his doubts, and Manessey
(1975) does not consider it a Gur language. Bendor-Samuel (1971) states
that "while the highest figure of cognates on the Swadesh first hundred
is only 43% (with Fantera) , when Dogon is compared with 40 other Gur
languages the percentage of cognates ranges from 25% up, with an average
of 33%."
Supposing, however, that Dogon is actually an isolated relative of
the Gur languages,this sentence structure can then be seen as a living
fossil of the entire Gur language group. It, too, has postpositions and
a Gen-Nom order. The frozen locative noun + verb nominalizations in
Senufo are matched by the 'live' Adverb + Verb order of Dogon.
(38) Dogon a. be woru ma bini garase (Prost: 1969)
(Togo ka they field my in pass-Paist
dialect) 'They passed in my field'
b. 1 yogo yedyu 'I will come tomorrow'
I tomorrow come
5S
As with Gur and Mande, adjectives are derived from the verb and occur
postnominally.
(39) Dogon
(Donno so
dialect)
minna may 'The field is dry' (drier) (Kervan: 1969)
field is-dry
b. minne may
field dry
'dry field'
Although Gur and Mande languages use a large number of clause- second
verbal particles, these same languages also have a limited number of
verbal suffixes. For example, in Senufo languages and numerous other
Gur languages there are suffixes which contrast the perfective/imperfective
aspect.
(40) Tyebara a. Li i noori 'It is getting dirty' (Mills)
(Senufo) Imperfective
b. Li n n3?o 'It is dirty'
Perfective
These suffixes are paralleled by the postverbal tense/aspect markers and
modals found in Dogon.
(41) Dogon a. lagadyu
(Togo ka
^dialect)b. lagaro
c. lagadyasa
d. laga tarja
hit Aux
'he is hitting' ( Prost : 1969)
'he is not hitting'
'he will hit' (Distant future)
'he is in the process of hitting'
It would be impossible to imagine how Dogon could have evolved from
an SVO language as Heine's hypothesis would require. There are no frozen
VO constructions and no VO syntax. In addition, there is no evidence from
other languages that OV nominalizations can be adopted wholesale by a VO
language. With the inclusion of Dogon we now see a more clear pattern of
word order change: from the strict SOV of Dogon, via the S Aux V (Adv)
of Mande and Senufo and the mixed OV/VO syntax of some of the Gur languages,
to the heavily SVO syntax of the other Gur languages.
This conclusion leads us to further conclude that the Senufo languages
are genetically related to the other Gur languages not only morphologically
and lexically, but also syntactically. Their current typological difference
from other Gur languages can be explained by the influence of their Mande
neighbors. The SOV to SVO shift coming from the east was slowed by the
aggressive Mande who had established eastern trade routes through Senufo-
land and still maintain settlements throughout the area and continue to
speak their own languages. The Senufo languages, then, resisted change
under the influence of the Mande people. As a result, the present-day
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sentence structure of the Senufo languages bears much more resemblance to
the structure of the Mande languages than the languages of its own group,
the Gur languages.
NOTES
I wish to thank Professor Hans Hock for his helpful advice and
criticism in the development of this paper.
The first verb is in the completive or perfective aspect, and the
second, continuative or imperfective.
2
In Barabara, a high tone after a noun or noun phrase is an unknown
determiner and a low tone indicates a known determiner.
(Bird: 1966)
Eg. dyiri ^
tree a
dyiri "^
tree the
Modern Standard German has stopped in midstream, with only finite
verbs appearing in second position and then only in the main clause.
4
_to is a thick rice or millet paste eaten with a peanut butter sauce.
No examples are given by Manessey.
Extraposition can involve any constituent but more easily affects
adverbial phrases.
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ARCHAISMS, MORPHOPHONEMIC METRICS, OR VARIABLE RULES IN THE RIG-VEDA?
Hans Henrich Hock
This paper examines two proposed explanations of the altern-
ation between syllabic and nonsyllabic metrical values of high
vocalic segments in the environment between consonant and vowel
in the Rig-Veda, especially as far as scansions are concerned
which do not agree with the predictions made by Sievers's (1878)
Law. According to one view, espoused for instance by Edgerton
(1943, 1962), these deviations are attributable to the fact that
the Rig-Vedic poets composed in an archaic, non-native dialect
and vacillated between the archaic forms of that dialect and
those of their own, native dialect. A more recent view, advocated
by Kiparsky (1972) and presented within the framework of a syn-
chronic generative grammar, holds that the Rig-Vedic poets had
the option of using either surface or more underlying, morphophon-
emic scansions. While Kiparsky's attempt to account for the phe-
nomena within the synchronic grammatical system of the language
constitutes a definite improvement, the details of his explanation
are difficult to reconcile with the actually attested data; and
so are the traditional, "archaistic" explanations. This paper
shows that there is a highly patterned variability in the attest-
ed data which calls for a synchronic account in terms of variable
rules (a la Labov) . This variable-rule system mediates between
an older system in which Sievers's Law had operated across the
board, but which had become opaque by developments of the sort
* iHV > *iV, and the system of Classical Sanskrit in which, as a
consequence of (partly conflicting) analogical generalizations
and of restructuring, Sievers's Law has become severely limited
in its application.
1. The problem addressed in this paper concerns the well-known altern-
ation between syllabic and nonsyllabic metrical values of high vocalic seg-
ments in the environment between consonant and vowel in the Rig-Veda:
- 2 T
(1) vf^avratasajj pfgatir g^^g'^h^^"' C^^ 1.85.4c; Jagati)
vs. prl ySd rathggu pfsatir gyugdhvam (ibid. 5a; Tristubh)
2. Just about a hundred years ago, Sievers (1878) proposed his famous
Law which attempted to show a regularity behind this phenomenon:
(2) (a) i, u > y, v / LIGHT V
(b) > i, u / HEAVY V
(where LIGHT = VC, HEAVY = VC or VCC)
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However, as Sievers realized, there are exceptions to this regularity, such
as the endings -bhyas , -bhyam , - tva , etc. with i^, u beside predominant y, v
after HEAVY, and certain adjectives in LIGHT + i£. Edgren (1885) noted fur-
ther exceptions and observed a general tendency toward the increased occur-
rence of y, V both after HEAVY and after LIGHT.
A major, and bold, change in the interpretation of these phenomena came
with Edgerton's (1943, 1962) controversial "Law" (rephrased in (3) below)
which asserted that Sievers 's Law at one time was so regular that even se-
quences originally not covered by it (notably PIE * iHV , uHV > *iV, uV) came
under its sway. This is the so-called converse of Sievers' s Law.
(3) PIE [+ son] -> [- syll] / LIGHT V
^ [+ syll] / HEAVY V
(etc.)
At the same time, Edgerton had to admit that there were exceptions to
this regularity as early as in the Rig-Veda, exceptions which he attributed
to obsolescence of the old system. Needless to say, Edgerton's claims have
come under generally well-justified attack (cf. above all Sihler 1967, 1969,
1971, Seebold 1972, with references). As a consequence, they can now claim
only a very few adherents.
A rather different view on the "converse of Sievers 's Law" is that of
KuryJowicz who posits the following relative chronology:
(4) (a) Sievers 's Law (SL)
(b) iHV > iV (etc.)
(c) Late Rig-Veda, Atharva-Veda: iV -> yV / LIGHT V
(generalization of SL)
The most recent general study of the situation, that of Seebold (1972),
clearly shows that Sievers 's Law came to be restricted in the Rig-Veda, both
in terms of its environment and through prevocalic neutralization of root-
final long and short high vowels (from PIE *VH and *V) . This was, in See-
bold's view, followed by the late Rig-Vedic complete breakdown of the system.
In many ways, Seebold 's study probably paints the most accurate picture
of the overall synchronic situation. However, like the studies cited ear-
lier--as well as the many studies not mentioned in this brief review--See-
bold's treatment is primarily historical and philological and does not touch
on the function of the observed phenomena in the synchronic grammatical sys-
tem of the language. True, there are occasional remarks in this regard, re-
marks which are interesting and tantalizing, but which--unfortunately--do
not resolve the issue, beside being contradictory. For instance, are we--
with Edgren and Seebold (and others) --to attribute the lack of complete reg-
ularity to the fact that the language is in flux, changing from one system
to another? And in that case, what is^ the synchronic system? Or are we to
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follow scholars like Edgerton in claiming that the exceptions reflect an im-
Derfect use of an archaic, non-native dialect by the Vedic poets? That is,
are we simply dealing with poetic archaisms ?
As I hope to show in the following, an investigation of the synchronic
grammatical status of the phenomena under discussion can help resolve this
issue.
3. It is Kiparsky's (1972) great merit to have started the discussion
of how these facts should be accounted for in a synchronic grammar. Kipars-
ky starts by correctly pointing out that Edgerton' s claim that the Rig-Vedic
dialect in effect was not truly native to the poets is 'very weak. The poets
otherwise handle the involved morphology of Vedic perfectly well ... Why
should the "linguistic incompetence" of the bards have been so concentrated
in a persistent inability to observe Sievers' Law, a superficial phonetic
rule that depends moreover on the very distinction that underlies the whole
Rigvedic metrical system--that between heavy and light syllables?'
However, in his synchronic account of the Rig-Vedic facts, Kiparsky of-
fers two rules which, together, look amazingly similar to Edgerton's "Law":
(5) [*
^l'^^]
-^ [* syll] / HEAVY V ('Sievers's Law')
->- [- syll] / LIGHT V ('Glide formation')
The only difference is that the stressed /!/ and /u/ of the vrki - and tanu-
inflections are noted as systematic exceptions.
« tf
Distinguishing between underlying /i/, /u/ and /y/, /v/, Kiparsky then
derives the following surface representations by the rules in (5):
(6) Surface : HEAVY LIGHT
/iV/ iV yV
/yV/ iV yV
Note that the surface forms thus are identical in each of the two relevant
environments. In terms of their metrical scansion , however, Kiparsky does
notice a difference. Those with underlying glide may optionally have syll-
abic 2t nonsyllabic scansion (e.g. dyugdhuam beside -dhvam ) ; but that option
exists only after HEAVY syllable. Those with underlying vowel have the same
option (e.g. g^cia beside gdcya from ggci- ) , but only after LIGHT syllable.
Kiparsky explains these options by claiming that the Rig-Vedic poets had the
option of basing their scansions not only on the surface structure, but also
on a more underlying, morphophonemi
c
representation, in which the two types
remain distinct; cf. (7) below.
This option, however, can in his view exist only when the rules invol-
ved are purely phonologically conditioned.
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(7) Metrically : HEAVY LIGHT
/IV/ iV yV (iV)
/yV/ iV (yV) yV
(Morphophonemic scansions are in parentheses)
4. Ingenious and interesting as Kiparsky's analysis may be, however,
it suffers on several grounds.
First of all, it in effect postulates an absolute neutralization between
short /i/, /u/ and /y/, /v/ (cf. (6) above), thus violating the justified in-
junction against such abstract analyses in synchronic grammars which Kipars-
ky himself had made in 1968.
Secondly, Kiparsky's analysis is empirically inadequate. In trying to
substantiate this claim and to lay the foundation for my own, alternative
analysis, I will--like Kiparsky-- limit myself to purely internally condition-
ed alternations, leaving out of consideration word-initial and word-final
alternations. If these latter alternations were included, Kiparsky's ana-
lysis would no doubt be further weakened, while my own analysis would simply
have to be amplified and extended.
As it turns out, there is--even on the basis of this somewhat limited
evidence--sufficient reason to doubt Kiparsky's claim that his rules are
purely phonologically conditioned and thus provide for the possibility of
surface and morphophonemic scansions.
A look at Table I (= Appendix I) , which contains only a very summary
and over-generalized picture of the situation, should be sufficient to estab-
lish that the actual distribution of syllabic and nonsyllabic alternants by
no means conforms to what Kiparsky's analysis predicts. For as (a), (c),
(d)
,
(f ) , and (h) show, in some categories syllabic and nonsyllabic values
can be found both after HEAVY and after LIGHT. (In fact, there is probably
no single category which does not show at least some deviations from the pat-
tern predicted by Kiparsky.) In addition, with the (perhaps accidental) ex-
ception of (c) and (f), no two categories exactly agree with each other in
their behavior. (Even (c) and (f) no doubt differ at least to some extent.)
Given the fairly extensive sample provided by the text of the Rig-Veda, this
disagreement is quite unexpected (and unexplained) under Kiparsky's analysis.
Moreover, within and across the categories of Table I, there are differ-
ent phonological, morphological, or lexical restrictions or subregularities.
Thus, as already recognized by Seebold, there is an overall tendency to-
ward treating preceding V£ and VC alike (as LIGHT), with only VCC remaining
HEAVY. This is especially evident in the verbal roots where we find:
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(8) VCC ^ :
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(10) HEAVY LIGHT
[+ syll][- syll][+ syll][- syll]
i_: 58 3 16 22
(late)
u: 27 1 10 80
(iv) Lexical (etc.) restrictions : As expected, y heavily predoirin-
ates after LIGHT in category (g) , the athematic optative active suffix.
But there is vacillation between ia and ya_ after the relatively basic and
more conuron roots a£ (3 : 25), ydh (2 : 10), gam (2 : 6), vid (2:1),
vyt (2 : 10).-- In the suffixes -bhyaro and -bhyas (category (h)), the less
commonly attested -bhyam clearly favors nonsyllabic y^; the more common
-bhyas , while also clearly favoring nonsyllabic values in both environments,
behaves more nearly in accordance with Kiparsky's predictions:
(11) HEAVY LIGHT
i y i y
-bhyam : 3 38 47
-bhyas : 120 200 2 192
— A similar discrepancy is found between the middle voice endings - sva
and -dhve/dhvam (category (i)), with the more common -sva clearly favoring
nonayllabic values after HEAVY by a ratio of 65 : 12, while for the -dhv-
endings the ratio is 12 : 15. Moreover, there is evidence for lexical ste-
reotyping in terms of the preceding roots in HEAVY environment. Thus, for
-dhv-, only one root (yug) shows both u and v; six have only u; eight, only
Clearly, then, the irregularities found in the Rig-Vedic language are
far too numerous to permit the assumption that Kiparsky's rules are 'purely
phonologically conditioned.' At the sam.e time, however, the irregularities
are by and large too well patterned to be explained away as metrical scan-
sions. For it would be hard to believe that such metrical scansions should
be found more frequently in some phonological, morphological, or lexical
categories than in others. Finally, beyond these (patterned I) irregular-
ities theie are the greater and even more clearly patterned regularities of
Table I. Though, as we have seen, these regularities do not support Kipars-
ky's analysis, their well-patterned nature argues even more strongly against
an Edgertonian interpretation in terms of imperfect control over an archaic,
non-native dialect.
What, in. fact, we seem to be dealing with is an actual and native-dia-
lect surface variation which lies at the basis of the metrical variability.
Moreover, the different patterns exemplified in Table I do seem to call for
a distinction similar to Kiparsky's between underlying syllabic /!/, /i/,
/u/, /u/ and nonsyllabic /y/, /v/, but without absolute neutralization; with
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the more predominantly syllabic (a) - (e) being underlyingly syllabic, and
with the more predominantly nonsyllabic (h) and (i), nonsyllabic. (For (f)
and (g) , the evidence is ambiguous; perhaps different speakers favored dif-
ferent analyses.)
5. What, then, is the likely rule system which will account for this
situation and which will map these putative underlying segments into their
variable surface manifestations?
The only satisfactory answer seems to lie in a system which at least
in part uses Labovian variable rules; cf. the tentative formulations in
Table II (= Appendix II). Only the first of these rules can have any title
to being a major rule, converting high vowels to glides in intervocalic en-
vironment. This rule captures the largely separate behavior of formations
containing underlying long vowels. To account for the fact that under cer-
tain conditions, even these forms appear without a surface glide, the next,
variable rule eliminates high vowels before homorganic glides (if another
vowel follows), preferably (as indicated by angled brackets) if the high
vowel is unaccented, if it is preceded by (preferably short) vowel plus
single consonant, and most easily if the high vowel is part of a verb root.
(Other, more specific conditions and restrictions have been left out for
reasons of space.)
Sim.ilarly, underlying short vowels are glided prevocalically, especial-
ly if unaccented, if preceded by (preferably short) vowel plus single con-
sonant, and more easily if no morpheme boundary intervenes (cf. the invert-
ed angled brackets.) Finally, underlying glides may become syllabic, but
much more reluctantly so, especially if they are preceded by vowel plus con-
sonant cluster (etc.).
This highly variable situation is no doubt due to the fact that the
high vowel + vowel ("hiatus") sequences left after the intervocalic loss of
PIE *H made Sievers's Law opaque by providing counterexamples after LIGHT:
(12) (a) SL predicts y / VC V vs. j_ / {^'^^ V
(b) iHV > iV in all three environments, including after VC.
The response to this opacity seems to have been twofold. On one hand,
there seems to have been leveling, in both directions, such that both "hia-
thus" and "non-hiatus" sequences could occur with syllabic and nonsyllabic
alternants in LIGHT environment. This free alternation could then be ex-
tended to after HEAVY, especially in the sub-environment most similar to
LIGHT, namely long vowel plus single consonant. On the other hard, there
seems to have been reinterpretation and restructuring. Thus the development
just mentioned could be reinterpreted as implying that Sievers's Law is sen-
sitive to consonant clusters , not syllable type. And the accidental fact
that - sva and - dhve/dhvam occur predominantly in LIGHT environments, where
surface glide was preferred, could lead to restructuring of these suffixes
with underlying glide . All of these (partly ovelapping) developments seem
to have additionally been accelerated or retarded by other, more specific
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analogical processes. Thus, the more common syllabic value in the active
optative suffix, even after LIGHT, may--as Sihler realized--reflect the in-
fluence of the middle optative suffix i^, with long vowel.
None of these developments, however, seems to have been carried out to
its logical conclusion in the Rig-Veda. This was to happen only in the lat-
er language, although even here, some problems remain; cf. the analysis in
Hock 1973, as well as Hock 1975. The Rig-Veda thus is in fact, as Edgren
and Seebold claimed, a language in flux. (Cf. especially the trend toward
ncnsyllabic values in the later portions of the Rig-Veda.) However, as I
hope to have shown, the resulting variability is not random, but patterned.
And it is this feature which is best captured by the concept of variable
rule.
6. Two further conclusions can be drawn from the findings of this
paper. One concerns the continuing controversy over whether the language
of the Rig-Veda is a natural, living language. The analysis proposed in
this paper, combined with that in Hock 1979, suggests that the dialect of
the Rig-Veda was an eminently living language. For as Weinreich, Labov,
and Herzog C1968) have convincingly argued, patterned variability and vari-
able rules are a hallmark of natural, living languages.
Secondly, although Labov and his associates have proposed variable rules
mainly as the vehicle for primary, usually ultimately regular sound change,
the analysis here proposed suggests that also such secondary changes as
leveling are embedded in the grammar by means of variable rules.
NOTES
Work on this paper has been in part supported by a research grant from
the University of Illinois Research Board and by a Spring 1976 sabbatical
leave from the University of Illinois. An earlier version was read at the
1977 Annual Meeting of the American Oriental Society.
2
Here as elsewhere, the transcription uV (or iV) indicates metrical re-
stitution of actually attested vV (or yV )
.
3Here as elsewhere, I render traditional rule formulations in terms of
current generative terminology and formalism.
4
The matter is somewhat complicated by the fact that it may be argued
that these segments remain distinct in other environments. While this may
be true for some cases, there will be enough cases where it is not, so that
the argument loses its cogency.
The following discussion is based mainly on the data contained in Ed-
gren 1878, Arnold 1905, and Seebold 1972.
The situation is, in fact, even more complex, since it appears that
Sievers's Law in turn makes opaque an earlier" rule which lengthened i_ and u
before y (etc.); cf. Hock 1976:213.
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APPENDIX II
(a) [_^ ^.^] -> [- syll] / V^ V^ (Condition: Either V^ or V^ ^ in-
put segir.ent)
(b)
Hence /bhi-bhii-ur/ -> bhi-bhiy-ur
"•<- Iong>^
+
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OBJECT VERB AGREEMENT IN TIGRE*
Janice L. Jake
In this paper I will outline- the major factors which determine
the application of the rule of Object Verb Agreement in Tigre, an
Eritrean Semitic language. I will argue that an analysis in which
rules refer to word order and syntactic categories, such as NP or
PP, cannot account for Object Verb Agreement in Tigre and that it
is necessary to refer to information about the grammatical rela-
tions of NPs in a sentence in order to adequately account for
Object Verb Agreement. After characterizing the two most impor-
tant factors which are relevant in controlling the application
of Object Verb Agreement, the interaction of Object Verb Agree-
ment with another rule. Object Cliticization, is examined. Finally,
evidence is presented from two rules, Clefting and Topicalizatton,
which suggest that, in an adequate characterization of Causatives
in Tigre, the transitive Causee represents a grammatical relation
which is distinct from other Object-like NPs, such as the Direct
Object and Indirect Object.
A brief introduction to some general facts about Tigre is of relevance
to the more central disucssion of Object Verb Agreement. Basic word order
is SOV. Although the order of most constituents within a sentence is rela-
tively free, the verb only occurs in final position. The examples in (1)
illustrate some of the possible variations in word order, as well as the
constraint on word order that the verb be in final position. NPs are not
inflected for case, but their syntactic role in a sentence may be indicated
by word order and prepositions. In addition to the prepositional phrases
occuring in the examples in (1) are those in (2).
(1) a. ?igil ?imye ?4t ?4nas waraqat ?itkitab halleko
for mother-my to man letter(f) impf-write be-ls
'I'm writing a letter to a man for my mother'
b. ?it ?inas ?igil ?4mye waraqat ?itkitab halleko
= (a)
_
c. ?it ?inas waraqat ?igil ?4mye ?4tkitab halleko
= (a)
d. ?4g41 ?imye waraqat ?4t ?4nas ?4tk4tab halleko
= (a)
e. *?4g41 ?4mye waraqat ?itk4tab halleko ?4t ?4nas
(2) a. lilat dib ?aftav katbat
Lilet(f) to Aftay (m) wrote-3f
'Lilet wrote to Aftay'
b. ^asama m4n la suq gesa
Hasama(m) from the market went-3m
'Hasama went from the market'
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(2) c. lilat ?ib s4m qattalat
Lilet(f) with poison pass-killed-3f
'Lilet was killed with poison'
Object agreement is marked by a series of suffixes on the verb follow-
ing the Subject agreement suffixes. The Object suffixes indicate the person,
number, and gender of the NP which triggers the application of the rule of
Object Verb Agreement. The Object agreement suffixes are essentially agree-
ment markers. They co-occur in the sentence with the NP which triggers the
application of Object Verb Agreement, and are obligatory under the conditions
to be outlined in this paper. The Object suffixes also serve as non-emphatic
pronominal suffixes on the verb, as in other Semitic languages. However, the
pronominal use of Object suffixes in Tigre is not central to this paper. I
will be concerned only with the use of these Object suffixes as obligatory
agreement markers.
I will now begin consideration of the factors relevant to the applica-
tion of the rule of Object (Verb) Agreement. In the examples in (3) and
(4) the NP which triggers the application of Object Agreement is the Direct
Object. The NPs which trigger the application of Object Agreement in both
examples are definite. Object Agreement is obligatory, as shown by the fact
that lack of Object Agreement yields an ungrammatlcal sentence. In the
example in (3) the Direct Object triggers application of the rule of Object
Agreement even when the Direct Object precedes the Subject. In the examples
in (4) the Direct Object is preceded by the optional preposition ?igil .
(3) a. lilat la ch'ifot ch 'efatto/*ch'efat
Lllet(f) the chlfot (m) bolled-3f-3m/*bolled-3f
'Lilet boiled the chifot'
b. la ch'ifot lilat ch'efatto/*ch'efat
=(a)
(4) a. ^asama ?itta ( Tigil) la h^^s'an nad?ayu/*nad?a
Hasama(m) to-her ( to) the boy sent -3m- 3m/ sent -3m
'Hasama sent the boy to her'
b. ^asama male ( ?ig41) la ?iss-Lt sa'^amaya/*sa^ama
Hasama(m) yesterday ( to) the woman kissed-3m-3f /*kissed-3m
'Hasama kissed the woman yesterday'
The examples in (3) and (4) show that a definite Direct Object triggers the
application of the rule of Object Agreement. An indefinite Direct Object
cannot trigger application of Object Agreement, as shown by the examples in
(5) . An indefinite Direct Object also cannot be preceded by the preposition
?tgil . While it is perhaps imprecise to state that any NP which serves as a
trigger for the application of the rule of Object Agreement must be definite,
the criterion of definiteness will be used for convenience in this paper,
since the question of definiteness versus specificity or another feature is
of little relevance to this paper.
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(5) a. lilat waraqat katbat(*ta)
Lilet(f) letter(f) wrote-3f-(*3f
)
'Lilet wrote a letter'
b. lilat (*?iRil) waraqat katbat
= (a)
c. ^asama sa at zaba(*ya)
Hasama(m) watch (f) bought-3m-(*3f
)
'Hasama bought a watch'
d. Ijasatna ( *?4Ril) sa at zaba
= (c)
In addition to Direct Objects, other categories of NPs can serve as
triggers for the application of the rule of Object Agreement. As illustra-
ted by the examples in (6) the recipient NP, or Indirect Object, can serve
as a trigger for the application of Object Agreement. The Indirect Object
is obligatorily preceded by the preposition ?igtl , even when the Indirect
Object is indefinite and cannot serve as a trigger for the application of
Object Agreement. This is shown by the examples in (7).
(6) a. ^asama ?igil la ?inas saladi kaf layu/*kaf la
Hasama(m) to the man money(f) paid-3m-3m/*paid-3m
'Hasama paid the man some money'
b. Ijasama ?igil la ?issit kitab habaya/*haba
Hasama (m) to the woman book(m) gave-3m-3£/*gave-3m
'Hasama gave the woman a book'
(7) a. Ijasama Tigjl ?inas saladi kaf la(*yu)
Hasama(m) to man money(f) paid-3m(*3m)
'Hasama paid a man some money'
b. ^asama ?igil ?issit kitab haba(*ya)
Hasama (m) to woman book(m) gave-3m(*3_f
)
'Hasama gave a woman a book'
A Beneficiary NP is also obligatorily preceded by the preposition ?igil ,
regardless of def initeness . However, a Beneficiary NP, unlike an Indirect
Object, cannot trigger the application of Object Agreement. This is illus-
trated by the examples in (8). In these sentences Object Agreement is obli-
gatorily triggered by the Direct Object.
(8) a. ^asama ?igil lilat la kitab zabayu / *zabaya / *zaba
Hasama(m) for Lilet (f) the book (m) bought-3m-3m/*b-3m-3f /*b-3m
'Hasama bought the book for Lilet
'
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(8) b. ?iKil ^asama la waraqat ?itkitbat hallek4wa/*hallek4wo/*halleko
for Hasama (m) the letter (f) impf-write be-ls-3f/*be-ls-3m/*be-ls
'I'm writing the letter for Hasama'
The difference In the ability of Beneficiary NPs and Indirect Objects to trig-
ger the application of Object Agreement is not easy to capture within a frame-
work in which rules only refer to word order and syntactic categories, such
as NP, PP, etc., since both Beneficiaries and Indirect Objects are obligator-
ily preceded by the preposition ?ig4.1 and, in the preferred word order, both
precede the Direct Object.
NPs preceded by prepositions other than ?ig41 fall to serve as triggers
for the application of the rule of Object Agreement, regardless of definite-
ness. For example, NPs occurring with the prepositions dlb and ?it do not
trigger the application of Object Agreement, as Illustrated by the examples
in (9). NPs usually preceded by ?4t and dlb , among other prepositions, can
be preceded by the preposition ?igil , in which case a cllticlzed pronominal
copy of the PP Immediately follows the verb. The examples in (10) show that
even when the NPs are preceded by the preposition ?ig41
,
they fail to serve
as triggers for the application of Object Agreement.
(9) a. lllat dib °all waraqat katbat(*to)
Lilet(f) to Ali(m ) letter(f) wrote-3f (*3m)
'Lllet wrote a letter to All'
lllat ?it all waraqat nad?at(*to)
Lllet(f) to All(m) letter(f)sent-3f(*3m)
'Lllet sent a letter to All'
(10) a. lllat ?igil ^all waraqat nad?at(*to) ?ittu
Lilet(f) to Ali (m) letter(f) sent-3f(*3m) to-him
'Lllet sent a letter to All'
b. lllat ?igil '^all waraqat katbat(*to) dlbbu
Lllet(f) to Ali (m) letter(f) wrote-3f (*3m) to-him
'Lllet wrote a letter to All'
Thus far I have shown that Direct Objects and Indirect Objects, but not
Beneficiaries and NPs preceded by prepositions other than ?igll
,
can serve
as triggers for the application of the rule of Object Agreement. A third
category of NP, Causee, also serves as trigger for the application of Object
Agreement. This is illustrated by the examples in (11), in which the Causee
is preceded by the preposition Tjgil
,
and obligatorily triggers the applica-
tion of Object Agreement.
(11) a. lllat ?4gil '^ali
Lllet(f) to All(m)
la waraqat ?it Bafta? ?aktabato/*?aktabat
the letter(f) to Bafta(f) caus-wrote-3f-3m/*cw-3f
'Lllet made All write the letter to Bafta'
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(11) b. all ?^Ril lilat ?aftay ?ib manduk ?attaqtala^/*?attaqtala
Ali([n) to Lllet (f) Aftay(tn) with gun cau8-kllled-3m-3f /*ck-3in
'Ali made Lilet kill Aftay with a gun'
The data presented thus far provides evidence for the ability of three
kinds of NPs, Direct Objects, Indirect Objects, and Causees, but not other
kinds of NPs to serve as triggers of Object Agreement. These three kinds of
NPs will occasionally be referred to as possible triggers of the rule of
Object Agreement. The application of Object Agreement is also sensitive to
word order. In a sentence in which there is more than one possible trigger
of the rule of Object Agreement, it is the left-most NP which controls the
appliaation of the rule. This can be seen by a comparison of (12a) and (12b),
in which the Indirect Object precedes the Direct Object and triggers the
application of Object Agreement, with (12c) and (12d), in which the Direct
Object precedes the Indirect Object and triggers the application of Object
Agreement. In both examples the left-most NP which is a possible trigger of
Object Agreement serves to trigger the application of the rule.
(12) a. '^ali Tigil Taftay la saladi kaf la^/'''kafla^/*kaf la
Ali(m) to Aftay (m) the money(f) paid-3m-3m/*p-3m-3f /*p-3m
'Ali paid Aftay the money'
b. lilat ?4g41 ^ali la waraqat habetto/*habetta7*habet
Lilet(f) to Ali (m) the letter(f) gave-3f-3m/*g 3f-3f/*g-3f
'Lilet gave Ali the letter'
c. '^ali la saladi ?ig41 ?aftay kaflaya/*kaf layu/*kaf la
Ali(m) the money (f) to Aftay(m) paid-3m-3f /*p-3m-3in/*p-3m
'Ali paid the money to Aftay'
d. lilat la waraqat ?igil '^ali habetta/*habetto/*habet
Lilet(f) the letter (f) to Ali(m) gave-3f-3f/*g-3f-3m/*g-3f
'Lilet gave the letter to Ali'
Further evidence that it is the left-most NP which serves to trig-
ger the application of Object Agreement is provided by the fact that when an
indefinite Indirect Object, which cannot trigger Object Agreement because of
lack of def initeness, precedes a definite Direct Object, the Direct Object
cannot trigger application of Object Agreement; Object Agreement fails to
apply. This is illustrated by (13).
(13) lilat ?4gil ?inas la waraqat habet/*habetto/*habetta
Lilet(f) to man the letter(f) gave-3f /*g-3f-3m/*g-3f-3f
'Lilet gave to a man the letter'
In transitive causative sentences the left-most possible trigger serves
to control application of Object Agreement. As mentioned above, the Causee
can be preceded by the preposition ?ig4.1 and can trigger the application of
Object Agreement. Although a Causee preceded by the preposition ?igil usually
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precedes a Direct Object, it can follow. In this case, the Direct Object
is the left-most possible trigger of Object Agreement and triggers appli-
cation of the rule. This is illustrated by (14).
(14) ^ali la girhat ?ig41 ?aftay ?at^arasaya/*?atharasayu/*?atharasa
Ali(m) the field (f) to Aftay(m) caus-plowed-3m-3f/*cp-3m-3m/*cp-3m
'Ali caused Aftay to plow the field'
In the examples of transitive causative constructions presented earlier,
the preposition ?i.g41 precedes the Causee. However, the Causee, unlike
Indirect Objects and more similar to Direct Objects, are not obligatorily
preceded by ?igil . Without the preposition ?igil the Causee can also both
precede and follow the Direct Object. In either word order, it is the left-
most possible trigger which controls the application of Object Agreement.
Although sentences like those in (15) are sometimes ambiguous, context and
other pragmatic information generally serve to- indicate which reading is
intended
.
(15) a. '^ali ?aftay ?arway ?attaqtalayu
Ali(m) Aftay (m) snake(f) caus -killed -3m- 3m
'Ali made Aftay kill a snake' or 'Ali made a sanke kill Aftay'
b. '^ali la wa?at la ^ayyat ?attabla aya
Ali(m) the cow (f) the lion(m) caus -eaten- 3m- 3
f
'Ali let the lion eat the cow' or 'Ali let the cow eat the lion'
(pragmatically very strange)
I would now like to summarize the generalizations regarding the factors
outlined above which are relevant to the application of the rule of Object
Agreement. The first one is that both prepositional and unmarked NPs can
control application of the rule and that the NPs which are possible triggers
are Direct Object, Indirect Object, and Causee. The second general observa-
tion is that, of those NPs which can serve as triggers of the rule, it is the
left-most NP which controls the application of Object Agreement.
Within a framework allowing reference only to word order and syntactic
categories like NP, PP, etc., it is not possible to properly constrain the
rule of Object Agreement. Within this kind of framework it is impossible to
distinguish between an Indirect Object and Causee, which trigger application
of Object Agreement, and a Beneficiarly NP, which cannot trigger Object Agree-
ment, although all of these NPs are preceded by the preposition ?igi.l , two.
Indirect Object and Beneficiary, obligatorily. Furthermore, it is not pos-
sible to make use of the distinction between unmarked NPs and NPs preceded
by the preposition ?igi.l , since those NPs which are unmarked include Subjects,
which never trigger application of Object Agreement, and Direct Objects and
Causees, which are possible triggers of Object Agreement.
In order to properly account for the application of the rule of Object
Agreement, it is necessary to have access to information about the grammati-
cal relation of the NPs within a sentence. Thus, in Tigre, the application
of the rule of Object Agreement is sensitive to the grammatical relations of
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NPs; NPs which are possible triggers of the rule of Object Agreement are
Direct Objects, Indirect Objects, and Causees. Within the framework of
relational grammar, it is possible to refer to this set of NPs, since. In
relational grammar, rules are generally formulated to refer to grammatical
relations and need not have access to other kinds of information, such as
the presence or absence of prepositions. The fact that the rule of Object
Agreement refers to word order provides evidence for the distinction made
by Johnson (1974) between relation changing rules and non-relation changing
rules. The latter, which may include relation referring rules, such as
Object Agreement, may have access to information regarding word order.
I would now like to show how the rule of Object Agreement interacts
with another rule. Direct Object Cliticization. Thus far, it has been
demonstrated that, in a sentence in which more than one NP may be a possi-
ble trigger of Object Agreement, it is the left-most NP which, in fact,
serves as trigger. While, this is generally true, there is one set of con-
ditions in which the rule of Object Agreement can be triggered by the second
left-moat possible trigger in a sentence. These conditions include: 1) the
left-most possible trigger of Object Agreement is a Direct Object, and 2)
the Direct Object triggers the application of a rule. Direct Object Clitici-
zation. Before considering sentences in which Direct Object Cliticization
interacts with the word order condition on the application of Object Agree-
ment, I will briefly illustrate two general conditions on the application of
(Direct) Object Cliticization.
A definite Direct Object can optionally trigger the insertion of a
Direct Object clitic, which immediately follows the verb, when another NP
triggers the application of the rule of Object Agreement. Object Cliticiza-
tion serves to emphasize the Direct Object. The examples in (16) illustrate
application of Object Cliticization. The left-most NP triggers the applica-
tion of Object Agreement and the Direct Object triggers application of
Object Cliticization. The NPs which trigger Object Agreement in (16a) and
(16b) are Causee and Indirect Object, respectively.
(16) a. lilat ?4gil h^-sama la waraqat ?aktabatt£ ta
Lilet(f) to Hasama (m) the letter (f) caus-wrote-3f-3m 3f-D0
'Lilet made Hasama write the letter'
b. lilat ?iRil la ?inas la sa at habetto ta
Lilet(f) to the man the watch (f) gave-3f-3m 3f-D0
'Lilet gave the man the watch'
The examples in (17) illustrate that only a Direct Object and not another
kind of NP, such as Causee, as in (17a), or Indirect Object, as in (17b),
can trigger the application of Object Cliticization. The results are
ungrammatical, even when another possible trigger of Object Agreement, such
as Direct Object, triggers application of Object Agreement.
(17) a. lilat la waraqat ?igil hasama ?aktabatta (*tu)
Lilet(f) the letter (f) to Hasama (m) caus-wrote-3f-3f
(
*3m-D0 )
'Lilet made Hasama write the letter'
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(17) b. lilat la sa a t ?ig41 la Tinas habetta (*tu)
Lllet(f) the watch (f) to the man gave-3f-3f ( *3m-D0 )
'Li let gave the watch to the man'
A Direct Object cannot trigger the application of both Object Cliticization
and Object Agreement. This yields the ungrainmatical results shown in (18).
Note also that if another NP has not served to trigger the application of
Object Agreement, the Direct Object cannot trigger the application of
Object Cliticization. This is illustrated by the examples in (19).
(18) a. lilat la sa at habetta (*ta)
Lilet(f) the watch (f) gave-3f-3f ( *3f-D0)
'Lilet gave the watch'
b. lilat ( ?j.gil) basama ra?etto (*tu)
Lilet(f) ( to) Ha8ama (m) saw-3f-3m (*3m-D0 )
'Lilet saw Hasama'
(19) a. lilat ?tgil ?inas la waraqat habet (*ta)
Lilet(f) to man the letter (f) gave-3f (*3f-D0 )
'Lilet gave a man the letter'
b. lilat ?4Kil ?inas la waraqat ?aktabat (*ta)
Lilet(f) to man the letter (f) caus-wrote-3f (*3f-D0 )
'Lilet made a man write the letter'
The above examples have illustrated that the application of Object Cliticiza-
tion is sensitive to the following two factors: 1) the Direct Object-hood of
the NP which triggers application of the rule, and 2) the application of the
rule of Object Agreement triggered by another NP in the sentence.
The rule of Object Cliticization interacts with one of the conditions
on the application of Object Agreement. In sentences in which there are two
possible triggers of the rule of Object Agreement, and the left-most possi-
ble trigger is a Direct Objecp, the verb ean agree with 6ither the left-most
possible trigger, the Direct Object, or with the the second left-most possi-
ble trigger, in which the case the Direct Object must trigger the application
of Object Cliticization. The two possible paterns of verb agreement are
illustrated in (20).
(20) a. ^asama la sa at ?4gil la ?inas habaya
Hasama(m) the watch (f) to the man gave- 3m- 3
f
'Hasama gave the watch to the man'
b. ^asama la sa*^at ?igil la ?inas haba^ ta
gave-3m-3m 3f-D0
=(a)
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The fact that only a Direct Object NP can trigger the application of
the rule of Object Cliticization indicates that a Direct Object cannot be
treated as representing a member of the same grammatical relation as Causee
or Indirect Object. The Indirect Object is also distinct from the other
two possible triggers of Object Agreement, since, of the three possible
triggers, only the Indirect Object is obligatorily preceded by the preposi-
tion ?igil . If, as these facts indicate, the Direct Object must be regarded
as distinct from Indirect Object and Causee and Indirect Object must be
regarded as distinct from Direct Object and Causee, it follows that the
Causee must be regarded as distinct, a conclusion for which I will provide
further support in the following sections of the paper. This conclusion
also suggests that other differences among the three possible triggers of
Object Agreement might be encountered. To the extent that data is avail-
able, these expectations are supported. I will now present evidence from
two sets of data. Internal Clefts, and Topicalization, which supports the
conclusion that the Causee must be regarded as representing a grammatical
relation which is distinct from that of Direct Object and Indirect Object.
The first set of data is from Internal Clefts.
There are four basic clef ting strategies in Tigre. Three of them do
not provide any new data with regards to the application of Object Agree-
ment, although a fourth. Internal Clefts, does. Internal Clefts are dis-
tinct from external clefts, in that the clef ted material does not occur
outside, either preceding or following, the clause in which it originates.
Some examples of sentences with external clefts are given in (21). The
clefted element is followed by the copula and the verb is preceded by the
particle la. In sentences with internal clefts, the clefted material remains
in the clause. As in external clefts, the clefted element is followed by
the copula and la precedes the verb. The internal cleft, like the external
cleft, serves to emphasize or focus the clefted element. Some examples of
sentences with internal clefts are presented in (22).
(21) a. lilat ta Ijasama j^ gat laya
Lilet(f) cop Hasama(m) part killed-3m-3f
'It's Lilet who Hasama killed'
b. ^asama la qatlaya lilat ta
= (a)
c. ?it lilat tu ^asama waraqat 1^ katba
to Lilet(f) cop Hasama(m) letter(f) part wrote-3m
'It's to Lilet whom Hasama wrote a letter'
d
.
^asama waraqat la katba ?it lilat tu
= (c)
(22) a. lilat m4n la suq tu la gesat
Lilet(f) from the market cop part went-3f
'It's from the market that Lilet went'
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(22) b. lilat ?igil l^asama tu la ra?etto
Lilet(f) to Hasa[na(iii) cop part saw-3f-3m
'It's Hasama that Lilet saw'
The generalizations observed earlier regarding the application of the
rule of Object Agreement in sentences not involving internal clefts are, for
the most part, also exhibited by sentences with internal clefts. That is,
three kinds of NPs, Direct Objects, Indirect Objects, and Causees, can serve
as triggers of the rule of Object Agreement, and it is the left-most possi-
ble trigger of Object Agreement which serves to control application of the
rule. The left-most possible trigger of Object Agreement need not necessar-
ily be the element in the sentence which has been clef ted. This is illus-
trated by the examples in (23). In (23a) and (23b) the left-most NP is clef-
ted and also triggers application of Object Agreement. In (23c) and (23d)
the left-most NP triggers application of Object Agreement, but another NP,
not the left-most possible trigger of Object Agreement, has been clef ted.
These sentences show that the word order of Indirect Object and Direct Object
relative to each other is free, as in unclefted sentences, and that both the
Indirect Object and Direct Object can trigger the application of the rule of
Object Agreement, as in inclefted sentences.
(23) a. "^ali la sa^at ta ?4gil ?aftay la habaya/*habayu
Ali(m) the watch(f) cop to Aftay(m) part gave-3m-3f /g-3m-3m
'It's the watch that Ali gave to Aftay'
b. '^ali ?iR41 ?aftay tu la sa*^at la habayu/*habaya
Ali(m) to Aftay (m) cop the watch(f) part gave-3m-3m/*g-3m-3f
'It's Aftay who Ali gave the watch'
c. *^ali la sa'^at Tigil ?aftay tu la habaya/ *habayu
All(m) the watch(f) to Aftay(m) cop part gave-3m-3f/*g-3m-3m
=(b)
d. *^ali ?4gil ?aftay la sa at ta la habavu/*habaya
Ali(m) to Aftay(m) the watch(f) cop part gave-3m-3m/*g-3m-3f
-(a)
In causative clef ted sentences, any element of the sentence may be
clefted, but it is the Causee which serves to trigger the application of
the rule of Object Agreement, regardless of word order or which element of
the clause has been clefted. The examples in (24) Illustrate these facts.
In (24a) and (24b) the Causee, as left-most possible trigger of Object
Agreement, triggers application of the rule, regardless of whether it has
been clefted. In (24c) and (24d) the Causee is not the left-most possible
trigger, but nevertheless triggers Object Agreement. Again, it is irrele-
vant whether the Causee is the clefted NP.
(24) a. '^ali ?4g41 lilat tu la kitab la ?azzabaya/*?azzabayu
Ali(m) to Lilet(f) cop the book (m) part caus-bought-3m-3f/*cb-3m-3m
'It's Lilet who Ali made buy the book'
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(24) b. ^ali ?igil lllat la kttab tu la ?azzabai^/*?azzabayu
Ali(m) to Lilet(f) the book(m) cop part caus-bought-3m-3f/*cb-3m-
'It's the book that All made Lilet buy'
c, all la kitab Ttgtl lllat tu la ?azzabaya/*7a««abayu
Ali(ni) the book(m) to Lilet(f) cop part caus-bought-Bm-Sf /*cb-3ni-
=(a)
c _ _
d. all la kitab tu ?4g41 lilat la ?azzabaya/*?azzabayu
Ali(m) the book(m) cop to Lilet(f) part caus-bought-3[n-3f/*cb-3ni-
= (b)
In clef ted structures, as in the examples in (24), the Causee is always
preceded by the preposition Tigil and cannot appear as an umarked NP, as in
unclefted sentences. While this may be thought to account for the fact that
the Causee serves to trigger the application of Object Agreement in sentences
with internal clefts, this would be inconsistant with the observation made
earlier, that the Causee triggers application of Object Agreement only if it
is the left-most possible trigger, regardless of the presence or absence of
the preposition ?igil
.
in unclefted sentences. Thus, the presence or absence
of the preposition ?tgtl is of little use in explaining the obligatory con-
trol of the rule of Object Agreement which is exhibited by the Causee in
internally clefted structures.
The fact that the Causee demonstrates different behavior with respect
to the ability to trigger the application of Object Agreement in internally
clefted structures is consistant with the conclusior. reached earlier, that
Causees are distinct from other kinds of NPs which also serve as possible
triggers of t^e rule of Object Agreement, It is unlike the Direct Object,
which is the only grammatical relation which can serve as trigger of the
rule of Object Cliticization, and it is unlike the Indirect Object, which
is the only grammatical relation always preceded by the preposition ?tgil
which can be a trigger of Object Agreement.
A second set of data, drawn from the rule of Topicalization, also
provides evidence for the distinct category, or grammatical relation, of
Causee. Any relatively definite NP can be topicalized. Some examples of
sentences in which Topicalization has applied are in (25).
(25) a. ?it la ?tnas ?aftay la waraqat katbaya
to the man Aftay(m) the letter(f) wrote-3m-3f
'to the man Aftay wrote the letter'
b. in''.n la bankit la ?inas la Taqrush Tasraqayu
from the bank the man the money (m) stole-3m-3m
'from the bank the man stole the money'
If a topicalized NP is a possible trigger of the rule of Object Agreement,
it must trigger application of the rule. This is to be expected, since the
topicalized NP is, necessarily, the left-most NP and, as the left-most pos-
sible trigger of Object Agreement, controls application of the rule. In
(26) are examples of topicalized Indirect Objects and Direct Objects which
control the application of Object Agreement.
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(26) a. ?i;s41 la 'iissit la ?inas la ?aqrush kaflaya/*kaflayu
to the woman the man the money (m) paid-3m-3fy*paid-3m-3f
'to the woman, the man paid money'
b. la ?aqrush la ?inas ligil la ?issit kaflayu/*kaflaya
the money (m) the man to the woman paid-3m-3m/*paid-3m-3f
'the money, the man paid to the woman'
Although both Direct Object and Indirect Object behave similarly with respect
to the application of Topicalization and Object Agreement, the third possible
trigger of Object Agreement, Causee, demonstrates slightly different behavior.
In causative sentences it is not possible to topicalize a Direct Object,
although it is possible to topicalize a Causee. This is illustrated by the
examples in (27). The ungranmiatical application of Topicalization to an NP
which is a possible trigger of Object Agreement contrasts with the topical-
ization of an NP which is not a possible trigger of Object Agreement. This
is illustrated by (28). Topicalization of a non-trigger of Object Agree-
ment yields grammatical results , since that NP would not prevent the Causee
from triggering the application of Object Agreement.
(27) "iisil la h^s'an '^ali ?igil lilat ?attazbat 'ayu/*?attazbat 'aya
to the boy Ali(m) to Lilet(f) caus-killed-3m-3m/*ck-3m-3f
'the boy, Ali caused to kill Lilet'
(*the boy, Ali caused Lilet to kill)
(28) 74t la ?4s84t ali ligil ?aftay la waraqat ?aktabayu
to the woman Ali(m) to Aftay(m) the letter(f) caus-wrote-3m-3m
'to the woman, Ali made Aftay Write the letter'
The restriction, that, of the three possible triggers of Object Agree-
ment, only the Causee in a causative sentence can be topicalized, is similar
to the more general condition presented earlier in the discussion of inter-
nal clefts; the Causee always triggers Object Agreement in internal clefts,
regardless of word order. In order to maintain the condition that the Causee
trigger Object Agreement, the topicalization of possible triggers is limited
to Causee in causative constructions and the topicalization of other possible
triggers of Object Agreement is blocked. While in relatively simple senten-
ces, the Causee does not exhibit this strict control of the application of
Object Agreement, the ability to control Object Agreement in slightly more
complex sentences is consistant with the assumption that the Causee repre-
sents a distinct grammatical relation in Tigree, different from that of
Direct Object or Indirect Object.
At the present, I know of no evidence in Tigre which indicates where
the Causee belongs relative to other grammatical relations in a heirarchy .
of grammatical relations, higher or lower than either the Direct Object or
Indirect Object. Thus it is only possible to conclude that Causees , which
are very Object-like, appear to form a distinct grammatical relation in
Tigre
.
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I will "briefly summarize the main points of this paper. First, I have
shown that the application of the riile of Object Agreement is sensitive to
the grammatical relation of NPs and to the word order of NPs in a sentence.
Second, I have described how the rule of Object Agreement interacts with a
second rule. Object Cliticization. The facts regarding Object Agreement and
Object Cliticization suggest that the kinds of NPs serving as possible trig-
gers of Object Agreement represent three distinct grammatical relations
rather than one or two. Further, I provided evidence from Internal Clefting
and Topicalization indicating that the Causee in Tigre represents a distinct
grammatical relation.
In conclusion, I have described a fairly complex rule, Object Agreement,
in Tigre, one in which it is possible to account for the facts regarding
Object Agreement and Object Cliticization if information about the grammati-
cal relation of NPs is available, showing that, at what may be argued to be
a relatively superficitil syntactic level, grammatical relations can be used
to provide an adequate characterization of the rule of Object Agreement.
Within a framework in which such information is not available, it is virtually
impossible to do this.
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Although an indefinite Indirect Object can precede a more definite Mrect
S'l e?ini?rDire\t°'^:?:c^'^^"'T '^°"' "''''''''' ^^^ converse"\': not tL-
NP wM^h . ^ ''^'^°^ precede a definite Indirect Object. An
TnaTeTt Sbiect a
P°"^\l^fi««- of Object Agreement can precedfth;i direc O j or Direct Object, regardless of definiteness I can onlv
b^^i trfo'd^r^ TT^oV'' ''""'l ^" ^''' "-' '^ - i^dicatiorof^^oL'
derived via fL^eme^t r^I.'^
""°" '"^'^ ''"'''
' '' '' '' ^^« ^*"- ^^^^
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o
Perlmutter(l979) hBJs proposed a category Working 1 in order to account
for the behavior of NPs which exhibit some properties characteristic of a
(final) term and some properties characteristic of a Subject (l). While this
label can be convienently applied to Causee , it does not capture the gener-
td-ization that Causees in Tigre are different from other Object-like terms
and incorrectly implies that their* 1l«l»Tior parallels that of Subjects.
My remarks about Causees have been limited to transitive Causees.
Because in complex structures it is the contrast between Causees and other
possible triggers of Object Agreement that reflects the difference between
Causee and other terms, in intransitive causative constructions, it is
impossible to determine if an intransitive Causee behaves like a Direct
Object or a transitive Causee. At present, I know of no way to distinguish
between these two possibilities. Either possibility might be expected,
since in many languages the intransitive Causee patterns with the Direct
Object, although in at least one case, Gilyak, the intransitive Causee
patterns with the transitive Causee in that both are marked by a special
morphological case for Causees (Comrie, 1972).
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'SOCIALLY REALISTIC LINGUISTICS": THE FIRTHIAN TRADITION
Braj B. Kachru
This paper presents the "socially realistic" aspects
of Firthian linguistics in the context of the concerns of
linguistics in the 1980' s. In the 1930 's the British linguist ^ jT
J. R. Firth proposed several concepts, especially a reinter- ^
^gretationof_the Malinowskian concept of the "context of situation", V^vy
wTtTmPaTTnguistic framework for the study of language in (,
context. Firth and other members of the "London School" .
of linguists, reject the dichotomy between form and function. /\^
The Firthian approach to language considers the "context
of situation" as vital to the study and understanding of
language. In contemporary approaches to language, especially
in discourse analysis and pragmatics, considerable attention
is paid to context. Therefore, a reevaluation of the rather
neglected Firthian approach to language is suggested. The
British linguistic tradition is briefly discussed and Firth's
and Malinowski's uses of the concept "context of situation"
are differentiated. Firth's terms such as 'the sociology
of language' and 'sociological linguistics' are discussed
with reference to their use in current sociolinguistic litera-
ture. The present positions of the Firthians and the
"neo-Firthians" are presented. In the present search for
new functional approaches to language study, the revival
of interest in Firthian linguistics, both in the U.S.A.
and in Britain, is seen as rediscovering what was a lost
paradigm in the 1950' s and early 1960's.
0. Introduction .
The past two decades have been a period of search for "socially
realistic" paradigms applicable to linguistic research and methodology V^
(Labov 1970 and 1972:xiii). This activity is much more intense in C^ "V
North America than elsewhere, and there is an understandable reason ^^ ^
for it. In the United States the 1950's and 1960's were essentially v^ r*
the decades of one dominant paradigm. With the publication of Chomsky's *^
influential Syntactic Structures in 1957, the structural linguistic \
tradition of Bloomfield and his followers came under attack, and the
transformational-generative paradigm became predominant. This domination
continued up to the end of the last decade. However, the scene seems
to have changed again, and it is with that changed linguistic scene
that I am concerned here.
In the 1970' s, we have seen serious discussion about theoretical
validity, and applications of various linguistic models, not excluding
those which reject the main thrust of what is known as Chomskyan ling-
uistics (see, e.g.. Smith and Wilson 1979). In a number of contemporary
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approaches, prominence is given to terms such as social , socio - and
sociological . There is now renewed concern for a social person , inter-
acting as a social being within the network of social roles determined
by the social and cultural context in which the person functions.
The emphasis rightly is on looking at language in terms of function
in context (see, e.g., Halliday 1973, 1975, and 1978; Helmer 1969;
Hymes 1969 and later)
.
This concern is manifest in recent work in generative semantics
(see, e.g., Cicourel 1969), ^ pragmatics (see, e.g.. Cole 1978; Mitchell
1978; Morgan 1977) ^ and the seminal research done on discourse analysis
(see, e.g., Schenkein 1978). It is, however, true that the underlying
assumptions and the formal analytical apparatus used in each theory are
not identical. But the change in refocusing research areas is very
clear, and serious concern has been expressed for the neglect of the
functional aspects of language in earlier linguistic theories (see,
e.g., Givon 1979). Some socially-oriented or functionally-oriented
models are presented and enumerated, for example, in the work of
Bernstein (e.g., 1958, 1959, 1971), Fishman (e.g., 1965 and 1971),
Gumperz (e.g., 1964, and 1967), Halliday (1973 and later), Hymes (e.g.,
1962, 1964, 1969, 1971a, 1971b, and 1974), and Labov (e.g., 1963, 1966,
,
^ 1970, and 1972) . It is clear that not all these models draw upon
^ -^ linguistic theories per se, but their concern with language and its
"'
-'function in society is clearly evident. In recent years, George Lakoff
and John Ross, among others, have attempted to redirect linguistics
toward what they call "human linguistics". These are some of the
r reactions against the one-sided direction which linguistics took in
f the past three decades. It was this human aspect of linguistics which
^ concerned Firth from as early as 1930. Mitchell (1975:1) has succintly
summarized this aspect of Firth:
. . . he [Firthjwas also deeply concerned with the full
humanness of language, not with the question of our mental
^ 'specification' for language but rather with the uses and
^
—
~ concomitant forms to which we adapt this 'gift of tongues'.
Robin Lakoff (1975:329), an American linguist, expresses a typical
Firthian position in the following words:
... a theory was needed which did not separate levels of
analysis, did not assume the autonomy of any part of language,
did not, further, assume that language use was necessarily
independent of other means used to achieve communication,
that allowed for the incorporation of non-linguistic informa-
tion into our grammar.
Hymes (1969:113) rightly feels that "linguists today usually describe
language in terms of just one broad type of function, which I term
'referential meaning' whereas language is organized in terms of a
second broad type of function, which I term 'social meaning'." Therefore,
he is concerned that the present practice of linguistics "perpetuates
a fragmented, incomplete understanding of man" (112)
.
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The present direction in linguistics and the search for "socially
realistic" paradigms therefore provides an ideal context to reevaluate""
an earlier and rather neglected tradition of linguistics. This tradi-
tion has vaguely been termed the "British tradition", particularly with
reference to the work of J. R. Firth (see, e.g., Langendoen 1968,
Mitchell 1975, Monaghan 1979).
This paper is primarily a postscript to current discussion on the
study of language in social context, and focuses on the views of Firth
on this aspect of language study and research. This attempt at taking
another look at Firth's approach to language is not merely for anti- r ^
quarian interest, but it is appropriate and relevant to the ongoing Vt
debate on redefining the goals of linguistic study. In Firth's approach
we also detect Valuable insights for the type of research which is well
established in the U.S.A. as a sub-discipline of linguistics under
the term "sociolinguistics".6 in Britain, however, traditionally
the dichotomy between "sociolinguistics" and "general linguistics"
was not used. What is "sociolinguistics" in America has been considered
as a vital part of "general linguistics" in the British approach
to language.
The discussion of Firth's approach is appropriate for other
reasons, too. Firthian linguistics, especially Firth's concept of
contextual ization , never seems to have received serious consideration
in America. During Firth's linguistically productive years mainly
two paradigms overshadowed the American linguistic scene. First came
the behaviorist school following the Bloomfieldian tradition. It was,
as Palmer rightly says, "against this that Firth directed most of
his attack" (1968:9). And later Firth was clearly impatient with
the mentalism [and formalism) of the transformational group which
followed Bloomfieldian structuralism and completely neglected the role of
language in social context.
7
Earlier some attention has been paid to one component of Firthian
linguistics, namely prosodic analysis (see, e.g., Davis 1973; Haugen
1958; Hill 1961; Langendoen 1968; Lyons 1962; Oyelaran 1967; Palmer
1970; Stockwell 1959; and Vachek 1959). But the other component, termed
,
"contextualization" or "context of situation" (see, e.g., Langendoen
1968; Lyons 1966), which is the theme of this paper, was either ignored
or rather hastily rejected. Again, the reason for it was that the
linguistic scene of the 1950' s and 1960 's in America was not conducive
to such an approach. But this is not the whole story, and part of the
blame must go to Firth, too, for his "obscure" style, for his lack of
explanations and paucity of illustrations. There is no well -enumerated
and clear explanation of contextualization in the work of Firth. Often
even the adherents of Firth have mentioned Firth's obscure writing
as one of the reasons for the vagueness of his concepts, and consequent
misunderstanding by readers. It is therefore not surprising that
impatience has been shown toward his "philosophy of language". Among
his own adherents consider, for example, the opinion of the following.
Palmer (1968:2) feels that "Firth was himself largely to blame for the
fact that he was both during his lifetime and afterwards so misunder-
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stood." And Firth's close associate Mitchell (1975:2) recognizes that
^ there was "some stylistic obscurity, considerable inconsistency, and
I"
_
an unfortunate lack of exemplification in his [Firth's] writings."
\ Kress (1976:xv) notes two "shortcomings" of Firth. First, Firth
^
"never attempted to provide a fully worked out and systematic exposition
^ of his theory". Second, he "did not provide a set of terms or categories
si "it which could systematically relate all the descriptive statements on
'^t- IT. all levels to each other." Dixon (1965:91)--not necessarily a Firthian
\-^ or a neo-Firthian--feels that Firth's "theoretical remarks were vague,
^^ and often mutually inconsistent, so that it is difficult to see how
they could be used for a comprehensive description."
The neglect of Firthian linguistics, however, was not complete.
There are several examples of the Firthian model being embedded into
American linguistic models (e.g.. Pike in 1959). Pike's model, however,
never became a dominant paradigm in America, though his tagmemic model
has been applied to a large body of western and non-western languages.
In spite of these limitations, we find that around the 1960's, Firth
was being recognized in a wider circle as one who had provided what
Bell terms "the functional models" of language (1976, see especially
75-82).
i
i
It was not till the 1960's in America that there was renewed
interest among linguists toward incorporating social context in language
study as a relevant component. Labov's work is a clear example of
such awareness, with convincing examples to show the inadequacies of
the type of research which neglects social context. Labov presented
his position very aggressively, with a wealth of empirical data and
refined analytical techniques. In the introduction to his collection
of papers written mainly during the 1960's, Labov (1972:xiii) sums up
I
the main argument of such an approach in the following words:
There is a growing realization that the basis of intersub-
jective knowledge in linguistics must be found in speech--
language as it is used in everyday life by members of the
social order, that vehicle of communication in which they
argue with their wives, joke with their friends, and
deceive their enemies.
These words remind one of what Firth said in 1935 (see Firth 1957a:29):
The multiplicity of social roles we have to play as members
of a race, nation, class, family, school, club, as sons,
brothers, lovers, fathers, workers, churchgoers, golfers,
newspaper readers, public speakers, involves also a certain
degree of linguistic specialization.
Again (1935 [1957a] :29):
The grown man has to play many parts, functioning in many
characters, and unless he knows his lines as well as his
role he is no use in the play. If you do not know your part
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and your lines, there are no cues for the other fellow, and
therefore no place or excuse for his lines either.
Labov was not attacking only the goals of the linguistics of the
post-1957 period (and earlier structuralism), but also the methodology
of such approaches (see, e.g., Labov 1978 [1971] :339-372) . There were
other dissidents against the dominant paradigm, e.g.. Pike, but as
compared to Labov, their impact on theoretical discussions of the period
remained marginal. But earlier in the 1960's there seemed to be only
a remote possibility that "socially realistic linguistics" would be
acceptable to the practitioners in the profession in the 1970' s.
The dominant paradigm continued to be Transformational Grammar or
the variations of this paradigm.
It is within this context of American linguistics that one has
to consider the earlier reactions to Firthian linguistics (e.g., that of
Langendoen 1968), and now, in the changed context, the renewed interest
in Firth's "philosophy of language".
1.0 British Linguistics: A Vague Tradition .
The term "British linguistics" is as misleading as the term
"American linguistics", except that there is more vagueness attached
to it. The British tradition of linguistics embodies primarily the
linguistic insights of Henry Sweet (1845-1912), Daniel Jones (1881-
1967) and J. R. Firth (1890-1960). The first two provided primarily
the phonetic tradition, and Firth developed it into what he fondly '-
called a tradition of "general linguistics". In later literature,
both in Britain and elsewhere, terms such as "London school" (e.g.,
Langendoen 1968), "prosodic analysis" (Hill 1961; Palmer 1970; and
Robins 1957), "Firthian linguistics" (Mitchell 1975; Palmer 1968:1),
and "Levels analysis" (Bursill-Hall 1961), as well as the term "London
group" (Firth 1957a: 170), have been used. The beginning of the British
phonetic tradition, however, is much earlier than the work of Sweet,
Jones and Firth, (for details see Abercrombie 1948 and Firth 1946)
.
And Firth was fond of reminding us of the words of Abercrombie, "that
our antecedents are older and better than we think" (1957a: 168),
especially in phonetics. /
.
</^
While building a tradition in London, Firth also attempted to ^\ ^
demonstrate that his view of language and linguistic analysis was Vr*
different from the Saussurian view and the structural formalism of '^^ f\4
Bloomfield.8 in his two popular books Speech (1930) and The Tongues \S^'
of Men (1937), we find Firth's first ideas about what later became v
known as the Firthian approach to language. The Tongues of Men was
published four years after Bloomfield's Language . "One fact that
becomes obvious with the publication of these works is that British
linguistics is not a variant of Bloomfieldian linguistics" (Strevens
1964:ix). However, these two books, as Strevens correctly notes, are
"almost entirely unknown to linguists trained in the American tradition"
(1964:vii)
.
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It is in "The Techniques of Semantics" (1935) that Firth presented
his "philosophy of language", 9 claiming that he has ceased "to respect
the duality of mind and body, thought and word" C1957a:19). This
disagreement with the behaviorists and formalists was partially responsi-
ble for separating him--and for some time isolating him--from the
linguists of the 1930' s and 1940' s.
What are then the basic characteristics of the British tradition,
if any? It is claimed (e.g., by Mitchell) that in the British tradition,
as manifested and developed in Firth's work, the emphasis is on (a)
the study of the function of language in social context, (b) the primacy
of speech and "the potential meaningfulness of phonetic minutiae",
(c) the inductive approach to language analysis, and (d) "the priority
of syntagm and the resulting importance of finding the syntagmatic
limits beyond which linguistic choice is unpredictable" (see Mitchell
1975:2-13). This view of language was, as Firth says (1956 [Palmer
1968] :90), "first stated in 1930", and "maintained and developed since."
In Firth's view then "the whole of our linguistic behaviour is best
understood if it is seen as a network of relations between people,
things and events, showing structures and systems, just as we notice
in all our experience . . . Such an approach requires no dichotomy of mind
and body, thought and its expression, form and content." This approach,
as Firth says, "implies rather a different general philosophical atti-
tude towards speech from that which has set our scale of linguistic
values hitherto" (1935 [1957a]: 32).
2.0 Language as Function.
V,
/
\
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In Firth's view, language is primarily viewed as function . The
emphasis is on "a hierarchy of techniques" by which a linguistic event
is seen as a spectrum of statements at various levels, e.g., phonetic,
phonological, morphological, lexical, syntactic, contextual.
Firth does not use the term "meaning" in its general sense, since
for him any linguistic statement at any level is a statement of "meaning".
At first sight, therefore, one might consider his use of the term
"mischievous" and "perverse" (Lyons 1966). Firth's use of the term
does not refer to lexicographical or conceptual meaning of an "item".
Rather it is the linguistic function of an item, and the term "linguistic"
is applied to those disciplines and techniques which are concerned
with institutionalized languages. For Firth (1957a), therefore,
"a statement of the meaning of an isolate of any of these cannot be
achieved at one fell swoop by one analysis at one level". The "meaning"
at each level 'disperses' like a spectrum till at the contextual level
a restricted language is related to the social process of which it forms
a part, since "speech at all levels is regarded as a social and bodily
process" (1957a: 170). There is thus, a relationship between linguistic
form and its function (or "meaning") in context. In this sense, then,
a restricted language is a functionally determined "language" within
the total language. In Firth's view, a total language could be seen
as comprising a "multiplicity of languages". There are clearly definable
situations which determine (and influence) language. Let me try to
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explain the concept of "function in context" with the following
illustrations from the Indian English novel Untouchable by Mulk Raj
Anand:
1. "Why did you sit down on my footstep? You have defiled my
religion. . .now, 1 will have to sprinkle holy water all
over the house."
2. "He caught the jelebis [pretzel-shaped Indian sweets] which
the confectioner threw at him like a cricket ball, placed
four nickle coins on the shoe-board for the confectioner's
assistant who stood ready to splash some water on them."
3. "Do you know you have touched me and defiled me?"
These illustrations are examples of formally and functionally
Indianized texts of English aa,used in fiction. The Indianization is
functionally determined by "creating" what might be called a "restricted"
language of caste in Indian English. The appropriateness of this
"restricted" language has to be seen in the "contextual unit" of the
caste system which provides a "defining context" for it, and the meaning
of the text is not clear unless a relationship is established with the
Indian context of situation. It is much more difficult in this context,
since a second language (English) has been used to recreate a context
which originally exists in Hindi or Punjabi. Anand therefore, makes
a meaningful use of formal devices such as extended collocations and
"semantic equivalence" of English lexical items with the lexical items
from his native language, e.g., footstep , shoe-board , defile , holy
water
,
touch and defile . The cohesion of the text thus creates a caste -
ness appropriate to the situation. Contextually then, the above
examples can be understood only within the Indian context of situation
with reference to contextual parameters such as the following. The
transaction involves a traditional confectioner (halvai) who is a Brahmin
and a buyer who is an "untouchable". It is within this context that
items such as shoe-board , threw , sprinkle , holy water , touch, defile ,
etc., acquire specific contextual meanings. In this case the extended
meanings have been given to these items from Indian lexical items.
The written text does not specify the phonetic/phonological characteris-
tics of the speech act, but if such information were available it
would be further illuminating. We have to keep in mind, as Mitchell
C1957 [1975] :186) points out, that:
A text is a kind of snowball, and every lexical item and
every collocation in it is part of its own context, in the
wider sense of this term; moreover, the snowball rolls now
this way, now that. To make progress in statement at all
possible it is necessary for the linguist to select from his
material and to focus attention on some elements to the ex-
clusion of others. Not every part of a text lends itself to
collocational statement, nor will it always be necessary
to make statements about every (habitual) collocation in
a text
.
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H Another example, again from Indian English, is from the matrimonial
^ advertisements published in national newspapers in India. These pro-
vide some examples of semantic nativization of English lexical items
^ and use of code-mixing for contextual izing the advertisements in the
^ Indian situation.
Vj
(a) Wanted well-settled bridegroom for a Kerala fair, graduate,
Baradwaja gotrara, Astasastraim girl. . .subsect no bar. Send
horoscope and details. (The Hindu 1.7.79)
Cb) Non-Koundanya well qualified prospective bridegroom below
30 for graduate Iyengar girl, daughter of engineer. Miruga-
serusham. No dosham. Average complexion. Reply with
horoscope. (The Hindu 1.7.79)
(c) Suitable match for Kanyakubja post-graduate girl 24, educated
throughout in convents. (The Pioneer 31.12.78)
The Firthian approach to language seeks the appropriateness of the
behavior of participants in a language-event, and the whole back-
ground of their coming together which determines their use of language
in a certain way in a particular context. The crucial back drop for
such a relationship is the CONTEXT OF SITUATION (see, for references,
Kachru 1966 and Robins 1971). 10
3.0 Context of Situation
.
As is well documented. Firth borrowed the term "context of situation'
from British anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski (1884-1942), who
used it for a semantic analysis of ethnographic data. In turn, it is
believed that Malinowski owed his earlier use of the term to Wegener's
(1885) concept of Situations-theorie .H In Malinowski 's view language
is separated from mental processes, and is described as a mode of action
rather than a counter-sign of thought . This, as Firth says, was in
line with British empiricism, "and of the philosophic radicals and
utilitarians, whose influence was far-reaching and is obvious in the
works of the Vienna Circle" (1957b:94). Malinowski was interested in
an analytical and functional study of culture; for him, therefore,
linguistics was subordinate to anthropological research. And he con-
siders language to be the "ethnographer's most important apparatus,
that is, his linguistic apparatus" (see Firth 1957b:94).
The main features of Malinowski's context of situation are: the
meaning of an utterance is determined by taking the context of a whole
utterance in a context of situation.
.
The general condition in which
an utterance is spoken should be considered relevant. A word without
the linguistic context is a mere fragment and stands for nothing by
^ itself. Gestures and motions are essential factors for understanding'
speech. And meaning should be defined in terms of experience and situ-
ation. One might say that for Malinowski the context of situation is
"the physical environment" in which a linguistic activity is performed.
Robins (1971:36) attempts to put Malinowski's concept of the context
of situation in a historical perspective. In his view.
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Malinowski's challenge to the semantic priority of the word
ran counter to the theory of the West from Aristotle to our
own day. But in ancient India (though to my knowledge Malinowski
was not interested in this field) the question of priority was
keenly debated: does word meaning arise from sentence meaning
or are sentence meanings built up from word meanings? Bhartq;'hari
(c. seventh century AD) argued that a sentence conveyed its meanings
undivided at first, like a picture, and that analysis into indi-
vidual word meanings is a subsequent critical, metalinguistic
operation. He instances the sentence 'Fetch a cuckoo from the woods'
(in Sanskrit, of course); unless and until the meaning of the
'cuckoo' is known as well, the meaning of 'fetch' remains
vague and undefined, since fetching a log and fetching a bird
are a very different operation.
It is only in their broad underlying assumptions that there is
{/ 3. similarity between Malinowski and Firth. In Firth's hands, context
of situation is an important part of his general philosophy of language.
Contextualization applies to restricted l2 forms of speech and writing
as these are actually used by persons in varied social roles.
In 1930, when Firth first used this concept, he specifically
mentioned that "the linguist, however, must keep the language text
in the focus of attention, and his main work is the linguistic analysis
of the language data collected in the corpus inscriptionum" (1957b:96)
For Malinowski, context of situation is "a bit of social process which
can be considered apart and in which a speech event is central and
makes all the difference, such as a drill sergeant's welcome utterance I
on the square, 'Stand at-ease!
'
. The context of situation for Malinowski
is an ordered series of events considered as in rebus ." (1950 [1957a]:
182) . For Firth it was a suitable schematic construct to apply to
language events. The abstracted categories consist of verbal and
non-verbal constituents and are "observable" and "justifiable" in the
text.
In Firth's view, language is better considered as having a crea-
tive function, "effect" or "meaning" in the context of situation.
Firth would claim that if you want to know what an utterance means,
you must see what happens after it is said (cf. also Wittgenstein) .13
Firth is concerned with mutually expectant interrelations of elements
of structure and terms of systems, and constituents of context of situ-
ation. 14 It is through contextualization that the text, or portions
of the text, can be said to exemplify special functions. This rela-
tionship is not restricted to phonology or grammar, but can be extended
to lexis in terms of the structure of collocations, and extended
collocations, 15 generally in a restricted language (see also Halliday
1966; Kachru 1965 and 1966).
The Firthian use of context of situation is an abstraction from
situation, and as Mitchell says (1978:227), it is "as abstract as the
grammatical, lexical, phonological, and other categories that are
relevant to the interpretation of transactional linguistic behaviour;
it is not on a par with, say, phonic 'realizations' of phonological
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categories." It is the situation which provides the context of experience
and context of culture to the language used by the speech- fellowship
,
speech community , or a language community . The situation is extra -
linguistic , and it is through form that a linguist is able to show its
relevance (appropriateness) to linguistic behaviour. Therefore,
contextualization for Firth involves abstraction of the nature as the
structures and systems of phonology and grammar. Thus contextualization
implies a unitary approach in which linguistic form and meaning are
not separated. Language is seen as meaningfully organized--both formally
and functionally- -in maintaining patterns of living. The interrelation-
ship of "levels" may tentatively be shown in the following way;!^
Subject
concerned;
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B. The relevance of objects
C. The effect of the verbal action
The other features to be considered are
A. Economic, religious, social structures to which
participants belong.
B. Types of discourse--monologue, narrative.
C. Personal interchanges--age, sex of participants.
D. Types of speech-social flattery, cursing.
In using such a schema one has to take note of creative effect
or effective result as a link with context of situation. The structure
and system of a text is to be related with the "structure" and "system"
outside .
The above schema provides what may be termed CONTEXTUAL PARAMETERS.
These are formal and contextual variables which determine the effective
operation of a text in a CONTEXTUAL UNIT. A delimited text may be
said to be the exponent of a contextual unit on the basis of those formal
features which mark it off from other delimited texts, and, more
importantly, which make it "effective" in a specific context. A
contextual unit may be viewed as a "substitution frame" and the relevant
parameters as the distinctive markers of the frame. A contextual unit
is by and large culturally determined and has "meaning" with reference
to a specific culture. It is worth remembering that "we are born into
a vast potential cultural heritage, but we can only hope to succeed to
a very small part of the total heritage and then only in stages . . .
for each stage of childhood and youth, of each type of child, there
are a. relevant forms of language" (Firth 1935 [1957a] .'29) . A linguistic
activity then has two dimensions, i.e., syntagmatic and paradigmatic. —
Syntagmatically one might think of the "time dimension", that is, the . ^
beginning and the end of a ROLE. Paradigmatically it comprises a "bundle^ \^
of features: in terms of the participants, age, sex, etc., within
a context of situation. (For illustrations see Kachru 1965 and 1966,
and Mitchell 1957). Mitchell (1957 [1975] :169) rightly warns us that:-'
In order to make a satisfactory statement, the linguist con-
stantly has to select some features and suppress others of
both the text and its environment. When doing so, however,
he should not lose sight of the text as a whole . . . Arabic
' subSah ilxayr' (Good morning), taken in vacuo , may be said to
belong to the language of greetings, and differs in many respects
from, say, 'yaftuTiSlla' , which is only used as the refusal
of a bid in buying and selling. But, as a rule, greetings
form part of a complex pattern of activity which is peculiar
to buying and selling; therefore, 'Subaah ilxSyr' - - as
far as it contributes to the pattern - may be considered, like
'yaftuftalla' , as belonging to buying and selling, provided that
texts of adequate extent are given in support.
Extending this proceduralism a little further, one might say that
in order to determine the "appropriateness" of contextual units two
types of substitution are involvai namely contextual substitution and
textual substitution. It is through such substitution that one can
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provide a correlation between the contextual parameters and their
formal exponents. One must accept the warning of Mitchell (1978:237)
here and not think of correlation as "neatly compartmentalizing the
several dimensions of speech events", since, as we know, "the forms of
language are too often mixed and fuzzy with shifts of style occurring
to and fro within utterances and their parts."
5.0 Firthian View of the Sociology of Language, Sociological
Linguistics and Linguistic Theory .
In Firth's writings at least fifteen linguistic "levels" have
been mentioned, out of which social and sociological are crucial for
linguistic description. In his view "the linguist studies the speaking
person in the social process" (1951 [1957a] :190) , and he emphasizes
this point in various ways. Firth disagrees with the earlier formalistic
and comparative schools, and believes that "such linguistics cannot
throw even the dimmest indirect glimmer on personality and language
in society, which I submit is a major concern of science" (1950 [1957a]:
178-179).
In his approach there is a relationship between "linguistic
patterns" and "activity". In establishing this relationship a "sociological
approach" and "synthesis" are vital for a linguistic description.
Firth presents his position unambiguously in the following words:
We must expect therefore that linguistic science will
also find it necessary to postulate the maintenance of
linguistic patterns and systems (including adaptation
and change) within which there is order, structure, and
function. Such systems are maintained by activity, and
in activity they are to be studied ... in emphasizing the
personal as well as the systemic and typic character of
descriptive linguistics, there is no implied neglect of
the sociological approach and synthesis. (1948 [1957]: 143)
At the same time. Firth reminds us that "we are not aiming at
V linguistic sociology, but building on the foundations of linguistics"
(Firth 1935 [1957a] :28). This obviously is an important distinction. ^^
Perhaps Firth was one of the first linguists to use the term
"the sociology of language", ^9 a^jj claim that this area is one of the
"autonomous group of related disciplines" under "descriptive linguistics"
(1950 [1957a] : 144) . In 1935 Firth had prophesied (see 1957a: 27)
that "sociological linguistics is the great field for future research".
But in spite of this relationship the two fields are "autonomous"
and their goals and methods are not identical. The aim of a linguist
is to study \
. . . the speaking person in the social process. . . The ling-
uist deals with persons habitually maintaining specific forms
of speech or writing which can be referred to dialects or
_ ^
I
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languages operating in close or open social groups. (1951 [1957a]
:
190)
The approach of linguistics, in Firth's view, contrasts with that
of sociologists. Compare the above, for example, with the following
(Firth 1951 [1957a] :191):
The study of linguistic institutions is thus more specific
and positive and on the whole less speculative than the
sociological study of societies. Sociologists and social
anthropologists are much bolder than linguists in what they
find it possible to state in general human terms. To what
lengths sociological abstractions can be extended is well
exemplified in Pareto's theory of residues and derivations.
In recent research on language the difference between the ap-
proaches of a linguist and a sociologist is clearly demonstrated in
Labov (e.g., 1966 and 1970) as a linguist, as opposed to, for example,
Fishman (e.g., 1965 and 1971), as a sociologist.
In his often-quoted Papers in Linguistics , Firth emphasizes that
the goal of his "linguistic theory" is not to "attempt to establish
universals for general linguistic description" (1957a:xii). He expects ^.-^
his theory to be "useful in renewal of connection with experience" \y^
The "experience" manifests itself in ROLES which are to be under-
stood (interpreted) in the framework of the context of situation. i
"In that context are the human participant or participants, what they
say, and what is going on" (1935 [1957a]: 27). For a linguist the
SOCIAL ROLES are to be determined by the formal exponents which are
related to each role (see Firth 1935 [1957a]: 28). The social roles of i
an individual are in turn determined by the social organization,
"and the chief condition and means of that condition is learning to
say what the other fellow expects us to say under the given circum^
stances" (1935 [1957a]: 28). Hence, social activity and expectatic
are conditioned by the context of situation. Therefore, Firth says:
"Once someone speaks to you, you are in a relatively determined context
and you are not free just to say what you please" (1935 [1957a]: 28).
According to this approach, therefore, monolithic description Cf^ Vjf
does not bring out the socially (or contextually) determined char- "^
\| ^'^
acteristics of language. Firth adopts a rather unconventional position U
and claims that "unity of language is the most fugitive of all unities "(
whether it be historical, geographical, national, or personal. There
is no such thing as une langue une and there has never been" (1935
[1957a]: 29). For adopting such a view Firth has been criticized by,
among others, Langendoen (1968) who, as Robins (1971:44) says, "chides
Firth and those following up his ideas with making context of situation
'a convenient dumping ground for people's knowledge about the world, v
their own culture, etc' (1968:50) and assigns Mitchell's study of the
language of buying and selling "to the realm of ethnography and not
of semantics (ibid:65). But this is verbal play. It is just such
/
V"
v/
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areas of experience and knowledge, call them what you will, that are
somehow involved in the individuals' acquisition and retention of
his knowledge of his vocabulary. The linguist must somehow try to
experience this."
It seems to me that the non-monolithic view of Firth doesmake
.
sense in terms of functions of language since in his view "multiplicity
of social roles" (1935 [1957a] :29) is under the focus of attention.
These multiple roles include the roles which we have to play "as members
of a race, nation, class, family, school, club, as sons, brothers,
lovers, fathers, workers, churchgoers, golfers, newspaper readers,
public speakers" (29)
.
These roles provide a contextual network within a context of
situation and entail "a certain degree of linguistic specialization"
(1935 [1957a] :29). The problem with having such a wide network is that
it is easier to talk about it than to describe and analyze it in
linguistic terms. Firth is aware of that fact, and rightly says that
it is "easier to suggest types of linguistic function than to classify
situations" (1935 [1957a]: 31).
In several recent studies (see, e.g., Gumperz 1964; Halliday 1978;
Hymes 1964 and 1969; Kachru 1966 and forthcoming) various labels have
been used for such contextualization (or classification of "situations")
.
Firth has provided some illustrative labels which are useful for de-
fining those "language-types"in which there is a relationship between
form and function (see, e.g., 1935 [1957a] :31). One might, for example,
classify the language of personal relationships in terms of agreement
,
condemnation, endorsement, and disagreement. And language is con-
stantly used to reflect attitudes. These attitudes become meaningful
again within the context of culture by choosing culturally-determined
language types. Consider for example, typical contexts in which language
is used to appeal, to annoy, to bless, to blame, to boast, to belittle,
to curse, to challenge, to cold-shoulder, to flatter, to hurt, to
make love, and to praised
The use of language has, of course, other functions, too. One
might use words, as Firth says, "to inhibit hostile action, or to
delay or modify it, or to conceal one's intention" (1935 [1957a] :31).
, Then there is the use of words for advertising and propaganda which
\y is difficult to appreciate and analyze without proper contextualization,
as illustrated in an earlier section
.
6.0 Text and Context .
In Firth's approach to "meaning", a well-defined (and demarcated)
text is crucial for "renewal of connection" with its function in a
context of situation. By the term "text" is meant a "piece" of language
relevant to a specific context (again in a context of situation)
.
Firth rightly warns us that "without scrupulously identified forms
and well-established text. Semantics is apt to be just gossip" (1936
[1957a]: 75). The analysis begins with the utterance, and the aim
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is "establishing valid texts" (1948 [1957a] :145) . In 1951, Firth at-
tempts to explain this concept with the use of a metaphor (1951 [1957a]:
192):
Having made the first abstraction by suitably isolating a
piece of 'text' or part of the social process of speaking
for a listener or of writing for a reader, the suggested
procedure for dealing with meaning is its dispersion into
modes, rather like the dispersion of light of mixed wave-
lengths into a spectrum.
All language 'text' is thus "attributed to participants in some context
of situation" (1951 [1957a] :226) . The approach then focusses
on "the whole man in his patterns of living" (1951 [1957a] :225) . One
therefore understands why Firth alternately termed his linguistic frame-
work the "monistic approach".
Firth is well aware that for linguists this is too big a bite
to chew. Therefore, he rightly says that "the linguist has to reject
most of these patterns, confining himself to the processes and patterns
of life in which language 'text' is the central feature and operative
force" (1951 [1957a] :225)
.
The generalizations which Firth makes are based on "language
events" without accepting a dichotomy in which "minds", "thoughts",
and "ideas" are excluded. Their presence is not denied, "but the
recognition of them in linguistics is indirect, and if any reference
to them is made it is in terms of linguistics" (emphasis added; 1951
[1957a] :225) . The "meaning" is not in the text as Mitchell (1975:7)
rightly says, but it is "part of the linguistic organization of the
speaker-hearer, who, as far as the practice of linguistics is concerned,
is usually also the observer-analyst."
In a later work Firth (1956 [Palmer 1968] :97) makes this point
clearer when he says:
My main concern is to make statements of meaning in purely
linguistic terms, that is to say, such statements are made
in terms of structures and systems at a number of levels of
analysis : for example, in phonology, grammar, stylistics,
situation, attested and established texts. I do not attempt
statements about a speaker's or a writer's thoughts and
intentions, ideas and concepts - these are for other disci-
plines.
7.0 The Firthians in the 70'
s
.
The main concentration of the Firthians has traditionally been at
the School of Oriental and African Studies of London University. The
peak period of their activity was 1948-1965. Outside of his immediate
group, as Palmer says (1968:1-2), Firth was "misunderstood and largely
ignored", and "alas, he was misunderstood" even by some of those who
were in the "immediate group".
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A large number of the members of this group primarily concentrated
on prosodic phonology. Those who discussed other aspects of his "philo-
sophy of language" include, among others, Mitchell, Robins, and Halliday.
Palmer (1968:9), however, takes the position that Halliday (and other
neo-Firthians) "have little in common with Firth's approach." In
Palmer's view, Halliday's "essentially monosystemic categorization"
seems to have little in common with Firth's "essentially polysystemic"
approach; and secondly, "Halliday's theory retains the phoneme" which
"typifies the kind of segmentation and classification that Firth re-
jected" (1968:9). In fact. Palmer goes a step further and warns us
against equating Halliday's theory with that of Firth on the basis
of the shared terminology:
Of course the terminology [of Halliday] is largely Firth's, but
Firth was particulary aware of the danger of equating terms
in what were essentially different theories.
Halliday does not agree with this evaluation of Palmer (see Halliday
1971:664-667).
Is there then a neo-Firthian school, and in what sense is Halliday
a chief representative of such a school? Kress (1976:xv) claims that
"Halliday's theory depends more strongly on Malinowski and Whorf, the
label Neo-Firthian which has been applied to him obscures the main
thrust of Halliday's thinking about language."
What then is Firth's importance for and influence on Halliday?
Kress (1967:xiv) believes that Firth's importance lies "in the attempt
which Firth made to provide the linguistic component to go with the
sociolinguistic insights of Malinowski". He specifically mentions two
categories (Kress 1976:xiv)
:
M. Context of situation , that is, a view of language as closely
dependent on stateable general types of situation which influence
vi;^ language. From here Firth developed his theory of the multi-
\ : plicity of 'languages' within the total language. This is anj' important insight which Halliday took over and developed in his
work on register .
2. System , which in jre-defined form has become the major formal
category in Halliday's tHeory"!
These are not the only influences: for instance, Halliday uses
Firth's category of collocation in his work on lexis... but they
are the significant ones.
In spite of the debate on who really is the sisya of Firth, and
what is the validity of the term "neo-Firthian", there is no doubt
that it is in the work of Halliday that several "socially realistic"
aspects of Firth's theory have been expanded, elaborated, and illustrated
(see, e.g., Halliday 1971, 1973, 1975, and 1978). Consider, for
example, what Robins, another vocal adherent of Firthian linguistics.
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has to say about the contribution of the neo-Firthians: in Robins'
view (1971:38):
'neo-Firthian' linguistics associated with Professor M. A. K.
Halliday at University College, London and his colleagues and
pupils, derives more directly than other theories from the
teachings of Firth, and incorporates a good many of the
fundamental tenets of Firthian theory. Halliday regards con-
text of situation as a central and essential part of his theory
of languages, making it the bridge between grammar and lexis
and actual phonation and audition...
It is however, true that "Halliday made no use of Firth's work in
prosodic analysis, which many followers of Firth regard as Firth's
major achievement". (Kress 1976:xv).
8.0 Conclusion .
During the last three decades, the position of the Firthian ap-
proach to language was like that of a lost linguistic paradigm. When-
ever it has been mentioned in the literature, elaborate warnings are
given about its being "obscure" and vague. The result of such warnings
has been that very few linguists have ventured to study the Firthian
tradition carefully, and evaluate its relevance to the present ling-
uistic debate. One might, however, quote here Halliday's (1971:666)
response to this often-repeated criticism:
Firth is often said to be obscure; my own experience as
a teacher suggests not so much that he is obscure as that
his writing provokes hostility in some readers - essentially
1 think because they find his relativism distasteful, al-
though the reaction often manifests itself as a dislike of
Firth's 'style' (can the two really be separated?) - who find
it difficult then to read with the sympathy and care that
all scholarly work demands.
There is, however, certainly some truth in the fact that reading
Firth's writing is not the same as was listening to his lectures in
class, or having a personal interaction with him on a linguistic topic.
In class one was under the spell of his personality and distinct
charm mixed with idiosyncracies. It seems to me that in a sense Firth
had acquired some characteristics of a traditional Indian guru ,
transmitting his knowledge essentially through the spoken word, re-
peating himself in various ways. After all, his eight-year stay (1920-
1928) in India had not left him without its impact both on his person-
ality and scholarship. At the same time, he was a proud Englishman,
respecting and eager to contribute to what he termed "the British
tradition" of linguistics.
As a teacher. Firth preferred to have long study sessions with
his students. These sessions were replete with digressions about
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his opinions of his colleagues and former and present students. These
he gave in generous doses with a characteristic Firthian flavour.
These sessions were full of political and cultural asides, and above
all forthright linguistic judgments about other scholars and "schools".
It was therefore not possible to be indifferent to Firth. One was
either under his spell, or one avoided him - in either case one noticed
him. This was also true of the attitude of his students toward him.
It was essentially in the role of a student of Firth, as Halliday
(1971:667) rightly emphasizes, that one saw the "whole man" which is
missing in his writings, and without which it is difficult to relate
the man to his writing.
The younger group of British linguists seems to have generally
ignored him, and the "London School" in its original sense has almost
disintegrated. There are a number of linguistic, historical and
other reasons for it, one perhaps being that
It is not our custom, in Britain, to boast much of our
achievements, for though we have played our part in the
world's history with a certain spirit, we are ill-educated
and have bad memories. We are taught only the smallest
fraction of what we have done, and even that we cannot 20
remember. (Eric Linklater; quoted in Firth 1946 [1957a] :92).
The main reason for this neglect of Firth is not the relative
value of the Firthian paradigm, but that his paradigm was almost
lost among the conflicting paradigms of this time.
But since the 1960's the times have changed linguistically, too.
At present no particular theory seems to dominate, and a certain
cynicism is being expressed about the almost monolithic approach to
linguistics during the last two decades. "Socially realistic" linguistics
; is as much in vogue as are other theories. It is, therefore, an ap-
^ propriate time to take another look at this paradigm, especially for
those who study language in social and cultural contexts.
In the 1960's Lyons (1966) took a rather dim view of Firth's
"contextual theory of meaning" in a paper which, ironically appeared
in In Memory of J. R. Firth . But even that critical (and certainly
perceptive) paper conceded that there are several points of value
in Firth's theory. These, according to Lyons, are
situations in which language functions and the degree
to which what we say at any time is determined by the situa-
tion we are in and the particular social role we are
playing at the time; and his refusal to describe
languages as monolithic, unified systems, writing off
as paralinguistic and outside the range of linguistic
description everything that distinguishes particular
'styles' and 'registers'. (300)
And now, less than two decades later, Lyons (1978) shows us
"parallels between Labov's approach to linguistics and that of the
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so-called "British" school, which draws its inspiration from J. R.
Firth" Cxi). He specifically shows that Cxvi)
:
For Firth, as for Labov, the most important fact about lang-
uage is its social function: the fact that it serves to es-
tablish and maintain socially prescribed patterns of behavior.
The whole of Firth's theory of meaning, and his rejection
of what he took to be a facile and misguided dichotomy between
the twin "bogies" of mechanism and mentalism, is based upon
his commitment to the primacy of the social function of
language. He would refuse, on principle, to consider any
sentence as being fully meaningful unless it either had
been uttered in some actual situation of language-use or could
be "referred to typical participants in some generalized
context of situation" (Firth, 1957:226).
As we enter the 80' s, this view seems to gain more and more
adherents, whether under the name of Firthian linguistics, or variations
of it under other labels. What is crucial is to evaluate the underlying
similarities of "socially realistic" approaches to language, and not
to see these as isolated and unrelated developments.
NOTES
This attempt to interpret Firth is clearly indicative of my
going into an area where angels fear to tread. But the urge to make
an attempt has been so irresistable that in spite of my fears, I
decided to attempt it. If 1 have been able to clarify any points,
or show Firth's relevance to the contemporary linguistic context,
the credit goes to several readers of an earlier version, who discussed
it with care and interest, gave many comments and suggestions, and
expressed disagreements. The comments of the following have been
particularly of value: C. Thomas Mason, Peter Trudgill, and Ladislav
Zgusta. Mason has also made several specific suggestions which I have
incorporated at the relevant places and duly acknowledged. If this paper
achieves any clarity, and makes readers interested in reading the
Firthian literature, the credit goes to these and other patient readers
of an earlier version. All the shortcomings, of course, reflect my
limitations. This is a prepublication version of a paper which will
appear in Haver C. Currie, ed., "Sociolinguistic Theory", special
issue of the International Journal of the Sociology of Language.
The term "socially realistic linguistics" was originally used
in Labov 1972 (xiii) . I am using it here in the same sense in which
Labov uses it.
2
This does not mean that in earlier linguistic traditions, say
before the 1950' s, there was no concern within linguistics for the
type of research which has been termed "sociolinguistics". A summary
of such earlier "sociolinguistic concerns . . . within linguistics"
is presented in Hymes 1969 (esp. 115 ff )
.
3
In this paper Cicourel proposes "some invariant presuppositions
basic to the production of everyday social activities, and argue[s]
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that these presuppositions constitute sociological cognitive elements
of what I [Cicourel] shall be calling a generative semantics central
for an understanding of all human communication. Further, the expli-
cation of these presuppositions is fundamental to the development of
sociolinguistics and an understanding of social interaction as contingent
possibilities of specific settings" (174). The paper also discusses
the main works of generative semantics.
4
Mitchell (1978) is an insightful and critical review of the
traditions of research on pragmatics. This paper provides a Firthian
view of Pragmatics, and takes the position that "J. R. Firth in London
was talking about pragmatics from a linguistic standpoint long before
Morris. . ." (225).
See also Palmer (1968:9-10) who takes an identical position
about Firth:
Firth never forgot that the task of linguists was to talk about
language and languages; he rejected utterly 'linguistics
without language'. At the same time he wished to avoid 'de-
humanizing' language. For him, undoubtedly, part of the meaning
of his texts was that they were uttered (or written) by
human beings.
Note, however, that the sub-field of "sociolinguistics" is not
accepted by all American linguists. Consider, for example, the
following observations of Chomsky, "But the existence of a discipline
called 'sociolinguistics' remains for me an obscure matter" (1979:56).
7
It is true that in his writing Firth has not directly alluded
to Transformational grammar. But then, by 1960, the impact of Trans-
formational grammar-as developed by Chomsky - had not been felt. In
his class lectures in Edinburgh, Firth certainly expressed his impatience
with the linguistic models of Zellig Harris as proposed in Harris'
Methods in Structural Linguistics
, and Chomsky's Syntactic Structures .
Firth clearly expressed his dissatisfaction when Yamuna Kachru started
her dissertation in Hindi following the transformational model, under
C. E. Bazell at the School of Oriental and African Studies. Note
also what Palmer (1968:5) says on this point:
he [Firth] regarded his own approach as a combination of
the theoretical and the empirical approaches. . . and reacted
most strongly against the essentially procedural approach of
Z. S. Harris' Methods in Structural Linguistics .
o
For Firth's comments on de Saussure see 1950 [1957a] : 179-181;
for Bloomfield see 1935 [1957a] :15-16; 1949 [1957a] : 167-188. Note,
however, Mitchell's observation that "Firth himself did not seem to
realize that the Saussurean signe
,
the intangible link between an
essentially unitary signifiant and signified also escaped any deter-
ministic implication, and he consequently did de Saussure less than
justice" (f.n. 45:251).
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9
This terra has been used by Mitchell (1975) and seems to be more
appropriate than a theory , or the more fashionable term model .
The following observation of Straumann (1935:58-61) provides
a historical perspective for understanding "context and situation":
it must be emphasized that, to a certain degree, the importance
of situation and context has long been recognized in some
way or other, but, oddly enough, only few philologists have ac-
tually tried to draw the consequences for their research work.
Among the first who saw an essential factor in the situational
elements were Ph. Wegener, and H. Paul. From the point of view
of logic, the observations of Ed. Husserl were a decisive step
forward, and of late J. J^rgensen has dealt with the subject.
Meanwhile, Ch. Bally, M. Breal, and F. Brunot had made their
observations in French, whilst in Germany J. Reis, K. Vossler,
K. Biihler, L. Morsbach, Th. Kalepki, and above all H. Ammann
had touched on the subject in greater or less detail. Among
these Kalepki and Ammann especially dwelt at some length on
the importance of situation, the former by stating that words
are not used for such things as may be expressed by the
situation, and the latter by emphasizing that any sentence
if brought into a context (Zusammenhang) where it has no
sense would automatically become nonsense. Among the Scandina-
vian and Dutch scholars it was 0. Jespersen, K. Sunden, and
J. van Ginneken who noticed the problem.
In England and America the question has likewise been touched
upon by A. D. Sheffield, E. B. Titchener, G. A. de Laguna,
J. Hubert Jagger, C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards, Mildred
Lambert, 1. Fry, W. L. Graff, and of late especially by J. R.
Firth, and A. H. Gardiner most of whom are sufficiently known to
English philologists.
For full bibliographical reference for the above see Straumann
(1935:f. n. 58-60) . Note also that Strauman (1935) Newspaper Headlines :
A Study in Linguistic Method shows the influence of Firth and the author
expresses his "deepest obligation to Mr. J. R. Firth of University
College (London) for having made a number of most valuable suggestions
in matter of terminology as well as in the arrangement of the
Systematic Survey" (9)
.
There is some doubt about this claim. In a private communication,
C. Thomas Mason (April 3, 1980) makes the following observation con-
cerning this point:
While I realize that this statement comes from Firth himself
(1957b (1968): 139), it's not clear that Malinowski derived
anything so significant as his notion of Situation from Wegener.
I think that Firth here is simply wrong, unless he is remember-
ing - thirty years later - something Malinowski told him in
conversation. In any case, as far as I can ascertain, Malinow-
ski's writings contain only one reference to Wegener, whom
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he mentions in a meaningless laundry-list of linguists: "It
is enough to mention the names of W. von Hiomboldt, Lazarus
and Steinthal, Whitney, Max Mijller, Misteli, Sweet, Wundt,
Paul, Finck, Rozwadowski, Wegener, Oertel, Marty, Jespersen
and others, to show that the Science of Language is neither
new nor unimportant" (1923 (1946): 297). There is no implication
that he had read all of these, let alone derived important
concepts of theory from them. . . Malinowski would most likely
have gotten any acquaintance he had of Wegener through Sir
Alan Gardiner, with whom he had corresponded during his field-
work days on linguistic questions (cf . Gardiner, in Man 19
(1919), 2-6). However, Gardiner, although he dedicated his
1932 The Theory of Speech and Language to Wegener's memory,
does not mention Wegener in his early articles with regard
to the notion of Situation, but rather to the questions of
sentences and predication. (Cf. Gardiner, "The definition of
the word and the sentence", British J. Of Psychology , 12 (1922):
352-361). I personally think that it is very unlikely that
Malinowski took his notion of Situation from either Wegener
or Gardiner; I think it is much more probable that he simply
invented the concept out of the exigencies of his fieldwork.
After all, to arrive at a notion of "context of situation",
it only takes an examination of real live language and a
bit of common sense.
What was the influence of Wegener on Firth? It seems that Firth
had not seen Wegener's book until after the publication of Speech
(1930). According to C. Thomas Mason (private communication April 3,
1980), it was not "until late 1934, when Heinrich Straumann (Zurich),
author of Newspaper Headlines sent him a copy". Mason has obtained
a copy of the letter which Firth wrote to Straumann (November 5, 1934)
after receipt of the book. The letter says:
Thank you very much indeed for the Wegener which I received on
Saturday. I spent Sunday going through it for the first time I
It seems incredible! The bit about Per Lowe is the most striking
coincidence - though there are lots of differences. . ."Great
minds", I suppose. His book, I feel certain, has influenced
many subsequent writers who thought him fair game and passed
on and perhaps improved on him without acknowledgment. I have
recognized bits of Ammann and stranger still Scripture the phoneti-
cian, to say nothing of whole chunks of Gardiner - especially
in congruence. I am very glad I have it and he will receive
his need of tardy recognition as one of the moderns in my book.
His Situatinnen are curiously different. The only one that
really corresponds is Kultursituation . He also has Situation
der Anschauung
der Erinnerung
des Bewusstseins
des Hinswisens
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I don't think I need these... On the whole he deserves a place
in the history of Bedeutungslehre - the coming thing.
^^See Palmer (1968:7) .
13
One might then say that there was some overlap between the
Firthian approach and the approach of the behaviorists.
14
See Firth 1957c for description of these terms. See Kress
(1976:vii-xxi) for the use of these terms by Firth and Halliday, and
specifically for Firth's use, see Palmer (1968:5-7).
^^See Halliday (1966) and Kachru (1965 and 1966).
Note also that in the Hallidayan model "the two important
categories" are context of situation and system . Context of situation
is explained as "a view of language as closely dependent on stateable
general types of situation which influence language. From here Firth
developed his theory of the multiplicity of 'languages' within the
total language. This is an important insight which Halliday took
over and developed in his work on register" (Kress:xiv). Furthermore,
"Halliday is convinced that it is possible to show a systemic relationship
between the text, the linguistic system, and the situation, provided
that the situation is interpreted not as the material environment
(in however, abstract terms) but as a semiotic structure whose elements
are social meanings, and into which 'things' enter as the bearers of
social values." (Kress 1976:xxi).
17
This diagram was originally suggested by Halliday (1961) . In
the opinion of several Firthians, it does not represent the typical
Firthian position.
18
Firth was also perhaps one of the first linguists to hold the
position of "Assistant in the Sociology of Language in the London
School of Economics and Political Science" (Robins 1961:544).
My attention was drawn to this quote by C. Thomas Mason (private
communication, (April 3, 1980)).
20
One might not necessarily agree with this quote since "boasting '
is a relative term.
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TOWARD A TYPOLOGY OF COMPOUND VERBS IN SOUTH ASIAN LANGUAGES
Yamuna Kachru
Rajeshwari Pandharipande
This paper discusses some of the principles that operate
in characterizing well-formed compound verbs in South Asian
languages. The discussion is based mainly upon data from
Hindi-Urdu, Bengali, and Marathi, but references have been
made to descriptions of other South Asian and West African
languages for comparison and contrast. It is pointed out that
to a large extent, which main verb may occur with which
explicator verb is determined by the semantics of the verbs
involved. In addition, certain pragmatic considerations
operate to limit the distribution of the explicator verbs.
Finally, it is pointed out that in South Asian languages,
explicaoor verbs are used not only to express certain grammatical
meanings such as aspectual, case functional, and causative,
but also to express attitudinal meanings such as rashness,
impudence, intimacy, and affection. This latter use
leads to the compound verbs developing into fixed idioms
in the languages under discussion.
1.0 The serial verbal construction in West African languages and
the compound verbal construction in South Asian languages have attracted
the attention of linguists of several persuasions (Kachru 1978a).
There are many aspects of these constructions which are of interest
to linguists both from the point of view of synchronic description
and that of historical syntax. Of course, this does not imply that
the West African and South Asian phenomena are identical in all respects
(Kachru 1978a). Nor does it imply that verb serialization or com-
pounding is restricted to only these two groups of languages. In
this paper, we are basically concerned with the South Asian languages,
in particular, with the Indo-Aryan languages. We will make references
to the Dravidian languages in relevant contexts, but, as enough data
is not available from all these languages at present, this paper is
essentially based upon data from a few Indo-Aryan languages. In spite
of this limitation, we believe that such studies are an important step
forward in making significant generalizations about compound verbs in
South Asian languages.
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First, let us illustrate what we mean by compound verb in South
Asian languages. The following sentences exemplify the compound
verb :
1
H-U (.1) somesh ne patra paRh liyaa
Somesh ag. letter read took
Somesh read the letter (to himself).
(2) ratan ne patra likh Daalaa
Ratan ag. letter write poured
Ratan wrote the letter (to get it over with)
.
B (3) ami ciThi poRiya nilam
I letter read took I
I read the letter (to myself)
.
(4) ciThi likhiya phEll
letter write throw
Write the letter (get it over with)
I
In this paper, we shall not discuss the syntax of the compound
verb in detail, although we will summarize the areas of agreement
in the grammatical accounts of the phenomenon in published literature.
We will essentially focus on two aspects of the construction in this
paper. One aspect concerns the semantics of the verbs involved in com-
pounding, or, rather, the relevance of semantics in determining which
explicator verb may occur with which main verbs. The second aspect
is concerned with the pragmatics of the constructions.
2.0 First, let us summarize the aspects of syntactic behavior
of compound verbs about which there is agreement among grammarians
and linguists. In most South Asian languages, the main verb occurs
in its absolutive or conjunctive participial form. In Hindi-Urdu,
however, it occurs in its base form. The infinitive, the base form
and the conjunctive participial form of the verbs in Hindi-Urdu, Marathi,
and Bengali are given in 5:
(5 ) H-U khaanaa
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non-finite forms such as present and past participles, etc.(Kachru
1965, 1966) . Some recent studies propose concatenation of verbs in
the base (e.g., Kachru 1965 for Hindi-Urdu, Bright and Lindenfeld 1968
for Tamil, Rajpurohit 1973 for Kannada, etc.) whereas others suggest
a transformational derivation for compound verbs (e.g., Shapiro 1974
for Hindi-Urdu, Schiffman 1968 for Tamil).
3.0 No matter whether one prefers an interpretivist approach
or a transformational approach, there are certain regularities in
the South Asian data that have to be taken into account. The regularities
that lend themselves to a transformational account are those observed
in the explicator verbs listed in 6 (instead of listing individual
lexical items for each language, we have listed their dictionary meanings
in capitals)
.
(6) COME vs. GO deictic meaning (Hindi-Urdu, Bengali,
Marathi, etc.)
continuation vs. completion (Hindi-
Urdu, Kannada, Tamil, Telugu,
Bengali, Gujarati, etc.)
GO
TAKE vs. GIVE
passive in Indo-Aryan languages
benefactive meaning (Hindi-Urdu,
Marathi, Bengali, Panjabi, Kannada,
Kui, Tamil, Telegu, etc.)
GIVE permission (Hindi-Urdu, Marathi,
Bengali, Gujarati, Kannada, etc.)
FALL passive in Dravidian languages,
suddenness in Indo-Aryan languages
POUR, PUT, ADD,
PUSH, THROW violence, 'to get it over with'
(Hindi-Urdu, Marathi, Bengali,
Gujarati, etc.)
KEEP, PUT, PLACE completion, action accomplished
for future use (Hindi-Urdu, Marathi,
Bengali, Tamil, Kannada, etc.)
MAKE causal meaning in Dravidian languages
It is obvious from 6 that the compound verbs in South Asian languages
express very similar meanings. In addition, they are used to express
attitudinal meanings in a way in which serial verbs do not seem to
be used in the W. African languages. Consider examples 7-10:
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H-U (7) usne das patra likh Daale
he ag. ten letters write poured
He wrote ten letters (to get it over with)
.
B (83 kaj Ta koriya phEl!
job cl. do throw
Get the job done I
Ta. (9) pooy - tole! (Schiffman 1969)
go lose
Go and get lost I
Te. (10) tinu 'eat' tini veyu 'devour' (Bloch 1954)
eat throw
3.1 An interesting question that arises with respect to the
combinatorial possibility of main and explicator verbs is what principle
or principles determine which explicator verbs may or may not occur
with which main verbs. We explore this question in some detail here.
As it is difficult to present data from all South Asian languages
and discuss them at this stage, we will present data only from Hindi-
Urdu, Bengali and Marathi.^
As has been said earlier, generally, the cooccurrence restrictions
between main and explicator verbs are described either in terms of
syntactic categories (intransitive, transitive, etc.) or semantic
classes (motion verbs, action verbs, etc.). A detailed investigation,
however, shows that the principles are not purely syntactic or semantic
in nature. To make this point, we will discuss the behavior of the
explicators listed in 11.
(11) H-U lenaa 'take', denaa 'give', baiThnaa 'sit', Daalna 'put,
add, pour'
B neoa 'take', deoa 'give', bosha 'sit', phEla 'throw'
M gheNe 'take', deNe 'give', basNe 'sit', TakNe 'put,
pour, throw'
We will discuss each explicator in some detail.
3.11 The explicator meaning TAKE, when used in a compound verbal
construction has the meaning 'self benefactive' , i.e., the action
of the main verb is for the benefit of or directed toward the agent
of the main verb. As such, the explicator meaning TAKE does not occur
with verbs denoting non-volitional acts.
(12) H-U *gir lenaa 'fall down for oneself, *galtii ho lenaa
'for a mistake to happen for one's own benefit', etc.
B *poRiya neoa 'fall down for oneself, *moriya neoa
'die for one's own benefit', etc.
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M *visruun gheNe 'forget for one's ovm benefit', *maruun
gheNe 'die for one's own benefit', etc.
The explicator meaning TAKE occurs only if agent's volition is
denoted by the main verb. As 'FALL', 'DIE', etc., do not denote agents
deliberate action, TAKE does not occur with them. Contrast the compound
verbs in 12 with the ones in 13 where the main verbs express volitional
acts; in these, the use of TAKE is perfectly grammatical.
(13) H-U paRh lenaa 'read to oneself, puuch lenaa 'to ask
for one's own information', etc.
B poRiya neoa 'read to oneself, kiniya neoa 'buy for
oneself, etc.
M lihuun gheNe 'write for oneself, mozuun gheNe 'count
for oneself
,
etc.
It is almost impossible to pragmatically interpret certain actions
as being directed toward oneself. In such cases, even though the verb
denotes a volitional act, it fails to occur with the explicator meaning
TAKE. For example, consider the examples in 14.
(14) H-U *pahucaa lenaa 'cause X to arrive for oneself, *de
lenaa 'give for oneself, etc.
B * poce neoa 'cause X to arrive for oneself, *diye
neoa 'give for oneself, etc.
M *pocvuun gheNe 'cause X to arrive for oneself, * deuun
gheNe 'give for oneself, etc.
Notice that actions such as escorting someone to his/her place
or causing X to reach a destination, or giving, are actions that are
oriented away from oneself, as such, these verbs do not take the
explicator meaning TAKE. On the other hand, there are certain actions
that are necessarily self-directed, e.g., actions such as EAT, DRINK,
DRESS ONESELF, etc.'* These occur with the explicator meaning TAKE
as in 15.
(15) H-U khaa lenaa 'eat', pahan lenaa 'dress oneself, etc.
B khaiya neoa 'eat', poriya neoa 'dress oneself, etc.
M khaauun gheNe 'eat', zopuun gheNe 'sleep', etc.
In neutral cases, where the action denoted by the verb may be
performed either for one's own benefit or for someone else's, the use
of the explicator meaning TAKE expresses the additional meaning of
intimacy, familiarity, etc., as in the following examples.
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(16) B Ami tomar kajTau koriya ni, kEmon?
I your work cl. do take how
Why not let me do your work, too? (implies affection, intimacy)
H-U aap cintaa na karS, mai ghar kii safaaii
you worry not do I house of cleaning
kar luungii
do take will
Please do not worry, I will get the house clean.
3.12 The explicator meaning GIVE expresses the meaning 'other-
directed action' . As such, it does not occur with non-volitional
verbs, either.
(17) H-U *gir denaa 'fall for someone else', *bimaar ho denaa
'fall ill for someone', etc.
B *poRiya deoa 'fall for someone', *oshushtho hoiya deoa
'fall ill for someone', etc.
M *visaruun deNe 'forget for someone', *aavDuun deNe
'like for someone', etc.
In contrast, the verbs which express volitional acts occur with the
explicator GIVE freely.
(18) H-U paRh denaa 'to read to someone', likh denaa 'to write
for someone', etc.
B poRiya deoa 'read to someone', likhiya deoa 'write
for someone', etc.
M vaacuun deNe 'read to someone', lihuun deNe 'write
for someone', etc.
Notice, however, that if we assume that the conditions which deter-
mine the choice of main verb given a particular explicator depends
purely on whether or not the main verb expresses a volitional act,
then the following examples contradict our assumption.
(19) H-U *khaa denaa 'eat for someone else', *dekh denaa 'see
for someone else', etc.
B *khaiya deoa 'eat for someone else', *dekhiya deoa
'see for someone else', etc.
M *khaauun deNe 'eat for someone else', *zopuun deNe
'sleep for someone else', etc.
Note that acts of eating, sleeping, etc., are performed for one-
self, it is pragmatically impossible to presume that these acts can
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be performed for someone else, hence the ill-formedness of the compounds
in 19. Notice, however, that if the action is not of 'ingestive'
variety, then the following are perfectly grammatical.
(20) H-U dekh denaa 'take a look to reassure someone'
B dekhiya deoa 'take a look to reassure someone'
Again, in neutral cases, the use of GIVE creates distance, and hence
expresses the meaning that the action was performed for X, therefore
X must feel obliged.
C21) H-U mai aapke bhii kapRe dho detii huu
1 your also clothes wash give am
1 am washing your clothes, too (I am obliging you.)
3.13 The explicator meaning SIT expresses rashness or impudence,
hence it occurs only with verbs denoting volitional acts. Contrast
the examples in 22 and 23.
(22) H-U kah baiThnaa 'say something with impudence', maag
baiThnaa 'ask for something impudently'
B cahiya bosha 'ask for something impudently', koriya
bosha 'do something rashly'
M karuun basNe 'do something rashly', deuun basNe "give
away without thinking'
(23) H-U *has baiThnaa 'laugh without thinking', *ro baiThnaa
'cry without thinking'
B *hashiya bosha 'laugh without thinking', *kadiya
bosha 'cry without thinking'
M *hasuun basNe 'laugh without thinking', *raDuun basNe
'cry without thinking'
Verbs such as LAUGH and CRY are not volitional, they are reflex
actions, although it is pragmatically possible to use them as volitional
verbs in these languages. The distribution of SIT, as opposed to TAKE
and GIVE is very limited. There seems to be some restriction, semantic
and pragmatic, as to which acts can be performed in a rash manner with
impudence, but, this needs further investigation.
3.14 The explicator meaning POUR, ADD, THROW, etc., share the
characteristic of occurring with verbs of volitional act only as
is evident from the examples in 24 and 25.
(24) H-U likh Daalnaa 'write to get it over with', maar Daalnaa
'kill'
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B koriya phEla 'do to get it over with', mariya phEla
•kill'
M lihuun TaakNe 'write to get it over with', karuun
TaakNe 'do to get it over with'
(25) H-U *gir Daalnaa 'fall down to get it over with', *bhuul
Oaalnaa 'forget something to get it over with'
B *poRiya phEla 'fall down to get it over with', *bhuliya
phEla 'forget to get it over with'
M *paDuun TaakNe 'fall down to get it over with', * vaaTuun
TaakNe 'feel something to get it over with'
The semantic requirement of volitionality, however, does not explain
the non-occurrence of forms such as the ones in 26.
(26) H-U *sambhaal Daalnaa 'to take care of something to get
it over with', *fikra kar Daalnaa 'worry about some-
thing to get it over with'
B *shamlaiya phEla 'take care of somthing to get it over
with', *cinta koriya phEla 'worry about something to
get it over with'
M *saambhaaLuun TaakNe 'take care of somthing to get
it over with', *zapuun TaakNe 'protect something to
get it over with'
Notice that H-U Daalnaa type of explicator occurs generally with
verbs that denote actions which are violent, such as BREAK, CUT, HIT,
etc. Actions such as SAY, WRITE, etc., are not necessarily violent
or even momentary, they can all occur with durative aspect and durative
time adverbials. The use of Daalnaa type explicator forces the inter-
pretation of momentary act rather than deliberate, well thought out
and planned act.
4.0 The above discussion makes it clear that there are cross-
language similarities in the syntax and semantics of the compound
verbs in South Asian languages. We now further explore the syntactic
similarities briefly in the light of the above semantic discussion
of the four explicator verbs. In this connection, we will discuss
the behavior of the compound verbs with the above explicators in
the passive.
It has been pointed out in several studies (Hasan 1971, Kachru
1973, and Pandharipande 1978) that only those verbs in Hindi passivize
which denote volitional acts. It has also been pointed out that dative
subject verbs (exemplified in 27-29 below) are either stative or
inchoative denoting non-volitional states or processes, hence these
do not passivize.
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(27) H-U raaj ko apnaa bacpan yaad aa rahaa thaa
Raj dat. self's childhood memory coming was
Raj remembered his childhood.
C28) B rebar boiTi pocchondo holo na
Reba gen. book cl. liking be past not
Reba did not like the book.
C29) M tyaalaa pustak aavaDla naahii
he dat. book liking past not
He did not like the book.
The items TAKE, GIVE, and POUR as main verbs are verbs of volitional
act, they retain this characteristic as explicators. As such compound
verbs with these explicators undergo passive as in the following
examples:
C30} H-U (ratan se) paise de diye gae
Ratan by money give give perf. went
The money was paid (by Ratan)
.
(31) M tyaacaa kaDuun sagLe vaacuun ghetle gele
he by all read took went
Everything was read by him (for himself)
.
The item SIT, though denoting a volitional act, as explicator
indicates rash, non-deliberate, impulsive act, as such compound verbs
with this explicator do not undergo passive.
(32) H-U *raaj se sab kuch kah baiThaa gayaa
Raj by all something say sat went
Raj blurted out everything in a rash manner.
(33) M *tyaacyaa kaDuun sagLe deuun basle gele
he by all give sat went
Everything was given away by him rashly.
The behavior of compound verbs in other syntactic constructions
may also follow such general principles.
5.0 We have presented some evidence so far to show that the ex-
plicator verbs have meanings which are systematically exploited for
explicating, amplifying or modifying the meanings of main verbs with
which they occur. We have also suggested that certain pragmatic con-
siderations operate to limit the distribution of the explicator verbs.
The references to works on various South Asian languages are indicative
of the fact that the observations made on the basis of data from
Hindi-Urdu, Bengali, and Marathi, possibly are valid for most South
Asian languages. This does not, however, imply that all lexical verbs
have one to one correspondence in all South Asian languages. The
details of which verbs are volitional and which are not, etc., may
vary from language to language to some extent, but, we believe that
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the general claim that principles such as the ones discussed in this
paper operate cross-linguistically in the South Asian area is well-
motivated and deserves serious investigation.
We end this discussion with an observation with regard to the
similarity and differences between South Asian and other, especially
West African, languages. In West African languages, just as in the
South Asian languages, serial verbs convey meanings which are not
the sum of the parts conveyed by each verb in the series. In particular,
they convey meanings associated with cases such as accusative, locative,
dative/benefactive, instrumental, and associative (Givon 1975).
Serial verbs are also used as markers of passive, causative, tense
(future) and aspect (extended and completive) (see e.g., Bamgbose
1973, Innes 1960, Lord 1974, and others listed in Kachru 1978).' Note
that meanings such as aspectual, benefactive, deictic, etc., are gram-
matical in a way in which meanings such as rashness, impudence, etc.,
are not. In languages where only grammatical meanings are expressed
by compounding of verbs (as in most West African languages) , there
may be less scope for expressing meanings related to speaker intentions,
judgements, attitudes, etc., with this device. On the other hand,
in languages that exploit compounding of verbs to express meanings
related to the manner in which acts are performed, there is a greater
possibility of the device being exploited for expressing attitudinal
meanings. And the possibility of expressing attitudinal information
leads to the interplay of semantics and pragmatics that seems to charac-
terize the South Asian linguistic scene (Kachru 1979) . In this regard,
the distinction between conventions of language and conventions of
language use suggested in Morgan 1978 is useful. The conventions of
language dictate choice of grammatical markers of aspect, etc., the
conventions of language use lead to interpretations such as intimacy,
affection, etc., e.g., in the use of TAKE in contexts where both TAKE
and GIVE are appropriate. As suggested in Morgan 1978, conventions of
language use lead to idiom formation. It, therefore, comes as no
surprise that several compound verbs in South Asian languages have
reached the stage of being fixed idioms. In fact, while discussing
compounding, most grammars point out the fact that there is a whole
cline of compound verbs in South Asian languages, at one end of which
rank the compound verbs with explicators such as COME, GO, TAKE, GIVE,
etc., and at the other end of which are fixed idioms such as H-U
cal basnaa 'move settle', meaning 'die'.
NOTES
The H-U, M, B, Ta, and Te prefixed to the example sentences stand
for Hindi-Urdu, Marathi, Bengali, Tamil, and Telegu, respectively.
The work on compound verbs in Hindi-Urdu and Bengali was partially
funded by the Research Board of the Graduate College, University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
2
See, for example, the discussion on compound verbs in Hindi
in Kachru 1966, pp. 49-57; Shapiro 1974, Ch. 4, pp. 125-192; and
Sharma 1972, pp. 121-130.
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3
Work on Marathi was done by Rajeshwari Pandharipande, and
on Hindi and Bengali by Yamuna Kachru.
4
See the discussion on ingestive verbs and the relevance of
this class of verbs for causativization in South Asian languages in
Masica 1976, pp. 46-49.
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ASPECTS OF TONE ASSIGNMENT IN KJMATUUMBI*
Charles W. Kisseberth
David Odden
In this paper, we shall be concerned with describing some
of ths principles which govern the different tonal and segmental
shapes that a noun will take in isolation, as well as within
different types of phrases in Kimatuumbi . We will describe only
a fraction of the tonological processes in this language that
are sensitive to information other than that which is internal
to the noun stem. Nevertheless, the particular set of rules that
ve discuss here forms a relatively coherent portion of the grammar,
where it is possible to see the interactions between the rules
we are investigating in some detail. We shall first discuss a
set of six tonal and segmental rules which form the core of the
sandhi system of Kimatuumbi . We will then discuss the interaction
between these rules and a Glide Formation rule. Finally, we
will discuss some ways in which these phenomena are of relevance
for general theories of rule application in phonology. Specifically,
we shall argue that the ordering relations between these rules
pose a significant problem for theories which attempt to predict
rule ordering in terms of the domains to which rules apply, as
suggested in Selkirk (1977) and Mascaro (1978).
I. Sandhi Rules
A very general fact about the tonal structure of Kimatuumbi is that
in its isolation form, every word bears at least one H tone on some vowel.
However, within a phrase, one will encounter noun stems which bear no H tones
whatsoever. Thus, we observe in (l) that the noun kjwikilyo "cover" and
mbeyy "seeds" bear a H tone on the initial stem mora in isolation. On
the other hand, when these nouns are followed by an adjective, they no
longer bear a H tone anywhere in the stem.
(1) ki-wikilyo
k4-wikilyo chaangu
ly-g\^ly Iwaangu
mbeyy
mbeyv yaangu
ba-^
ba-i baingu
ly-bagalo
Iv-bagalo Iwaangu
cover
n^ cover"
leg"
my leg"
seeds"
my seeds"
thieves"
my thieves'
lath"
my lath"
In contrast, we notice that for all of the stems in (2), the H tone
which is observed in the isolation form is retained when that noun is
followed by an adjective. Thus, for exeunple, the noun m:i-bvtvka bears a
H tone on the second vowel of the stem, both in the isolation form and in
the phrase mjjbyt^a yaangu "my cars" .
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(2) m4-bi4tijk.a '
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This rule then predicts correctly that if a noun stem bears two H
tones in isolation, then neither of these H tones may be treated as assigned
by this rule, even if the first H appears on the first stem vowel. This
follows from the fact that the second H tone cannot be on the initial stem
mora, whereas the High Tone Assignment rule places a H tone only on the .
initial stem mora. Furthermore, the initial H tone cannot be treated as
assigned by this rule, since the High Assignment rule would be blocked by
the presence of any H tones anywhere in the stem.
We have suggested that there is a lexical distinction between stems
which bear an underlying H tone on their first mora on the one hand, and
stems which bear no H tones at all in their underlying forms, but which
come to bear a H tone only in nonfinal position by application of the
High Tone Assignment rule. We will now bring under consideration a rule
whose effect is to lower a word final H tone to L, providing that the
final H tone is immediately preceded by another H tone wit in the stem and
is followed by any other word within the sentence. The data in (5) indicate
that nouns such as m^-pijko "bags" will bear two adjacent H tones in isolation,
but will lose the final H tone when followed by another word.
(5) mi-pi}k6
m^-pijko yaat^tuumbuka
ma-l6be
ma-l6be g\i,t\^
ki-libe
naajnpe4 kv-libe liili
bags "
'the bags fell"
'voices"
'our voices"
'thing"
'I didn't give him the thing"
We therefore propose a rule of Lowering such as (6), which lowers the final
H tone of axiy noun when it is in nonfinal position within the sentence
and is immediately preceded by a H tone.
(6; H
(+nounJ
L / H _#|+segj Lowering
This rule must be constrained so that the lefthand contextual H tone
preceding the final focal H tone must immediately precede that H tone;
if the preceding H tone is separated by any L tones from the final H tone,
then Lowering cannot apply, as illustrated by the examples in (T).
( 7 ) ma-putuka
ma-putuka ga Libi^ijle
mbutiputi
mbutiputi ayuuyu
mala^ka
mala^ka y\pi6
"antelopes"
"Libulules antelopes"
"bat"
"this bat"
"angel"
"one angel"
In the example mbutiputi ayuuyu "this bat". Lowering is not able to apply,
because a L tone intervenes between the two relevant U tones. In addition
to these general phonological constraints on the Lowering rule, this rule
must be constrained so that it only applies to nouns, and does not apply to
adjectives. In particular. Lowering does not apply to an adjective stem
which otherwise meets the structural description of the Lowering rule, as
the examples in (8) illustrate.
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(8) ki-wikilyo ki-kulu wa Libvlijle
cover large of L.
'Libulules large cover'
mi-pijko m4-kulu yaapwapwaani ike
bags large torn
'The large bags got torn'
Supporting evidence for the Lowering riile, SLLong with the proposed
categorial restriction to noun stems is the fact that, Just in case an
adjective stem is employed as a noun, it will undergo Lowering in the correct
environments. Thus, we observe in (9) that when the adjective stem -ch^n^
"small" modifies the noun kjwikilyo and is in nonfinal position. Lowering
cannot apply to the last H tone of the adjective stem. On the other hand,
when the same stem is employed as a noun meaning "small thing", then the stem
will undergo Lowering in the phrase kjch^nj chaangu "my small thing".
(9) naaob^ye k^wikilyo k^ch^n^ chaangu
I lost cover small mine
"I lost my small cover"
naaobiye k^ch^ni chaangu
I lost small thing mine
"I lost my small thing"
A third rule which governs the shape of a noun stem in phrase internal
position is a rule of phrasal Shortening, whereby all long vowels within
noun stems are shortened when followed by any element within a noun phrase.
We observe that the noun stems in (lO) bear long vowels in various positions
in their isolation forms, and furthermore retain those long vowels when followed
by some other item which is not within the noun phrase.
(10) ndi^yngijty
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which has a prenominal demonstrative.
(12) achi k^ndoolo "this sweet potato"
yuno ndyi^ngxjtij "that bird"
ayu sii>ing\^a "this rabbit"
Shortening will not apply to an adjective stem within a nounphrase
,
as shown in (13).
(13) k^wikilyo k4keele cha Libi^ijle
cover red of L
"Libulules red cover"
l^kalala 141aaso lya Mamboondo
net long of M
"Mamboondos long net"
The relevant considerations for the application of Shortening include
a restriction to noun stems in nonfinal position within a nounphrase. We
thus propose the Shortening rule (ik) to account for these alternations.
(1'+) V ^[-longj / [+segj^+j: [+seg] ^ Ij^p Shortening
r+steml '^
L+nounJ
It can easily be demonstrated that the Lowering rule must be ordered
after the Shortening rule, since application of Shortening may potentially
bring H tones together , with the result that the word final H tone will
subsequently undergo Lowering. The noun l^bweeya "jackal" bears two H tones
in its isolation form; since they are separated from each other by a L tone.
Lowering will not be able to apply to the underlying form of the noun stem
(since, it will be recalled. Lowering is blocked by the presence of a L
tone between focus and determinant). Once the noun stem undergoes Shortening,
the two H tones will be adjacent, and the final H tone will undergo Lowering.
{15) libweeya "jackal"
libweya aliili "this jackal"
nteela "medicine"
ntela waangu "my medicine"
kilaatij "shoe"
kilat>^ cha Laati^ "Latus shoe"
We therefore conclude that Shortening must be ordered to apply before Lowering.
A question which must be resolved presently is the fate of contoured
tones when the vowel which bears them undergoes Shortening. A general
constraint on phonetic forms in K^matuumbi as well as on underlying represen-
tations is that no single vowel may bear more than one tone. Every rising
and falling tone appears on a vowel which is both phonetically and phonologically
long, and is analyzed here as a sequence of identical vowels each bearing a
distinct tone. Thus, a rising tone is represented here as a sequence of
identical vowels , the first bearing a L tone and the second one bearing a
H tone. Given the constraints on the appearance of contoured tones in general
it is impossible to maintain rising and falling contoured tones on short
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vowels. In the case of a falling toned vowel, the resulting shortened
vowel bears a H tone on the surface, as illustrated in (l6).
(16) lykoongowe "marble slab"
l^kongowe Iwaangu "my marble slab"
l\^ii)^ngHni "bedbug"
lyk\ingyn4 li^ch^nj "small bedbug"
libweeya "jackal"
libweya aliili "this bedbug"
Operating under the assumption that both the underlying L tone and the
H tone which comprise the Falling tone are preserved after application of
Shortening, a Decontouring rule will be necessary to simplify the Falling
tone which appears on a short vowel. We therefore propose (17) to eliminate
the L tone element of the underlying Falling tone, once the vowel which bears
it has undergone Shortening. This rule operates under the convention that
if an association line between a tone and a tone bearing unit is deleted, and
the tone is not associated with any other tone bearing units, then that tone
is also deleted.
(17) T T Decontouring
[-longj
This rule must be ordered to apply prior to Lowering; if Lowering
applied before Decontouring, then the underlying L tone in I4bweeya would
serve to insulate the final H tone from undergoing Lowering, giving the
incorrect output *libweya. aliili .
(18) libweeya aliili
14bweya aliili Shortening
NA Lowering
*libweya aliili Decontouring
Applying Decontouring prior to Lowering removes that L tone, which then
places the final H tone in the correct environment to undergo Lowering.
(19) libweeya aliili
libweya aliili Shortening
libweya aliili Decontouring
libweya aliili Lowering
Application of Shortening to a long vowel bearing an underlying
Rising tone will yield a rather different result. The original long vowel
bears a L tone, and the immediately following vowel comes to bear a H tone
as the result of Shortening. Considering the data in (20), the application
of Shortening to a rising toned vowel yields a shift in position of the
underlying H tone to the next vowel.
(20) kindoolo "sweet potato"
kindolo chaangu "my sweet potato"
manoome "cats"
mafiome gabili "two cats"
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kabaati "cupboard"
kabat^ ngulu "large cupboard"
makopiiya "caps"
makopiya gaangu "my caps"
Accordingly, we propose (21), the Rightward Shift rule, to account for the
shift of H tone in these examples.
(21) L H Rightward Shift
V V
[-long
J
As formulated, this rule will draw an association line between the
final H tone of the short rising toned vowel and the following vowel.
Assuming that Rightward Shift is ordered to precede Decontouring, the remainder
of the derivation is completed by application of Decontouring to the shortened
vowel as well as the final vowel which receives the H tone. Decontouring
deletes the association line between the second tone and the vowel bearing
that tone in both cases; in the case of the final vowel, the final vowel
is deleted as a consequence of the general convention we assume governing
the deletion of association lines. Thus, by invoking two rather simple rules,
we are able to account for the preservation of H toneas the result of
shortening a Falling toned vowel, as well as the shift of H tones as the
result of shortening a Rising toned vowel.
22) L L H L
i 111
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Finally, we shall motivate a rule which, under certain circumstances,
places a H tone on a vowel which stands after a prefix. When a noun stem
bears L tones on its first two morae, a H tone is placed on the initial mora
which appears after a noixn class prefix. The nouns in (2U) bear no syllabic
noun class prefix, and their stems have L tones on the initial two morae.
When a fully syllabic nounclass prefix is added, such as the singular Iv;-,
the plural ma- or the diminutives ka- and t^- , then the initial L tone
is changed to a H tone.
(2U) ngeenge
l\^-keenge
soloko
l^-soloko
changalawe
t>^-c hangsuLawe
balaasa
ma-balaasa
si^i^ngijla
ka-sijvjng^la
"wires"
"wire"
"black beans"
"black bean"
"gravel"
"little gravel"
"veranda"
"verandas"
"rabbit"
"little rabbit"
The example soloko illustrates the application of the H tone addition
rule to a short vowel followed by a L tone , and the example su^ngula illustrates
the application of the rule to a long vowel bearing L tones on both morae.
When the stem bears a H tone on its second mora, the rule adding a H tone
will not apply. Thus, in (25), the presence or absence of a syllabic nounclaas
prefix has no effect on the tones born by the noun stem.
(25) twiiga
ma-tw4iga
mbutiputi
maputiputi
ngobo
ti^-kobo
ndaala
lij-laala
"giraffe"
"girrafes"
"bat"
"bats"
"banana plant"
"small banana plants'
"peppers"
"pepper"
We therefore propose the Post-Prefix High rule (26), to account for the
addition of H tone to the initial mora of the noun stem under the conditions
previously described.
(26) L *> H /V+ Post-Prefix High
The Post-Prefix High rule is formulated above in a very general way,
in the sense that its application is not restricted to certain phrasal
positions. That rule is in fact very general, since, as the examples in
(27) indicate, the H tone which is determined by the presence of a noun
class prefix appears in a wide range of phrase-internal positions, including
numerous nonfinal positions.
(27) tuchangalawe twaangu
n^bwenii tychangalawe l^il^
tychangalawe tyb^le mijlisandiiiikv
"my little gravel"
"I didn't see little gravel"
"The little gravel is in the box"
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This then demonstrates that our Post-Prefix High rule is fundamentally-
correct , in that PPH is not restricted to applying only in nouns which are
in isolation, in contrast to rule (U), High Tone Assignment, which is so
restricted.
Since the Post-Prefix High rule is formulated in this general fashion,
one would expect that the PPH rule should apply to the initial L tone of the
all L toned noun stem -wikilyo in the phrase kjwikilyo chaangu "my cover".
Application of PPH to that stem will incorrectly place a H tone on the initial
mora of the stem.
(28) /-wikilyo/
k^-wikilyo chaangu
*ki-wikilyo chaangu Post-Prefix High
The Post-Prefix High rule will in fact incorrectly place a H tone on the
initial mora of any stem which bears only L tones, since they will contain
the two initial L toned morae which are required for application of PPH.
Post-Prefix High must therefore be constrained in its application so that it
does not apply to any stem which bears only L tones, but will still apply
to a noun stem such as changalave which bears a lexical H tone on one of its
stem vowels. Accordingly, PPH is revised as (29), by adding the condition
that a H tone must appear within the stem somewhere after the righthand con-
textual L tone.
(29) L ^ H /V+ L H Post-Prefix High (revised)
We can demonstrate that the PPH rule must be ordered prior to the Shortening
rule. This is shown in (30) by the fact that the PPH rule will apply to the
underlying long vowel which bears a L tone on both of its morae within a
nominal phrase. As illustrated by the application of PPH to the stem keenge
in (30), both morae of the underlying long vowel must be present at the
stage in the derivation where PPH applies, since PPH must refer to both of
the L tones on the long vowel which is slated for eventual shortening.
(30) ma-keenge (gaangu)
ma-keenge " Post-Prefix High
ma-kenge " Shortening
ma-kenge " Decontouring
ma-kenge " Lowering
After application of Post-Prefix High, Shortening will apply, whereupon the
derived short vowel comes to bear two tones on a single vowel. The Decontouring
rule will apply next and will delete the L tone element of the shortened
vowel. This brings the final H tone of the stem into the proper environment
for the application of Lowering. Application of Lowering will then yield
the phonetic output makenge gaangu .
In summary , we have argued for a number of tonological and segmental
rules affecting the tonal shape which a noun bears in different phrasal
positions. We have shown that the first of two initial L tones will change
to a H tone when preceded by a syllabic nounclass prefix. A High Tone
Assignment rule was motivated, which places a H tone on the initial vowel
of any stem which bears no H tones, providing that the stem is not followed
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by any other word within the sentence. A shortening rule was motivated,
which shortens all long vowels within noun phrases standing in nonfinal
position within that nounphrase. Application of this rule may result in
the appearance of mxiltiple tones on a single vowel; we then motivated
a Rightward Shift rule which associates the final H tone of a Rising tone on
a short vowel with the following vowel. Applying after that rule, we motivated
a rule which disassociates all tones but the initial tone from a short vowel
bearing more than one tone. Lastly, we motivated a Lowering rule which
reduces the final H tone of a noun stem to a L tone when it is followed by
any word in the sentence and is immediately preceded by a H tone within the
stem.
II. Vowel Initial Roots
We shall now bring into consideration some of the phonological
processes which affect clusters of vowels in general, and consider in
particular the way in which one rule interacts with the tonal processes
which we have discussed previously. We shall turn temporarily to evidence
based on verbal forms , in order to illustrate the general principles which
govern the realization of vowel clusters in Kimatuumbi. The high vowels
^ and i£ are devocalized to the glides ^ and w respectively before a stem
initial vowel, which may be either long or short, resulting in compensatory
lengthening of the following short vowel. To illustrate this pattern, we
consider first the result of placing a vowel final subject prefix before
a vowel initial verb stem. The data in (3l) show that the subject prefixes
mu- and \^- are reduced to mw- and w- respectively before a vowel initial
verb stem, resulting in compensatory lengthening of the following short
vowel
.
(31) mij-teleke "you(pl.) should cook"
i^-teleke "you(sg.) should cook"
^na "to dance"
oma "to spear"
ugiilya "to swim"
mwiine "you should dance(pl.)" (/mi^-ine/)
w44ne "you(sg.) should dance" (/y-^ne/)
wuugiili "you(sg.) should swim" (/y-uugiil^/
)
mwoome "you(pl) should spear" (/mi^-ome/)
It is in fact a general property of the phonological structure of
Kimatuumbi that desyllabification of a L toned high vowel generates a L
toned copy of the following vowel. We therefore propose the Glide Formation
Rule (32), which has the condition that compensatory lengthening of the
following short vowel results from the application of this rule.
(32) L L Glide Formation
[+highj
V
.
V. ^ G ?. V
On the other hand, juxtaposition of a short high vowel and a stem
initial long vowel yields a superficially distinct result. Since a long
vowel is already long, the compensatory length condition associated with
desyllabification of the vowels i and i£ appears to be suspended when the
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following vowel is inherently long. The data in (33) illustrate the fact that
Juxtaposition of a short high vowel before a long vowel results in the loss
of one of the underlying morae
.
(33) aandika "to write"
aangya "to farm without rotating crops"
54s4ya "to chastize publically"
mwaand^ke "you(pl.) should write"
waangi "you (sg.) should farm without rotating"
mw44s^ye "you (pi.) should chastize in public"
w44s5ye "you (sg.) should chastize in public"
Having outlined the Glide Formation rule and the condition on compeneatory
lengthening which is associated with the application of that rule , we may
now return to the patterns of noun stems which are to be analysed as vowel
initial. It is possible in some instances to identify the underlying vowel
length and tone pattern of a vowel initial noun stem, since in these cases,
the vowel final noun class prefix may be removed, revealing the underlying
tone and vowel length of the initial vowel of the stem. Thus, we can tell
that the stem of mweembe "mango tree" is -eembe , since the stem appears
without any prefix with the meaning "mango fruits" and appears as eembe .
However, data of these type are not always available. Fortunately, we are
able to make judicious use of the rules which we have previously motivated
in order to uncover the underlying tonal and segmental form of the noun stem.
Considering first the noun stems in {3k), we observe that the initial
stem vowel in each of these nouns is long at the phonetic level. However,
we can argue that the underlying stem vowel must be short , on the basis of
the fact that the Post-Prefix High rule does not apply to the phonetic
long vowel.
( 3h } lyoowa "beehive"
mwoogo "cassava root"
myoogo "cassava roots"
lyaala "fallow field"
If the stem were taken to bear an initial long vowel rather than a short
vowel, i.e. the underlying representation suggested in (35), then the initial
mora would be in the correct position to undergo Post-Prefix High, yielding
incorrect *lyoowa .
(35) l4-oowa
14-6owa Post-Prefix High
*ly6owa Glide Formation
li-owa
M Post-Prefix High
lyoowa Glide Formation
This then shows that the underlying stem vowel of the noun lyoowa must be
/-owa/. The phonetic long vowel will then be accounted for by application
of the Glide Formation rule, which has compensatory lengthening of the
following short vowel as an automatic consequence. Confirming evidence for
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this conclusion is the fact that the initial vowel is short in the plural
form ma-owa "beehives", where Glide Formation does not apply and therefore
does not yield a long vowel.
These same data also illustrate that the Post-Prefix High rule must be
ordered to apply before Glide Formation. This follows from the fact that
application of Glide Formation yields the two initial L toned vowels which
are required for the application of Post-Prefix High, whereas PPH does not
in fact apply to that structure. This fact can best be accounted for by
ordering Post-Prefix High before Glide Formation.
It can also be shown that the Shortening rule must apply prior to
Glide Formation, since the vowel which is compensatorily lengthened by the
application of Glide Formation does not subsequently undergo Shortening.
Thus, we observe that the phonetic long vowels in (36) are retained in the
stem in nounphrase internal position, but only when the stem vowel undergoes
compensatory lengthening as a result of the application of Glide Formation.
(36) lyoowa lyaangu "my beehive"
lyaala lyaangu "my fallow field"
mwoogo aguugu "this cassava root"
Again, these data can best be explained by ordering Glide Formation after
Shortening.
In an attempt to avoid the conclusion that Glide Formation is ordered
after both Post-Prefix High and Shortening, one might speculate that these
two rules are somehow not operative in vowel initial voots. Although such
an approach is clearly adhoc and to be avoided, it can also be shown to be
empirically false. In (3T)> we see that Post-Prefix High must apply to
vowel initial stems as well as to consonant initial stems , as shown by the
fact that the stem aan.j4 "firewood" receives an initial H tone by application
of Post-Prefix High in the singular Iwaan,')
u
"piece of firewood".
(37) aanjij "firewood"
IwaanjiJ "piece of firewood"
We must therefore conclude that Post-Prefix High applies to vowel initial
roots, and therefore must be ordered prior to Glide Formation.
Similarly, it can be shown that Shortening applies to vowel initial
noun stems. The data in (38) show that the initial H tone of the noun
stems bearing an underlying long vowel appears to undergo a shift in position,
despite the fact that there is no surface alternation in length.
(38) IwaanJiJ "firewood (sg)"
Iwaanji^ lylaaso "long firewood"
kyijiindo "rope knot"
ky^^iijndo achiichi "this rope knot"
kyaa^ "soup pot"
kyaai kikulu "large soup pot"
This fact would be inexplicable if we do not allow Shortening to apply
to vowel initial stems. Instead, we would require an adhoc tone shift rule,
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applying only to vowel initial stems with an initial H tone on a long vowel,
and applying only in the very same environments where Shortening applies.
If, on the other hand, we apply Shortening to vowel initial stems, we are
automatically provided with an explanation for the shift of H tone within
a nounphrase. Application of Shortening eliminates one mora of the underlying
long vowel, as shown in (39)- Glide Formation will then apply and lengthen
the stem initial vowel, resulting in a long vowel with a H tone on the second
mora.
(39) k^-aa^ (chaangu)
k4-a^ " Shortening
k4-a5 " Decontouring
k4-S4 " Lowering
kyaa4 " Glide Formation
We must therefore conclude that Shortening applies to vowel initial stems as
well as to consonant initial stems, and that Glide Formation must therefore
apply after Shortening. We have also aj-gued that the stems under consideration
have a H tone on the first and last mora, and that they have an initial long
vowel. Supporting evidence for this conclusion is the fact that the stem
-U^ndo appears as such on the surface in the related form kaxjijndo "small
rope knot".
Additional data is available to support the claim that Shortening may
apply to an underlying long vowel at one stage in the derivation, which
is then relengthened by application of Glide Formation. As we consider the
data in (Uo), we note that the initial syllable contains a long vowel with
a rising tone. However, when placed in nounphrase nonfinal position (i.e.
the context for application of Shortening), the H tone element of the rising
tone shifts to the right and appears on the final syllable of the stem.
The initial vowel of the stem, nevertheless, does not undergo any phonetic
alternation in length.
(i+O) mwaanja "trip"
mwaanja waangu "my trip"
myeembe "mango trees"
myeembe m^laaso "long mango trees"
lyoonga "pig killing stick"
lyoonga lyaangu my pig killing stick
lyyijs'i "sweat"
lyyysij lya L^bijlijle "Libulules sweat"
These facts receive an explanation if we assume that the stem contains
an underlying long vowel with a rising tone. As indicated in C+l), the
application of Shortening yields a rising tone on a short vowel. The
Rightward Shift rule then applies to place the H tone on the final vowel.
Glide Formation applies, and relengthens the initial vowel, yielding the
phonetic form.
(Ul) my-aanja (waangu)
my-anja " Shortening
m\i-anja " Rightward Shift
my-anj
a
" Decontouring
mwaanja " Glide Formation
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Again, application of Shortening is a crucial factor in successfully account-
ing for the phrasal form of the noun stem in (Ul). It is only by application
of Shortening that we are able to account for the application of Rightward
Shift to the final H tone of the noun stem. Supporting evidence for the
decision to represent stems such as those in CtO) with initial long rising
toned vowels is the fact that, whenever the stem is isolatable from the
lengthening influence of the prefix, the long rising tone appears on the
surface, as shown in the form eembe "mango fruits" or kaoonga "small pig
killing stick".
We are also provided with evidence showing that Glide Formation must
apply after Rightward Shift. Since Rightward Shift crucially depends on the
presence of two tones on a single short vowel, it is important that Glide
Formation does not first apply and relengthen the initial vowel. As is
indicated in {k2)
,
application of Glide Formation prior to application of
Rightward Shift will bleed away the short vowel whose presence is necessary
for the application of Rightward Shift.
{k2) mT^-aanJa (waangu)
mij-anja " Shortening
*mwaanja " Glide Formation
We must therefore conclude that Glide Formation is also ordered after
Rightward Shift.
Vowel initial noun stems which have initial long rising toned vowels
in isolation may be ambiguous regarding the underlying representation of
vowel length and tone. We have argued that for one class of noun stems,
those represented above in C+O), the stems bear an underlying long rising
toned vowel. For another class of nouns with the same superficial tone and
vowel length pattern, analysis reveals that the stem bears no underlying
H tones and that the initial vowels must be short rather than long. In
(^3), we observe that the noun pronounced kyaaka in isolation will bear no
H tones at all within the phrase kyaaka achiichi .
(i+3) kyaaka "bush"
kyaaJca achiichi "this bush"
mwooto "fire"
mwooto aguugu "this fire"
mwooyo "heart"
mwooyo waangu "my heart"
kyyijlo "pot(5 gallon size)"
kyyylo k^kulu "large pot"
It is therefore clear that these stems must be treated as all L toned
stems, which receive their H tone through the application of H Tone Assignment.
That rule places a H tone on the first mora of the stem, whereas the surface
forms show a H tone on the second mora of the stem. However, if we analyse
these stems as bearing an underlying short initial vowel as indicated in
{hk)
,
then the fact that the H tone appears at the surface level on the
second mora is accounted for by applying Glide Formation with its concomitant
vowel lengthening to an initial short vowel, rather than a long vowel.
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k4-aka High Tone Assignment
kyaaka Glide Formation
Confirming evidence for the assumed underlying short vowel is found in the
form kaoto "small fire", where. Just in case Glide Formation does not apply,
the initial vowel remains short on the surface.
We have outlined here some of the basic principles which affect the
surface vowel length and tone patterns of nouns in various phrases. We
have argued specifically for a set of rules which apply in various morpho-
syntactic domains to insert H tones, delete H tones, shift H tones, as well
as niles which affect vowel length. We have argued for the existence of a
Glide Formation rule which is associated with a general condition that the
loss of one mora by application of the Glide Formation rule automatically
entails compensatory lengthening of the following short vowel. We then
showed that each of these rules which affect vowel length and tone in noun
stems must apply prior to the application of Glide Formation and consequent
vowel lengthening.
These simple ordering statements create rather serious problems for
theories of rule interaction which attempt to predict rule ordering on the
basis of the domains which phonological rules are sensetive to. For example,
Selkirk (1977) has proposed that phonological riiles are constrained in such
a way that all rules which apply solely within a smaller domain must apply
before any rule which applies within a larger domain. She states " A rule
with a domain D. will apply before a rule with a domain D., if D includes
D." (p. 19). In a similar vein, Mascaro (1978) proposes that " All and only
obligatory neutralization rules are cyclic" (p.8). The principle of Strict
Cyclicity, which Mascaro accepts, requires that a rule which applies to a
smaller domain must apply before any rule which applies to a larger domain.
The analysis which we have proposed for K^matuumbi here runs counter to these
proposals, since a nounphrase level rule such as Shortening must precede a
stem or word level rule such as Decontouring, which must precede an utterance
level rule such as Lowering, which in turn must precede a word level rule
such as Glide Formation. We repeat the rules which we have argued for here,
along with their domains of application and the ordering relationships which
we have argued for.
(1+5) r-Post Prefix High word level
High Tone Assignment
—
|
•^Shortening 1
pRightward Shift^J
Ud€econtouring
'Lowering
de Formation^L-K}li
utterance level
nounphrase level
noun stem/ word level
noun stem/ word level
utterance level
word level
As indicated above, the proposal that phonological rules precede from
smallest domains of applicatio to largest domains of application is not well
supported by the grammar of Kimatuumbi. Instead of ordering phcnalogical rules
according to domains of application, the grammar of K^matuumbi orders phonological
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rules independent of domains of application. In a language with such a range
of phonological rules sensitive to domains, one woiild expect to find a
greater correlation between rule ordering and domain of application, if the
hypotheses concerning rule ordering and domain of application were well founded.
We suggest that, at least in the grammar of K^matuumbi , domain of application
has no bearing on the ordering of phonological rules.
NOTES
* K^matuumbi is .a iajitu language spoken in southern Tanzania (Guthrie's
Zone P. 13). The data used in this paper has been collected over the past
two years from Emmanuel Manday, a native speaJsier of that language, and
represents part of a more detailed description of the grammatical structure
of that language which we are currently developing. This study has been
supported in part by the Research Board at the University of Illinois, and
in part by the African Studies Center at the University of Illinois, to
whom we gratefully give thanks
.
A somewhat different account of compensatory lengthening is possible
iinder an autosegmental account of syllable structure. Nevertheless, that
account does not affect the analysis proposed here. A detailed account
of the syllable struct\ire of K^matuumbi is forthcoming, where we deal
with the question of compensatory lengthening.
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DISPLACED TONES IN DIGO (PART I)»
Charles W. Kisseberth
Winifred J. Wood
Although previous work has not recognized Digo (an East African
Bantu language) as being tonal, the data presented in this paper
reveal "that the language is characterized by a complex, opaque, but
extremely regular tonological pattern. The most essential tonal
phenomena in the language are (l) the displacement of high tones
from their underlying location onto some other designated vowel
(e.g. the accented vowel), (2) the spreading of high tones to the
right, this process being blocked by voiced obstruents, and (3) the
neutralization of certain high tones associated with stems. The
present study seeks to provide motivation for the existence of these
processes in Digo and also to suggest a formal analysis of these
processes. Part I will deal with Just three verbal tenses in
Digo—the infinitive, the present tense, and the -ka- tense.
Furthermore, the verbal word will be considered in isolation rather
than in phrases. Part II will extend the analysis to include phrases
consisting of a verb plus following noun.
Although previous research on Digo (E.73 in Guthrie's 1971 classification
of the Bantu languages) has either ignored the issue or else regarded the
language as being non-tonal, our work with a speaker from Tanga in northern
Tanzania during 1979 has led us to the conclusion that the language has in
fact preserved much of the proto-Bantu tonal system, albeit considerably
obscured on the phonetic surface. We will attempt in the present paper
to establish some of the basic features of the Digo tonal system (viewed
from a synchronic perspective); in particular, we will motivate (i) two
tonological rules that effectively displace tonal contrasts from their
underlying location onto vowels located later in the same word or a following
word; (ii) a rule of high tone spreading that is shown to be blocked by the
presence of a voiced obstruent; and (iii) a rule that neutralizes the contrast
between high and low tones in a very large number of noun and verb stems
,
though this neutralization is restricted to a specific (though frequently
occurring) context and interacts with other tone rules in such a way that
the underlying contrast is still often reflected on the phonetic surface
in an indirect fashion even when the neutralization rule is applicable.
Although the analysis of Digo tonology presented here is preliminary, being
based on a restricted number of constructions subjected to intensive analysis,
we believe that the facts are extremely interesting and potentially provide
significant evidence for a view of phonology that claims that the relation-
ship between deep phonological representations and the phonetic surface may
be a quite indirect one, mediated by a set of very general, but non-transparent
principles.
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An examination of the infinitive form of the verb provides the best
point of departure for our discussion of Digo tonology. The infinitive in
Digo, as in many other Bantu languages, consists of a prefix ku- followed
by the verb stem followed by the final suffixal vowel -a^. An object prefix
may optionally occur between the ku- and the verb stem. We will consider
first of all just instances of the infinitive where no object prefix occurs.
Furthermore, at the beginning our attention will be restricted to instances
where the verb stem contains at least two vowels
.
Examination of such infinitival forms reveals that three tonal patterns
are possible, two of which can easily be seen to be superficial variants of
a single fundamental type. In other words, there are two basic tonal shapes
for polysyllabic verb stems in the infinitive. In (l)-(3) we list a few
representative examples of each of the three surface tonal, patterns.
(1) ku-amblr-a 'to tell'
ku-changamuk-a 'to be cheerful'
ku-dekez-a 'to spoil s.o.'
ku-erek-a 'to carry on the back'
ku-gandamiz-a 'to press, squeeze'
ku-tsumbTir-a 'to unearth'
(2) ku-aruk-a 'to begin, start'
ku-bomor-a 'to demolish'
ku-furukut-t 'to move restlessly'
ku-gongome-S ' to hammer
'
ku-sindik-& 'to shut the door'
ku-yakinish-a 'to confirm'
(3) ku-dunduriz-a 'to place in reserve'
ku-fukiz-a 'to apply heat'
ku-korog-a 'to stir'
ku-kurug-a 'to smoothen by rubbing'
ku-sirig-a 'to rub'
ku-tanyiriz-a 'to drive off predators'
Vowels that are unmarked for pitch can be regarded as basically low-
toned. The penultimate vowel, it will be observed, is the primary locus of
pitch differences (and is also characterized by vowel lengthening, which we
have not indicated in our transcriptions). In (l) the penultimate vowel is
pronounced with a mid-fsuLling pitch (which we transcribe with the symbol * )
;
in (2) the penultimate vowel exhibits a rising pitch (transcribed with the
symbol ^ ) while the ultimate vowel has a falling pitch (transcribed with
the symbol ^ ); in (3) the penultimate vowel has a level high pitch
(transcribed with the symbol ' ). The patterns exhibited in (2) and (3) are
in complementary distribution; verb stems such as those in (3) always have
a voiced obstruent following the penultimate vowel, whereas verb stems such
as those in (2) either have no consonant following the penultimate vowel or
else have a consonant that is not a voiced obstruent. The verbs in (l), on
the other hand, show no restriction as to what follows the penultimate
vowel. We assume, therefore, that the examples in (l) represent one basic
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tonal type and that the examples in (2) and (3) represent a second basic
tonal type. We will see below that there is a great deal more evidence
for identifying the pitch patterns in (2) and (3) as instances of a single
basic type than just the fact that these two superficially different pitch
patterns are in complementary distribution.
There is no doubt but that these two tonal types are reflexes of the
proto-Bantu tonal system. In proto-Bantu there was a tonal contrast in
verb stems only on the first vowel of the stem, that vowel being either
high- or low-toned. Let us refer to verb stems having a high-toned first
vowel as 'high-toned verbs' and verb stems having a low-toned first vowel
as 'low-toned verbs'. Examination of Guthrie's comparative Bantu materials
and the 'starred forms' that he constructs (which for our present purposes
we will regard as approximations of proto-Bantu, though Guthrie himself
does not regard the symbols used in his starred forms as representing the
pronunciation of the items in the proto language) reveals a systematic
relationship between proto-Bantu tones and Digo pitch patterns. Polysyllabic
Digo verb stems having the pitch pattern of (l) regularly correspond to
low-toned verbs in proto-Bantu, while polysyllabic stems having the pitch
patterns of (2) and (3) regularly correspond to high-toned verbs in proto-
Bantu. The data in {h) and (5) exemplify this point. -^
(M Guthrie's starred form Digo
speak ku-ambir-a
*-gaduk- turn intr . ku-garlk-a
*-damuk- wake up intr . ku-ramuk-a
*-dagud- practise medicine ku-ragur-a
*-comud- pull out ku-tsom3r-a
*-caagud- choose ku-tsagur-a
*-caakad- become worn out ku-tsakar-a
'to tell'
'to turn (intr. )
'
'to wake up (intr.)'
'to treat medically'
'to pull, draw out'
'to choose'
'to become worn out'
( 5 ) *-kodud- cough
*-kadang- fry; roast
*-kumbat- hold in arm
*-papat-/ *-papati- touch;
grope
ku-koror-a 'to cough'
ku-karang-a 'to fry'
ku-kumbatiy-8L 'to embrace'
ku-BaBas-a 'to touch, rub, grope
We have seen so far that the present-day contrast in Digo between verb
stems such as those in (l) and those in (2) and (3) is derivable from the
historical contrast between low and high verb stems in proto-Bantu (where
the locus of this contrast was on the first vowel of the stem). The tonal
contrast in Digo infinitives is located phonetically primarily on the penulti-
mate vowel. Does this difference in location reflect a fundamental reorgani-
zation of the tone system from proto-Bantu to Digo? We do not think so. We
shall argue instead that Digo tone contrasts must be located underlyingly
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elsewhere thaji the penultimate vowel.
One piece of evidence favoring this position is the fact that we can
readily establish that it is the verbal root that determines the tone
pattern of the infinitive, even when it is a non-root vowel that occurs
in the penult and phonetically carries the tonal contrast. Consider the
examples in (6) and (T).
(6) ku-vugur-a 'to untie'
ku-rong5z-a 'to lead'
ku-tsukur-a 'to carry'
(T) ku-fwinik-a 'to cover'
ku-bundug-a 'to pound'
ku-ez^k-S 'to thatch'
ku-vugurir-a 'to untie for'
ku-rongozJr-a 'to lead for/with'
ku-tsukurir-a 'to carry for/with'
ku-fwinikir-a 'to cover for /with'
ku-bundugir-'S 'to pound for /with'
ku-ezeker-a 'to thatch for /with'
These examples show that the addition of a derivational affix (or 'extension',
to use the terminology of Bantuists) such as -ir-/-er- 'for/with' to a verb
stem does not alter the over-all tonal pattern exhibited by that verb. The
verbal root determines the tone pattern of the infinitive, not the extension,
even though it is the extension vowel that is the phonetic locus of the
tonal contrast. Thus the vowel of -ir-/-er- is pronounced with a mid-
falling tone in ku-vugurir-a 'to untie for' because the stem /vugur/ triggers
this pattern, but the suffixal vowel in ku-fwinikir-§ 'to cover for' is
pronounced with a rising tone (followed by a falling tone on the ultimate
vowel of the word) because the verb stem /fwinik/ triggers this tonal
pattern. The difference between ku-vugurir-a and ku-fwinikir-a derives
from the fact that /vugur/ and /fwinik/ represent two distinct tonal types,
although the phonetic difference appears not on these stems but rather on
the following suffix.
It might be noted at this point that the data in (T) represent further
evidence that the two surface tonal shapes represented by ku-fwinik-a euid
ku-bundug-a are in fact variants of the same fundamental pattern. Given that
it is the verbal root that determines the tonal shape of the infinitive, notice
that when ku-bundug-a is extended by the suffix -ir-, the result is
ku-bundugir-fi . Although ku-bunddg-a has, on the surface, a level high tone
on the penult, and ku-bunduglfr-§ has the rising-falling pattern over the final
two vowels, this difference just follows from the fact that the post-penult
consonant in the former case is a voiced obstruent and in the latter case
is not a voiced obstruent. The parallelism between ku-fwinikir-^ and
ku-bundugir-a provides support for the claim that /fwinik/ and /bundug/
are verbs of the same fundamental type, despite the superficial difference
observable in ku-fwinik-a and ku-bundug-a .
In (6) and (7) we have examples where a single extension follows the
verb root. In (8) we show that the same facts can be observed when two
extensions follow the verb root.
(8) ku-kwaruz-a 'to scratch'
ku-kwaruzir-a 'to scratch with /for'
ku-kwaruziran-a 'to scratch for one another'
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'to sift'
ku-chekecher-a 'to sift for/with'
ku-chekecheran-a 'to sift for one another'
The reciprocal extension -an- may be combined with the -ir-/-er-
extension, as illustrated by ku-kvaruziran-a and ku-chekecherSn-a . The
vowel of the reciprocal extension is the phonetic locus of the tonal
contrast in these two forms, but the source of the difference must reside
in the fact that /kwaruz/ and /chekech/ are representatives of two distinct
tonal types. In these examples the reciprocal extension is separated from
the verb root by another extension, but this fact does not in any way alter
the situation: the verbal root determines the phonetic realization of the
penult vowel, even if that penult vowel is part of an extension that is
separated from the root by yet another extension.
Additional evidence that tonal contrasts in Digo that are phonetically
associated with the penultimate vowel in the infinitive are underlyingly
located elsewhere is provided by infinitive forms that contain an object
prefix. The examples in (9) exemplify this point.
(9) ku-vugurir-a 'to untie for'
ku-ni-vugurir-a 'to untie for me'
ku-ku-vugurlr-a 'to untie for you sg.
'
ku-mu-vugurir-a 'to untie for him/her'
ku-u-vugurir-a 'to untie for us'
ku-a-vugurir-a 'to untie for you pi. /them'
As we have shown earlier, the stem /vugur/ is one that triggers the pitch
pattern illustrated in (l) above (characterized by a mid-falling tone on
the penult vowel). The addition of the singular human object prefixes
-ni- 'me', -ku- 'you (sg.)', and -mu- 'him/her' does not alter the surface
tonal shape of the word. But the addition of the plural human object
prefixes -u- 'us' and -a;- 'you (pi.)/ them' does cause the infinitive form
to alter its pitch shape, switching to the pattern found in (2) above
(characterized by a rising tone on the penult and a falling tone on the
ultimate vowel). The tonal difference between ku-vugurir-a and ku-u-vugurir-a
clearly resides in the object prefix found in the latter example rather than
in the penultimate vowel which is the superficial locus of the contrast.
The paradigm in (10 ) is, we would claim, entirely parallel to that in (9)-
(10) ku-ra3iz-a 'to insult'
ku-ni-raBiz-a 'to insult me'
ku-ku-raBiz-a 'to insult you (sg.)'
ku-mu-raBlz-a 'to insult him/her'
ku-u-raBiz-a 'to insult us'
ku-a-raBiz-a 'to insult you (pl.)/them'
The difference between ku-u-vugurir-a and ku-u-raBiz-a is, once again, to
be attributed to the fact that the post-penult consonant in the former example
is not a voiced obstruent while in the latter example it is a voiced obstruent.
These examples thus provide further evidence that the different tonal shapes
illustrated in (2) and (3) above are variants of the same fundamental tone
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type. For it is only this assijmption that allows us to claim that the
object prefixes -u- and -a;- produce the same tonal change in (9) and (lO).
We have seen so far that certain verbal roots (e.g. /fwinik/) and
certain object prefixes (e.g. -u- and -a;-) are alike in that when they
eire present in an infinitival form, that form is characterized by either
a rising-falling pattern over the last two vowels or else a level high
tone on the penult (the choice between these two surface patterns being
a function of the natiire of the post-penult consonant). Furthermore, we
have seen that verb roots that trigger these patterns regularly correspond
to high-toned verbs in proto-Bantu. It should be noted that in a number
of Bantu languages, the plural human objects cognate with Digo -u- and -a^
are high-toned whereas the singular human objects cognate with Digo -ni-,
-ku-, and -mu- are low-toned. Thus it seems reasonable to conclude that
the tone patterns in questions are, from an historical point of view,
the direct consequence of the presence of a high tone either on the verb
root or on an object prefix. We will henceforth refer to the pitch patterns
found in (2) and (3) above as the high tone pattern.
Further support for associating the surface pitch contrasts found on
the penultimate vowel with an underlying tonal contrast located elsewhere
in the word is provided by an examination of the present tense paradigm
in Digo. We will restrict our attention at the present time to the present
tense paradigm of verb roots that do not trigger the high tone pattern
(i.e. verb roots that are associated with the pitch pattern of (l) and
which correspond to proto-Bantu low-toned verbs). (ll) illustrates the
paradigm.
(ll) ku-togor-a 'to praise'
ni-na-togor-a 'I'm praising'
u-na-tog^r-a 'you're praising'
a-na-tog^r-a 'he/she is praising'
tu-na-togor-a 'we're praising'
mu-na-togor-a 'you (pi.) are praising'
ma-na-togor-a 'they're praising'
Examination of (ll) reveals that present tense forms of verbs like /togor/
are pronounced with the low tone pattern (i.e. a mid-falling pitch on the
penult) when the subject is first or second person, but with the high tone
pattern when the subject is third person. The shift from the low to the high
tone pattern thus is clearly associated with the third person subject prefix.
Therefore, we have another instance where a pitch contrast located on the
penult vowel in phonetic representation must in fact be attributed to some
other vowel (namely, that of the subject prefix). It should be noted, again,
that in a number of Bantu languages one can find cases where a third person
subject prefix bears high tone whereas first and second person subject
prefixes are low-toned. Thus it seems reasonable to conclude that from
an historical point of view the pitch pattern observed in a-na-togor-a
is to be seen as the consequence of the presence of a high-toned vowel in
the word.
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The present tense paradigm provides additional evidence that the two
pitch patterns exhibited in (2) eind (3) are best regarded as superficial
variants of a single basic tonal type. Consider the examples in (12).
(12) b.
ni-na-vugur-a 'I'm untying'
a-na-vugifr-a 'he's untying'
ni-na-Bukus-a 'I'm shelling
corn'
a-na-Bukus-a 'he's shelling
corn'
ni-na-raBiz-a 'I'm insulting'
a-na-raBiz-a 'he's insulting'
ni-na-gandamiz-a 'I'm pressing'
/
a-na-gandamiz-a 'he's pressing'
ni-na-ramuk-a 'I'm waking up' ni-na-onjerez-a 'I'm adding to'
a-na-ram\ik-a 'he's waking up' a-na-onjer^z-a 'he's adding to'
In (12a) the third person subject prefix triggers the pitch pattern of (2)
while in (l2b) the same prefix triggers the pitch pattern of (3). By
analyzing (2) and (3) to be variants of a single tonal type, we can claim
that the third person subject prefix triggers the same tonal chajige
in all forms. The third person forms in (l2a) have the rising-falling
pitch pattern because the post-penult consonant is not a voiced obstruent,
while the third person forms in (l2b) have the level high pattern on the
penult because the post-penult consonant is a voiced obstruent.
We have now given three argioments to the effect that a pitch feature
associated with the penult vowel is properly to be attributed to a
morphological element that does not in fact (necessarily) occur in the
penult position. This morphological element may be either the verb root,
an object prefix, or a subject prefix. We have furthermore suggested that
these elements were (at some earlier stage of the language) high-toned.
Viewed from an historical perspective, then, what has happened is that a
high tone earlier in the word has been displaced to the penult. The issue
that we must now turn to is the following: what is the best treatment
of Digo tonology from a synchronic point of view?
Two alternatives suggest themselves. The first alternative essentially
claims that the elements in question (verb roots like /fwinik/, object
prefixes suxh as -u- and -a-, third person subject prefixes in the present
tense) have associated with them in underlying structure a high tone.
A rule of HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT must apply, then, to reassociate these
high tones with the penultimate vowel. (For our present purposes, we can
ignore the question of how the variation between ku-fwinik-ft and ku-b\indi!ig-a
is to be accoimted for. ) The second alternative would associate a diacritic
feature with the morphological elements in question and then assign a
high tone to the penultimate vowel of a word that contains a morpheme
possessing the said diacritic. In this analysis, instead of a high tone
displacement rule, we would have a diacritically-induced high tone assignment
rule. Forms which do not have a high tone associated with the penult would.
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in both analyses, be assigned a mid-falling pitch on the penult.
We prefer the former analysis over the latter for the simple reason
that we prefer to account for phonetic contrasts in terms of phonological
rather than diacritic contrasts, especially when there is a direct relation-
ship between the postulated phonological contrast and the phonetic facts.
In the data so far presented, the high tone postulated by the first analysis
is realized either as a level high tone (as in ku-bundug-a ) or as a sequence
of rising and falling tones (as in ku-fwinik-Q ) . As more and more data are
examined, we will see that the level high tone manifestation of underlying
high tones is in fact the usual case. Thus there is a direct correlation
between underlying high tone and phonetic high tone (although the locations
of these tones differ). We do not claim, however, that it is impossible to
translate the phonological solution (which postulates iinderlying high tones
associated with certain morphemes) into a diacritic solution (which postulates
diacritics associated with these sajne morphemes). It seems clear that
in either analysis, the pitch phenomena associated with the penult vowel
in what we have referred to as the high tone pattern has its source in
a contrast (whether phonological or diacritical) located elsewhere.
At this point let us summarize the analysis of Digo that we suggest
for the data so far discussed. First, we assume that some morphemes have
a high tone (H) associated with them, whereas others do not. ^ It should
be noted that under the autosegmental approach that we are following,
the high tone is at a separate 'tier' from the segmental units that make
up the morpheme and this tone is not associated with any particular vowel
in the morpheme. Second, we assume that there is a rule in Digo that
accents the penultimate vowel of the word. In accordance with general
practice in autosegmental phonology, this accent will be indicated by
a 'star' (*) over the penult vowel. Third, we assume that there is a
rule of HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT in Digo that says: draw an association
line between a high tone and the starred (accented) vowel. (This rule
will be refined somewhat as we proceed.) Fourth, we assume an additional
rule that will somehow account for the fact that a high tone associated
with the accented vowel is realized as a rising-falling sequence over the
final two vowels when the post-penult consonant is not a voiced obstruent
but as a level high tone when that consonant is a voiced obstruent.
Fifth, we assume that if no high tone is associated with the starred vowel,
that vowel is pronounced with a mid-falling pitch.
Up to this point we have restricted our attention to polysyllabic
verb stems. Turning to verb stems of the shape -CgVCg- , we find that at
first glance they do not appear to differ in any marked way from the poly-
syllabic stems. In terms of superficial phonetic shape, there are again
three pitch patterns observable for these monosyllabic stems, and these
three patterns can again be reduced to two basic types. Examples are given
in (13)-(15).
(13) ku-rir-a 'to laugh' ku-chit-a 'to pierce'
ku-tsam-a 'to move' ku-rim-a 'to cultivate'
ku-riB-a 'to pay' ku-Bond-a 'to pound in a mortar'
ku-miz-a 'to swallow' ku-bwag-a 'to knock down'
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(lU) ku-nen-a 'to speak' ku-ror-a 'to marry'
ku-dung-a 'to string beads' ku-menz-'a 'to love, like'
ku-fund-a 'to teach' ku-kwer-a 'to climb'
ku-reh-a 'to bring' ku-vunz-a 'to break s.t.'
(15) ku-uz-a 'to ask' ku-adz-a 'to name, mention by name'
The infinitive forms in (13), with a mid-falling tone on the penult,
are parallel to the examples in (l); the forms in (lU), with a rising-
falling sequence over the final two vowels, are parallel to the examples
in (2); and the forms in (15), with a level high tone on the penult,
are parallel to the examples in (3). Again, the pitch patterns in {ik)
and (15) are in complementary distribution; the pitch pattern in (15)
occurs on monosyllabic verb stems Just in case the post-penult consonant
is a voiced obstruent, while the pitch pattern in (lU) occurs when there
is either no consonant in post-penult position or a consonant other than a
voiced obstruent. The pitch pattern in (13) occurs on monosyllabic stems
regardless of the nature of the post-penult consonant. Thus it would appear
that monosyllabic verb stems are entirely parallel to polysyllabic stems.
But this apparent parallelism is deceptive, and the actual situation is
more complex.
There are numerous monosyllabic verb stems that on the surface appear
to be similar to those in (13) in not having a high tone associated with
them, but which upon further investigation behave quite differently—indeed,
behave as though they are high-toned. Some verbs of this rather anomalous
type are listed in (16).
(16) ku-Bis-a 'to avoid, give way' ku-kur-a 'to grow'
ku-heg-a 'to trap' ku-rum-a 'to bite'
ku-sJm-a 'to read' ku-ond-a 'to get thin'
ku-tsun-a 'to skin' ku-wad-a 'to roast'
ku-vwin-a 'to sing' ku-Jn-a 'to see'
The verbs in (16), when pronounced in isolation, sound exactly like the
verbs in (13). The difference between the verb stems in (16) and those
in (13) appears as soon as we consider the phenomenon of verbal derivation.
Recall that the extension -ir-/-er- 'for/with' can be appended to a verb
stem. This extension does not have a high tone associated with it
(none of the extensions in Digo do), as can be seen from the examples in
(6), where we see that the addition of this element to the stem /vugur/
yields ku-vugurir-a
. This pronunciation, of course, is one that results
from there being no high tone to associate with the starred vowel. Thus
none of the morphological elements in ku-vugurir-a has a high tone.
Let us now look at what happens when -ir-/-er- is appended to the verb
stems in (13) and (16).
(17) ku-rir-a 'to cry' ku-ririr-a 'to cry for'
ku-rim-a 'to cultivate' ku-rimir-a 'to cultivate for/with'
ku-guz-a 'to sell' ku-guzir-a 'to sell to'
ku-riB-a 'to pay' ku-riBir-a 'to pay with'
ku-chit-a 'to pierce' ku-chitir-a 'to pierce with'
ku-dzeng-a 'to build' ku-dzenger-a 'to build for/with'
ku-vut-a 'to pull' ku-vutir-a 'to pull for/with'
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(18) ku-tsun-a
ku-wad-a
ku-vwin-a
ku-som-a
ku-vug-a
ku-fur-a
ku-shon-a
'to skin'
'to roast'
'to sing'
'to read'
'to cook'
'to wash
(clothes
)
'to sew'
ku-tsunir-a
ku-wadir-a
ku-vwinir-a
ku-somer-a
, V Aku-vugir-a
ku-furir-a
'to skin for/with'
'to roast for/with'
'to sing to/with'
'to read to/for/with'
'to cook for/with'
'to wash for/with'
ku-shoner-a 'to sew for/with'
Assuming that the verbs in (13) do not have a high tone associated
with them, then we would expect that the addition of the -ir-/-er-
extension would in no way change the tonal structure. The examples in
(it) show this to be true. The extended forms are pronounced with the
mid-fall on the penult that is characteristic of a verbal form lacking
a high tone that could be associated with the starred vowel by HIGH TONE
DISPLACEMENT. The verbs in (l6), on the other hand, behave anomalously.
When they are extended, as in (l8), the extended form is pronounced with
the pitch pattern resulting from a high tone being associated with the
starred vowel. But where did this high tone come from? The verbs in
(l6) are, in isolation, pronounced as though they had no high tone associated
with them. We take the data in (l8) to be suggestive that the verbs in
question really do have a high tone associated with them in underlying
structure, but that this high tone is deleted by a rule that we will refer
to as HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION. The rule of HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION
will be discussed in more detail momentarily, but first an historical
aside is in order.
Examination of Guthrie's comparative Bantu materials reveals that
in fact the verbs that behave like those in (13) do regularly derive from low-
toned proto-Bantu stems , whereas the verbs that behave like those in
(l6) do regularly derive from high-toned proto-Bantu verb stems. This point
is illustrated in (19) and (20).
(19) Guthrie's starred form
(20)
*-gud-
*-dut-
*-did-
*-dip-
*-Jei)g-
*-dim-
*-pond-
*-caam-
*-mad-
*-dug-
*-teg-
*-bin-
*—dum—
*-ki^d-
*-bon-
buy
pull
cry, wail
pay
build
cultivate
pound
move one '
s
residence
swallow
cook, boil
set (trap)
dance; sing
bite
grow up
Digo
ku-gur-a
ku-vut-a
ku-rir-a
ku-riB-a
ku-dzeng-a
ku-rim-a
ku-Bond-a
ku-tsam-a
ku-miz-a
7
ku-ATUg-a
ku-heg-a
ku-vwin-a
-7
ku-rum-a
ku-kur-a
ku-on-a
'to buy'
' to pull
'
'to cry'
'to pay'
'to build'
'to cultivate'
'to pound'
'to move'
'to swallow'
'to cook'
'to trap'
'to sing'
'to bite'
'to grow'
'to see'
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On the basis of the data in (19) and (20), it would certainly appear
to be the case that the contrast between high- and low-toned -CVC- roots
in proto-Bantu has been neutralized when these roots appear unextended in
the infinitive. Both types of verb are pronounced with a mid-fall on the
penult—the pitch pattern associated with a form that has no high tone.
But if it is true that -CVC- high-toned verbs have lost their high tone,
what about the examples in (ll*) and (l5)? These are -C VC - roots and
they have not lost their high tone. Why not? From a synchronic point of
view, we do not believe there is an explanation for the failure of these
verbs to undergo HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION. They must be regarded simply
as exceptions to this rule. Or else HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION must be
regarded as a minor rule. But since the verbs like those in (l6) are
much more numerous than the verbs like those in (l^i) and (15 )j we will
assume that the latter represent exceptions to a general rule. Some
additional motivation for this analysis will be given later.
Although there does not seem to be a synchronic explanation for
the difference between the forms in (lU)-(l5) and those in (l6), there
does appear to be a possible historical explanation. This explanation
emerges from a consideration of the data in (21).
(21) Guthrie's starred form Digo
*-tood- marry ku-ror-a 'to marry'
*-neen- speak ku-n¥n-S 'to speak, say'
*-kuer- go up ku-kwer-a 'to climb'
-d6et- bring ku-r¥h-a 'to bring'
-dijik- clothe ku-vwik-a 'to clothe'
*-b:^ad- bear (child) ku-vyar-a 'to give birth'
We see f^om the examples in (21) that proto-Bantu had verb roots of the
shape -CVvC-. The descendants of these verb roots in Digo are pronounced
with the high-tone pitch pattern, but they do not have two vowels. They
are identical in pronunciation to proto-Bantu -CVC- roots, as far as
vowel length is concerned. That is to say, the vowel of a root like
/nen/ is pronounced long when in penultimate position in the phrase,
Just as the vowel of a root like /heg/ in (l6); but the .vowel of /nen/ is
pronounced short in other positions in the phrase. Just like the vowel of
/heg/. It appears, then, that high tone was retained on roots like
'marry', 'speak', 'bring', etc., because these roots were in fact not of
the shape -CVC-. Subsequently, however, Digo lost any trace of a double
vowel representation for these roots, but still retained the high tone.
There are problems with this historical explanation for the data in (lU)
and (15). For instance, there are a number of examples like ku-vundz-a
ku-menz-^
,
ku-dung-a
, and ku-fund-a where the high tone associated with
a -CVNC- root has not been neutralized. Since vowel lengthening before
a NC cluster is widespread in Bantu, it might be suggested that these
roots in proto-Bantu did have two vowel morae and that this prevented the
loss of the high tone in the development of Digo. But there are other
-CVNC- roots that had a high tone in proto-Bantu where this high tone is
neutralized in Digo. Thus ku-ond-a 'to get thin' derives from *-yond-
,
having undergone neutralization. Why isn't ku-3nd-a pronounced *ku-ond-a
like ku-menz-a? Despite this (and other unexplained facts), there is some
reason for thinking that the existence of -C.VC_- roots in Digo that have
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a high tone that resists neutralization is due to the fact that proto-
Bantu roots of the shape -CVVC- preserved their underlying high tone even
though they lost one mora and thus fell together segmentally with -CVC-
roots
.
Let us now return to look in more detail at the synchronic analysis
of verbs like those in (l6). If we assume that these verb roots have a
high tone associated with them underlyingly , then the rule of HIGH TONE
NEUTRALIZATION must delete this tonal specification in ku-tsi3n-a , for
example, but not in ku-tsunir-a . How can this rule of HIGH TONE NEUTRALI-
ZATION be formulated? It might be thought that a rule such as (22) could
account for the facts.
(22) H —» /
VERB
STEM G.
This rule says that a high tone is deleted if it associated with a starred
vowel that is the first vowel of the verb stem. Rule (22) would be
ordered after HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT and before the rule that assigns a
mid-falling tone to the starred vowel if that vowel has no high tone
associated with it.
There is a problem, however, with (22). Consider the examples in
(23), involving the verb root /chit/ 'pierce', /chit/ does not have a
high tone associated with it in underlying structure, as can be seen from
(17) above.
(23) ku-ni-chit-a 'to pierce me'
ku-ku-chit-a 'to pierce you (sg.)'
ku-mu-chit-a 'to pierce him/her'
ku-u-chit-S 'to pierce us'
ku-a-chYt-S 'to pierce you (pl.)/them'
ni-na-chit-a 'I'm piercing'
u-na-chlt-a 'you (sg. ) are piercing'
a-na-chYt-'S 'he/she is piercing'
tu-na-chit-a 'we are piercing'
mu-na-chit-a 'you (pi. ) are piercing'
ma-na-chit-a 'they are piercing'
Recall that the plural human object prefixes -u- and -a^ have a high tone
associated with them underlyingly , as do the subject prefixes a- and ma-
in the present tense. In examples such as ku-u-chit-6 and a-na-chit-S. the
rule of HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT has associated the underlying high of the
object prefix and the subject prefix, respectively, with the starred vowel.
This starred vowel is also rthe first vowel of the verb stem. Rule (22)
predicts that this high tone should be deleted, but this is incorrect. The
high tone must escape neutralization.
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What distinguishes ku-tsun-a
, where HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION must
apply, from examples like ku-u-chlit-a and a-na-chit-^
.
where it must not
apply? Clearly, it is the source of the high tone. In the case where
the rule applies, the high tone is underlyingly associated with the verb
root; in the cases where the rule does not apply, the high tone is under-
lyingly associated with a prefix. We can think of two basic ways of
incorporating this difference into our set of rules so as to allow our
analysis to generate the correct surface forms. One approach would be
fairly simple, though it would involve the use of a theoretical device
not widely accepted: namely, global conditions on phonological rules."
That is, we could simply modify (22) to require that the high tone under-
going deletion must originate in the verb root. The alternative approach
would be to claim that HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION applies before HIGH TONE
DISPLACEMENT; thus at the point where the former rule applies there would
be no high tone associated with the verb root in examples such as
ku-u-chit-a and a-na-chit-^ . Under this approach, the rule of HIGH TONE
NEUTRALIZATION would be formulated so as to delete the high tone from the
configuration in (2U).
(2U) r H
C VC^
VERB ^
STEM
7 V" A
The derivation of ku-tsun-a and ku-u-chit-a would then be as follows
:
(25) H H
ku-tsun-a ku-u-chit-a underlying form
* H *ku-tsun-a ku-u-chit-a star assignment
ku-tsun-a inapplicable HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION
inapplicable
ku-u-chit-a HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT
ku-tsun-a inapplicable mid-fall assignment
(Recall, we haven't addressed ourselves yet to the question of describing
the phonetic realization of a high tone associated with a starred vowel;
in the present case, this phonetic realization is a rising-falling pattern
over the final two vowels of the word. )
We will not at the present time attempt to choose between these
alternative approaches to HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION; later, however,
we will argue that there are problems with attempting to order HIGH TONE
NEUTRALIZATION before HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT.
Up to this point we have given no examples of what happens when a
high-toned verb root co-occurs in the infinitive with a high-toned object
prefix. This situation is illustrated in (26).
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(26) ku-puput-a 'to beat'
ku-ni-puput-a 'to beat me'
ku-ku-puput-a 'to beat you (sg.)'
ku-mu-puput-a 'to beat him/her'
ku-u-pupiit-a 'to beat us'
ku-a-puput-a 'to beat you (pi. )/them'
7 / V' ^ku-on-a 'to see' (cf. ku-on-an-a 'to see one another'
ku-ni-on-a 'to see me'
ku-ku-3n-a 'to see you (sg.)'
ku-mu-on-a 'to see him/her'
ku-tu-Xn-a ' to see us
'
ku-a-on-a 'to see you (pi. )/them'
The underlying representation of ku-a-puput-a is /ku-a-puput-a/. This is
the first example that we have so far encountered where more than one high
tone occurs in the underlying fonn of a word. The surface form ku-a-puput-a
in no way differs from the surface form ku-ni-puput-a from a tonal point of
view, even though the former has two underlying high tones and the latter
just one. We must, then, provide an analysis whereby the two high tones in •
the underlying representation of ku-a-puput-a will yield the same phonetic
resiilt as a single underlying high tone. This might be accomplished in
either of two ways. One way would be to allow HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT to
associate both of the high tones with the starred vowel, and then assume
a well-motivated universal convention whereby two high tones associated
with a single vowel are reduced to a single high tone. The other way would
be to assume a rule that deletes one of the high tones. Both of these
approaches will be evaluated as we proceed.
The underlying representation of ku-a-on-a is /ku-a-on-a/. Notice that
in this case the phonetic realization of a form with two underlying high
tones is not identical to a form such as ku-ni-on-a with one underlying
high. The obvious difference is that the verb root /on/ is one that under-
goes HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION, whereas /puput/ is not susceptible to that
process. Let us see how the two analyses sketched in the preceding para-
graph can account for the behavior of /on/ when prefixes precede it in the
infinitive.
Consider first the analysis that would associate both high tones with
the starred vowel and then have a convention that simplifies the representation
so that only one high tone remains. How this analysis works depends on the
analysis of HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION. If we assume the approach to HIGH TONE
NEUTRALIZATION that orders it before HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT, then the
derivation of ku-a-on-a is straightforward. (27) illustrates.
(27) ku-a-on-a underlying representation
ku-a-on-a star assignment
H *ku-a-on-a HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION
ku-a-on-a HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT
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In this derivation, HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION applies before HIGH TONE
DISPLACEMENT and eliminates the root high tone from the representation.
HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT then associates the prefixal high with the starred
vowel, resulting in the correct phonetic shape.
If a global approach to HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION is adopted, then
this example requires that rule to be emended slightly. Recall that the
global approach to HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION assumes that this rule follows
HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT. That means that the latter rule will first of
all associate both of the high tones in the underlying representation of
ku-a-on-a with the starred vowel. The universal simplification rule
will replace this double high with a single high. At this point the rule
of HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION will try to apply. This rule is constrained
so that it will delete only a high tone that originates from the verb
root and is associated with a starred vowel that is the first vowel of
the verb stem. Does the single high tone that results from the universal
simplification rule meet this condition or not? The source of this high
tone is indeterminate, since it coiild be seen to have its source either
in the high associated with the object prefix -a- or in the high associated
with the verb root /on/. If we emend HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION to state
that it will delete a high tone just in case that high tone is uniquely
derived from a verb root, the rule will correctly fail to apply in the
case of ku-a-on-a .
Let us now consider how ku-a-on-a would be derived in an analysis
where we assume that rather than associating both highs with the starred
vowel, one of the highs is deleted. The high tone deletion involved
would presumably be triggered by the presence of a high tone on the
object prefix as well as on the verb stem. The question that would arise
in this analysis is: which high tone is being deleted? The answer to
this question varies depending, again, on the ultimate analysis of HIGH
TONE NEUTRALIZATION. So once again we must review two possible analyses.
Suppose that we adopt the approach to HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION that involves
ordering that rule before HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT. Then the derivation of
ku-a-on-a would be as in (28).
(28)
underlying representation
H^ku-a-on-a star assignment
ku-a-on-a HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION
ku-a-on-a HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT
In (28), the rule that would delete one of the two high tones from the
underlying representation of an example like ku-a-puput-a would not be
required, since HIGH TONE NEUTFIALIZATION will eliminate the root high tone
in any case. Thus examples like ku-a-on-a would provide no evidence as to
which of the two high tones delete in the derivation of ku-a-puput-a .
(29)
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'I am shutting the door'
a-na-sindik-a 'he/she is shutting the door'
^ A
ni-na-nyamar-a 'I am keeping quiet'
a-na-nyamar-a 'he/she is keeping quiet'
ni-na-BaBas-a 'I am groping in the dark'
a-na-BaBas-a 'he/she is groping in the dark'
Recall that in the present tense paradigm, the third person subject
prefixes a- and ma- have a high tone associated with them. Thus when
these prefixes occur in a verbal form with a high-toned verb root, we
have another instance where two high tones occur in the underlying represen-
tation. But notice that in all such forms in (30), there is a different
surface tone shape from cases where only one high tone occurs in the
underlying form. Third person subject, present tense forms of high-toned
verb roots are characterized by a sequence of high tones throughout the
verb stem. (ActuaJ.ly, this surface pattern does not occur in all cases,
but more about this later.
)
It should be obvious that if a-na-puput-a derives from /a-na-puput-a/
,
then we can hardly claim that all of the high tones in a word associate
with the starred vowel and then simplify, by convention, to a single high.
For while such an approach yields the correct result in ku-a-puput-a
(which has two underlying highs, one associated with the object prefix and
the other with the verb root), it will not yield the correct result in the
case of a-na-puput-a (which has two underlying highs also, one associated
with the subject prefix and the other associated with the verb root).
On the other hand, if we assume that an example such as ku-a-puput-a is
to be derived by invoking a rule of HIGH TONE DELETION that deletes a
high tone under certain specified conditions, then we could formulate that
rule so that it will not affect the high tones that occur in the underlying
representation of a-na-puput-a . For instance, if HIGH TONE DELETION were
formulated so that it deletes the high tone of a verb root after the high
tone of an object prefix, then such a rule would not be applicable in the
case of a-na-puput-a since the verb root here is not preceded by a high-toned
object prefix.
Further evidence exists showing that it is not true that two high tones
will associate with the starred vowel and then simplify, by convention, to
a single. This evidence is provided by low-toned verbs in the present tense
when a high-toned object prefix precedes the root. (31) illustrates.
(31) ni-na-tsukur-a 'I am taking'
ni-na-mu-tsukur-a 'I am taking him/her'
ni-na-a-tsukur-a 'I am taking them'
a-na-tsukur-a 'he/she is taking'
a-na-mu-tsukur-a 'he/she is taking him/her'
a-na-a-tsukur-a 'he/she is taking them'
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In ni-na-tsukilr-a none of the morphemes has a high tone associated with it.
The addition of the low-toned object prefix -mu- does not alter this situa-
tion, but the incorporation of the high-toned object -a- does yield an
underlying form with one high tone. This high tone will associate with the
starred vowel as a result of HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT, resulting in the surface
form ni-na-a-tsukur-a . In the case of a-na-ta.ukur-& , there is one underlying
high tone, since the third person singular subject prefix a- is high-toned
in the present tense. This high tone will associate with the starred vowel
as a result of HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT, resulting in the surface form
a-na-ts\xkur-a . The addition of the low-toned object -mu- does not con-
tribute any additional underlying high tones, but the addition of -a- does.
Thus there are two high tones in the underlying representation of a-na-a-tsukur-a .
One of these high tones is associated with the a- subject prefix and the other
with the -a- object prefix. Notice that these t wo high tones result in a
surface tone pattern where there is a sequence of high tones on the verb
stem, where the term 'verb stem' is taken to include the object prefix as
well as the verb stem proper. ' Once again we see that it is not the case
that all of the high tones in a word associate with the starred vowel and
then simplify to a single high. The data in (31) thus provide further
motivation for accounting for examples like ku-a-puput-a in terms of a
rule of HIGH TONE DELETION.
We assume that the data in (30) and (3l) provide sufficient motivation
for the HIGH TONE DELETION analysis of ku-a-puput-S (and other examples
like it, where a high-toned verb root follows a high-toned object) since the
data in (30) and (3l) show that it is impossible to allow multiple high
tones to associate with the starred vowel and then simplify to a single high
tone. Before looking a little further into the formulation of HIGH TONE
DELETION, let us—for the sake of completeness—illustrate what the present
tense paradigm of a high-toned verb looks like when object prefixes are
included.
(32) ni-na-puput-a 'I am beating'
ni-na-mu-puput-a I am beating him/her
ni-na-a-pupitt-fi 'I eim beating them'
a-na-pupdt-a 'he/she is beating'
a-na-mil-pupift-a 'he/she is beating him/her'
a-na-a-pupiit-a 'he/she is beating them'
V A ...
In ni-na-puput-a there is a single high tone, associated -underlymgly with
the verb stem /puput/. HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT associates this high with the
starred vowel, resulting in the surface shape ni-na-puput-^ . Adding -mu- as
the object does not alter the situation. Adding -a^ as object creates the
environment for HIGH TONE DELETION, which will delete one of the high tones
from the representation. The remaining high tone will associate with the
starred vowel, resulting in the surface form ni-na-a-puput-a . On the other
hand, in a-na-puput-a there are two high tones underlyingly , one associated
with the subject prefix a- and the other associated with the verb root. This
somehow has the effect of creating a sequence of high tones throughout the
stem (more on how this happens later). Adding -mu- does not have any effect;
adding -a- as the object means that in a-na-a-puput-a there will be three
high tones underlyingly. However, HIGH TONE DELETION will get rid of one
of these high tones; the remaining two high tones must then lead to the
representation involving a sequence of high tones throughout the stem.
Notice again that the object prefix is included in the stem.
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Up to this point in the exposition we have examined three situations
where two high tones can occur in the underlying representation of a word;
these three situations are given in (33).
(33) H H
/ku-a-puput-a/ : ku-a-puput-a
H H
/a-na-a-tsukur-a/: a-na-a-tsukur-a
" " / //a-na-puput-a/ : a-na-puput-a
The riae of HIGH TONE DELETION must be restricted so that it applies in
the first case but not the other two cases. Recall that we have not so
far established unambiguously which of the high tones is deleted (the root
high tone or the prefixal high tone), although we did show that under the
global analysis of HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION it would have to be the root
high. For the ease of presentation, let us assume that indeed it is the
root high that deletes. Then the question is: what are the precise con-
ditions under which HIGH TONE DELETION applies?
Examination of the data in (33) might suggest that conditions for
the application of HIGH TONE DELETION are extremely simple: namely, that
a high tone deletes if the preceding morpheme has a high tone associated
with it. Such a general statement predicts that a root high will delete
after a high-toned object prefix (since the object prefix immediately
precedes the root) but not after a high-toned subject prefix when another
morpheme separates the subject prefix from the root (as in the present
tense, where the tense/aspect prefix -na- intervenes). These predictions
are correct. This general statement of HIGH TONE DELETION also predicts
that a high-toned object prefix will not lose its high tone if it is
separated from a high-toned subject prefix by another morpheme; an
example such as a-na-a-tsukur-a shows that this prediction is correct.
There is, however, evidence that the formulation of HIGH TONE DELETION
suggested above is too general and would incorrectly predict the deletion
of high tones that are in fact not deleted. The -ka- tense provides a
relevant example. In (3^+) we give the paradigm for a low-toned verb root
in the -ka- tense.
(3^+) ni-ka-tsukur-a 'I have carried' (cf. ku-tsukur-a 'to carry')
u-ka-tsukur-6 'you (sg. ) have carried'
a-ka-tsukur-a 'he/she has carried'
tu-ka-tsukur-a 'we have carried'
mu-ka-tsukur-a 'you (pi.) have carried'
ma-ka-tsukur-^ 'they have ceurried'
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Each member of this paradigm is pronounced as one expects when there is
a high tone associated with the starred vowel. But the root /tsukur/
does not have a high tone associated with it, so where does the high tone
come from? The simplest assumption appears to be that the high tone is
associated underlyingly with the -ka- tense/aspect prefix, since every
word in which this morpheme occurs has at least one high tone. Of course,
one could claim that it is the subject prefix that provides the source
for the high tone in (3^+), but this is a less straightforward analysis
since these subject prefixes are by no means generally associated with
high tones. (We have already seen that in the present tense, the third
person subject prefixes have high tones associated with them but not the
first and second person prefixes.) We assume, therefore, that -ka- has
a high tone associated with it underlyingly, and that the rule of HIGH
TONE DISPLACEMENT associates this high with the starred vowel in the
case of forms like those in (3^) where the verb root is not high-toned.
Consider next the paradigm for high-toned verbs in the -ka- tense.
(35) ni-ka-kumbukir-a 'I have remembered' (cf. ku-k\ambukir-a
u-ka-kumbukir-a 'you (sg.) have re- 'to remember')
membered'
a-ka-kumbukir-a 'he/she has remembered'
tu-ka-kumbilkir-a 'we have remembered'
mu-ka-kumbukir-a 'you (pi. ) have remembered'
ma-ka-kumbilkir-a 'they have remembered'
The underlying representation of ni-ka-kumbukir-a is /ni-ka-kumbukir-a/.
Each form in this paradigm will similarly have two underlying high tones,
one associated with -ka- eind the other associated with the verb root.
Notice that these two high tones have the phonetic consequence that a
sequence of high tones appears on the verb stem just as in the case of
examples like a-na-a-tsukiir-a and a-na-puput-a . If HIGH TONE DELETION
were to apply in this paradigm, it would eliminate one of these high
tones, resulting in incorrect surface forms like *ni-ka-kumbukir-a .
Thus it is necessary to constrain HIGH TONE DELETION so that it does not
apply to the forms in (35). But if HIGH TONE DELETION is formulated so
as to delete any high tone when the preceding morpheme is high-toned,
it would in fact apply to these forms. Consequently, such a formulation
of HIGH TONE DELETION appears to be incorrect.
Further evidence along these same lines is provided by low-toned verbs
in the -ka- tense when object prefixes are incorporated.
(36) a-ka-rimir-a 'he/she has cultivated for/with'
a-ka-ni-rimir-a 'he/she has cultivated for me'
a-ka-u-rimir-a 'he/she has cultivated for us'
cf. ku-rimir-a 'to cultivate for/with'
'he/she has taken'
a-ka-ni-tsukur-a 'he/she has taken me'
a-ka-u-tsukur-a 'he/she has taken us'
cf. ku-tsukur-a 'to take, carry'
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In the case of a-ka-rimir-a , there is Just one underlying high tone;
namely, the high associated with the -ka- prefix. The addition of the
-ni- object prefix does not change the situation, since -ni- is low-
toned. The addition of the high-toned
-u- object, however, creates an
underlying representation where there are two high tones; namely, the
high tone of the -ka- prefix and the high tone of the object. The result
is a surface tonal pattern where a series of high tones appears on the
verb stem (including, remember, the object prefix). Clearly, we have
another case where HIGH TONE DELETION must fail to apply, even though
the high of the object prefix is preceded by a morpheme bearing a high
tone.
For the sake of completeness, we illustrate in (37) the paradigm for
a high-toned verb in the -ka- tense when object prefixes precede the verb
root.
(37) a-ka-puput-a 'he/she has beaten'
a-ka-ni-puput-a 'he/she has beaten me'
a-ka-u-puput-a 'he/she has beaten us'
V \
cf. ku-puput-a 'to beat'
a-ka-nener-a 'he/she has spoken to/warned'
a-ka-ni-nener-a 'he/she has warned me'
a-ka-u-nener-a 'he/she has warned us'
V A ,
cf. ku-nener-a to spesik to/warn
In the case of a-ka-puput-a , there are two high tones in the underlying
representation; one of these highs is associated with the -ka- prefix
and the other with the verb root. The addition of the low-toned object
prefix -ni- does not change the situation. Notice that these two high
tones have the consequence that all of the vowels of the stem (including
the object) are high-toned. The addition of the high-toned object -u-
does not affect the surface pronunciation, but it does mean that there
will be three high tones in the underlying representation. We know,
however, that HIGH TONE DELETION must delete one of the high tones that
occur when a high-toned root follows a high-toned object. Two high tones
will still remain, however, thus accounting for the surface pronunciation
with a sequence of high tones on the verb stem (the surface pattern that
we have by now clearly identified with two high tones, even though we have
not yet said yet how this surface pattern comes about).
We have given some motivation for believing that HIGH TONE DELETION
can not be formulated so that it deletes any high tone when the preceding
morpheme is high-toned. How should the rule be formulated then? The only
situation where the rule in fact applies is when a high-toned verb is
preceded by a high-toned object. This is perhaps not a strange situation
if we remember that (a) there is at most one high tone associated with a
verb stem, no matter how long that verb stem may be, and (b) there is some
reason for believing that the object prefixes are closely bound to the
verb stem (as indicated by the tonal pattern of a-ka-u-ts Akiir-a , for instance,
where a sequence of high tones occurs on the verb stem, including the object).
If we consider the object prefix to be included in the verb stem, and if we
assume that the root high tone is the one deleted, HIGH TONE DELETION might
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be formulated as in (38).
(38)
VERB
STEM i:« "]
=> 1
At this point, let us return to look in more detail at the cases where
there are two high tones in the underlying representation of a word and
these high tones are not affected by HIGH TONE DELETION. In the examples
so far cited (cf. (30)-(32) and (35)-(37) above), these two high tones
have resulted in a surface tonal pattern where all of the vowels of the
verb stem (including the object prefix) are pronounced on a level high
tone. This phonetic tone shape is not, however, the only phonetic manifesta-
tion that two underlying high tones exhibit. Consider the data in (39).
(39) ni-na-babadur-a 'I am forcing s.t. apart'
a-na-babadur-a 'he/she is forcing s.t. apart'
ni-na-garagar-a 'I am tossing aroxmd'
a-na-garagSx-a 'he/she is tossing around'
ni-na-dundurik-a 'I am walking stealthily'
a-na-dundurik-a 'he/she is walking stealthily'
ni-na-zungumuz-a 'I am conversing'
a-na-zungumuz-a 'he/she is conversing'
' IT 4.- • .ni-na-vurug-a 'I am stirring'
a-na-vurug-a 'he/she is stirring'
These examples involve high-toned verb stems in the present tense.
When the subject prefix is ni-, which is low-toned, there is just one
high tone underlyingly (that associated with the verb root). This high
tone associates with the starred vowel, resulting in the expected surface
tone patterns (level high on the penult if the post-penult consonant is a
voiced obstruent, otherwise a rising-falling pattern over the final two
vowels). When the subject prefix is a-, which is high-toned, there are
two underlying highs in the word. The phonetic realization of these two
high tones differs from what we have previously encountered. Here we
find a level high tone on the present tense prefix -na- and another high
tone associated with the starred vowel (its phonetic manifestation varying
in the expected fashion). The vowels in between -na- and the starred vowel
are all low-toned.
What distinguishes the examples in (39) from the comparable data in
(30)? The answer is clear. The verbs in (39) all have an initial voiced
obstruent, whereas the verbs in (30) do not. Thus the tonal difference
between a-na-puput-a and a-na-dundurik-a ultimately derives from the
difference in the voicing of the initial obstruent of the stem.
Further evidence of this difference is provided by the examples in (Uo).
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(UO) ni-na-gurir-a 'I am buying for'
ni-na-a-gurir-a 'I am buying for them'
a-na-Kurir-a 'he/she is buying for'
a-na-a-gurir-a 'he/she is buying for them'
ni-na-demurir-a 'I am scolding'
ni-na-a-demurir-a 'I am scolding them'
a-na-demurir-a 'he/she is scolding'
a-na-i-demurir-a 'he/she is scolding them'
In (Uo) we give two examples of low-toned verb stems in the present
tense. In an example like ni-na-demurir-a , there are no high tones in
the underlying representation and thus no high tone can associate with
the starred vowel. Hence the mid-falling tone on the starred vowel.
The incorporation of the high-toned object prefix in ni-na-a-gurir-a
means that there is now a high tone that ceui associate with the starred
vowel, hence the rising-falling pattern on the last two vowels of this
word. In a-na-gurir-a there is a high tone associated underlyingly with
the subject prefix; this high tone associates with the starred vowel and
produces the expected phonetic result. Now, when a high-toned object is
added to this form, as in a-na-a-gurir-a , we have two underlying high
tones. Examples of this sort were given above in (31) and we saw that
under these conditions a sequence of level high tones appeared on the
verb stem (including the object prefix). But examination of a-na-a-gurir-a
shows that the surface pattern is different here. There is a level high
tone on the object prefix and there is also a high tone associated with
the starred vowel (realized phonetically as a rising-falling pattern over
the last two vowels), but the vowel in between the object prefix and the
starred vowel is low-toned. Examination of the comparable example
a-na-a-demurir-et reveals that the two vowels between the object prefix
and the starred vowel are low-toned. Again, the factor that distinguishes
the examples in ('+0) from the example in (3l) is the stem-initial consonant.
In a-na-a-gurir-a and a-na-a-demurlr-a
,
the stem-initial consonemt is a
voiced obstruent, while in a-na-dC-tsAkar-a it is not.
Yet more evidence of the relevance of the initial consonant of the
stem can be found by examining the -ka- tense. Consider the examples in
(Ul) of high-toned verbs in the -ka- tense and compare them with the
previous example given in ( 35 ) •
(itl) ni-ka-bomor-a. 'I have demolished'
. / . V A
ni-ka-vwinir-a 'I have sung for
ni-ka-doner-a 'I have kissed'
ni-ka-gongome-a 'I have hammered'
The forms in (Ul) have two high tones in their underlying representation;
one of these highs is associated with the -ka- prefix and the other with
the verb root. Although this same situation produces a sequence of high
tones throughout the stem in ni-ka-kumbukir-a , we find a different surface
pattern in ni-ka-gongome-a , ni-k£-don¥r-S , and the like. The examples in
Cil) all begin with a voiced obstruent, in contrast to the example given
in (35) and the additional examples given below in (U2).
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{U2] ni-ka-sichir-a
ni-ka-chekech-a
ni-ka-karang-a
ni-ka-payuk-a
ni-ka-fwinik-a
ni -ka-turuk-a
ni-ka-nyamAr-a
nx-ka-yayus-a
'I have heard'
'I have sifted'
'I have fried'
'I have gotten thin'
'I have covered'
' I have gone out
'
' I have kept quiet
'
'I have melted s.t. '
We have shown so far that when a verbal word has two high tones
,
a different surface tonal pattern results when the stem-initial consonant
is a voiced obstruent from when the stem-initial consonant is not a voiced
obstruent. Actually, the situation is much more complicated than this
statement suggests, for the presence of a voiced obstruent at other places
in the stem affects the surface tonal pattern as well. This is illustrated
in (1+3).
{k3) high-toned verbs in the -ka- tense
/ V, A
a-ka-ezek-a
a-ka-w4zesh-a
a-ka-tabik-a
a-ka-tabanc-a
a-ka-surubik-a
a-ka-ezeker-a
'he has thatched'
'he has enabled'
'he has become distressed'
'he has spoiled by mixing with s.t.
'he is strong, firm'
'he has thatched with/for'
low-toned verbs in the -ka- tense with a high-toned object
a-ka-u-togor-a 'he has praised us'
a-ka-u-s^ir-a 'he has ground s.t. for us'
a-ka-u-ragur-a 'he has treated us (medically)'
The surface tonal pattern exhibited by these forms is quite consistent:
the stem (including the object prefix) has a sequence of level high tones
up to the first voiced obstruent in the stem and in addition there is a
high tone associated with the starred vowel. The high tone associated
with the starred vowel is realized as a rising-falling tone pattern over
the last two vowels in the above examples. Of course, if the post-penult
consonant is a voiced obstruent, a level high tone would appear on the
penult vowel. This is shown in (UU).
(UU) a-ka-igiz-a 'he has imitated' (cf. ku-igiz-a 'to imitate')
On the surface, of course, a-ka-igiz-a looks parallel to the examples in
(1+2) with a sequence of level high tones on the stem. But this similaritv
is superficial. We would claim that a-ka-igiz-a is parallel to a-ka-lzek-a.
Having presented the basic facts, let us consider the sort of analysis
that these facts might invite. First of all, examples such as
a-ka-sorubik-S or a-ka-ezeker-a suggest a representation where one high
tone is associated with the starred vowel and the other high tone is
associated with all of the stem vowels up to the first voiced obstruent.
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(lt5) H H H H
Kl I i
a-ka-surubik-a a-ka-ezeker-a
Underlyingly , the first high tone is associated with the -ka- prefix and
the second high tone is associated with the verb root. The rule of HIGH
TONE DISPLACEMENT will account, of course, for the association of the
second high tone with the starred vowel as long as we rephrase that rule
so that it associates the rightmost high tone in a word with the starred
vowel. But having associated the rightmost high tone with the starred
vowel, we must still get the first high tone associated with the stem
vowels (up to the first voiced obstruent). The formalization of this
process is quite problematical, but let us suppose that two steps are
involved. The first step would be to get the first high tone in the
word associated with the first stem vowel. We will call this DISPLACEMENT-
TO-STEM. This rule might be formulated as in {h6).
(h6) H.. H
VERB
STEM
pv
This rule says that if there are two high tones in the representation, the
first high tone associates with the first vowel of the stem. The second
high tone will, of course, be associated with the starred vowel as a result
of HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT.
Subsequent to the application of DISPLACEMENT-TO-STEM, another rule
—
call it HIGH TONE SPREAD—will have to spread the high tone that is
associated with the first stem vowel onto the following vowel, provided
a voiced obstruent does not intervene. HIGH TONE SPREAD might be formulated
as in (UT).
^ C* V (where C* means either no consonant
or a consonant other than a voiced
obstruent)
As formulated, (Uj) says that if a high tone is associated with a vowel, it
will also associate with the following vowel, provided the intervening
consonant is not a voiced obstruent. We assume that this rule will be
applied iteratively .
We have formulated {kj) in a very general fashion. In particular, we
have not restricted the rule so that it is Just the high tone that is
associated with the first stem vowel that spreads onto the next vowel.
(U7), for instance, predicts that the high tone associated with the starred
vowel will also spread, provided that the following consonant is not a
voiced obstruent. It will be recalled that in fact the phonetic realization
of a high tone associated with the starred vowel does vary depending on
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whether the post-penult consonant is a voiced obstruent or not. Thus
we have ku-fwinik-a but ku-bundug-a . Now, we can slaim that ku-bundug-a
represents the case where the high tone associated with the starred vowel
has not spread onto the final vowel due to the presence of a post-penult
voiced obstruent. Under this sort of interpretation, ku-fwin¥k-a would
represent the case where the high tone on the starred vowel has spread
onto the next vowel. This would necessitate postulating a phonetic
tone rule such as (^8).
(w; /\ "4 L H H L\/ \/V V
The derivation of a-ka-surubik-a that would follow from the above
analysis is shown in (1+9). (The relative ordering of HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT
and DISPLACEMENT-TO-STEM is immaterial in this derivation. We have
arbitrarily ordered HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT first.)
(i^9) H H
a-ka-surubik-a
H H.
a-ka-surubik-a
a-ka-surubik-a
a-ka-surubik-a
a-ka-surubik-a
underlying representation
star assignment
HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT
DISPLACEMENT-TO-STEM
HIGH TONE SPREAD
^ ^ plus general de-autosegmentalization
Having discussed cases where a voiced obstruent occurs medially in
the stem and blocks the application of HIGH TONE SPREAD, what about cases
like those in (i+2) where HIGH TONE SPREAD is not blocked^ How is ni-ka-turuk-a
to be derived, for instance? Ignoring for the moment rule (U8), the
predicted derivation can be seen in (50).
(50) H H
ni-ka-turuk-a
• ,,H ^H *
ni-ka-turuk-a
ni-ka-turuk-a
H H
ni -ka-turuk-a
.
"^^^
ni -ka-turuk-a
underlying representation
star assignment
HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT
DISPLACEMENT-TO-STEM
HIGH TONE SPREAD
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In order for the derivation in (50) to continue and result in the correct
surface form, two things are required. First, rule (1*8) must be modified
so that it will not apply. Second, the high tone on the final vowel of
the word must be lost. Modification of (U8) is relatively straightforward.
We can simply require that the starred vowel be associated with just one
high tone. (^8)' shows the necessary revision.
(U8)' H\^
(where ''^ means that no association line exists linking
the starred vowel to any other tonal specification)
Examination of the last line in (50) reveals that (U8)' will be
inapplicable in this derivation since the starred vowel is associated
with two different high tones.
All that remains is to delete the high tone from the last vowel
of the word and the derivation in (50) will culminate in the correct
output. Since a level high tone never occurs in Digo on the last vowel
of the word (in phrase-final position; but more on this below), we
suggest a rule of FINAL HIGH DELETION. This rule is tentatively
formulated in (5l).
(51) H > / ^
If we assume that (1*8)' precedes (5l), then the latter rule will not apply
in cases where (1*8)' applies due to the fact that words that have undergone
(1*8)' end in a low tone rather than a high tone. While it is clear that
(1*8)' must precede the de-autosegmentalization of tone (since (1*8)' exploits
the autosegmental representation in that it is constrained so as to fail
to apply when the staj-red vowel is associated with two high tones), the
ordering of (51) with respect to de-autosegmentalization is not so clear.
Examination of the last line in (50) reveals that if FINAL HIGH DELETION
were to apply to this (autosegmental) representation, the last H would be
deleted. The first H would remain, however, and it would be associated
with both of the stem vowels. This would yield the correct phonetic output.
On the other hand, if we converted the last line of (50) into a de-autosegmental
form—namely, /ni-ka-turuk-a/— FINAL HIGH DELETION would also apply and
yield the correct phonetic form. We will assume, without evidence, that
FINAL HIGH DELETION is ordered before de-autosegmentalization.
The derivation for ni-ka-turuk-a , which was left incomplete in (50),
will conclude as in (52) below.
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(52) H^ H
ni-ka-turuk-a last line in (50)
inappli cable ( ^8 )
'
ni-ka-taruk-a (51)
/ /
ni-ka-turuk-a de-autosegmentalization
The analysis developed above will account for the data given in {k2)
and (Us), but the data in (39)-(Ul) present a problem. The verb stems in
(39)-(Ul) all begin with voiced obstruents, ajid examination of these data
reveals that the first high tone in the word does not associate with the
stem but rather with the vowel immediately preceding the stem-initial
voiced obstruent. The formulation of DISPLACEMENT-TO-STEM given in (U6)
did not make allowance for this fact, since it associates the first high
tone with the first vowel of the stem regardless of the nature of that
stem's initial consonant. The proper generalization is, we believe, that
the first high tone will shift from the morpheme that it is underlyingly
associated with to the first vowel of the verb stem provided no voiced
obstruent intervenes. If a voiced obstruent intervenes, the high tone
will shift to the immediately preceding vowel. HIGH TONE SPREAD will, of
course, be blocked by that voiced obstruent.
It happens that there are no tense/aspect prefixes in Digo containing
a voiced obstruent, thus there are no examples where the first high tone
is prevented from shifting across a tense/aspect morpheme by virtue of that
morpheme starting with a voiced obstruent. However, in addition to the
examples in (39)-(Ul) where a high tone is prevented from associating
with the stem due to the fact that the verb root begins with a voiced
obstruent, there are also examples where a high tone cannot associate with
the stem due to the fact that an object prefix begins with a voiced
obstruent. For instance, in a-ka-ga-tanyiri z-a 'he has driven them off
the high tone associated iinderlyingly with -ka- has been prevented from
shifting onto the stem because the object prefix -ga- has a voiced obstruent.
The necessary modification of DISPLACEMENT-TO-STEM is made in (it6)'.
(U6)'
LxT(V)"
Condition: Y does not contain a voiced obstruent nor
a vowel belonging to the stem.
(U6)' says that a high tone (if followed by another high tone in the
representation) will associate with a following vowel provided that the
morpheme that the high tone is a part of is separated from that vowel by
the maximal number of segments that axe neither voiced obstruents nor
stem vowels
.
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The derivation of an example such as
can now be properly accounted for.
/ V A
-na-dundurik-a (see (39) above)
(53)
H H
a-na-dundurik-a
H H #
a-na-dundurik-a
H H^
a-na-dundurik-a
H^
^*
a-na-dundurik-a
a-na-dundurik-a
IK ^^^
a-na-dundurik-a
inapplicable
underlying representation
star assignment
HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT
DISPLACEMENT-TO-STEM (1+6)'
HIGH TONE SPREAD
(W)'
(51)
H H *
Given the representation /a-na-dundurik-a/, (U6)' will be iznable to associate
the first H with the first stem vowel since a voiced obstruent intervenes
between the subject prefix a^- and the stem. The first H can, however,
associate with the vowel of the tense/aspect prefix -na- since the n_ is
not a voiced obstruent.
All of the data presented so far containing two high tones (subsequent
to HIGH TONE DELETION) have involved polysyllabic verb stems. The rule
of HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION is not, of course, relevant to such forms. We
must now turn our attention to
-C-VC,^- high-toned roots and examine their
behavior in the relevant constructions where ajiother high tone will appear
earlier in the word.
(5^+) a-na-heg-a 'he/she is trapping'
a-na-som-a 'he/she is reading'
a-na-chem-a 'he/she is shouting'
a-na-im-a 'he/she is standing'
a-na-meg-a 'he/she is breaking off a piece'
a-n^-ban-a 'he/she is pressing'
a-na-viig-a 'he/she is cooking'
a-na-zim-a 'he/she is extinguishing'
a-na-dony-a 'he/she is choking'
a-na-jibu 'he/she is answering'
(55) a-na-nen-a 'he/she is speaking'
a-na-nyor-a 'he/she is shaving'
a-na-tany-a 'he/she is stopping a fight'
a-na-Beh-a 'he/she is sifting grain'
a-na-dung-a 'he/she is piercing'
a-na-vyar-a 'she is giving birth'
a-na-band-a 'he/she is hitting so as to break s.t. in two'
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In (5^) we give examples of monosyllabic verb roots that are not
exceptions to HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION (thus we have ku-hig-a, ku-s3m-a
,
ku-chem-a , etc.) and in (55) we give examples of verb roots that are
exceptions to HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION (thus we have ku-nen-& , ku-nyor-a ,
ku-tSny-^ , etc.). In contrast, (56) illustrates low-toned monosyllabic
verbs
.
(56) a-na-tsong-a
a-na-rir-a
a-na-Bond-aV A
a-na-suk-a
a-na-fik-a
a-na-wik-a
a-na-g\£r-a
a-na-dzeng-a
a-na-zam-a
'he/she is carving'
'he/she is crying'
'he/she is pounding'
'he/she is plaiting'
'he/she is arriving'
'he/she is dipping s.t. in'
'he/she is buying'
'he/she is building'
'he/she is stooping, bending'
Comparison of (56), involving low-toned roots, and (5'+)» involving
high-toned roots that are subject to loss of the high through HIGH TONE
NEUTRALIZATION, reveals that these two types of verb are distinguished
in the third person subject, present tense form of the verb. And both of
these are phonetically distinguishable from high-toned roots that are
not susceptible to HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION when such roots appear in
third person subject, present tense verbal forms.
The derivation of the items in (56) is straightforward. There is
just one high tone in the underlying representation of each of these words
and this high tone associates with the starred vowel. Recall that HIGH
TONE DISPLACEMENT is not sensitive to the nature of the consonants that
occur in the word. Only DISPLACEMENT-TO-STEM and HIGH TONE SPREAD are
sensitive to consonants.
The derivation of the items in (55) can be accounted for by our rules
given that they are marked as not undergoing HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION
(at whatever point in the derivation this rule might apply). The derivations
of a-na-nen-a ajid a-na-vyar-a are shown below.
(57) H H
a-na-nen-a
H H»
a-na-nen-a
H H
a-na-vyar-a
H H.
a-na-vyar-a
underlying representation
star assignment
inapplicable
H Hv^
a-na-nen-a
inapplicable
H IS,
a-na-vyar-a
HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION
HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT
a-na-nen-a a-na-vyar-a
H
—
_J^p^ H_^ Hs:*-^
a-na-nen-a a-na-vyar-a
DISPLACEMENT-TO-STEM
HIGH TONE SPREAD
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H^ LH HL\ V Vinapplicable a-na-vyar-a (^8)'
a-na-nen-a inapplicable (51)
a-na-nen-a a-na-vyar-a de-autosegmentalization
All that remains to be dealt with are the forms in (5^)—namely, high-
toned verbs that are not exceptions to HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION. Notice that
these forms involve a superficial tonal shape that has not been previously
encountered—namely, a high-falling tone on the starred vowel .8 The rules
that we have so far postulated will not yield such a tonal shape, so the
problem facing us is whether we ought to postulate some new rule or
modify our existing rules in some way so as to achieve the correct phonetic
output. Since the only thing that distinguishes the verbs in (5U) from
those in (55) and (56) is the fact that the former verbs are subject to
HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION, the most inviting course of action is to see
whether that rule can be made to somehow yield the appropriate phonetic
outcome.
In our earlier discussion, HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION was regarded
simply as a rule that deletes a high tone. If the rule is taken to
involve deletion of the high tone associated with a root such as /heg/
,
then prior to the application of the rule these roots will be identical
to the high-toned roots like /vyar/ which are exceptions to HIGH TONE
NEUTRALIZATION; and subsequent to the application of the rule, these
roots will be identical to low-toned roots like /rir/ in that both types
will simply lack a high tone. (Recall, we have been operating on the
assumption that 'low-toned' verb roots simply are roots that do not
have a high tone associated with them. ) Thus there would be no point
at which all three types of verbs
—
/heg/, /vyar/, and /rir/—would be
distinguishable.
We assiome that what is required is to modify HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION
somehow so that the effect of the application of this rule will be an
output that is distinct both from high-toned verbs that have not undergone
the rule and from low-toned verbs. We suggest that HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION
be regarded as a rule that inserts a low tone rather than as a rule that
deletes a high tone. For instance, we could have a rule such as that
in (58).
(58) H
I V
VERB
STEM
Call this rule LOW INSERTION (the label HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION no longer
being particularly apt). Notice that its output will have the desired
property of being distinct both from verbs like /vyar/ that are high-toned
but fail to undergo the rule exceptionally and from low-toned verbs like
/rir/.
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The correct surface shape for a-na-heg-a , a-na-som-a , etc. , can now
be achieved, as the derivation in (59) shows.
(59) H H
a-na-heg-a iinderlying representation
H H
a-na-heg-a star assignment
H \
a-na-heg-a HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT
a-na^g-a DISPLACEMENT-TO-STEMH^
a-na-h^g-a LOW INSERTION
inapplicable HIGH TONE SPREAD
inapplicable C+S)'
inapplicable (51)
We have shown LOW INSERTION ordered after HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT simply
because in the formulation given in (58) LOW INSERTION refers to a
starred vowel that has a high tone associated with it. We have been
assimiing that such associations arise as a result of HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT.
Reformulation of LOW INSERTION might render this particular ordering
unnecessary (more on this issue below). The relative ordering of LOW
INSERTION and DISPLACEMENT-TO-STEM is immaterial. LOW INSERTION must,
however, precede HIGH TONE SPREAD since the latter rule must be prevented
from inducing a high tone on the last vowel of the word.
We have seen how postulation of LOW INSERTION will permit the
derivation of the data in (5^)- As matters stand, LOW INSERTION will
not yield the correct surface form in simple examples like ku-heg-a
and ku-som-a . LOW INSERTION predicts that these forms will have a high-
falling tone on the starred vowel rather than the mid-fall which is
characteristic of situations where no high tone appears on the starred
vowel. The predicted derivation of ku-heg-a is shown in (60).
(60) H
ku-heg-a underlying representation
H
*
ku-heg-a star assignment
ku-hlg-a HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT
inapplicable ESISPLACEMENT-TO-STEM
HI
ku-h6g-a LOW INSERTION
inapplicable (it8)' ajid (51)
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To obtain the correct resiilt , it will be necessary to eliminate the
high tone associated with the starred vowel. A rule of FALL SIMPLIFICATION
such as that in (6l) will have the desired effect.
(61) *
^\y
(61) says that if a HL sequence is associated with a starred vowel, that
H is deleted provided that the starred vowel is not also associated with
another tone. Notice that, given this formulation, FALL SIMPLIFICATION
will be inapplicable in the derivation shown in (59) since the starred
vowel is associated not only with a HL sequence but also with a preceding
high tone. (Notice also that this analysis requires that it not be the
case that a general convention automatically reduces two successive high
tones associated with a single vowel to a single high tone. Such an
automatic simplification would permit FALL SIMPLIFICATION to be applicable
in the derivation of a-na-heg-a—incorrectly. ) On the other hand, FALL
SIMPLIFICATION will be applicable in the derivation shown in (60) and
will result in a representation where the starred vowel is no longer
associated with any high tone. Consequently, the rule that assigns a
mid-fall to a starred vowel (if that vowel has no high associated with
it) will apply, resulting in ku-hig-a .
We wish now to re-examine the formulation of LOW INSERTION given in
(58). Rule (58) refers to a starred vowel that is also the first stem
vowel and has a high tone associated with it. By showing an association
line between the starred vowel and the high tone, (58) assumes that
HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT has already applied (since it is that rule which
links the H associated with the stem to the starred vowel). The reader
will recall that earlier in this paper we gave evidence that the rule of
HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION (which LOW INSERTION is now replacing) would have
to be restricted to high tones that are underlyingly associated with the
stem. The same limitation must hold for LOW INSERTION as well. Without
this restriction, we could not explain why ku-som-a (a high-toned stem)
undergoes LOW INSERTION followed by FALL SIMPLIFICATION, but ku-u-riB-a
'to pay us' (a low-toned stem preceded by a high-toned object prefix) fails
to undergo LOW INSERTION. When this problem was discussed earlier in
relation to the proposed rule of HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION, two approaches
were sketched. One approach ordered HIGH TONE NEUTRALIZATION before HIGH
TONE DISPLACEMENT. The other approach placed a global condition on HIGH
TONE NEUTRALIZATION. Let us now consider whether both of these approaches
are viable if the rule LOW INSERTION is invoked rather than HIGH TONE
NEUTRALIZATION.
First of all, the formulation of LOW INSERTION given in (58) presupposes
that LOW INSERTION follows HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT (as we pointed out in the
preceding paragraph). If LOW INSERTION is ordered prior to HIGH TONE
DISPLACEMENT, then (58) would have to be modified so that the H referred to
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on the left-hand side of the arrow is not yet associated with a vowel.
In (62a) we show the structure to which the rule would apply and in (62h)
we show the result of applying the rule.
(62) r H
[VERB I
STEM
t.
VERB
STEM
CHI
y Co"*
If, on the other hand, a global constraint is placed on LOW INSERTION,
(58) can be replaced by a rule like (63).
V V
condition: the H is underlyingly associated with the
verb stem (verb stem here does not include
the object prefix)
We turn now to some data that are much more consistent with (63)
than with (62). Examine the paradigm in (6U).
(6U) ni-na-ty-a 'I am obeying'
u-na-ty-a 'you (sg. ) are obeying'
a-na-ty-a 'he/she is obeying'
tu-na-ty-a 'we are obeying'
mu-na-ty-a 'you (pi.) are obeying'
ma-na-ty-a 'they are obeying'
The verb stem here ha^ the shape /ty/ ; it gives no evidence of containing
a vowel at the underlyingly level. But notice that the third person forms
suggest that we are dealing with a case of LOW INSERTION (cf. (5*+) above).
Since the high tone associated with third person subjects in the present
tense does not ordinarily induce LOW INSERTION (cf. a form like a-na-gilu:-a
'he is buying', not *a-na-gur-a ) , it would seem reasonable to assume that
it is a high tone associated with the root /ty/ that induces LOW INSERTION
in a-na-ty-a . The forms which have first and second person subjects will
also undergo LOW INSERTION, but the rule of FALL SIMPLIFICATION will
apply, deleting the H and leaving Just a L associated with the starred
vowel
.
The global rule formulated in (63) accounts for the data in (6U)
without any modification whatsoever. The derivations in (65) illustrate.
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The data in this paper reflects the speech of Mfundo Jijmaa Mfundo
and were gathered while Mr. Mfundo was studying at the Champaign-Urbana
campus of the University of Illinois. We have not as yet had the opportunity
to check the data with the speech of other speakers of Digo. We would like
to express our appreciation for the enthusiasm with which Mr. Mfundo
assisted in our study of the Digo language.
The only direct reference that we know of to the question of tone
in Digo can be found in Kahler-Meyer 1963; she considers Digo to be
an "accent" language like Swahili rather than a tone language, but the
picture that she presents of pitch phenomena in Digo seems to us to be
greatly oversimplified.
^Cf. Guthrie 1967-71.
3 ^ . . ,Guthrie uses the symbol over a vowel to indicate low tone and
over a vowel to indicate high tone.
We are assuming here an autosegmental approach to phonology such
as that developed in Goldsmith 1976-
Alternatively, one might propose that a low tone (L) is associated
with every morpheme that does not have a H associated with it. But
having such L tones in the representation presents formal difficulties
in getting the rule of HIGH TONE DISPLACEMENT and the rule of DISPLACEMENT-
TO-STEM (motivated later in this paper) to apply correctly, given the
general constraint in autosegmental phonology that association lines may
not cross. Furthermore, we have not found that positing such L's helps
in any way to account for the data (at least in the case of underlying
tonal specifications; later in the paper we do propose to have a rule
that introduces a L specification).
For some discussion of global conditions on phonological rules,
cf. Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977-
7This is not surprising since object prefixes in Bantu seem to be
tightly linked to the verb stem in a way which the tense/aspect prefixes,
for example, are not. See Cheng and Kisseberth (this volume) for another
example where the object prefix is grouped with the verb stem for the
purpose of the application of a tonological rule.
o
Actually, the vowels that we have marked as high falling may not have
a greater fall than the vowels that we have marked as mid-falling; they are
phonetically distinguishable, however, in that low-toned vowels are pronounced
at a relatively lower level before a "high-falling" vowel than before a
"mid-falling" vowel.
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HINDI VERBS OF JUDGING:
AN APPLICATION OF FILLMORE'S SYSTEM OF SEMANTIC DESCRIPTION*
Richard Lutz
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how Fillmore's
(1971) semantic description of verbs of judging in English can
be applied to verbs of judging in Hindi. The facts about what
Fillmore calls the presuppositions of verbs of judging are very
similar in English and Hindi. However, verbs of judging in Hindi
are not usually single lexical verbs, but rather conjunct verbs
which consist of N + V, both of which can occur as independent
lexical items. I will argue that nouns in Hindi, like those in
English described by Langendoen (1971) , cannot be analyzed in terms
of assertion and presupposition. The meaning of Hindi conjunct
verbs must be derived from the entire asserted proposition. Attempts
to use Fillmore's system to find equivalents to the English verbs of
judging in other languages, as Fillmore suggests, therefore appear
to be unwarranted for Hindi.
1. Fillmore's Theory of Semantic Description
Fillmore (1971) differentiates between assertion and presupposition, the
former being the explicit illocutionary act performed by saying a certain
sentence, and the latter the implicit condition which must be satisfied in
order for that act to be effectively carried out. While Austin (1962) and
others have concerned themselves primarily with what entire sentences do, de-
scribing those felicity conditions necessary for appropriate use of those
sentences, Fillmore believes that these can be related directly to specific
grammatical facts about sentences. A verb in the imperative, for instance,
will invite the inference that the speaker is in such a relationship with the
hearer as to allow him to make a request and that the speaker desires the
resultant action which is being requested.
One small aspect of the extremely complex grammatical information needed
to put together the set of presuppositions which must be satisfied involves de-
scription of the individual lexical items which make up the sentence. Verbs
seem to play a central role in the designation of presuppositions associated
with a statement and so Fillmore has decided, in a somewhat arbitrary manner,
to begin his lexical descriptions with a set of English verbs. This set
contains verbs which are used in making judgments, a set particularly well
suited to this kind of analysis because these verbs frequently have very
clear presuppositions associated with them. The presuppositions generally
deal with the responsibility of the "defendant", i.e., the person being judged,
and whether the situation or action being described is good or bad. For
example, the verb accuse is used to assert that someone, X, is responsible
for something, but it can be used felicitously only if the action of which
X is accused is considered to be bad. In sentence (1), the action of writing
the letter is presupposed to be bad:
(1) John accused Harry of writing the letter. (Fillmore 1971)
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The sentence is not felicitous if that letter is shown to be good. This can
be seen by comparing (2) and (3)
:
(2) John accused Harry of writing a libelous letter.
(3) *John accused Harry of writing a wonderful treatise
on Paradise Lost .
Fillmore, like Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1970), applies the test of negation
to determine which elements of a sentence are presupposed. Unlike implica-
tures, presuppositions will not be cancelled by negation or interrogatives.
Thus in (4) and (5), the presupposition that writing the letter was bad
remains
:
(4) Did John accuse Harry of writing the letter?
(5) John did not accuse Harry of writing the letter.
It must be noted here that the presupposition-assertion dichotomy
has been severely criticized by Wilson (1975) and Kempson (1975), among
others. Wilson questions the basis upon which truth-values would be assigned
when the presuppositions fail, i.e., is no speech-act performed or is it merely
an inappropriate one? Furthermore, she attacks the "detachability" tests,
of which the negation test just mentioned is one. She notes for instance that
the following sentence must be analyzed as having two contradictory presuppo-
sitions and a redundant assertion:
(6) Your teacher will be either a bachelor or a spinster.
Sentence (6) asserts that your teacher will be either unmarried or unmarried
(redundant) and presupposes that your teacher will be both adult/male and
adult female (contradictory)
.
Kempson (1975) specifically attacks the negation test by noting the
inherent vagueness of negative sentences. Fillmore claims that the noun
bachelor asserts 'unmarried' and presupposes 'adult male' on the grounds that
That person is not a bachelor is only used to deny that he is unmarried and
not that he is not an adult male. In actuality, as Kempson notes, each of the
components of bachelor can be interpreted as not matching the state of affairs
described due in part to the variability in the interpretation of the scope
of negation. Rather, what seems to be involved is an entailment relation
since the denial of the entailing statement has no consequence for the entailed
sentence.
But as Kempson herself notes, Fillmore is concerned not with a truth-
based account of presupposition but rather with a speech-act account. While
it may in fact be impossible to maintain that distinction, as both Kempson
and Wilson believe, it may still be possible to assign properties to individual
lexical items. It is the exact nature of those properties which has drawn
fire, i.e., whether they are semantic or pragmatic. In the following discussion,
I will show that even within Fillmore's framework, it may not be possible to
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limit that description to the verb alone, at least in the case of verbs of
judging in Hindi.
2. Hindi Verbs of Judging
Before presenting the set of verbs of judging in Hindi, I feel that a
few observations about the Hindi verb system in general might be useful. In
addition to a large but closed set of simple verbs such as aanaa 'come',
ulaTnaa 'turn over' and deekhnaa 'look', Hindi makes frequent use of compound
verbs. These may be of at least two kinds. The first, called serial (compound)
verbs, consist of a main verb plus one of a closed set of explicator verbs,
the latter often serving to modify the main verb in ways which are still some-
what obscure. The explicator verbs are verbs of motion (i.e., verbs which
when used alone translate to mean 'go', 'come', 'give', 'take', 'rise', 'fall',
etc.), but lose most or all of their semantic content when functioning as
explicators. There is at least some degree of directionality toward or away
from the speaker associated with aanaa 'come' and j aanaa 'go', and other
explicators have such aspectual roles as completeness of action or pragmatic
notions such as benefactive and reflexive (Masica 1976) . Traditionally, the
compound verbs have been compared to English verbal adverbs such as eat up,
go away and occasionally, to such colloquial English VP's as go and do .
The other main kind of compound verbs are the so-called conjunct or
nominal compound verbs (naambodhak kriyaa , Kachru 1978) . These consist
of a noun plus one of a number of common "verbalizers" such as hoonaa 'be',
karnaa 'do', deenaa 'give' and leenaa 'take'. Thus sviikaar 'acceptance'
coupled with karnaa 'do' means 'to accept'. Kachru (1978) has outlined a
number of tests which may be used to help distinguish between true conjunct
verbs and full-fledged VP's, of the structure NP+V. These include looking
at the past participle modifiers to see if the verb modifies the head noun
identical with the subject (like intransitive verbs) or the object (like
transitive verbs), relativization and complementation. Other characteristics
(Kachru 1978) may include the following: the V of true conjionct verbs is
of the closed set of verbalizers mentioned above, N+V tend to be represent-
ed by single lexical items in other languages (eg. sviikaar karnaa = accept ) ,
and typically, only a small set of items (eg., hii , bhii , too , intensifiers)
can intervene between N and V. Clearly, such tests as Passivization can be
used to determine whether or not the NP is behaving as the direct object.
Finally, Kachru points out that there may exist parallel sets of conjunct
verbs in Hindi-Urdu with equivalent nouns borrowed from Sanscrit, Persian
or English:
(7) Sanscrit
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laRkee par dayaa kii 'God was kind to the boy', this despite the fact that
dayaa karnaa displays some characteristics of a conjunct verb. In all, it
might be said that no single characteristic suffices to establish whether or
not a VP is in fact a conjunct verb, but rather that such characteristics
must be applied as a group. Furthermore, almost all these charactersitics
are syntactic in nature and do not tackle the question of the semantic
roles of the components of conjunct verbs per se.
Almost all the Hindi verbs of judging consist of the pattern N + V,
although the exact status of the noun in each case may vary. A case in
point is the verb dooS deenaa 'blame' , literally 'give fault'. The recipient
is in the dative:
(8) pul kee TuuTnee kee mamlee mee sarkaar nee injiniroo koo dooS diyaa
bridge of breaking in matter of gov't erg. engineers -DAT. fault gave
'The government blamed the engineers for the breaking of the bridge.'
The English gloss is inconclusive, since either 'blame' or 'find fault with'
would fit neatly. While dooS deenaa behaves very much like a conjunct verb
in terms of a number of syntactic criteria, it lacks parallel nouns from
Persian or English which might be substituted for dooS and can be glossed
by the English VP 'find fault with' or even analyzed into its component parts,
'give the fault for something to someone.' Thus while attempts to pin down
these verbs as VP's or conjunct verbs may be relatively rewarding for purposes
of syntax, the semantic situation is far less clearcut. All of the nouns
involved in the Hindi verbs of judging exist independently, as indicated by
dooS in sentence (9)
:
(9) veh uskaa dooS hai
'It is his fault.
'
In this paper, I shall be concerned primarily with the semantic roles
played by the nouns of the Hindi verbs of judging.
All of the common "positive" verbs of judging in Hindi consist of N + V.
They include the following: ksamaa maagnaa 'ask forgiveness, excuse oneself,
safaii deenaa 'give clarification, i.e., justify', ksamaayaacnaa karnaa , 'make
(beg) pardon', dooS sviikaar karnaa lit. 'make confess guilt', 'admit one's
guilt, or else simply sviikaar karnaa 'admit', ksamaa karnaa 'forgive', and
praXasa /tariif karnaa 'praise'.
Several points may be gathered from the above list. First, the role of
the verbalizer is crucial to the semantics of the conjunct verb. Compare, for
instance ksamaa maagnaa 'ask for forgiveness, apologize' and ksamaa karnaa
'do forgiveness, i.e., forgive'. In Fillmore's terms, the roles of defendant
and the affected are reversed for the two verbs, while the presuppositions of
bad situation, responsibility of the defendant and actuality of the situation
remain the same for both-- exactly like apologize and forgive in English.
Secondly, in the case of admit , Hindi can optionally add the word dooS
'guilt, fault', just like English, i.e., one can admit one's guilt or one can
admit that one has done something. In a sense, it is odd that both English and
Hindi allow for the explicit statement of guilt or the implicit (presupposition)
of guilt in the same way. This would be much less curious if we were to
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regard presupposition as related to the entire proposition rather than as
part and parcel of individual lexical items, since two languages ought to have
the means to state equivalent propositions.
Third, I am not entirely satisfied with the gloss for praSasa and taariif
karnaa as 'praise', although in isolation, both nouns are very close to 'praise'.
The most common construction used with these verbs is of the form SUBJ. +
POSS. PRO. + INF. + POSS. PRAISE + MAKE, as in (10) and (11):
(10) mai nee us ke gaanee kii taariif kii
I erg. his singing poss. praise made
'I praised his singing.'
(11) us nee laRkii kii praKasa kii
he erg. girl poss. praise made
'He praised the girl.'
Unlike English praise , the Hindi forms do not readily take a verbal complement:
(12) *mai nee uskee balwaan hoonee kii taariif kii
I erg. his strong being poss. praise made
'I praised him for being strong.'
Instead, a nominal complement is used:
(13) mai nee uskee bal kii taariif kii
I erg. his strength poss. praise made
'I praised his strength.'
This is a general characteristic of Hindi, however, and not directly relatable
to this verb.
In Hindi, the range of nouns which can be the "recipient" of praise appears
to be much wider than in English:
(14) us neejmandirXjcii taariif kii
I paudhoo7
Nliakhoo/
(15) He praised /?the tempy le.\
< ?the plants
J
V,(?)her eyes J
Clearly, the English sentences improve with additional modification, i.e.,
"I praised the magnificent foliage and rare tropical plants of the garden."
Still, it might be that the two Hindi verbs are actually closer in meaning
to admire or appreciate than to praise . Fillmore claims that the English
praise presupposes responsibility. This does not seem to be the case at all
for Hindi, but I am not certain that this holds even in English, specifically
in sentences of the structure SUBJ. + PRAISE + D.O. without a for-complement
.
What seems to be involved does not seem to require the presupposition of
responsibility at all. Rather, we see no reason to praise something unless
it is highly valued by society. Thus it sounds odd to praise someone's
height (in both English and Hindi), until the context makes it clear that
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in this case, we are referring to some quality of height which gives it value.
While responsibility may be impied, it is readily cancelled:
(16) I praised his decision to move back from California
even though he (really) had no choice.
Of the "negative" verbs of judging (blaming, criticizing, etc.), several
have Hindi equivalents consisting of single lexical items. These include two
verbs of scolding, D^aTnaa and jhiRaknaa . Like the English scold, they "mean"
that the subject says something bad has occurred and presuppose that the defendant
X is responsible, that the subject believes the event to have actually taken
place and that X is being addressed. This last presupposition explains the
infelicity of (17) and its English equivalent (18)
:
(17) *mar nee uskee piiTH piichee usee DaaTaa
I erg. her back behind her scolded
(18) *1 scolded her behind her back.
It also serves to differentiate between DaaTnaa and nindaa karnaa , literally
'to make condemnation':
(19) mai nee uskee piiTH piichee uskii nindaa kii
'I spoke ill of her behind her back.'
Similarly, aaloocnaa karnaa 'make criticism, criticize' does not presuppose
identity between defendant and addressee:
(20) mc[i nee uskee piiTH piichee uskii aaloocnaa kii
'I criticized her behind her back.'
Like the English criticize , the Hindi verbs of scolding are inappropriate in
cases of extremely bad actions:
(21) *baccoo kii hatyaa kee maamlee us nee Siitaa/koo Daataa 1
S kii nindaa kii f
(kii aaloocnaa kii
J
*
'He /scolded Isita for murdering her children,
jspoke ill off
\criticized J
One verb which seems closer in force to accuse is the judicial term
zurm lagaanaa 'attach a crime to, i.e., bring a charge against':
(22) baccoS kii hatyaa kaa zurm us nee Siitaa par lagaayaa
'He charged Sita with murdering her children.
'
Like accuse
,
this verb and the more common uttardayii THaharaanaa 'place
the responsibility on, accuse', assert that X is responsible while presupposing
a bad situation or action.
There exists a set of verbal constructions with the noun dooS 'fault'.
Bahl (1974) states that dooS means 'fault' or 'vice' and that it stresses
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indulgence in "acts of moral depravity", but this is not indicative of current
usage (Kachru, personal communication). When coupled with verbalizers, it forms
dooS deena 'blame, criticize' and dooS lagaanaa 'place the blame on, accuse'.
According to Fillmore, there are distinctions to be drawn between three
verbs represented by the lexeme blame . The first is a verb of saying, in which
the agent asserts that X is responsible but presupposes that X is innocent:
(23) Harry blamed the letter on me.
This would best be represented in Hindi by dooS lagaanaa :
(24) veh patr likhnee ka dooS usnee mujh par lagaayaa
'He placed the blame for the writing of the letter on me.'
As Austin (1956) points out, the other two uses for blame parallel
criticize and accuse and are distinguishable in speech by their stress
patterns:
(25) John blamed me for writing the letter. (= criticized)
(26) John blamed me for writing the letter. (=accused)
In Hindi there is no such morphological problem. When responsibility for the
action is presupposed, dooS deenaa is employed, but when there is no such
presupposition, dooS lagaanaa is used:
(27) pul kee TuuTnee kee maamlee me sarkaar nee injiniroo koo
dooS diyaa (*par mti jaantaa thaa ki injinir dooSii nah^i thee )
'The government criticized the engineers for the breaking of the
bridge (*but I knew that they were not to blame for it)
.
(28) pul kee TuuTnee kaa dooS sarkaar nee injiniroo par dooS
lagaayaa (par injinir dooSii nahii thee)
'The government blamed the breaking of the bridge on the engineers
(but they were not responsible for it.) (=accused)
Note that there is no way to use dooS deenaa and dooS lagaanaa interchangeably,
unlike the case of the various uses of English blame . In Hindi, it is the
verbalizer which determines the direction of the conjunct, so that there is
even a third member of the set, dooS leenaa , 'take the fault, i.e., accept
the blame for'. The differences between these conjuncts is thus rather trans-
parent, and there is no compelling evidence that they act like idioms. In terms
of the semantics of the verbs, neither the noun nor the verbalizer suffices to
establish the entire meaning, but together, the meaning is more or less pre-
dictable. Thus, parallel to the conjuncts with N + V is dooSii THaharaana
'conclude guilty (adj.)', which behaves like dooS lagaanaa :
(29) baccoo kii hatyaa kee maamlee us nee Siitaa koo dooSii
THaharaavaa (par veh dooSii nah?i thii)
'He found Sita guilty of murdering her children (but she
(really) wasn't guilty).
The transparency of such verbal conjuncts leads me to the following considerations,
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namely the exact nature of the composition of the conjunct, the degree to
which both the noun and the verbalizer contribute to the semantics of the
whole, and whether it is actually possible to specify the meaning of such
verbs in Hindi in terms of Fillmore's assertion/presupposition dichotomy.
3. Nouns and presuppositions
Despite the differences outlined above, Hindi and English verbs of
judging show a remarkable degree of agreement in terms of Fillmore's
assertion/presupposition system. In this section, however, 1 wish to show
that isolating features of the main verb of a proposition will not always
lead automatically to a Hindi "equivalent" of an English verb of judging.
As noted in section (1), Fillmore's distinction between assertions and
presuppositions has been challenged on several grounds. Even within Fill-
more's system, however, it has been claimed that his system of semantic de-
scription, while possible for verbs, is inappropriate for the analysis of
nouns (Langendoen 1971). In the case of verbs, presupposition is claimed
to be preserved under negation. Thus the presupposition that Mary was
responsible for writing the editorial is maintained in (30)b:
(30) a. Harry criticized Mary for writing the editorial.
b. Harry didn't criticize Mary for writing the editorial.
In respect to what is asserted and what is presupposed, criticize is the con-
verse of accuse . Sentence (31), for example, asserts that Mary is responsible
and presupposes that writing the editorial was bad:
(31) Harry accused Mary of writing the editorial.
To use accuse instead of criticize would be unacceptable, since they make
completely different assertions.
Langendoen notes, however, that nouns behave in a somewhat equivocal
fashion. In Fillmore's terms, the following sentence presupposes that my
neighbor is an adult human male, and asserts that my neighbor is not married:
(32) My neighbor is a bachelor.
The negation of that proposition should not affect the presuppositions
associated with it and should therefore also be a statement concerning his
marital status:
(33) My neighbor isn't a bachelor.
This in fact is the predominant reading. But (33) could be used in a some-
what unusual way, namely to assert his maturity, species or sex. Our feelings
about this gain strength when the subject refers to a group:
(34) None of my neighbors is a bachelor.
When dealing with a group, Langendoen notes, it appears no more likely that
we would be aware of the sex of the group members than we would of their
marital status. He claims that such statements as (35) are actually ambiguous:
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(35) My cousin isn't a boy anymore.
Presupposition and assertion exchange places in (35) depending upon whether
we assert that my cousin has grown up or that he is now a she. Nouns display
considerably more flexibility than do verbs in this respect, according to
Langendoen, but there will never be a pair of nouns in a language such that
they will differ from each other in the way in which accuse and criticize
differ. Rather, it would seem that nouns move along a hierarchy, fitting
within a particular semantic field.
Considering the structure of Hindi verbs of judging, it is questionable
whether Fillmore's system can be applied. Verbs like dooS lagaanaa and
dooS deenaa contain a constant noun, dooS , and yet the two involve what Fill-
more might call converse assertion and presuppositions, just like English
accuse and criticize . Like bachelor
,
dooS can display a considerable amount
of shift in terms of assertions and presuppositions. Thus, (36) asserts
responsibility and presupposes a bad action whereas (37) asserts that it is bad
but presupposes responsibility:
(36) weh meeraa dooS nah*!! hai
' It isn't my fault.
'
(37) us kaa dooS hai ki jhuuTH booltaa hai
'It is a fault of his that he tells lies.'
To the extent that Hindi verbs of judging are VP's rather than conjunct
verbs, we might try to pin down the semantic features of the entire verb
by looking at its parts. There are a very small number of verbalizers, and
it is not clear how they alone could contribute to the meanings of the entire
verb of which they are a part. As independent verbs, they have meanings like
the following: karnaa 'do, make', deenaa 'give', leenaa 'take', lagaanaaa
'attach', THaharaanaa 'conclude', etc. The difference between nindaa karnaa
'criticize' and its "opposite" taariif karnaa 'praise' must lie with the
semantics of the noun rather than the verbalizer, since in both cases it
is karnaa. It is difficult to see how the features of the English verbs
criticize and praise could be specified by the one verb karnaa 'do'. Rather,
the burden of meaning of the Hindi verbs of judging must lie with the nouns,
with the verbalizers adding the necessary information about direction of
the action and various other (ill-defined^ features. But if, as Langendoen has
claimed, nouns are unreliable in terms of presuppositions, how are we to
account for the high degree of agreement between the two sets of verbs,
Hindi and English?
To begin with, the assignment of features to individual lexemes is far
from being a clearcut task. Langendoen notes that nouns are often definable
in terms of propositions, i.e., as "an x that S", where x is a noun of more
general meaning and "that S" is a restrictive relative clause. We might
regard a given noun as belonging somewhere within a wide semantic field,
with specifics "filled in" by the context.
Verbs of judging will be used in any event to pass judgments on
individuals or things. It is certainly not surprising that two languages,
in this case Hindi and English, allow for judgments which involve differing
states of knowledge of the facts. If the person making the assertion is
totally unaware of the guilt or innocence of the "defendant", criticism is
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simply not possible. If we know that someone has done something (and we
know that the hearer knows this as well), then any judgment will automatical-
ly have to take this into account and assume these facts as given. It is this
implicit knowledge which Fillmore and others term "presuppositions". It is
certainly not surprising that both Hindi and English contain lexemes which
allow the user to proceed from this state of knowledge and add on additional
information in an explicit manner (=assertions) . It is questionable,
however, whether one would want the lexicon to specify the inferences to
be attached to each lexeme. The fact that two very different lexical systems
as those of Hindi and English produce identical results in terms of such
inferences is probably an indication that those inferences do not have
their origin in the lexicon. If such inferences were the result of the con-
text and the operation of Gricean principles, however, then we would expect them
to work interlinguistically.
NOTES
*I would like to thank Professors Yamuna Kachru and Rajeshwari
Pandharipande for their help in providing the Hindi data as well as
comments and criticisms on drafts of this paper. I would also like to
thank Professor Alice Davison for her guidance on content and form.
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A LINGUISTICS COURSE ON
INTERNATIONAL COM>IUNICATION AND CONSTRUCTED LANGUAGES*
Bruce Arne Sherwood and Chin-Chuan Cheng
A new linguistics course titled "International
Communication and Constructed Languages" deals with the ways
in which international communication takes place and with
languages constructed for this purpose. The course
attracted many non-linguistics students. Half of the class
periods dealt with general aspects of international
communication, including the uses of Latin, French, and
English, language policies and practices in international
conferences and organizations, the uses of pidgins, the
history and typology of constructed languages, and the
nature of the Esperanto speech community and literature. In
the other class periods Esperanto was taught in enough
detail to give the students a solid understanding of the
nature of a constructed language. Textbooks and exams are
described. An extensive annotated bibiliography is given
for relevant materials held by the library of the University
of Illinois at Urb ana-Champaign.
1. Introduction
During the spring 1979 semester at the University of Illinois (Urbana-
Champaign) , we taught a linguistics course titled "International
Communication and Constructed Languages", open both to undergraduates and
to graduate students. One of us (BAS) repeated the course in spring 1980
while the other (CCC) was away on leave. When communication between people
with differing first languages is treated in linguistics courses, it is
usually limited to bilingual contact situations, including pidgins. This
new course, however, emphasized global aspects of communication.
Historical and present mechanisms of international communication were
discussed, including the international use of national and of constructed
languages. Because it is representative of the many languages which have
been constructed for use as in ter languages , and because it has a sizable
literature and number of speakers, Esperanto was studied in some detail.
In focusing on the language problem in international relations, this course
may fairly be said to represent a response to the same re-evaluation of
American language policy that prompted the establishment of the President's
Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies (PCFLIS 1979).
It was hoped that this course would appeal to a broad range of
students, and this goal was largely met. Of the 17 credit students in
1979, 7 were linguistics majors, 7 were in engineering or computer science,
two were in general liberal arts, and one was in classics. There were II
undergraduates and 6 graduate students. There were also a half-dozen
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auditors who came more or less regularly, including a couple of language
professors. In 1980 there were 13 credit students, of whom three were In
linguistics, four in engineering, science, or computer science, two in
languages, two in library science, one in communications, and one in
general liberal arts. There were 8 graduate and 5 undergraduate students.
There were three more-or-less regular auditors, including one professor.
2. Course structure and textbooks
The course met for 80 minutes twice a week. Usually one session was
devoted to general aspects of international communication and the other to
learning Esperanto. There is no one textbook which adequately treats the
topic of international communication, so we gave the students an annotated
bibliography of University of Illinois library holdings in the areas of
international communication and constructed languages, plus a reading list
of particularly important titles. Both are given in the appendices. In
1980 we required One Language for the World (Pel 1968), which is a helpful
overview of the language problem, and this was a useful addition to the
course.
For the Esperanto portion of the course we required the textbook
Teach Yourself Esperanto (Cresswell and Hartley 1968) and the companion
bilingual Esperanto-English dictionary (Wells 1969), both in the "Teach-
Yourself" series.
3. General topics
We present below a list of the lectures given on various aspects of
international communication. We were extremely fortunate to have
knowledgeable guest lecturers for some of the topics, as noted in the
listing (unless otherwise stated, the speakers were from our campus, and if
no one is mentioned, one of us gave the lecture). The topics were chosen
in an attempt to cover many different aspects of the nature of
international communication, the problems that arise, and the various kinds
of solutions actually used or proposed for treating these problems.
Because the course had no formal prerequisites and the students had diverse
backgrounds, an attempt was made to avoid highly technical terminology.
Organizational meeting; structure of the course.
Overview of the language problem.
Statement of the problem; ancient, national, and
constructed languages as Interlanguages.
Introduction to constructed languages; overview of Esperanto.
Specific attention to the agglutinative character of
Esperanto, in comparison with other constructed and
national languages.
Greek, Latin, and French as interlanguages (Henry Kahane)
.
Greek in Rome; Latin and French in the Middle Ages and
Renaissance; French in modern Europe.
English as interlanguage (Braj Kachru)
.
Present role and future prospects, both in the developed
and in the developing countries.
Special forms of English.
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Basic, Special, Controlled, and pidgin Englishes.
History and classification of constructed languages.
Philosophical, a priori, and a posteriori; schematic and
naturalistic
.
Language practices at international conferences.
Simultaneous and consecutive interpretation; choice of
languages; formal vs. informal situations; problems of
inequality in conversations between first- and second-
language speakers of an internationally-used language.
Language policies in intrnational organizations.
Selection, status, and translation of official languages
at the United Nations and in the European Economic
Community (assisted by Paul Gaeng); policies of
national governments in relation to languages used in
international organizations.
The Esperanto speech community (Richard Wood, Southeast
Missouri State University).
A non-ethnic, non-territorial speech community; the
Esperanto movement and types of users; status of native
speakers of Esperanto.
Esperanto translations of poetry (Pierre Ullman, University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
.
Esperanto poetry; included detailed comparison of the
Esperanto translation of a Garcia Lorca poem with
translations into English, French, and German.
Esperanto literature (Margaret Hagler, Lincoln Land
Community College, Springfield)
.
History and examples of original and translated poetry and
prose.
Computational processing of Esperanto.
Speech synthesis and machine translation, including use
as an intermediate language in machine translation.
Phonetic universals (Chin-Wu Kim)
.
Optimal sound systems for constructed languages, in
terms of choosing those sounds and clusters common to
many languages.
The constructed language Loglan.
An example of a language constructed for a purpose other
than international communication.
In the 1980 offering Wood was unable to guest lecture, but the visiting
sociolinguist Peter Trudgill gave a talk on the nature of pidgins.
4. Esperanto
By giving the students a solid grounding in Esperanto, we were able to
go rather deeply into the nature of the trade-offs and compromises involved
in constructing a language. We also were able to discuss other constructed
languages on a comparative basis.
We normally covered one chapter of Teach Yourself Esperanto in a
class period (of 80 minutes). We covered the first 13 chapters in detail
and merely summarized the last three chapters in order to free up time at
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the end of the course to read a short story together: "La Tradukmasino"
(Konisi 1976). For written homework, the students wrote Esperanto
translations of the English sentences in the supplementary exercises for
Teach Yourself Esperanto made up by Pierre Uilman and available from the
American Association of Teachers of Esperanto. These exercises are
more challenging than those in the textbook. In the 1980 offering these
exercises were dropped, partly due to a judgement that the exercises were
more work than was warranted in this course, and partly because there
became available new computer-based reading exercises.
As advocated in the Columbia University study of Esperanto teaching in
high schools and colleges, led by Edward Thomdike (Columbia University
1933), we started with an overview of the complete structure of Esperanto,
so that the students had a framework within which to orient their studies.
It would be impossible to describe the structure of German or Russian in an
introductory lecture, but this technique Is highly suitable for Esperanto.
This made it possible to work through a couple of jokes in Esperanto during
each class period (taken from Helm 1965). In this way the students
reviewed the full language each week. The success of this procedure may be
gauged from the following incident. The textbook introduces the infinitive
very late, and this feature had not been formally discussed before the mid-
term exam. An English sentence ("Whom did you want to see?") to be
translated into Esperanto on the exam unintentionally involved an
infinitive, yet all the students handled this feature correctly, and no
student even noticed the "unfairness"!
It is also noteworthy that by the end of the semester, with only 80
minutes of class instruction per week, the students were able to enjoy
translating a short story together. The Columbia study claimed that one
year of college Esperanto is roughly equivalent to four years of college
study of a national language. Applying this factor of four to our half-
semester of Esperanto, we should perhaps have expected a proficiency level
equivalent to one year of a national language, vrtiich is approximately what
we found, at least for the written language. We did not have adequate time
for much practice in speaking, but the students did read well orally, with
good pronunciation.
Computer-based tutoring on the PLATO system was available to
supplement the first five basic chapters of the textbook, thanks to a fine
set of interactive materials written by Judith Sherwood (1980). These
materials reviewed the grammar and vocabulary presented in the textbook and
gave the students practice in translating words and sentences. The
students were encouraged to work through the PLATO materials before class
discussion of the chapter, and this preparation made the class discussions
more valuable, since the students had already had considerable practice
with the topic. In addition to writing full treatments of the first five
chapters, Judith Sherwood also prepared computer-based vocabulary drills
for the remaining textbook chapters. An unusual feature of some of the
PLATO materials was the instructional use of speech synthesized from
Esperanto text (Bruce Sherwood 1980).
5. Examinations and course evaluation
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Some additional Insight into the nature of the course can be gained by
giving examples of exam questions. On the mid-term and final exams
students were asked essay questions such as "Comment on the major
advantages and major disadvantages of the use of English in international
communication"; "Describe the major types of constructed Ictnguages and name
at least one example of each type"; "Describe the nature of language
problems in international conferences and the kind of translation services
used"; and "Discuss the compatibility of Esperanto with various aspects of
handling languages computer systems". The students were asked to answer
any four of six essay questions, and giving them a choice compensated a
little for their differing backgrounds. The exams also contained English
and Esperanto sentences to be translated. On the final exam the Esperanto
sentences took the form of a reading passage from the textbook.
Anonymous student questionnaires confirmed the rather broad appeal of
this course. Students were asked to comment on the usefulness of the
course and whether it should continue to be offered, and all students
responded positively. Half the students specifically mentioned the value
of the guest lectures, which is perhaps a reflection of the fact that the
course involved an unusually wide range of disciplines and expertise. TVo-
thirds of the students asked for more time to be spent in class on
Esperanto, especially on conversation practice, though many of these same
students also stated that they realized the difficulty of going more deeply
into the language in the context of this one-semester course, of which
Esperanto study was only a part. On a scale of very poor (1) to excellent
(6), the course content received a grade of 5.5, and the course in general
(that is, content plus format) received a grade of 5.4.
6. Exportability
Several attractive aspects of the course owed their existence to
unusual local and regional circumstances, including stimulating guest
lecturers knowledgeable in highly specialized subjects, the availability of
the PLATO computer-based education system and its Esperanto lessons,
unusually good university library holdings, and the enthusiasm of a core of
students in the Campus Esperanto Society. Obviously this particular
combination of circumstaces is not easily exportable or replicable.
Nevertheless it should be possible to adapt our experiences to create
courses on international communication in other settings. The effort seems
worthwhile, because the topic is interesting to a broad range of students
and is highly relevant to many concerns of theoretical and applied
linguistics, particularly in the area of language planning, and should also
be of significant interest to sociologists and to students of
communications
.
7. Useful addresses
In 1979 the local bookstores encountered delays, so we obtained the
Esperanto textbooks from the Esperanto League for North America, Box 1129,
El Cerrito, California 94530, which is a convenient source for Esperanto
books, periodicals, records, and tapes. In 1980, however, the book stores
obtained these textbooks on time. The American Association of Teachers of
Esperanto (1010 Crestwood PI., Santa Barbara Calif. 93105) publishes a
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quarterly newsletter on the teaching of Esperanto. The Esperanto Studies
Association of America (749 East Beaumont Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
53217) is a new organization open to scholars working in the field of
Esperanto studies.
8. Bibliography and reading list
We append ein annotated bibliography in the form of a listing of
University of Illinois library holdings in the areas of international
communication and of constructed languages, prepared with the aid of the
Tonkin rese£irch bibliography described in it. Another major American
collection is the George Alan Connor Esperanto Collection at the University
of Oregon Library (Eugene, Oregon 97403), for which a catalog is available
from the Library for five dollars. We also append a student reading list
made up of items in the main bibliography plus some additional materials
referring to specific lecture topics.
NOTES
*We gratefully thank Paul Gaeng , Margaret Hagler , Braj Kachru, Henry
Kahane, Chin-Wu Kim, Peter Trudgill, Pierre Oilman, and Richard Wood for
their generous help in this course. We are greatly indebted to Judith
Sherwood for the enormous amount of care she lavished on her computer-based
tutoring materials.
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Appendix II
University of Illinois Library Materials on
International Communication and Constructed Languages
The University of Illinois main library has significant holdings
dealing with international communication and constructed languages. In
addition to the general materials listed here, the stacks (location 408.9)
contain many novels and other literary works in Esperanto, both original
and translated. There are also many textbooks and dictionaries for other
constructed languages, though not literary works (most constructed
languages have no literature at all, and the few that do have very little,
with the exception of Esperanto). The stacks also contain many Esperanto
periodicals, including a valuable collection of the pre-war Hungarian
Literatura Hondo . Unfortunately the library literary collection is very
dated, with most materials being pre-war, so that little hint is seen of
the richness of current book and periodical publishing in Esperanto.
An indispensable aid for compiling the following list was Humphrey
Tonkin's Esperanto and International Language Problems: A Research
Bibliography (1977; Esperantic Studies Foundation, Inc., Washington, D.
C; 016.4089/T61e) .
General Materials
(Branch library is specified if not in main stacks)
Alessandro Bausani, Le Lingue Inventate (1974; 408.9/B3291) . By an
Esperanto-speaking Italian linguist. Unusual treatment of all kinds of
linguistic invention, in natural as well as in constructed languages,
including the linguistic inventions of children. A German translation was
published earlier than the Italian original: Geheim- und
Universalsprachen: Entwicklung und Typologie (1970; 408.9/ B3291Gg).
Detlev Blanke, Zur wissenschaf tlichen BeschSf tigung mit Plansprachen I &
II, Zeitschrift fOr Phonetik, Sprachwissenschaft und
Kommunikationsforschung, vol. 30, p. 122-33 and 389-98 (1977; 414.05/ZE).
An overview of constructed languages, with emphasis on linguistic
treatments of the subject. The articles are especially rich in references
to works in German and Russian.
F. Brittain, Latin in Church: the History of its Pronunciation (1955;
479/B771). Contains some information on the use of Latin as an
interlanguage in the Middle Ages and during the Renaissance, with reference
to differing national forms of pronunciation.
J. C. Brown, Loglan: A Logical Language (1966; 408.9/B811). An aprlori
language designed for use in attempting to test the Whorf hypothesis (that
language constrains thought). It emphasizes logical relationships. It is
the best-known of the recent apriori languages and one which has been more
fully worked out in its details than most projects.
Pierre Burney, Les Langues Internationales (1962; 408.9/B931). In the "Que
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sals-je?" series. Discusses historic international roles of national
languages as well as discussing constructed languages. There is a heavy
emphasis on the role of French, and there are factual errors in the
description of Esperanto.
L. J. Calvet, Linguist ique et Colonialisme: petit traitfe de glottophagie
(1974; 401/C131). An attack on linguistic colonialism, with emphasis on
the role of Parisian French in relation to the other languages of France
(Occitan, Breton, etc.) and to the languages of former French colonies in
Africa.
L. Couturat and L. Lean, Histoire de la Langue Universelle (1907;
408.9/C83h). A major history of constructed languages from Descartes
onwards
.
H. S. Eaton, The Educational Value of an Artificial Language, Modern
Language Journal, vol. 12, no. 2, p. 87-94 (1927; 405/MOJ; Modern Languages
Library)
. Discusses the use of Esperanto as preparation for foreign
language study.
Eco-Logos, formerly International Language Reporter (408.905/INL) . This
newsletter frequently contains articles dealing with constructed languages.
For example, see articles by W. A. V. van Themaat : "International
languages and literature" (1974, no. 4); "Relative merits of Esperanto and
Interlingua" (1975, no. 4); and "Productive word-formation in four natural
and two constructed languages" (1977, no. 4). The last article shows that
Esperanto uses derived words twice as often as does German, four times as
often as English, 6-10 times as often as Interlingua, and 20-30 times as
often as French. Reference is made to a thesis by Detlev Blanke,
"Plansprache und Nationalsprache" (Berlin 1975) for comparisons of word-
formation in German and Esperanto. Another interesting article is by B.
Golden, "Political factors in the international language movement" (1977,
no. 4), which traces the political history of Esperanto.
Esperanto (408. 905/Espe) . Current and back issues of the monthly review
published by the Universal Esperanto Association, Rotterdam.
Esperanto as an International Auxiliary Language (1922; 341 . l/L471Se)
.
Report of the General Secretariat of the League of Nations, adopted by the
Third Assembly. The report documents the status of Esperanto at the time
and summarizes the advantages of encouraging general use of the language.
There are interesting appendices detailing experiments made by the Paris
Chamber of Commerce and in British schools.
A. Fisher, ttodern Languages by Way of Esperanto, Modern Languages, vol. 20,
no. 2 (1920-21; 405/MOL). Discusses trial use of Esperanto for foreign-
language preparation in a British school.
S. Gaselee, The Language of Diplomacy (1939; 341.7/G211). The third
chapter describes standard language practices in diplomacy, with emphasis
on the roles of French and English.
A. Gode and H. E. Blair, Interlingua: a greunmar of the international
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language (1955; 408.9/G5Ai; Modern Languages Library). A description of
one of the best-known "naturalistic" constructed languages, produced by
the International Auxiliary Language Association of the United States.
Thomas Goodman, Esperanto: Threat or Ally?, Foreign Language Annals, April
1978, p. 201-202 (407.05/FO, Modern Languages Library). Discusses the
possible benefits to foreign language teaching which Esperanto instruction
may bring, and describes briefly the present program in Maryland schools.
A. L. Gu^rard, A Short History of the International Language Movement
(1922; 408.9/G93s). A history of the early period.
C. W. Hayes, J. Ornstein, and W. W. Gage, ABC's of Languages and
Linguistics (1977; 410/0r6a; Modern Languages Library). Chapter 10
discusses constructed languages.
A. A. Hill, Esperanto aH Dubanto, Texas Quarterly, vol. 3, p. 143-149
(1960; 051 /TEX). Expresses doubts about the possible role of a constructed
language.
M. I. Isaev (ed.), Problemy Interlingvistiki (1976; 408.908/P94) . A
collection of papers by linguists of the Soviet Academy of Sciences,
including dicussions of the history and typology of constructed languages*
Much of the book deals with Esperanto.
F. Lo Jacomo, Le Prfedicat Adjectif en Esperanto, Linguistique vol. 13, no.
2, p. 99-108 (1977; 405/LINGU; Modern Languages Library). Uses a
comparison of Esperanto participles with adjectives to explore the
relationship between Esperanto words and morphemes.
Pierre Janton, L'Espferanto (1973; 408.92/J26e) . In the "Que sais-je?"
series. A popular treatment of Esperanto, including a discussion of its
literature. There is a brief history of constructed languages. Janton is
a French linguist who has done research on the structure of Esperanto.
0. Jespersen, An International Language (1928; 408.9/J49i). The first part
of the book (reprinted in his Selected Writings) deals with the need for a
constructed interlanguage and with history. The second part describes
Jespersen' s proposed "Novial". Jespersen is perhaps the only major
professional linguist who has produced a constructed language, and his
studies are therefore unusually valuable.
0. Jespersen, Selected Writings (1962; 408/J494/196-) . Contains several of
Jespersen's articles on constructed languages, including an essay titled
"Nature and Art in Languages", in which he points out the many artificial
elements of national languages and the many naturalistic elements of
constructed languages.
R. G. Kent, Latin as the International Auxiliary Language (1926; 470/K411).
Discusses the need for an auxiliary lanuage, whether national,
constructed, or ancient, and gives arguments for Latin as being preferable
to national languages or Esperanto.
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Language Learning, Summary of a Report to the International Auxiliary
Language Association (1933; 408.9/C721). This summarizes a multi-year
study by the Division of Psychology of the Institute of Educational
Research of Teachers College, Columbia University. The study was led by
the noted educator and psychologist Edward Thorndike. High school
students, college students, and adults were taught Esperanto. Control
groups were used to make comparisons of the ease of learning a constructed
language compared with national languages, and attempts were also made to
measure the impact of Esperanto learning on the later study of English and
foreign languages. A key result was that the level attained in four years
of college study of a national language should be reached in Esperanto in
less than a year. The authors make interesting suggestions on how best to
teach Esperanto, pointing out that its regulsirity makes possible fruitful
approaches that would be quite unsuitable in the teaching of national
languages.
N. A. McQuown, A Comparative Study of Esperanto from the Standpoint of
Modern German (1936; 408.9/M24c). This University of Illinois master's
thesis compares vocabulary, word formation, and grammar of the two
languages. One of the conclusions is that only about 4% of the Esperanto
vocabulary is of German origin, yet that about 78% of the vocabulary is
recognized by an educated German (due to borrowing from Latin and Romance
languages). A number of strong similarities in word formation and grammar
indicates significant German influence on the structure of Esperanto. For
additional comparisons, see the summary of recent results in the article by
van Themaat (see Eco-logos)
.
N. A. McQuown, a review of Henry Jacob's "A Planned Auxiliary Language",
Language, vol 26, p. 175-185 (1950; 405/Lan) , reprint in D. Hymes , Language
in Culture and Society (1964; 401/H991), which includes a useful
bibliography. A good brief overview of the major constructed languages.
McQuown' s article on "International Languages" in the 1974 Encyclopedia
Britannica is a similar treatment of the topic.
Paul Mitrovich, An Essay on Interlinguistics (1954; 408. 9/M69pE) . The
author's stated aim is to stimulate study of a synthesis of the best
features of the main constructed languages. Unfortunately, the essay
degenerates into a mere catalog of possible word forms.
C. K. Ogden, Basic English versus the Artificial Languages (1935;
428. 25/Og2be) . Contains an interesting criticism of Esperanto by a former
Esperantist, Paul D. Hugon. Hugon's criticisms are oriented toward the
difficulties English speakers have with Esperanto. There are also brief
critiques of Occidental and of Novial.
J. Ornstein, Passport from Babel, Texas Quarterly, vol. 3, p. 150-155
(1960; 051/TEX). Brief review of the history and status of constructed
languages
.
Mario Pel, One Language for the World (1958; 408.9/P350). An overview of
the language problem, with discussion of the various candidates for
auxiliary use, including national as well as constructed languages. There
is an extensive bibliography. In this book Pel shows no particular
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preference for one solution over another, but in later articles he came to
favor Esperanto strongly. An excellent pro-Esperanto pamphlet by Pel is
"Wanted: A World Language" (1969; A08.9/P35w; Modern Languages Library).
E. Sapir, L. Bloomfield, F. Boas, J. L. Gerig, G. P. Krapp, Memorandum on
the Problem of an International Auxiliary Language, in Romanic Review 16 ,
244-256 (1925; 840.5/RO; Modern Languages Library). A discussion by noted
linguists of the desirable characteristics of an auxiliary language, with
suggestions for specific experiments to test their ideas. They stress the
advantages of an analytical structure similar to that of Chinese.
E. Svadost, Kak Vozniknet Sveobshii Yazik? (How will a universal language
arise?) (1968; 408.9/Svlk). Much of the book deals with constructed
languages. There is an extensive bibliography. The basic thesis of the
author is that a world language is inevitable under world communism, and
that this inevitable development should be guided by means of careful
planning by Soviet linguists.
H. N. Shenton, Cosmopolitan Conversation: The Language Problems of
International Conferences (1933; 341.1/Sh4c). A comprehensive picture of
language practices in international conferences in the 1920's. Chapters
8, 11, and 12 are especially pertinent. Despite the title, the problems of
informal conversation at conferences are not discussed: the focus is
rather on problems associated with formal speeches and publications. There
is a great deal of information on the use of Esperanto in conferences of
the period.
H. N. Shenton, E. Sapir, and 0. Jespersen, International Communication: A
Symposium on the Language Problem. (1931; 408.9/In8). The sociologist
Shenton contributes what is essentially a summary of his book. Cosmopolitan
Conversation. The well-known linguist Sapir in an essay, The Function of
an International Auxiliary Language, explains why a constructed
interlanguage is both feasible and necessary. Jespersen' s essay,
Interlinguistics, describes the cooperative efforts of linguists and
interlinguists to bring together the various auxiliary language projects.
Sapir 's essay was reprinted in his Culture, Language, and Personality
(1949; 408/Sa6c; Undergrad Library), and Jespersen' s was reprinted in his
Selected Writings (1962; 408/J494/196-)
.
S. F. Starr, English Dethroned, Change Magazine, May 1978, p. 26-31
(378.05/CHA; Education Library). Shows evidence for a decline in the
status of English, and makes a plea for increased study of foreign
languages by Americans.
M. A. Tamers, The Language Gap: Must We All Speak English? (Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientists, March 1971, p. 38; 341.05/ BU vol. 27; Physics
Library) . Points out the inequity of the partial monopoly of English in
international science, and characterizes as a kind of "brain-drain" the
attraction of large numbers of university students to the United States
from other countries to learn English. He calls for a multi-lingual policy
and rejects Esperanto (which he claims is unfairly too easy for Romance-
language speakers)
.
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R. G. White, Toward the Construction of a Lingua Humana, Current
Anthropology, vol. 13, p. 113-123 (1972; 572.05/CUR; Education Library).
Proposes using a small number of sounds, as in several Polynesian
languages. Includes a general discussion of the problem of an auxiliary
language. White's article is followed by several responses from other
writers.
L. Zamenhof's original brochure in English translation (408.9/Z14iEp) . The
first version of this introduction to Esperanto was in Russian (1887).
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Psychological studies of bilingualism have almost exclu-
sively focused on the so-called "linguistic independence" of the
bilingual—i.e., his ability to keep the two languages separate.
However, recent linguistic studies have shown that the use of
both languages in the same discourse and, in fact, within a
single sentence is quite common. Moreover, such Code Mixing (CM)
has been shown to be an effective, versatile communicative stra-
tegy, subject to a number of interlingual syntactic constraints.
In this paper, we discuss some of these constraints and suggest
a refinement. We then show that these constraints have inter-
esting implications for a psychological model of bilingual infor-
mation processing—in particular, for current issues such as the
single versus separate storage hypotheses and the language
"switch" model, models of sentence production, the psychological
reality of syntactic constituents, bilingualism and processing
difficulty, and the relationship between language units and
"thought units."
1. Introduction
Uriel Weinreich's characterization of the ideal bilingual as an indi-
vidual "who switches from one language to the other according to appropri-
ate changes in the speech situation (interlocutors, topic, etc.), but not
in an unchanged speech situation, and certainly not within a single sen-
tence" (1963:73, emphasis added) seems to have had an enormous impact on
the direction of research in linguistics and, especially, in psychology
over the last two decades. ^ While linguists have concentrated on the situ-
ational determinants of code-switching, psychologists have focussed on bi-
lingual's remarkable ability to keep his language systems separate. In the
process, the phenomenon of switching between languages "in an unchanged
speech situation" and "within a single sentence" has gone neglected, being
considered either a sign of incomplete learning or a pathological condition
caused by an impairment of the "language switch" (cf. Penfield and Roberts,
1959) alleged to be located in the area of the Sylvian fissure.
^
However, recent studies (Clyne 1967, Lance 1970, Gumperz and Hernandez-
Chavez 1972, Pfaff 1975, 1976, 1979, Timm 1975, Kachru 1978, Llpski 1978,
Poplack 1978, Srldhar 1978, Vaid 1980, and others) have shown that intra-
sentential switching of languages (Code Mixing or CM here-after) is ex-
tremely common among bilinguals. In fact, under certain circumstances
(e.g., when all the participants in a speech situation share a bilingual
background) CM may be the norm rather than the exception. The studies just
cited also show that CM is not random but rule-governed and that it is used
to achieve a variety of communicative goals, such as conveying emphasis,
verisimilitude, role playing, technical and sociocultural authenticity, and
so forth.
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The significance of CM for linguistic and psychological research is
obvious. CM raises a host of intriguing questions concerning, e.g., the
rules for permissible mixes, the nature of grammatical relationship between
the elements of the two languages within the sentence, the interaction of
the two rule systems at various stages of sentence production, the impli-
cations of CM for the "single" vs. "separate" store hypotheses, for the
hypothesized "language switch", for processing difficulty, the status of
mixed segments as "thought units", and so forth.
Our aims in this programmatic paper are (1) to present an overview of
recent research on the linguistic characteristics of intra-sentential CM;
and (2) to explore its implications for a psycholinguistic model of bilin-
gual processing. The linguistic description in the first part sets forth
what may be called minimal adequacy conditions that must be met by a
psychological theory. Excepting a few pioneering studies such as Kolers
1966a, and Macnamara and Kushnir 1971, the psycholinguistics of CM is a
virgin field, but rich in promise. Hence, any discussion of the issues at
this stage in research must necessarily be discursive, indeed, largely
speculative, rather than experimental. We do believe, however, that asking
the right type of questions may at least constitute a beginning.
2. Definitions
Code mixing refers to the transference of linguistic units (words,
phrases, clauses, etc.) from one language into another within the same
speech situation and within single sentences. It is to be distinguished
from the better known term, code switching, in two respects: (1) each
instance of language alternation in CM is not accompanied by a shift in the
speech situation (unlike in the "Ideal" situation described in the quota-
tion from Weinreich, above) ; and (2) the language alternations take place
intra-sententially. CM is also different from borrowing in many ways:
(1) the mixed elements do not fill "lexical gaps" in the host language;
(2) the mixed elements are often sequences longer than single words;
(3) the mixed elements are not restricted to a more or less limited set
accepted by the speech community of the host language—on the contrary, the
entire second language system is at the disposal of the code mixer; (4) the
mixed elements are not necessarily assimilated into the host language by
regular phonological and morphological processes; and finally, as Pfaff
(1979:295) rightly observes, (5) the two terms make totally different
claims about the competence of the Individual speaker: borrowing can occur
in monolingual speech, while code mixing is necessarily a product of bi-
lingual competence.
A further set of terms crucial to any discussion of code-mixing may be
proposed. These refer to the primary language of the discourse (referred
to as the host language hereafter) and the source language of the mixed
elements (the guest language). As Wentz (1977) shows, despite extensive
mixing of elements from another language, speakers and listeners usually
agree on which language is being spoken in a given sentence or discourse.
3. Categories of Elements Mixed
Consider the following examples. (The examples cited, except where
indicated, come from the present authors' observations of Kannada-English
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bilingual speech in informal conversations.)
(1) nam tande airport -ge hogiddire.
(My father has gone to the airport.)
(2) avaru committee chairman igodu nanage ista ilia.
(I don't like his becoming the committee chairtaan.)
(3) And from there I went to live pa mucho sitios . (. . . in a
lot of places) (Poplack 1979)
(4) El hombre who saw the accident es Cubano.
(The man. ~. .is Cuban) (Gingras 1974)
(5) The type of work he did cuando trabajaba (when he worked)
he. . .what. . .that I remember era regador (he was an irri-
gator) at that time. (Gumperz and Hernandez-Chavez 1972)
(6) Fui a cash su cheque. (I went to cash his check) (Pfaff
1975)
(7) No van a bring it up in the meeting .
(They're not going to. . .) (Pfaff 1975)
(8) avaru hige madiyiru anta I had no idea .
(That he would do this, .~~. 75
Although elements from practically every syntactic category (including
purely grammatical morphemes such as determiners) occur in code mixed sen-
tences, it has been found that certain types of elements are more likely to
be mixed than others. In general, except for single words especially nouns,
the higher the constituency of the element, the more likely it is to be
mixed: thus, conjoined sentences, main clauses, subordinate clauses in-
cluding relative clauses, major constituents such as noun phrases, verb
phrases, and prepositional phrases are among the most frequently mixed ele-
ments. Among single words, nouns outrank all others in frequency of mixing,
followed by adjectives, adverbs, and verbs. Grammatical items such as
articles, quantifiers, auxiliaries, prepositions, and clitics are least
likely to be mixed by themselves. These generalizations were confirmed in
a recent study of the recorded speech of Puerto Ricans in New York City by
Shana Poplack, who found the distribution of code mixed elements as shown
in Table 1.
4. Probability vs. Grammaticality of CM
The observation that certain types of syntactic elements or constitu-
ents are more likely to occur in mixed sentences than others is only an
initial indication of the possibility that CM is not a random but a pat-
terned phenomenon. More direct evidence pointing to the existence of a
"grammar of code mixing" comes from a variety of studies, based on bilin-
gual speakers' (1) judgements of the grammaticality/acceptability of vari-
ous types of mixed sentences (Lance 1970, Gingras 1974, Timm 1975, Wentz
1977); (2) normalizations or regularizations of mixed sentences in repeti-
tion tasks (Wentz 1977); and (3) self-corrections in spontaneous speech
(Timm 1975)
.
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Table 1: Intra-sententlal (Spanish to English) code-mixing by
syntactic category (Based on Poplack 1979:45)
Syntactic Category of No. of
Mixed Elements Mixes
% of
Total
Mixes
Clauses 58 12
Noun Phrases 103 22
Phrases (Prep., Adj., Adv., & Infin.) 39 8
Verb Phrases 13 3
Single Nouns 141 30
Single Adjectives 49 11
Single Adverbs 33 7
Single Verbs 13 3
Conjunctions (subordinate, coordinate,
relative pronouns) 16 3
Auxiliary, preposition, determiner
Total 465
For example, Gingras (1974) found that members of a bilingual commun-
ity display an impressive degree of agreement on the judgements of accept-
ability of code mixed sentences. The following is a sample of sentences
judged acceptable by nearly all of his 38 Chicano informants (the exact
percentage of acceptance is given in parentheses)
.
(9) The man que vino ayer (who came yesterday) Wcints to buy
un carro nuevo (a new car) . (92%)
(10) The hombre viejo (old man) is mad. (90%)
(11) El old man esta enojade. (The old man is mad.) (94%)
(12) El hombre who saw the accident es Cubano. (The man. . .
is Cuban.) (100%)
The informants were equally consistent in rejecting the following sen-
tences as ill-formed.
(13) El hombre old esta enojado. (The old man is mad.) (0%)
(14) El man old esta enojado. (ibid) (5%)
(15) El man viejo esta enojado. (ibid) (5%)
(16) El man que came ayer wants John comprar a car nuevo. (The
man who came yesterday wants John to buy a new car.) (0%)
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The above set of examples shows that we must look beyond probability
in explaining the acceptability status of code mixed sentences. Besides
the as yet little studied "stylistic" and "social meaning" variables, per-
haps the most important determinant of acceptability in CM is the strucural
compatibility of the host and guest language items. We shall take a closer
look at this next.
5. Integration of Guest Elements in Host Stiructures
It might appear at first sight that mixing of single elements such as
nouns, verbs, and adjectives is a psycholinguistically simple process.
Thus, in the Kannada sentence,
(17) Ramu office-ge hogidine.
Ramu office-to gone-has
Ramu has gone to office.
it may be supposed that office is substituted for the Kannada word, kacheri.
If this is correct, then mixing of single elements from another language is
not different, in principle, from the process involved in the choice be-
tween synonyms in the same language, e.g., between carcinogenic and cancer-
causing (cf. Paradis 1977). Even single elements, however. Involve much
more complex processes of integration than this. Certain lexical items
simply cannot be mixed because of restrictions in the host language. A
case in point is the impossibility of using no one in a sentence in Tamil
—
or any Dravidian language—because of the absence of the rule attaching the
negative to the quantifier in the host language (Annamalai 1971). Thus,
while the Tamil sentence (18) is grammatical, (19) is not:
(18) meeting-kku yaarum varale.
*Anyone didn't come to the meeting.
(19) *meeting-kku no one vandaanga.
No one came to the meeting.
Thus the semantic composition necessary for lexical mapping may itself be
unavailable.
Even in cases of perfect lexical congruence between the guest item and
its host language counterpart (e.g., blanca and white in Spanish and
English), the language-specific constraints on the surface structure place-
ment of the items may bring about structural conflicts. A well-known case
in point is the placement of Spanish and English adjectives in mixed sen-
tences (Pfaff 1979). Adjectives normally precede the noun in English ex"
cept in certain specific structures (e.g., when preceded by an adverb) and
follow the noun in Spanish when they are members of a closed set (e.g.,
possessives, ordinals, and other limiting adjectives). It is interesting
to note that when adjectives occur in code mixed sentences, they obey both
these constraints. Thus, Spanish adjectives occur preposed in English sen-
tences if they are members of the closed set:
(20) mi grandma (my grandmother)
(21) el siguiente play (the following play)
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And English adjectives occur pos t-nominally in Spanish if they are preceded
by adverbs:
(22) Me lleve chile ya roasted y peeled . . ,para hacerlo alia.
(I picked up the chile already roasted and peeled for
making it there.)
(23) ese color como muy dark maroon (that color like very
dark maroon)
.
What this constraint implies, in "process" terms, is that the speaker
monitors the surface structure of the host sentence to ensure its compati-
bility with the structural constraints inherent to the guest item. In
other words, not only the lexicons but the entire rule systems of both
languages must be simultaneously active in the production of mixed sen-
tences .
Linguists describing code mixed language types have proposed a variety
of such substantive constraints to account for the occurrence and non-
occurrence of certain types of mixes (Gingras 1974, Gumperz 1970, Kachru
1978, Lipski 1978, McClure and Wentz 1976, Pfaff 1975, 1976, 1979, Poplack
1978, 1979, Sridhar 1978, Timm 1975). The various proposed constraints
(e.g., Gumperz's constraint on the mixing of auxiliary verbs, Timm's con-
straint on the combinability of host finite verbs and guest infinitive com-
plements, and so on) are continually being challenged and modified on the
basis of new data (see Wentz 1977, Lipski 1978, and Poplack 1978 for de-
tails). While research on such constraints goes on, there does seem to be
wide support for at least one general constraint which subsumes a number of
specific constraints suggested earlier. Two versions of this constraint,
developed independently by Poplack (1979) and Lipski (1978), are given in
(24) and (25) below:
(24) The Equivalence Constraint : Code-switches will tend
to occur at points in discourse where juxtaposition of
L^ and L2 elements does not violate a syntactic rule
of either language, i.e., at points around which the
surface structures of the two languages map on to each
other (Poplack 1979:10-11).
(25) Hypothesis B (Informal Version): Whereas the portion
of a code-switched utterance that falls before the
code-switch may indeed contain syntactically diver-
gent elements, those portions falling after the
switch must be essentially identical syntactically.
(Lipski 1978:258)
Although, in our opinion, the two constraints do go a long way toward
capturing the essential syntactic principle involved in code-mixing, there
is, however, one problem shared by both the proposed constraints. This is
lack of specification of the internal constituency of the switched element
in Poplack' 6 constraint, and the vagueness associated with the hedge "es-
sentially" in Lipski' s hypothesis. (The hedge is absent from his formal
version.) Although Poplack claims that the surface structures of the two
languages must map on to each other at the point of the switch, she does
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not specify what degree of correspondence must obtain for two structures to
be considered equivalent. In her example, repeated below as (26),
(26) Eng. I told him that so that he would bring it fast
Sp. (yo) le dije eso pa' que (el) la trajera ligero
Mixed I told him that pa' que la trajera ligero
although told him and le dije on the one hand and would bring it and la
trajera on the other are equivalent at a certain level of analysis, they
do, of course, differ with regard to the order of elements within the con-
stituents, and to that extent, they are not equivalent. Thus, strictly
speaking, the ordering rules in the verb phrase in both the main and the
subordinate clause are violated in the mixed sentence.
The problem with Lipski's formulation of the constraint is similar.
He uses the qualifier "essentially" with his version of the identity or
equivalence constraint because of examples of well- formed mixing where the
internal constituency of the mixed element differs from that of its uni-
lingual translation equivalent. Consider his example (17a) repeated below
as (27),
(27) Mixed: No se, porque I never used it.
Eng.: I don't know, because I never used it.
Sp. : No se, porque nunco lo use.
where, except for the placement of the clitic pronoun in Spanish the mixed
and the Spanish segments are essentially identical following the switch.
A solution to this problem might be to incorporate into the proposed
constraint the Dual Structure Principle first put forward in Sridhar (1978).
A revised version of this principle is given in (28):
(28) Dual Structure Principle . The internal structure of the
guest constituent need not conform to the constituent
structure rules of the host language, so long as its
placement in the host sentence obeys the rules of the
host language.
Consider the following case. The noun phrase in English consists of a head
noun, and optionally, prenominal modifiers such as determiners, adjectives,
etc., and post nominal modifiers such as prepositional phrases, relative
clauses, sentential complements, etc. In contrast, the noun phrase in
Kannada can have only prenominal modifiers, even relative clauses and sen-
tential complements occurring pre-nominally in the language. Now, accord-
ing to the Dual Structure Principle, English NPs with post nominal modi-
fiers can be code mixed in Kannada, although they are formed in violation
of the constituent structure rules for NPs in Kannada, as long as the
English NPs occur in positions normally occupied by NPs in Kannada sen-
tences. This principle is illustrated in the following sentence:
(29) avanu obba man of considerable courage .
(He is a man of considerable courage.)
This principle is illustrated even more dramatically in sentence (30):
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(30) nanna abhiprayadalli his visiting her at home sariyalla.
my opinion-in proper not
(in my opinion, his visiting her at home is not proper.)
Consider the italicised segment above with its Kannada counterpart:
(30a) avanu avalannu mane-yalli noduvudu
he her home-in visiting
Note that the English segment is different from the Kannada version in four
important respects: (1) the English subject is marked with possessive end-
ing while the Kannada subject is nominative; (2) the verb in English pre-
cedes the object while the Kannada verb follows its object; (3) the loca-
tive is a preposition in English and a postposition in Kannada; and (4) the
adverbial phrase ( at home ) follows the object in English, while it precedes
the verb in Kannada. Thus, it is obvious that the internal constituency of
the mixed element is autonomously generated by a separate set of rules and
that the really crucial constraint concerns only its external relationship
with the elements of the host sentence.
6. Psycholinguistic Implications
The preceding discussion of some of the major syntactic properties of
CM suggests a number of implications for a psychological model of bilingual
information processing.
As noted earlier, the focus of psychological research on bilingualism
has been the so-called "linguistic independence" of the bilingual, i.e.,
his "feat of separate storage, retrieval, and processing" (Macnamara 1967:
67). In order to explain this linguistic independence, Penfield and
Roberts (1959) proposed the theory that the neurological mechanisms of the
two languages of the bilingual are organized in such a way that when one is
on, the other must be off. However, as we have noted above, CM involves
simultaneous interaction of the two rule systems in the production of a
single sentence. Not only are elements from two languages present in the
same sentence, these elements are integrated into a unified syntactic
structure by a complex interaction of constraints. Thus, CM requires both
systems to be on at the same time, thereby rendering unlikely any strong
version of the language "switch" hypothesis.
This conclusion is consistent with a number of recent experimental
studies demonstrating interlingual "interference" or "facilitation" in bi-
lingual processing (Kolers 1966b, Darlymple-Alford 1968, Young and Naver
1968, Preston and Lambert 1969, Segalowitz and Lambert 1969, Meyer and
Ruddy 1974, among others). These studies show that the activation of one
language system in the bilingual does not necessarily render the other
system inoperative.
Yet, this does not mean that the two systems are 'merged' in the bi-
lingual. After all, even habitual code mixers do produce entirely mono-
lingual discourses in each of their languages when the occasion demands it
(e.g., when speaking to a monolingual). Also, even in conversations that
seem to be in mixed speech, speakers produce a high proportion of turns
speaking entirely in one language or the other (Pfaff 1979:293). The right
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approach, therefore, seems to be to avoid both the strong linguistic inde-
pendence model and the merged system model in favor of an interactionist
model of overlapping systems. The crucial question, of course, is how the
overlap is accessed in CM.
The existence of interlingual constraints such as the Equivalence Con-
straint and the Dual Structure Principle seems to indicate the need for
positing a comparison stage in the production of mixed utterances (cf.
Clyne 1967, Rayfield 1970, Lipski 1978). At this stage the bilingual
speaker checks the external patterning or the syntactic compatibility of
the guest element with the host sentence. However, it is unlikely that the
speaker produces (even subliminally) two entire "utterances", one in each
language, before making the comparison, as Lipski (1978:263) seems to sug-
gest: Far more likely is the possibility that mixed sentence production
involves an "assembly line" process, where individual components (guest
constituents) are put together separately and inserted into appropriate
slots in the syntactic frame of the host language. It is perhaps only the
syntactic constituency of the guest constituents and their external pat-
terning with the host sentence that is checked at the comparison stage.
A very important issue in the psychology of CM is whether CM adds to
processing difficulty. Kolers (1966a) found CM to be irrelevant for com-
prehension but inhibitory for production: A "switching time" of 0.3-0.5
seconds was found for reading aloud mixed passages, and about 1.3 seconds
for free speech and making precis in mixed language. Kolers attributes the
longer switching time in the latter conditions to the need to make "deci-
sions about what to say and about when and how to mix his speech" (p. 372).
Macnamara and Kushnir (1971) found a mean switching time for input close to
0.2 sec, in tasks involving silent reading, and true/false judgment of
visually and orally presented code mixed material. A similar mean switch-
ing time of close to 0.2 sec, was found for output in an independent study
of number naming by Macnamara, Krauthammer, and Bolgar (1968). All this
cumulatively seems to confirm that language switching (or mixing) "takes
an observable amount of time."
This conclusion must be evaluated in light of the following observa-
tion: in the mixed passages employed in the Kolers study, words were
"haphaz-ardly in English or French, half the passages favoring English word
order and the other half favoring French" (Kolers 1966a: 358). It is possi-
ble, therefore, that the extra processing time was due, in part at least,
to the ungrammaticality of (some of) the sentences (i.e., in terms of the
norms of CM). This criticism applies equally to the Macnamara and Kushnir
study, because some of their passages were those used in Kolers' study and
the others also seem to have been put together rather mechanically. How-
ever, this does not explain the strong evidence for switching time found by
Kolers in the "free speech" condition.
Assuming that this observed switching time may be replicated in other
naturalistic sentence processing tasks with appropriate syntactic controls,
it is interesting to speculate further on the extent and cause of the extra
processing time. First of all, the switching time of approximately .20
sec, is, as Macnamara, Krauthammer, and Bolgar (1968) observe, little over
the minimum threshold of speed for language operations observed by Lenne-
berg (1967). Second, as the same authors note, the more regular the switch,
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the less time it takes , and there i£ evidence that CM is a rule governed
phenomenon, although the rules have only just begun to be discovered.
Third, Kolers (op. cit.) found that practice reduces switching time, and CM
is a stable, habitual mode of language use—a full-fledged code in the bi-
lingual 's repertoire like any other code. These considerations suggest
that the processing difficulty involved of code mixed sentences may be very
small, even if real.
The preceding discussion of switching time refers, of course, to what
Kolers has called the "phonological" switching time (and the corresponding
"auditory" switching time in comprehension). It will be recalled that the
actual switching time in free speech was much greater, an increase attrib-
uted by Kolers to the "cognitive cost of switching" (p. 365). A factor
contributing to this cognitive cost may be the Dual Structure Principle,
requiring interaction of two separate sets of syntactic rules in the pro-
duction of the same sentence.
Another Interesting Issue in the psycholinguistics of CM is the status
of mixed elements as units in sentence planning. An attractive hypothesis
about sentence planning is that the "idea" or the message underlying a sen-
tence is put together in chunks of various sizes or degrees of complexity,
each chunk functioning as a unit at a particular level (cf. Sridhar 1980).
Transitions from one language to another, then, could occur between chunks.
Thus, it is intuitively appealing to consider noun phrases, relative
clauses, subordinate clauses of all kinds, prepositional phrases, etc.,
(or, strictly speaking, the "meaning" of such constituents) as "good"
chunks—or internally coherent thought units—whereas certain other combi-
nations would not so qualify, e.g., two function words, a preposition and
an article. This could be translated into testable predictions about
a) what kinds of elements and combinations would be mixed, and b) what
kinds of mixing would be comprehended faster.
In the only relevant study in this area, Kolers 1966a found that the
majority of prepositional phrases in mixed spoken precis were unilingual,
but if the unit is mixed, article and noun are more likely to be in the
same language than preposition and article (368) . This seems to suggest
that while preposition phrase may be a syntactic unit, noun phrase may be a
more basic conceptual unit. However, in the next task (reading aloud of
mixed passages) , Kolers found subjects "translating" elements of preposi-
tion phrases, invariably into the language of the immediately preceding
word, either within that unit or outside of it. This produced some cases
where the preposition and article were in one language and the noun in the
other (370) , leading Kolers to conclude that there is no linguistic unit
larger than the word whose boundaries are not permeable (375) . Two obser-
vations may be made about this conclusion: First, the "interference" due
to contiguity observed in the second task may be specific to reading and
may not be generalizable to spontaneous speech, therefore the permeability
of syntactic boundaries in reading aloud may not be conclusive evidence re-
garding their status as 'thought units' in sentence production. Secondly,
Kolers analyzed the data from the perspective of the host language—and the
Integrity of its constituent structure boundaries. It would be equally
interesting to examine the internal structure of the guest segments, to see
whether they can be considered 'thought units'. A number of constraints
against the mixing of single function words such as determiners (Gumperz
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and Hernandez-Chavez 1972), conjunctions (Kachru 1978), auxiliaries (Timm
1975), and others have been proposed, which, if they survive the attacks on
the basis of putative counter-examples, would support the usefulness of
exploring the status of the mixed elements as representing units of thought.
7. Conclusion
We have tried to show In this paper that Code Mixing is an exciting
and promising field of research both in syntax and psycholinguistics, and
especially when the two orientations interact. Besides its acknowledged
sociolinguistic importance, this phenomenon raises a host of intriguing
issues such as defining cross-linguistic formal and functional equivalence,
universal constraints on mixability of categories and structures, the men-
tal representation and interaction of cognitive systems, the processing
complexity of bilingual performance, and the psychological status of lin-
guistic structures as thought units, among others.
As noted already, much of this study has been speculative. This is
unavoidable, given (1) the almost total neglect of CM by psychologists, and
(2) the rather primitive nature of current psycholinguistic models of bi-
lingual information processing. It is no exaggeration to say that except
in the couple of studies discussed above, syntax has been a stranger to the
psychology of bilingualism. The experimental paradigms have been either
naive (indiscriminate mixture of elements from two languages) or quaint
(reciting the alphabet backwards) . The pressing need in psycholinguistic
research on bilingualism is the study of sentential processing, designed
with adequate syntactic controls. Preferably, such studies should involve
languages which are typologically different from one another. The study of
Code Mixing is an area where such paradigms and controls are not only de-
sirable but essential.
NOTES
This is a prepublication version of an Invited paper to appear in the
Canadian Journal of Psychology , Special Issue on Bilingualism, edited by
Paul Kolers and Michel Paradis, 1980. We would like to thank E. Annamalal,
Braj Kachru and Jyotsna Vaid for their illuminating discussions on this
topic. Requests for reprints should be addressed to S. N. Srldhar, Lin-
guistics Program, SUNY- Stony Brook, NY 11794.
Although this possibility was seriously entertained at one point (cf.
Weinreich 1963:72), a recent comprehensive review of bilingualism and
aphasia (Paradis 1977) found little evidence or need to posit a specifi-
cally bilingual switch mechanism localized in the brain (88-91).
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PREFACE
This volume contains eleven papers on Arabic, distributed over
the three broad areas of phonology, syntax, and sociolinguistics. I-luch
recent research in phonological theory has been concerned with the role
of the syllable in the description of sound and accent patterns in
language. Arabic--both in its classical form and in its multitudinous
modern dialects--has, quite naturally, occupied a prominent place in
these discussions. Many aspects of Arabic phonology depend directly
on the ways in which consonantal and vocalic units are organized into
syllables and the ways in which the resultant syllables in turn organize
themselves into larger accentual units. Much of the dialectal diversity
can be usefully viewed as differing patterns of syllable organization.
Several of the papers collected in this volume explore this fruitful
question. Other linguistic problems such as the behavior of clitic
pronouns and style shifting are addressed in the syntax and the socio-
linguistic sections. It is hoped that the publication of this volume
will generate interest in a further exploration of the bearing of the
Arabic language on these and other classic linguistic questions.
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EPENTHESIS AND GEMINATE CONSONANTS IN PALESTINIAN ARABIC*
Issam M. Abu-Salim
University of Illinois
In this paper, I deal with epenthesis in Palestinian
Arabic (PA) and its interaction with other phonological rules.
First, I review briefly some of the evidence for this rule, and
then proceed to examine the nature of this rule on both the word
and phrasal levels. Second, I consider the interaction of
epenthesis with geminate consonants and assimilation of the
definite article.
I. Epenthesis
On the basis of perfect verb paradigms like those in (1) , most previous
studies of PA have assumed a rule of stress assignment that accents the
rightmost heavy syllable of a word, otherwise, the first syllable is accented
provided that it does not exceed the antepenult (cf. Brame 1973, Kenstowicz
& Kisseberth 1979) . This rule is followed by a syncope rule deleting un-
accented short high vowels in nonfinal open syllables:
(1) kStab
kdtab-u
kat5b-na
katab-ti
/katab/
he wrote' sirib
they wrote' ?irb-u
we wrote' srib-na
you f. sg. wrote' srfb-ti
to write' /sirib/
'he drank'
'they drank'
'we drank'
'you f.sg. drank'
'to drink'
Given the existence of these rules, sirib, sirbu and sribna are derived in
the following way:
(2) /^r±h/
sirib
/sirib-u /
siribu
sirbu
/Sirib- na/
siribna stress
sribna syncope
There is, however, a number of cases where stress appears on a non-initial
light syllable, as in katdbit 'I wrote' (cf. k^tabu 'they wrote'), or
where a heavy syllable appears to have been skipped in favor of a pre-
ceding light syllable, as in yukutbu 'that they write' (cf. katabna 'we
wrote'). These apparent exceptions are due to a rule of epenthesis, which
has the effect of inserting a vowel after stress has been assigned:
katabi^t < /katab-t/, yukutbu </yu-ktb-u/</yu-ktub-u/
.
One of the most frequent cases where such opaque stress arises is in
nouns of the underlying shape CVCC when followed by a consonant-initial
suffix, as in (3) below:
(3) ?lb2,n
?ibn-i
?ibl^n-ha
? ibi^n-kum
/?ibn/
my son
her son'
your son'
son'
?akn
?akl-i
? ak^l-ha
?ak^l-kuin
/?akl/
'food'
'my food'
'her food'
'your food'
' food
'
For the purposes of this study, I have collected about 300 words, mostly
nouns, of that shape which exist in the dialect under consideration, and,
in this section, I will study their behavior with respect to epenthesis
in some detail.
Initially, these words may be divided into three groups. In the
first group, by far the majority, we find that the final consonant-
cluster is systematically broken before a pause or a consonant-initial
possessive suffix, as in (3) above. The epenthetic vowel appears as /u/
when the stem has the vowel /u/, as in (4):
(4) fdrun furn-i fdrun-ha /furn/ 'oven'
There are some exceptions to the vowel-harmony rule, as in (5)
(5) xdbi^z xdbz-i xubi^z-ha /xubz/ 'bread'.
In the second group, we find nouns that freely alternate between the CVCC
and CVCiC variants, as in (6):
(6) bint/binit
dars/daris
bint-i bint-ha/binit-ha /bint/ 'daughter'
dars-i dars-ha/daris-ha /dars/ 'lesson'
Although the two variants are acceptable, the first one is preferred. This
group constitutes no more than 10% of the data under consideration. Finally,
there is a relatively small number of words which never take the epenthetic
vowel, and must then be considered lexically marked exceptions to the
epenthesis rule. This third group consists mainly of adjectives, such as
(7) nims/*nimi^s
bu^t/*bu^ut
'weasel' (originally 'mongoose')
'a bad person'
and some nouns , such as
(8) ?uxt/*?uxut
9ars/*9aris
?uxt-i
9ars-i
?uxt-ha/*?uxut-ha
9ars-ha/*9aris-ha
'sister'
'bastard'
As for the last two groups, one might try to condition the epenthesis
rule by referring to the sonority of the first member of the cluster, but
this solution can not be maintained because of the existence of such pairs
as those in 9-11 below:
(9) bard/bari^d
*bard/barW
(10) 9ars/*9ari,s
*?ars/?aris
'cold'
'filing'
'bastard'
'stinging'
group 2
group 1
group 3
group 1
(11) ?uxt/*?uxut
taxt/taxit
'sister'
'bed'
group 3
group 2
Consequently, I would say that the exceptions should be marked in the lexicon,
and, in this case, the whole morpheme is to be marked, not only the consonant
cluster. The epenthesis rule, then, could be formulated as follows:
(12) ->
+syll
+high / V C
around around f:l
Clusters of more than three consonants can be encountered across word
boundary when we move to the level of the phrase. Epenthesis applies in this
case, too, and the epenthetic vowel is placed before the last two members
of the consonant cluster, regardless of the position of the word boundary,
as shown by the examples below:
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
walad taani / *walad i^ taani
kalam hibir / *kalam i^ hibir
sama kbiir / *sama kl^biir
walad 2i mniih / *walad miniih
kalam i^ rsaas / *kalam ri^saas
?ibi^n taani / *?ibn i^ taani
sami^n baladi / *samn i^ baladi
?akl i^ mniih / *?aki^l mniih
jisr i^ kbiir / *jisi^r kbiir
a second boy'
a pen'
a big sky'
a good boy'
a pencil'
a second son'
home-made butter'
a good food'
a big bridge'
(17) l-?akn M-mniih / *l-?akl U-mniih 'the good food'
j-jisi^r M-kbiir / *j-jisr M-kbiir 'the big bridge'.
In (13-16) the epenthesis rule has applied as expected to break three- or
four-consonant clusters, and it has applied only once, whereas in (17) we
have two occurrences of the epenthetic vowel since there are five-consonant
clusters across word boundary. One might assume in this case that
epenthesis has applied in each word separately regardless of the boundary
in between, but this is not the case as shown by the examples of (16) where
the rule has placed the vowel between the two words. This means that, in
(17), the rule has applied, either once or twice, on the phrasal level to
break first the last three-consonant cluster, and then the remaining three-
consonant cluster which happens to contain a word boundary before the third
consonant.
Moreover, one might assume further that in (16) the epenthesis rule
has to apply cyclically, first on the word level, and then on the phrasal
level, and that the epenthetic vowel in the first word will later be de-
leted by a generalization of the syncope rule mentioned earlier to apply
at the phrase level, as in the derivation below.
(18) [ [?akl] [mniih]
[?dkl] [mniih]
[?akn] --—
*
[ ISkil ± mniih
[ ?5kl i mniih
'a good food'
stress
word-level epen.
phrase-level epen.
phrase-level syncope
But this interpretation will give the wrong result in other phrases, as in
(19) below.
(19) [ [Sirib] [l-?ahwe]
[sirib] [l-?^hwe]
[ sirib i^ l-?ahwe
*[ sirb i l-?dhwe ]
'he drank the coffee'
stress
word-level epen,
phrase-level epen.
phrase-level syncope
The difference in behavior between ?akil and sirib is to be explained by
the fact that the i^ in the second syllable of sirib is present in the
underlying representation, while that in ?akil derives from epenthesis.
Compare the stress contrast in sribna 'we drank' from /sirib-na/ versus
?akilna 'our food' from /?akl-na/. We must therefore conclude that the
epenthetic vowel in ?5kil is inserted by a phrase-level rule of epenthesis,
as in (18') below.
(18') [ [?akl] [mniih]
[?akl] [mniih]
[ ?akl i mniih ]
]
stress
phrase-level epen.
The variations observed above are clearly along the lines one would
expect if epenthesis is interpreted as supplying a syllabification for
consonant clusters which can not be accommodated into the syllable
structure of PA. I assume the following syllable structure for this
dialect:
(20) CV as in the first syllable in ba.9 at 'to send'
CW as in the first syllable in raa.sal 'to correspond'
CVC as in the first syllable in mak.tuub 'letter'
CWC as in the third syllable in ma.ka.tiib 'letters'
So, when we try to impose these structures on the underlying representa-
tions /?akl/ 'food', /?akl-i/ 'my food', and /?akl-na/ 'our food', we
notice that syllabification is only successful in the second word to get
?ak.li, whereas in the first and third words we will get ?ak.l and
?ak.l.na, respectively. The /I/ is left stranded and not associated
with any syllable, since consonant clusters are not permissible as parts
of syllables in any position according to the structure in (20) . I will
assume that such cases with stranded elements in them invoke the epenthesis
rule to apply to provide for such elements to get syllabified. This will
be followed by a resyllabification rule to guarantee that the resulting
structure is in accord with the syllable structure of the language. The
following derivation of the items mentioned in this paragraph will clarify
the point:
(21) a) /?ak.l/ b) /?ak.li/ c)
?ak.il
?a.kil
/?ak.l.na^
Turning now to additional examples of epenthesis at the phrasal level,
the behavior of nouns of the underlying shape CVCC is straightforward
within this framework. Consider the following examples:
(24) ?aki^l 9arabi 'Arabian food'
?akl i ktiir 'a lot of food'
In both cases, the epenthetic vowel is placed before the last two members
of the cluster, regardless of its position with respect to the stranded
consonant /I/ in /?ak,l/. This means that epenthesis has to refer to the
whole structure, not only to the stranded consonant, to determine the
position of the epenthetic vowel; otherwise, one can not tell whether to
insert the vowel before or after the stranded consonant. The /I/, then,
syllabifies with that vowel to give us the structures in (24'):
(24') ?a.kil 9a.ra.bi
?ak. lik. tiir
II. Epenthesis and geminate clusters ;
In this section, I will discuss the behavior of geminate clusters
with respect to epenthesis, both within words and across word boundary,
taking into consideration some of the views presented in the literature re-
garding their behavior. First, consider the following examples:
(25) a) ?imm / *?imim 'mother'
b) ?imm-i 'my mother'
c) ?imm-na / *?imim-na /*?imm2Jia 'our mother'
(26) a) sitt / *sitl^t 'grandmother'
b) sitt-i 'my grandmother'
c) sitt-na / *sitl^t-na / *sitti^na 'our grandmother'
These examples show clearly that geminate clusters are immune to the
epenthesis rule as evidenced by the (a) and (c) examples above, where the
geminate cluster is followed by either a pause or a consonant-initial suffix.
The behavior of geminate clusters with respect to some phonological
rules has been accounted for in different ways in the literature, and
different proposals have been made to describe their behavior. For
instance, Kenstowicz and Pyle (1973), after discussing some phonological
rules that have the effect of splitting up consonant clusters, came up
with what they called the "Integrity of geminate clusters" hypothesis so
as to block the application of such rules to geminate clusters, and added
that this hypothesis should be formalized as a "universal output condition",
which means that there will be no need to add any restrictions to the ex-
isting rules in the language.
This hypothesis will account neatly for the behavior of geminate
clusters in the examples above, but it would fail to explain why geminate
clusters are broken when separated by a morpheme boundary, as in the
following examples:
(27) a) fut-2,t<(/fut-t/) 'I entered'
b) fut-ti 'you f.sg. entered'
(28) a) bit-it<(/bit-t) 'I stayed overnight'
bit-ti 'you f.sg. stayed overnight'
Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1979:231) argue that there exists in PA a
"general rule that degeminates consonants at the end of a word" and
that "gemination appears in PR when the stem is followed by a vowel-
initial suffix". So, according to this view, (25-a) and (26-a) are pro-
nounced on the surface as '?im' and 'sit', and if we order degemination
before epenthesis, we will get the right result in both examples above.
But this solution would not account for the failure of epenthesis from
applying to (25-c) and (26-c) , on the one hand, and for the appearance
of geminate clusters before consonant-initial suffixes in those examples,
on the other, as is evidenced by the following minimal pairs:
(29) a) ?imm-na
b) ?im-na
(30) a) kimm-na
b) kim-na
(31) a) 9a rabb-na
b) 9arab-na
our mother'
we removed
'
our sleeve'
we removed'-*
on our god
our Arabs
'
The only difference between the (a) and (b) examples above is that the
geminate cluster in the (a) examples is pronounced longer than the single
consonant in the (b) examples, and this is why no ambiguity results when
uttering these words. Moreover, the geminate clusters in these cases
behave as single consonants with respect to syllabification, since they
syllabify with the first syllables of the words above.
Guerssel (1979) gave some evidence from Berber that geminates should
be represented in the theory as a sequence of two identical consonants,
and, based on the data he discussed, came up with what he called "The
Adjacency-Identity Constraint (AIC)" to block the application of any rule
that has the effect of changing the adjacency of two identical consonants.
(By "adjacent" he means 'not separated by any boundary'). Accordingly,
epenthesis would not be blocked in (27-a) and (28-a) since the geminate
cluster is separated by a morpheme boundary, whereas it would be blocked
in (25-a) and (26-a) since the geminate cluster is not separated by any
boundary. Moreover, through his discussion of rule ordering (ch.V),
Guerssel assumed a rule of degemination in PA which has the effect of re-
ducing geminate clusters to one consonant when followed by a CV sequence.
But this has been shown to be incorrect as evidenced by the examples in
(29-31) above.
Going back to the syllable structure of the language in (20) , we
notice that the syllable shape CVCC is not permitted on the surface,
except with words that are considered exceptions to the epenthesis rule.
This means that words like '?imm' and '?imm.na' will not be permitted
since they contain the syllable '?imm' which has the shape CVCC. But,
the fact that they are permitted allows for another alternative to account
for their behavior. Since the degemination analysis has been shown to
be inadequate, and since geminates have been shown to behave in two
different ways, first, as two consonants, as in '?im.mi', and, second,
as one long consonant, as in 'Titnm.na' (compared to '?im.na'), I would
assume the existence of a phonological rule that has the effect of
collapsing two identical consonants in the same morpheme into one long
consonant when followed by either a pause or a CV sequence. This means
that geminates are to be represented in the UR as a sequence of two
identical consonants, as assumed by Kenstowicz and Pyle (1973) and as
argued for at length in Guerssel (1979) . This rule could be formulated
as follows:
(32) C.C. > C: / pause
i i i ' CV
and it has to be ordered before epenthesis so as to block its application
to geminate clusters. So, the derivation of ?imm, ?imm-na, and ?imm-i
would proceed in the following way:
(33) /?im.m/ /?im.m,na/ /?im.mi/
?im: ?im:na geminate col.
epenthesis
?im: .na
The resulting structures in (33) are now in accord with the syllable
structure of PA. Further evidence for the Geminate-Collapse rule (GC)
will be given in the next section.
So, it seems to me that both GC and epenthesis conspire, in the
sense of Kisseberth (1970) , to prevent syllables of the shape CVCC from
arising on the surface representation in PA. Furthermore, geminates
at the phrasal level would behave in exactly the same manner with respect
to GC, as shown by the following examples:
(34) a) sitt hasan 'Hassan's grandmother'
sitt i^ hseen 'Hussein's grandmother'
(35) a) samak kanadi 'Canadian fish'
*sa.ma.k:a.na.di
b) samak i^ kbiir 'big fish'
*samak kbiir
*sa.ma.k:biir
In (3A-a), GC applies to give us the structure /sit:ha.san/, which then
bleeds the application of epenthesis, whereas in (34-b) , GC does not apply,
since the geminate cluster is followed by two consonants, which then
allows for epenthesis to apply to break a four-consonant cluster. In (35),
on the other hand, geminate consonants across word boundary behave as
other non-identical consonants: they do not undergo collapsing, and they
are not immune to the epenthesis rule.
III. Epenthesls and assimilation :
In almost all the dialects of Arabic, there is a general rule by
which the definite article /I/ is assimilated completely to a following
consonant with the feature [+coronal], as is illustrated by the following
examples:
(36) a) l-?amar 'the moon' b) s-sams 'the sun'
1-walad 'the boy' z-zalame 'the man'
1-furun 'the oven' t-talaata 'Tuesday'
In this section, I will show first that assimilation has to precede
epenthesis, and then further evidence will be presented to support the
GC rule.
First, consider the following examples:
(37) a) 1-bint i kbiire 'The girl is big'
b) 1-bint li^kblire 'the big girl'
(38) a) 1-walad i kbiir 'The boy is big'
b) 1-walad l^kbiir 'the big boy'
Epenthesis has applied in these examples as expected, since the epenthetic
vowel is placed in all cases before the last two consonants of the cluster.
But, now, notice what happens when the second word begins with a consonant
that is [+coronal]:
(39) a) 1-walad i^ zyiir 'The boy is small'
b) 1-walad i^ z-zYiir</l-zyiir/ 'the small boy'
c) *l-walad zizyiir
Epenthesis applies in (39-a) to give us the correct form, and, in (39-b),
assimilation of the definite article apparently precedes epenthesis to
derive the correct form. The unacceptability of (39-c) is predicted by
the 'integrity' hypothesis but not the AIC, since the resulting geminate
cluster is originally separated by a morpheme boundary. The degemination
account will be out of question in this case, otherwise, the resulting
phrase would be ambiguous, with no way of telling whether it is a noun
phrase or a sentence, which is not the case.
To account for such problems, Guerssel proposes a constraint on
assimilation rules to delete any boundary that intervenes between two
segments that undergo assimilation. Thus, after assimilation, the boundary
between the definite article and the following [+cor. ] consonant will be
deleted, and, consequently, epenthesis will be blocked by the AIC from
breaking that cluster. If we stop at this point, we will get (39-b) with
the syllable structure in (40-a)
:
(AO) a) *lwa. la. diz. zyiir
b) Iwa.la.dizz.yiir
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We mentioned before that initial two-consonant clusters are possible in
initial position only, as in ktaab or zyiir, and that three- or four-
consonant clusters invoke epenthesis, as in li_ktaab. This will explain
why (40-a) is not acceptable with the syllable 'zyiir' in it. We
mentioned also that the first member of theinitial cluster is syllabified
with a preceding vowel, whether inserted or underlying, as in 'li^k.taab'
or 'ni.sak. taa.bo. ' . Notice, now, that the geminate cluster as a whole is
syllabified with the preceding vowel in (39-b), which means that it is
treated as just one consonant. This gives further evidence for the GC
rule which is responsible, in this case, for turning the cluster into
one long consonant, which, consequently, allows for its behavior in that
manner.
Moreover, geminate clusters resulting from assimilation are not
always treated as long consonants; they have to meet the SD of the GC
rule mentioned in (32) before they are collapsed. So, for instance, if
the cluster is preceded by a vowel-final word and followed by a vowel, GC
will not apply, and the first member of the cluster will be syllabified
with the preceding vowel, whereas the second member will be syllabified
with the following vowel, as in (41) below:
(41) a) 3aaf-u z-zalame <(/l-zalame/) 'They saw the man'
b) saa. fuz.za.la.me
So, if we adopt the constraint on assimilation rules of Guerssel, and the
GC rule proposed in this paper, the correct result will be obtained in
all the examples above, as is shown by the derivation of (39-b) below:
(42) /1-walad l-zyiir/
zzyiir assimilation
z:yiir GC
1-walad i^ z:yiir epenthesis
Iwa.la.diz: .yiir resyllabification
NOTES
*I would like to thank Michael Kenstowicz and Nicola Talhami for
their discussing this paper with me, and for their valuable remarks on
some of the points in it.
ISee Kenstowicz (1979) for more details about the harmony rule.
^I will assume that syllabification takes place in the UR in this
dialect for explanatory purposes, although I don't have any evidence for
that.
^?im-na and kim-na are variants of the same word in PA. The initial
consonants are just different dialectal reflexes of Classical Arabic /q/.
11
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SYLLABLE STRUCTURE IN TWO ARABIC DIALECTS*
Ellen Broselow
The University of Iowa
This paper treats the differences between the rules
of epenthesis and degemi nation in the grammars of two
Arabic dialects. It is proposed that the differences
between the operation of the rules follow from the
dialects' differing restrictions on syllable structure
in lexical items.
1
.
Introduction
Two dialects of Arabic, Iraqi and Egyptian, have identical restrictions
on possible surface structures: no clusters of three or more consonants may
occur within phrases. However, the dialects employ different means of
bringing underlying strings into conformity with this restriction. I will
argue that the differences between the rules used to adjust syllable struc-
ture in the two dialects are a result of their differing restrictions on
possible syllable structures.
2. Facts
One device which both Iraqi and Egyptian Arabic make use of to pre-
vent the occurrence of clusters of three or more consonants in surface
strings is insertion of i^ into the cluster.^ The dialects differ, however,
in the position of the epenthetic vowel. In Iraqi, the vowel is inserted
before the last two consonants of the cluster, whether the consonants are
within a single word, as in (1), or in adjacent words within a phrase, as
in (2) .2
(1) a. gili_tla 'I said to him'
gil + t + 1 + a
said + Isg-to-him
b. gil til ha 'I said to her'
gil + t + 1 + ha
said + Isg-to-her
(2) a. triid maktuub 'you want a letter'
b. triid 2.1maktuub 'you want the letter'
1 + maktuub
the letter
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c. triid j[ktaab 'you want a book'
ktaab
book
d. triid liktaab 'you want the book'
In the Egyptian dialect, however, a vowel is inserted after the first two
consonants of a cluster, again both within words and across words:
(3) a. ?ultilu 'I said to him'
?ul + t + 1 + u
said + Isg-to-him
b. ?ultilha 'I said to her'
?ul + t + 1 + ha
said + Isg-to-her
(4) bint 'a girl '
bint i^ nabiiha 'an intelligent girl'
Iraqi Arabic makes use of an additional rule which has the effect of
preventing the occurrence of clusters of more than two consonants. When a
geminate cluster is followed by another consonant, either within the same
word or in a following word within the same phrase, the cluster is reduced:
(5) dazza 'he sent him'
dazla 'he sent to him'
daz maktuub 'he sent a letter'
In Egyptian Arabic, however, epenthesis applies to separate a geminate
cluster and a following consonant:
(6) kabbu 'he poured'
kabbi^lu 'he poured it'
kabb i mayya 'he poured water'
Thus the dialects differ with respect to their positioning of an epenthetic
vowel and their treatment of geminates. In the following sections I will
explore various ways of accounting for these facts.
3. A Preliminary Account
The first step in describing the facts of the two dialects under con-
sideration is to assign them the epenthesis rules shown in (7):
(7) Epenthesis Rules (rough formulation)
a. Iraqi : ^ 1 / C
_
CC
b. Egyptian: -> i / CC
_
C
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The next step is to account for the behavior of geminate clusters. This
appears at first glance to be describable by the assumption that Iraqi
has a rule of degemination whereas Egyptian does not. Inspection of addi-
tional data reveals, however, that Egyptian also requires a degemination
rule; the contrast between geminates and single consonants is neutralized
phrase-final ly:
(8) a. dal 'he guided'
dallu 'he guided him'
b. kal 'he ate'
kalu 'he ate it'
Final geminates are also simplified in this position in Iraqi:
(9) daz 'he sent'
dazzu 'he sent it'
Thus in both languages a geminate cluster is simplified when it is followed
by anything other than a vowel. Since, as I will argue below, any consonant
preceding a vowel serves as the onset of a syllable, this is equivalent to
saying that geminates are reduced when they are syllable-final. The rule
effecting degemination in both dialects is shown in (10):
(10) Degemination:
X XJ"
This rule accounts for degemination in both Iraqi and Egyptian; the pre-
consonantal environment for degemination never arises in Egyptian because
epenthesis ensures that any segment following a geminate cluster must be a
vowel. It would appear, then, that the differences between the treatment
of geminates in the dialects could be handled by ordering epenthesis before
degemination in Egyptian but after degemination in Iraqi. While this will
account for the data seen thus far, it will not account for forms such as
(11), in which the geminate cluster is followed by two consonants. In
these forms, epenthesis applies and the geminate cluster is not reduced:
(11) dazzilha 'he sent to her'
Neither order of the two rules, it appears, generates both dazla and
dazzilha :
(12)
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(13) The Adjacency-Identity Condition (AIC)
Given a string A, A„ where A, = Ap, a rule alters the adjacency
of A,A„ if and only if it alters the identity of A^A^.
This constraint will prevent epenthesis from applying to strings such as
dazzla , since its application would alter the adjacency of geminates, but
will permit the rule to apply to such strings as dazzl ha , since here the
vowel is inserted after, not between, the identical consonants. The AIC
will never block the application of epenthesis in Egyptian Arabic, however,
since geminates occur only as the first two members of a consonant cluster.
Because epenthesis inserts a vowel after two consonants and the morphology
of the language never permits a consonant to precede a geminate cluster,
epenthesis never has the effect of separating two identical adjacent seg-
ments.
These facts can be described, then, by positing the two rules of
epenthesis given in (7) and the degemination rule shown in (10). In both
languages epenthesis precedes degemination; the Adjacency-Identity Condition
prevents the application of epenthesis to Iraqi forms consisting of a gemi-
nate cluster followed by a single consonant.
4. A Syllable-Based Analysis
The analysis presented above accounts for the differences between
Iraqi Arabic and Egyptian Arabic as a result of the differences between
the epenthesis rules operating in the two dialects. These differences,
however, are treated as wholly arbitrary; there is no apparent reason why
the dialects should differ in just these ways and no basis on which to make
predictions concerning the behavior of other dialects. In the following
sections I will argue that the operation of epenthesis and the behavior of
geminates follow from the restrictions on possible syllable structures
imposed by each dialect.
4.1. Surface Syllable Structures
The rules of epenthesis and degemination are syllable structure adjust-
ment rules; their effect is to rule out certain types of surface syllable
structures. In both dialects, the only sorts of syllables to occur on the
surface are CV or CVC; within a phrase, consonant clusters at syllable
margins are prohibited. The upholding of this restriction is accomplished,
if need be, by attaching the first consonant of a word-initial cluster to
the syllable of a vowel in the word that precedes it, or by recruiting a
final consonant from a preceding word to serve as the onset of a syllable
which begins the next word. The rules accomplishing this are shown in (13),
and their effect is illustrated in (14). In the sentences of (14) no
syllable begins or ends with more than one consonant, although words may
do so: 4 ^
(13) C(#)V^ C V
A /
V(#)CCi> V C C
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(14)
syllable structure:
syllable structure:
syllable structure:
syllable structure:
a. Iraqi
?aani # itireet
?aa-nii-ti-reet
kitabt #1# maktuub
ki-tab-til-mak-tuub
b. Egyptian
?ana # Stareet
?a-nai-ta-reet
katabt #il# gawaab
ka-tab-til-ga-waab
I bought'
' I wrote the letter'
'I bought'
' I wrote the letter'
Thus the rules of epenthesis and degemi nation conspire in both languages to
achieve a particular sort of surface syllable structure, one in which no
syllable within a phrase contains a syllable-internal cluster. What is
still unclear is why the dialects should choose different methods of reach-
ing this target. I will argue that this is related to another fact of the
languages, the sorts of syllable structures found in lexical items.
4.2. Epenthesis
Though neither Iraqi nor Egyptian tolerates syllable-internal clusters
within a phrase, this restriction is relaxed at phrase margins. Phrases
may begin or end with consonant clusters, as may individual words spoken
in isolation. But the languages differ in one respect: while Egyptian
permits only final clusters, Iraqi permits only initial clusters (with
certain restrictions to be discussed below). Thus we find such words as
those shown in (15)
:
(15) a. Iraqi
b. Egyptian
fluus
Stira
Qnaga^
nafs
bizzaBt
bint
'money
'he bought'
' twel ve
'
'self
'exactly'
'girl'
Possible syllable types in the dialects, then, are those in (16):'
(16) Iraqi CV
CVC
CCVC
b. Egyptian CV
CVC
CVCC
It is the difference between (16a) and (16b), I will argue, which accounts
for the differences in the epenthesis rules found in the two dialects.
Under the assumption that each language makes use of a set of rules or
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templates defining possible syllable structures, strings containing three-
or four-consonant clusters in these dialects would be syllabified in
accord with the structures described in (16):
(17) a. Iraqi VC-CCV gilUla VC-C-CCV giltilha
b. Egyptian VCC-CV ?ultilu VCC-C-CV ?ultilha
t - f -
The arrows in (17) indicate the position of an epenthetic vowel. In each
case the vowel occurs between a syllable-internal cluster and a consonant
adjacent to it, as shown in (18):
(18) Iraqi C
_
[CC
Egyptian CC ] _ C
The operation of epenthesis will cause the string to be resyllabified
according to the rules in (13), but the position of the epenthetic vowel
is determined by the sorts of syllable structures allowed in lexical items.
Both dialects have essentially the same epenthesis rule: a syllable-
internal cluster and a neighboring consonant are 'cushioned' by insertion
of a vowel between them. Thus epenthesis can be viewed as a process which
has the effect of resolving the tension between restrictions on possible
surface syllables and the looser restrictions on underlying syllable
structures; epenthesis makes possible the elimination of syllable-internal
consonant clusters within phrases. Its mode of operation--the position into
which it inserts a vowel--is determined by the underlying syllable structures
of the dialect. The effect of inserting a vowel outside a syllable-internal
cluster rather than between its members is to preserve the integrity of words
and morphemes; vowels are inserted between rather than inside morphemes.
This view of epenthesis has some consequences reaching beyond the set
of facts under consideration. The prediction which follows from this
analysis is that any language with similar restrictions on surface syllabic
structure which makes use of an epenthesis rule to resolve the contradic-
tion between syllables found in underlying forms and those permitted on the
surface will insert a vowel between a syllable-internal cluster and an
adjacent consonant. This is borne out by the facts with which I am familiar;
both Moroccan Arabic and Palestinian Arabic, which differ in many ways, are
alike in permitting initial clusters and in epenthesizing a vowel before the
last two consonants of a cluster. Since these dialects apparently allow
final as well as initial clusters in lexical items, the restriction appears
to be that if a dialect permits syllable-initial clusters, epenthesis may
not insert a vowel between two consonants which are followed by a vowel.
This may be related to the tendency to maximize syllable onsets; a vowel is
more readily syllabified with a following vowel than with a preceding one.
4.3. Degemi nation
The failure of epenthesis to apply to a geminate cluster followed by
another consonant in Iraqi, in contrast to its application in the same
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environment in Egyptian, was handled above by invoking the Adjacency-
Identity Condition to block the application of epenthesis in Iraqi, allow-
ing the rule of syllable-final degemination to apply in this dialect to
geminates followed by another consonant. The Adjacency-Identity Condition,
however, is merely a statement of the facts, and one would like to see this
constraint follow from other properties of geminates. In this section I
will attempt to handle the Iraqi data by relating differences in the
behavior of geminates in the two dialects to the differing syllable
structures of the languages. I will assume a more complex approach to the
description of syllable structure than the one I have been using, up until
now. This approach, which has been argued for most recently in Selkirk
(1979), Kiparsky (1979), and Vergnaud and Halle (1979), assumes that the
segments composing a syllable are arranged in a binary branching hier-
archically organized structure, as shown in (19):
(19) X^^\
onset peak coda
Each language makes use of templates in the form of (19) to define possible
syllables; these templates are applicable at the underlying level, and
strings may be reanalyzed to conform to them throughout the derivation.
I will assume the following structure for the CVCC syllables of Egyptian
Arabic:
(20)
In this structure the final consonant is Chomsky-adjoined to the rest of
the syllable. This structure was proposed for these syllables by McCarthy
(1979) because it allows an elegant account of the complex facts of stress
assignment in this dialect. I am proposing the structure here for a dif-
ferent reason: it offers a way of handling the phonotactic constraints of
this language. Egyptian syllables tend to violate the well-known tendency
of segments within a syllable to be arranged with the more sonorous elements
closer to the peak, where sonority is defined in terms of the following
hierarchy:
(21) most sonorous least sonorous
vowels - glides - liquids - nasals - obstruents
But final clusters in Egyptian often violate this restriction, and in fact
seem to obey no restrictions at all on possible clusters:
(22)
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I propose that this be handled by assuming that universal restrictions on
cooccurrence of segments hold only between segments directly dominated by
the same syllable node. Thus the CVC portion of the CVCC syllable is the
core on which phonotactic restrictions are stated, and the final consonant
is immune to the dictates of the sonority hierarchy.
The arrangement of segments in Iraqi is the reverse of the Egyptian
case: combinations of initial consonants may violate the sonority hierarchy;
(23) Isaan
Rsaab
mzaayna
' tongue'
'bill'
'barbers'
Thus the templates in (24) will serve to describe the syllables of the two
dialects:
(24) a. Iraqi
A
b. Egyptian;
cond : b -> a
The structure in (24a), however, does not provide for final geminates in
Iraqi lexical items. ° Geminates are the only final clusters permitted in
Iraqi, excepting, for some speakers, clusters consisting of a sonorant followed
by an obstruent:
(25) kawn
varb
banj
universe
'west'
'local anesthetic'
Thus the template describing possible lexical syllables in Iraqi must be
revised to that in (25):
(26)
LC)
cond:
or
citCj)
Cb = Ca
Cb = [-son] and Cg [+son]
The two templates (26) and (24b) will assign different structures to
final geminates in the two dialects, as shown in (27):
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(27) a. Iraqi b. Egyptian
These structures mirror the fact that final geminates in Iraqi have the dis-
tribution of single consonants, while final geminates in Egyptian Arabic
occur in the same position as other clusters. This difference may now be
related to the behavior of the geminates with respect to epenthesis and de-
gemination. Egyptian geminates, like other final clusters, condition epen-
thesis; Iraqi geminates, like single consonants in Iraqi, fail to condition
epenthesis. These facts may be handled by the assumption that epenthesis
depends for its application on the presence of one of the structures shown
in (28), rather than simply on clusters within a syllable:
(28) ;; ^-r-/ V -' \
L - ^- d - C.
Geminate clusters in Iraqi, having the structure shown in (27a), will fail
to condition epenthesis. Support for this formulation of epenthesis is
provided by the fact that final sonorant plus obstruent clusters in Iraqi
also generally fail to undergo epenthesis when followed by another consonant:
(29) banj ^aali 'an expensive local anesthetic'
The formulation of epenthesis as referring to the structures in (28) provides
a unified account of the application of epenthesis to geminates in Egyptian
and of the failure of epenthesis io apply to both geminates and sonorant
plus obstruent clusters in Iraqi.' The derivations in (39) illustrate the
behavior of geminates in various environments; all these facts are handled
by the degemination rule in (10) and epenthesis as in (28):
(30) a. Iraqi
/A 1 A \
habb + a -> habba by (13) 'he loved him'
/A A
Rabb Samiira meets SD of DC 'he loved Samiira'
A
habb meets SD of DG 'he loved'
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b. Egyptian
A
I /\ \
habb + u 7 ha
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This rule cannot be collapsed with the medial cluster epenthesis rule
because of their differing interactions with stress assignment; stress
is assigned as if the phrase-final epenthetic vowel were not present:
katabU ' I wrote'
katabat ' she wrote'
The medially-inserted vowel, however, is stressed when it appears in a
stress-bearing position:
gilitla 'I said to him'
2
Alternate pronunciations of this verb are also heard, e.g. gitla
'I said to him'
.
3
Adjacency is defined so that segments separated by boundaries are
not adjacent.
4
This analysis of the syllable structure of Egyptian is justified in
Broselow 1979.
5
It should be noted that these initial clusters may not be analyzed
as resulting from a synchronic process of vowel deletion, since there exist
forms retaining a vowel, e.g. Oigiil 'heavy'.
While other dialects allow any final cluster underlyingly, with
epenthesis breaking up the cluster on the surface, in Iraqi an epenthesis
analysis is not feasible; a rule accounting for the quality of the
putatively epenthetic vowel would be extremely complex:
namil/namla 'ants/an ant'
?aSil/?aSli 'origin/original'
bayal/bajfleen 'mule/two mules'
Interestingly, this analysis predicts that epenthesis should be able
to insert a vowel between the members of a final geminate cluster if the
environment for epenthesis were otherwise met, a prediction counter to
that made by the Adjacency-Identity Constraint. Unfortunately this
situation could never arise in this language.
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THE SUN LETTERS IN MALTESE:
BETWEEN MORPHOPHONEMICS AND PHONETICS*
Bernard Comrie
University of Southern California
Synchronic and diachronic analysis of assimilation in Mal-
tese of the definite article 1- to following coronal consonants
lends strong support to the view that, in cases of discrepancy
between morphophonenic and natural phonetic classes, native
speakers encode the morphophonanic class in terms of a natural
class with exceptions; they do not assign abstract phonetic re-
presentations to the exceptional items to make them regular in
underlying structure, or define morphophonemic classes in comple-
tely nonphonetic terms.
1. Morphophongnics of the Definite Article
In Maltese, the basic form of the definite article is 1^, found, for
instance, before vowels, e.g. 1-omm 'the mother'. Before consonants, the
article takes prothetic i, to give il- , at the beginning of a phonological
phrase or after a consonant, e.g. il-belt 'the city'. Before certain con-
sonant clusters, either in addition to or instead of this possibility, pro-
thetic i is added to the noun, and the article has the prevocalic form 1- ,
e.g. 1-imfiadda 'the pillow', 1-ibliet (or il-bliet ) 'the cities'.
Where the 1_ of the definite article would appear before certain ini-
tial consonants - those enclosed within the solid line of Table 1 -, com-
plete assimilation of 1 to the following consonant is obligatory, e.g. it-
tarag 'the stairs', id-dar 'the house", iz-zokkor 'the sugar', iz-zona
Tid-dzc-na] 'the zone', is-safrfia 'the health', iz-ziemel 'the horse', ic-
cawla 'the jackdaw', ix-xewqa 'the wish', ix-xbiek TiZ'^biekJ 'the nets',
in-nar 'the fire', il-lafiam 'the meat', ir-ragel 'the man'. We shall refer
to the rule that accounts for this morphophonemic alternation as 1^-Assimila-
tion.
In terms of environment, i.e. the initial consonant of the following
word, the conditioning of 1^-Assimilation is purely phonological, being spe-
cified exhaustively by the consonants within the solid line of Table 1; it
applies even before unassimilated loans, as in the following examples, all
attested from recent nonlinguistic literature: it-thriller (pronounced with
initial t ) , id -Dockyard , is-song , ir-'Roll the Barrel' (title of a song),
in-Navy . In terms of the alternating segment, however, the rule is heavily
morphologized: only 1^ of the definite article is affected, but not, for in-
stance, the 1^ of the preposition ' (i)
1
(variant of lil ) 'to', or the par-
ticle -il which occurs between the numbers 11-19 (also kemm 'how many') and
a following noun.
The set of consonants surrounded by the solid line in Table 1 is con-
ventionally called the 'sun' letters, all other consonants are 'moon' let-
ters; these terms stQ:n from traditional Arabic grammar, because assimilation
occurs before the word for 'sun' (Maltese ix-xemx) , but not before the word
Table 1
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Maltese Consonant System
Labial
Dental /Alveolar
Pal ato-Alveolar
Palatal
Velar
Pharyngal
Glottal
p
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general theory of phonology and morphophonemics: it establishes that, in at
least one crucial instance, native speakers prefer a concrete realistic so-
lution over more elegant abstract solutions.
Before going on to evidence discriminating among the three solutions
listed above, it is necessary to flesh out these solutions, especially the
first and third. I will do this by writing a portion of the phonology of
Maltese according to these two models, using the notations of classical ge-
nerative phonology (essentially, of Chomsky & Halle (1968)). These nota-
tions are used purely to confirm that the statement of rules is rigorous; no
further commitment to any or all of the notational devices is implied, and
the argument can be followed without reference to these formulations.
Under the abstract phonetic solution, surface g_ will be given an abs-
tract representation with the feature value [- coronal^ . For present pur-
poses, it is not crucial precisely what this representation is in terms of
other features, and I shall simply use the arbitrary symbol G; possible pho-
netic specifications of G are discussed in Appendix 2. Since G is noncoro-
nal, the rule of 1^-Assimilation will apply before all coronal consonants,
and can be formulated as in (1) :
(1) [+ lateral] -> L* f!1 / —
]
Article # t+
coronal
j
« F J
In order to account for the surface-phonetic coronal nature of g, a further
rule is required shifting G to g^; this rule, Coronalization, will affect
only G, assigning it the feature value C+ coronalj] , and may be formulated
provisionally as (2):
(2) -•^ t+ coronalj
(See further Appendix 2.) In any derivation in which both (1) and (2) oc-
cur, they must crucially apply in that order, as in (3):
(3) il # Gifen
1-Assimilation
Coronalization il # gifen
Otherwise, rule (2) would, incorrectly, feed rule (1), as in (4), to give
*ig-gifen:
(4) il # Gifen
Coronalization il # gifen
1-Assimilation *ig # gifen
Thus the rule order of (3), a counter-feeding order, is required.
Under the concrete, realistic solution, there will be only one rule, 1^-
Assimilation, but its formulation will be more ccmplex than (1), as in (5):
(5) [+ lateral] -> [« f] / "l^rticle ^ \ ^ coronal
"^
r+ anterior "j
+ continuantv
w- voiced J
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The complex feature specification is necessary, in a consistent distinctive
feature analysis, to exclude g (but not c, Cj] , or L<3z]) from the environ-
ment. A more readable mixed segment/distinctive feature representation
would be as in (6)
:
(6) r-i^iT vT^T/ "1 iL [^ + coronal!r+ lateral] -) 1^ F / —^J . , #L J 7 L-* J /
-"Article [_ « F Jn
Condition: R is not g^
In Appendix 1, I discuss some considerations suggesting that (5) may be pre-
ferable. Under the concrete realistic analysis, the derivation of il-gifen
involves no rules, as rule (6) does not apply before g^.
2. Voice Assimilation
In order to evaluate between the abstract phonetic and concrete ap-
proaches, it is necessary to consider one further rule of Maltese, namely
Voice Assimilation. In Maltese, where one has a sequence of obstruents
(i.e. plosives, including affricates, and fricatives) - characterized by the
feature value C- sonorant] -, all take on the value for voicing of the last
obstruent in the sequence. Many instances are to be found in Maltese mor-
phology, including inflectional morphology, since many forms involve ab-
sence of a vowel that is present (and thus separates consonants) in other
forms: thus the plural of ktieb 'book' is kotba fkodba] ; the plural of bit-
•fia 'courtyard' is btiefti CptiefiiQ; the plural of gifen is gfien Ccf ien] ; the
first/second person singular of kiber 'he grew' is kbirt CgbirtJ 'I/you
grew'. Note that Maltese orthography does not indicate the result of Voice^
Assimilation. The rule of Voice Assimilation may be formulated as follows:
(7) T- sonorantl . r \ , ,V~ sonorantl , f- sonorantl
-,
-7 L« voicej / — (I , )„
L- low J ^ '- J /
vj^_
-j^Q^ j'q ^^ voice J
One interesting property of Voice Assimilation, which turns out to be
crucial for our discussion, is that it leads to alternation of 'sun' and
'moon' consonants, through the devoicing of g in examples like gf ien CcfienJ
'men-o' -war
' ,
plural of gifen . When the definite article is prefixed to
this form, it is the phonetic, 'sun' consonant, nature of the initial seg-
ment that wins out, giving ig-gf ien [iccfienj, not * il-gf ien Lilcfien3
(Sutcliffe 1936: 18) . We must now consider the impact of this new piece of
information on the abstract phonetic and concrete solutions.
For the concrete solution, using only rules (6) (or, equivalently, (5))
and (7) , there is no problem, as can be seen in the following derivations of
il-gifen and ig-gf ien Liccfienl:
(8) il # gifen il # gfien
Voice-Assimilation il # cfien
1^-Assimilation ic # cfien
In the derivation of il-gifen , neither rule applies (irrespective of whether
or how the rules are ordered) . In the derivation of ig-gfien , the rules
must apply in the order given; however, this order of application would be
predicted by assuming that rules apply whenever their structural descrip-
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tion is met, i.e. the ordering is intrinsic rather than extrinsic (Koutsou-
das et al. 1974).
Turning now to the abstract phonetic solution, there are three rules
that have to be ordered: Coronal ization (2), l^-Assimilation (1), and Voice
Assimilation (7) . This gives rise to six possible linear orders, illustrat-
ed in (9)-(14) below, for the derivations of il-gifen and ig-gf ien . It will
be noted that no order gives the correct result for both forms.
(9) il # Gifen il # Gfien
Coronal ization il # gifen il # gfien
1^-Assimilation *ig # gifen ig # gfien
Voice-Assimilation ic # cfien
(10) il # Gifen il # Gfien
Coronalization il # gifen il # gfien
Voice Assimilation il # cfien
1^-Assimilation *ig # gifen ic # cfien
(11) il # Gifen il # Gfien
]^-Assimilation
Coronalization il # gifen il # gfien
Voice Assimilation *il # cfien
(12) il # Gifen il # Gfien
1^-Assimilation . _
Voice Assimilation il # Kfien
Coronalization il # gifen *il # cfien
(13) il # Gifen il # Gfien
Voice-Assimilation il # Kfien
Coronalization il # gifen il # cfien
l_-Assimilation *ig # gifen ic # cfien
(14) il # Gifen il # Gfien
Voice-Assimilation il # Kfien
l_-Assimilation
Coronalization il # gifen *il # cfien
Intrinsic ordering, namely the assumption that rules apply if and only if
their structural descriptions are met, will give the correct result for il #
Gfien : to this underlying representation both Coronalization and Voice Assi-
milation apply, giving il # cfien . To this, 1^-Assimilation applies, giving
ic # cfien , after which no further rules are applicable. With il # Gifen ,
however, such intrinsic order gives, incorrectly, *ig # gifen : Coronaliza-
tion is applicable to il # Gifen
,
giving il # gifen ; 1^-Assiroilation applies
to this, giving *ig # i^ifen. For il-gifen , the counterfeeding order of (3)
is essential under the abstract phonetic solution.
This ordering paradox - there is no rule order which gives the correct
result for both il-gifen and ig-gf ien -, is crushing evidence against the
abstract phonetic solution. As a last resort, one might try to resolve this
paradox by splitting Coronalization into two rules: G-Coronalization (which
would follow 1-Assimilation) and K-Coronal ization (which would precede
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it) . This would give the following derivations, with correct outputs:
(15) il # Gifen il # Gfien
Voice-Assimilation il # Kfien
K-Coronalization il # cfien
_l-Assimilation ic # cfien
G-Coronalization il # gifen
But note that the original sole motivation for positing underlying G was to
provide identity between morphophonemic and natural phonetic classes, namely
'sun' consonants and coronal consonants. The analysis of (15) preserves
this identity, but only at the expense of introducing a split elsewhere: the
natural class |K, GJ is now split into two, since each member undergoes a
different rule - although both rules have the same effect! Thus this analy-
sis only saves the phonetic naturalness of the 'sun' consonant class at the
expense of arbitrarily destroying the morphophonemic unity of another phone-
tically natural class, i.e. there is no complete unity between morphophone-
mic and phonetic classes.
I therefore conclude that the abstract phonetic solution is to be re-
jected here. Notice, incidentally, that if there were Maltese speakers with
il-gf ien Lilcfienl rather than ig-gfien Lic-cfien^, this would not be evi-
dence against the concrete solution and in favor of the abstract phonetic
solution, since this form could be accounted for within the concrete solu-
tion by extrinsically ordering 1^-Assimilation (6) before Voice Assimilation
(7) . A variant of Maltese with this form would thus be neutral between abs-
tract phonetic and concrete analyses.
3. The Relevance of Phonetics
Thus far, I have not really addressed the arbitrary morphophonemic so-
lution to the discrepancy between 'sun' and coronal consonants. Certainly
none of the arguments in section 2 militates against this solution. In a
sense, the arbitrary morphophonemic solution is very difficult to argue a-
gainst, since it is equivalent to the null-hypothesis: any correspondence
between morphophonemic and natural phonetic classes is dismissed as fortui-
tous.
There is, however, one piece of evidence from the history of Maltese
that seems incontrovertibly to demonstrate the relevance of phonetic consi-
derations, namely coronality, in the definition of the class of 'sun' con-
sonants. Over the history of Maltese, various new consonants have entered
the language, primarily in loans, though also through voice assimilation.
Without exception, where such consonants are coronal, they trigger 1^-Assimi-
lation; where they are noncoronal, they do not. The same phenomenon is
found right across most of vernacular Arabic. The definition of 'sun' con-
sonants as 'all coronal consonants except g^' predicts precisely this deve-
lopment. If the morphophonemic class has no phonetic content, then one
would expect new consonants to be assigned arbitrarily to the 'sun' and
'moon' classes. This is a very strong piece of evidence against the arbi-
trary morphophonemic approach.
There are two further pieces of evidence, one from Maltese and the
other from much (or even most) of vernacular Arabic. Neither, however, is
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direct counterevidence to the arbitrary morphophonanic solution, though ei-
ther would incline one somewhat against this position. In Maltese, there is
a rule whereby the prefix t-^ (third person feminine/second person imperfect
subject marker; detransitivizer) assimilates to a following coronal obstru-
ent (Sutclif fe 1936: 8) . The environment here includes g, which thus be-
haves as a normal coronal obstruent, suggesting that its exceptional beha-
vior under l^-Assimilation is indeed an exception, and that morphophonemic
classes are in general definable as natural phonetic classes in Maltese.
The second piece of evidence is that the most widespread innovation in
the 'sun' consonants within vernacular Arabic, affecting numerous areas that
are not geographically contiguous, is the extension of 1-Assimilation to ap-
ply also before g^ (or its frequent vernacular correspondent Cj] ) . If one
views morphophonemic classes as being defined in natural phonetic terms,
barring exceptions, then the inclusion of g_ into the class of 'sun' conso-
nants finds a natural explanation: the fit between morphophonemic and natu-
ral phonetic classes has been made closer. Against this, however, one
should note that there are other, albeit much less widespread, developments
that are harder to explain, such as the inclusion of b, m, or the uvular
plosive. But even under these developments, the centrality of the feature
value E+ coronall to the class of 'sun' consonants remains.
4. Theoretical Conclusions
To see the relevance of the discussion of this paper to major theore-
tical issues, let us imagine ourselves in the position of someone (say, a
child acquiring his native language) who is faced with the situation of Pro-
to-Arabic, where ]^-Assimilation applies before all coronal consonants ex-
cept g. I have argued that the nascent native speaker internalizes the rule
in essentially this form, with the morphophonemic class defined as a natural
phonetic class and g^ as an exception to this natural phonetic definition of
the morphophonemic class. Note that at this stage, the crucial evidence
that enabled us as linguists to justify this solution - the form ig-gfien -
was not available. However, the fact that subsequent vowel loss and voice
assimilation gave rise to Ciccfien] rather than tilcfienl is evidence that
these changes took place against a background where g was specified as an
exception, rather than being given the abstract phonetic representation G.
Subsequently, other coronal (and noncoronal) consonants entered the
language, mainly in loans. Absolutely systematically, the coronal conso-
nants entered the class of 'sun' consonants and the noncoronal consonants
the class of 'moon' consonants, testifying to the relevance of the phonetic
characterization of the morphophonenic classes - only against the background
of phonetic definition of morphophonemic classes do these developnents make
sense.
In other words, we have here, in the development of Maltese, an ins-
tance where native speakers clearly gave preference to a concrete analysis,
rather than to an abstract phonetic analysis or an arbitrary morphophonemic
analysis - apparently even in the absence of evidence distinguishing among
the three solutions. Of course, this is only one example, and one must ask
whether there are other factors that might incline native speakers towards
the concrete solution in this case, or whether native speakers simply made
an arbitrary choice among two or three acceptable alternatives. The answer
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to this general question must await further work on other situations where
the different solutions give distinguishable results (as opposed to work
which simply presupposes the correctness of one or other of the solutions)
.
But certainly the concrete solution, even if it lacks the elegance of its
adversaries, has won for itself one firm piece of territory.
Appendix 1: Historical Background
Although the consonant systans of Maltese and Classical Arabic (there-
fore, presumably, Proto-Arabic) are rather different, for instance through
the loss in Maltese of the emphatics and dental fricatives and the gain of
several new consonantal phonemes, primarily in loans (see notes 2-4) , the
discrepancy between 'sun' and coronal consonants is precisely the same in
both Maltese and Proto-Arabic: the 'sun' consonants are all coronal conso-
nants except g. In this respect, Maltese is conservative relative to many
Arabic vernaculars. Proto-Arabic g^ corresponds to Proto-Semitic *g, with
the reflex q_ in many other Semitic languages. The reconstructed historical
development is as follows. Before the shift of *q_ to g, there was a change
whereby 1_ of the definite article was assimilated to a following coronal
consonant: ]^-Assimilation is the synchronic morphophonemic residue of this
sound change. Subsequently, all or virtually all instances of *g shifted to
g^. The abstract phonetic derivation in (3) thus mirrors the diachronic
development: diachronically, the explanation for the absence of 1^-Assimila-
tion before q_ is that, at the time when the assimilation took place, the
segment in question was not coronal. The shift to a coronal segment led to
a discrepancy between morphophonemic and natural phonetic classes, a discre-
pancy which has continued to the present day in Maltese.
We may now consider briefly whether the inheritance of the irregular
behavior of g_ is expressed best in terms of a class defined by distinctive
features (cf. (5)), or in terms of a single exceptional segment (cf. (6)).
In Classical Arabic/Proto-Arabic, which had g, z^, and x^, but not c, fdzQ, or
Ct,1, there are specifications of the consonantal environment for 1^-Assimi-
lation that are much simpler than that of (5), e.g. (16) (a) or (b)
:
(16) (a) r + coronal 1 (b) T
ot F
5+ anterior 1
1+ continuant j_
Under the formulation used in (6) above, the same rule characterizes all
stages from Proto-Arabic through to Maltese. However, (16) (a) and (b) have
disadvantages that do not adhere to (6) . First, the choice between them is
arbitrary. Second, they make incorrect predictions about the behavior of
new segments coming into the language, whether through voice assimilation or
loans, such as Cj3 and c^. Both predict correctly that, on entering the
language, [.dz] would trigger 1^-Assimilation, since it is C+ anterior^ . How-
ever, (16) (a) predicts, incorrectly, that c would not undergo 1^-Assimila-
tion, since it is C~ anterior, - continuant^; likewise, (16) (b) predicts,
incorrectly, that llj] would not undergo 1^-Assimilation, since it is C- an-
terior, + voice]. Since L'lI arises only via Voice Assimilation, one could,
in principle, retain (16) (b), but order 1^-Assimilation before Voice Assimi-
lation, as in (17)
:
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(17) il # xbiek
l^-Assimilation ix # xbiek
Voice-Assimilation iz # zbiek
In (8) , however, we saw that, under the concrete analysis. Voice Assimila-
tion must precede 1^-Assimilation, so that the ordering of (17) is not avail-
able.
Rule (6) has none of these defects, since it specifies only g as an ex-
ception, i.e. it actually predicts that new coronal segments will trigger
1^-Assimilation, even if they differ from g by only one of the independently
variable features of Maltese consonants, e.g. c^ £- voicej, l^dz3 t+ ante-
riorJ , Ct^I C+ continuant] . Within the concrete framework, then, (6) is
preferable to (5).
Appendix 2 : Phonetic Value of G
Finally, we may consider the phonetic value of G, bearing in mind that
within the abstract phonetic framework it is possible, indeed necessary, to
give such a phonetic specification. There are three constraints on this
phonetic value: (a) G must be [- coronal] , this being its sole raison
d'etre; (b) G should be as close as possible phonetically to g, its surface
realization; (c) G should preferably be distinct from each other segment of
Maltese, otherwise diacritic features will be required to distinguish G from
this other segment. The sound which comes closest to this would be a voiced
palatal plosive (especially if affricated) , which would differ from g only
by the feature value Q- coronal]. We may tentatively assume that this would
be the phonetic specification of G. The only argument against this phonetic
value would be its isolation in the overall patterning of Maltese conso-
nants. Rule (2) , Coronalization, can then be reformulated as:
(18) [- sonorant"!
+ high I
-^ (^+ coronal]
[- back J
Brame (1972: 57) suggests - but does not definitively advocate - a va-
riant of the abstract phonetic solution under which the phonetic value of G
would be g. However, as Brame himself notes, problems are created by the
existence of surface phonetic g, which is rare (other than via Voice Assimi-
lation) in the native vocabulary, but very common in Italian/Semitic loans,
e.g. il-gallarija 'the balcony'. It is not sufficient for this purpose to
partition the vocabulary into native versus nonnative strata, with items
like gzira 'island', though historically a native item, marked L- native],
because both g_ and g are frequent in Italian/Sicilian loans, cf . il-gl5ta
'the frost'. This solution thus fails criterion (c) above.
Within the concrete solution, of course, this whole problem does not a-
rise, since there is no abstract phonetic G.
NOTES
*Work on this article was conducted while the author was a Visiting
Fellow in the Department of Linguistics, School of General Studies, the Aus-
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tralian National University, Canberra. I am grateful to Pauline Adams (nee
Caruana) for my introduction to the Maltese language and for judgements on
the cited forms. For queries, comments, and new data relating to an earlier
version of this paper, I am grateful to the following: J. Aquilina, J. By-
bee, R. Hetzron, M. Kenstowicz, and T.F. Mitchell.
Maltese examples are presented in standard orthography (underlined)
,
except that long vowels are indicated by a macron. Where there is not one-
to-one correspondence between the orthography and a (broad) phonetic repre-
sentation, the latter representation is added in square brackets, using the
symbols of the Maltese alphabet where possible, otherwise IPA symbols; for
the combined system, see Table 1. Note in particular the values of the fol-
lowing orthographic symbols: c^ C tH
, g Cdz], q C?J, x C 53 > z Ctsl, z
[z]; note also that j^ has its IPA value. Stress is generally on the last
vowel of the word if this is long or followed by two consonants, otherwise
on the penultimate vowel. The diphthong ie
,
phonetically Li^!]/ counts as
long.
Note that underlying forms given in this paper are not necessarily the
initial representations in the phonological derivations. Thus, at least
within standard generative phonology, a single form would underlie the stem
of both singular gifen and plural gf ien Ccf ien}, but such more abstract re-
presentations dc not affect the present discussion.
Where the initial consonant of the cluster is a nasal, and also s_ in
certain clusters, only prothesis on the noun is possible, as in 1-imfiadda .
Elsewhere, both seem possible, and my consultant expressed strong preference
for no prothesis on the noun, i.e. il-bliet rather than 1-ibliet . Certain
consonant clusters require prothetic i^ when initial in the phonological
phrase, namely those beginning with m, n, 1^, or r, e.g. imfiadda 'pillow'
(after a vowel: mftadda ) , ir jiefi 'winds' (after a vowel: r jiefi ) . However,
the distribution of this prothetic x_ is not identical to that occurring af-
ter the definite article: while some consonant clusters require prothetic i^
in both cases ( imfiadda , 1- imfiadda ) , others require it in isolation but only
permit it as an alternative after the article ( ir jiefi , 1-ir jiefi or ir-r jiefi
- for the r_, see below) ; yet others do not allow prothetic i^ in isolation,
but either allow it after the article (the majority type, e.g. bliet , il-
bliet or 1-ibliet ) , or even require it after the article (e.g. sports
'sports', 1-isports )
.
2
The sound z^ occurs almost (but not quite) exclusively in loans, for
the most part from Italian/Sicilian, though a vast nuirJaer of such loans form
an irremovable component of Maltese. The sounds p, v, c^, and g also occur
primarily in loans, though also as a result of Voice Assimilation (see sec-
tion 2) of b, f^, g, and k. Geminate affricates are realized by lengthening
the stop component: Maltese does not distinguish phonetically between affri-
cates and the corresponding sequence of plain plosive and fricative.
The sound [dzJ, for which Maltese orthography has no separate symbol,
occurs in only a handful of loans from Italian/Sicilian (Aquilina 1959: 5)
;
z5na is the only example given by Aquilina of initial tdzl. In principle,
Cdz] could also arise through Voice Assimilation of the corresponding voice-
less affricate z_, but no such examples are known to me; the comprehensive
lists of initial consonant clusters in Aquilina (1959: 75-83, 118-119) sug-
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gest that none exist for word-initial position.
The sound Lz 1 in Maltese is a (taxonomic) allophone of its voiceless
counterpart x^ and occurs only before voiced obstruents. This accounts for
the square brackets around Ct] in Table 1.
Before 1^, the assimilation is, of course, vacuous. For present pur-
poses, it makes little difference whether assimilation applies vacuously or
is blocked before 1; for ease of presentation, I will assume the former.
In colloquial Maltese, at more rapid tempo, many instances of 1^ other
than in the definite article are assimilated to following coronal conso-
nants. However, such examples are always distinguishable from ]^-Assimila-
tion of the article, which is obligatory, even at the slowest natural tempo
of delivery. The discussion of the present paper thus relates to obligatory
1-Assimilation.
7
As pointed out to me by J. Aquilina, 1^-Assimilation may extend to the
position before g in colloquial speech. However, as indicated in note 6,
the crucial distinction between obligatory ]^-Assimilation and optional 1^-As-
similation still separates g from the other coronal consonants.
g
For a more detailed discussion, see Schane (1974) . The 'concrete rea-
listic' solution discussed below seems to correspond closely to that advoca-
ted by Schane.
9
The formulation in (7) may not be completely accurate, although the
inaccuracy does not affect any points discussed in this paper. The inaccu-
racy concerns the behavior of the voiceless obstruents q and ft - the only
C+ low3 obstruents -, which are never voiced by Voice Assimilation (which,
for -ft, would be phonetically possible) , although they do apparently devoice
preceding voiced obstruents. Data available to me on the last point (de-
voicing potential) , especially concerning q, are, however, contradictory,
especially for three-consonant sequences, and for the present I prefer to
leave the question open.
Under the general abstract phonetic approach, one would probably argue
for the existence of further underlying segments, which are never directly
realized phonetically, and which are all C+ low]]. Maltese orthography reco-
gnizes gft (corresponding to the merger of Arabic voiced pharyngal and uvular
fricatives) and h. Brame (1972) argues for gft (voiced pharyngal) . A simi-
lar argument might also be constructed for a reflex of hamza, the Arabic
glottal stop (but distinct from the Maltese glottal stop q, which corres-
ponds to the Classical Arabic uvular plosive) . If any or all of these abs-
tract segments exist, they neither undergo nor trigger Voice Assimilation.
In fact, gf ien is the only clear example known to me of this alterna-
tion, although other examples can be constructed using productive word-for-
mation processes, e.g. gsejjem Lcsejjemj - listed in some dictionaries - as
the diminutive of gisem 'body'. Aquilina (1959: 77) lists ^ as the only
possible initial consonant cluster with g^ followed by a voiceless obstruent.
My consultant was not familiar with the word gsejjem , which is probably spu-
rious, archaic, or otherwise restricted. Despite the paucity of material,
judgements on 1-Assimilation before gf ien were quite unequivocal. It
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should be noted that initial consonant clusters represent an innovation of
Maltese (and, generally. North African vernacular Arabic) vis-a-vis Proto-
Arabic.
There are other (potential) alternations between 'sun' and 'moon' con-
sonants, but none seem to give rise to actual examples. The 'sun' conso-
nant c^ would show as the 'moon' consonant g_ before a voiced obstruent, but
Aquilina (1959: 77, 118) indicates that there are no words with the appro-
priate initial clusters. By the rule of Nasal Assimilation, the 'sun' con-
sonant n^ appears as m before a bilabial plosive and Cnl before a velar plo-
sive, both these nasals being 'moon' consonants; however, words beginning
with a nasal followed by any consonant require prothetic i^ after the ar-
ticle, so there is no possibility of testing l_-Assimilation in this envi-
ronment.
Derivation (9) assumes that Voice Assimilation can operate across
the boundary separating the definite article fran the following word. Fai-
lure to make this assumption would give the incorrect output * ig-cf ien in
the plural.
12
I use K to indicate the voiceless counterpart of G, and assume (cf
.
rule (18) in Appendix 2) that the rule shifting G to g also shifts K to £.
Note that if G is analyzed as identical with g, one of the solutions en-
tertained in Appendix 2, then the representation il # Kfien in (12) -(14)
should be replaced by il # kfien
,
which will emerge as the (incorrect) sur-
face form, since neither 1^-Assimilation nor Coronalization (in any order)
applies with k. On this analysis, the ordering of (13) would give incor-
rect results in both columns.
This solution is not, of course, available if G is g (and, there-
fore, K is k^) , since Coronalization does not apply to k; cf. note 12.
14
I am not, of course, identifying Classical Arabic and Proto-Arabic;
for present purposes, the differences between them are irrelevant.
Maltese, like many North African vernaculars, has some instances of
g for Classical Arabic g, as in gzira 'island'.
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NOTES ON CAIRENE ARABIC SYNCOPE
Michael Kenstowicz
University of Illinois
All modern Arabic dialects are characterized by
a movable word stress and the syncopation of short
vowels. This paper briefly examines the interaction
between stress and syncope in the Cairo dialect. It
is shown that the syncope data provide some inter-
esting support for the metrical analysis of Cairene
accent proposed by Halle (1977) and McCarthy (1979).
Some other properties of Cairene Arabic syncope that
will be of interest to the general reader are dis-
cussed.
The prosodic structure of the word in Cairene Arabic (CA) is
determined by the structure of the word's constituent syllables.
^
There are five basic syllable types* CV (light), CVC and CW (heavy),
and CVCC and CWC (extra-heavy) . The extra-heavy types are limited
to word-final position, while the others may appear in initial and
medial positions as well.
Three generalizations govern the location of the major word-
stress in CA. 1) if the final syllable is CWC, CVCC, or CW, it
will take the stress: thus, kitaab 'book', katabt 'I wrote', banaa
'he built it'. If a word fails to receive a stress by (1), then (2)
is applicable. It simply says that a heavy penult is stressed:
katabti 'you f. sg. wrote', makaatib 'offices', but katabit 'she
wrote', where the light penult permits the stress to appear earlier
in the word. However, a light penult does not always allow the stress
to go earlier: 9aalamu 'his world' and maktaba 'library'. These
words receive their stress in accordance with a generalization noted
by Langendoen (1968) --(3) stress the penult or the antepenult, which-
ever is separated by an even number of light syllables from a pre-
ceding heavy syllable, or, if there is no such heavy syllable, then
from the left word boundary. Thus, in 9aalamu and maktaba the penult
is separated by an even number, in this case zero, of light syllables
from a preceding heavy syllable and so it takes the stress. On the
other hand, in katabit we have no heavy syllable and so measure from
the beginning of the word. The penult is separated by one light
syllable from the left word boundary, and so the antepenult is accented.
The principle noted by Langendoen is much more evident in the
Cairene accentuation of Classical Arabic words such as those in (1)
below. The first entry in these paradigms is the pausal pronunciation
and the second is the nonpausal form; the third is suffixed by -hu
'his', and the last by -humaa 'their', dual.
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(1) muntaxaba
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1 A I A A
(final) C V C V V C V (C) C V C (C) C V V (C)
We are now in a position to see how the labeling principle (2) will
assign prosodic structure. In words such as kitaab 'book' and saafart
'I traveled' the final syllables have branching rhymes and thus will be
labeled strong, while in maktab 'office' and kaanit 'she was' the final
rhymes are nonbranching and thus the rhymes of the initial syllables
will be strong. By general convention, all nodes not labeled strong
are weak. We thus obtain the structures in (5).
(5) y\
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(7)
I W S
I
/v y\
I
s w s w
A I I I I
rauntaxabatu (n) u (n)
A
y\
/\
w
s w s w
I I 1
I
aj aratuhu
I shall now turn to the syncope process, concentrating first on its
relationship to the prosodic system sketched above. In the Cairo dialect
the short high vowels i_ and u delete in the context VC CV, i.e. so long
as three successive consonants do not arise. The process applies in
three distinct grammatical environments: 1) word- internally, where the
word is defined as the unit for stress assignment (the inflectional word
plus any pronominal enclitics); (2) to the suffix - it appearing on femi-
nine nouns in construct phrases; and (3) at the level of the phonological
phrase in the contexts V#C CV and V##C CV.
Taking the word-internal cases first, the second vowel of measure I
roots of the shape CiCiC regularly deletes before a vowel-initial subject
or object suffix, as illustrated in (8).
(8) flhim 'he understood'
flhm-it 'she understood'
flhm-u 'they understood'
fihm-u 'he understood him*
fihm-ak 'he understood you m.
fihm-ik 'he understood you f.
Similarly, in the imperfect the vowel of the subject prefixes yi - and ti-
will delete when preceded by the present tense prefix bi- and followed by
CV.
(9) bi-yi-ktib
bi-ti-ktib
'he is writing'
'she is writing'
bi-y-suuf
bi-t-suuf
'he is seeing'
'she is seeing'
Finally, in the imperfect of measures VII and VIII CiCiC roots appear as
CiCC before vowel-initial suffixes.
(10) bi-yi-n-bisit
bi-yi-n-bist-u
bi-yi-htirim
bi-yi-htirm-u
'he is enjoying himself
'they are enjoying themselves'
'he is honoring'
' they are honoring
'
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In each of these cases the relative ordering of accent assignment
and syncope is indeterminate. If syncope applies first, then the accent
can be automatically assigned by the metrical system outlined above. On
the other hand, if prosodic structure is erected before syncope, we will
require a tree-pruning mechanism to delete the prosodic node associated
with the syncopated vowel. It is then an open question what happens to
the prosodic structure of the rest of the word. A priori, two hypotheses
seem reasonable. First, one might assume that upon the deletion of a
vowel and the pruning of its associated prosodic node, the remaining
material in the word is restructured in accord with the prosodic system
of the language, analogous to the requirement that resyllabification
applies to the output of every phonological rule. For CA this position
is indistinguishable from the claim that prosodic structure is erected
after syncope, since no phonological rule ordered before syncope is
sensitive to prosodic structure.^
Secondly, one might assume that when one of a pair of sister nodes
[m,n] is pruned the remaining node inherits the labeling of the prosodic
node that dominates [m,n] . According to Prince (1975) this is exactly
the relationship between prosodic structure and syncope that exists in
Biblical Hebrew. In Prince's analysis underlying /kataba/ surfaces as
[ka:tba] by the following rules: accent is assigned to the penult; a
pretonic open syllable is lengthened; postvocalic stops are spirantized;
short open syllables are syncopated and, if accented, the accent shifts
to the following syllable. The shift of the accent to the right is
automatically accounted for if we adopt the convention that a node
inherits the labeling of its parent node when its sister node is pruned,
as shown in (11)
.
(11)
syncope-> k a: t^ b a --pruning-^
k a: t^ _b a - -convention- > k a:
_t b^ a
The CA data discussed so far is also consistent with this second
hypothesis, as the derivation in (12) shows.
s w
I I
-> f i h m u
y^
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In order to distinguish between these two different hypotheses about
metrical restructuring, we need to examine cases in which a vowel syncopates
from what would be a strong metrical position if prosodic structure were
to be erected before the application of the syncope rule. Two such situ-
ations exist in CA. The first arises when stems ending in the sequences
CaaCuC or CaaCiC are followed by a vowel-initial suffix. A few of these
appear in (13).
(13) imperfects of the irregular verbs kal and xad
bi-y-aakul 'he is eating'
bi-y-akl-u 'they are eating'
bi-y-aaxud 'he is taking'
bi-y-axd-u 'they are taking'
verbs of measures III and VI
saafir 'he traveled'
safr-u 'they traveled'
itnaa?is 'he discussed'
itna?s-u 'they discussed'
active participles of measure I
laabis 'dress' m. sg.
labs-a 'dress' f. sg.
labs-iin 'dress' pi.
nouns
saahib 'friend'
sahb-u 'his friend'
plural nouns of pattern CaCaaCiC
makaatib 'offices'
makatb-u 'his offices'
The second case involves the suffix -it, an allomorphic variant of the
feminine suffix -a_ appearing in possessive constructions. In the following
examples the vowel of this suffix occupies what would be a strong metrical
position in the underlying representations of the forms in the 3rd column.
(14) Noun 'our' Noun 'his' Noun
suur-a suur-It-na sur-t-u 'picture'
taa§-a taas-it-na tas-t-u 'frying pan'
kanak-a kanak-it-na tanak-t-u 'coffee pot'
kanab-a kanab-it-na kanab-t-u 'sofa'
If prosodic structure is erected after syncope, the correct accentu-
ation for forms like sgfr-u
, tas-t-u, and kanak-t-u is obtained immediately,
as these words have heavy penults. These data are also consistent with
the hypothesis that prosodic structure is assigned after the application
of every phonological rule. However, the hypothesis that the sister of
a pruned node inherits the labeling of the parent node incorrectly predicts
a final accent for these words, as the derivation in (15) shows.
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(1^) y\ y\ A
w s
A
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The suffix -it^ also undergoes syncope in construct phrases. This
is of some interest, because it represents a clear case in which a rule
applying in a larger, more inclusive grammatical domain feeds a rule
that is limited to applying in a smaller domain. There are actually a
couple of rules in CA exhibiting this relationship. One is the rule
shortening a long vowel before two consonants. Although this rule
shortens all long vowels, it is most easily observed when applying to
the mid vowels ee_ and oo. When shortened, these vowels appear as i^
and u^, since CA does not have short mid vowels in its phonetic inven-
tory. Thus, we have beet 'house', bit-na 'our house'; yoom 'day',
yum-na 'our day'. The shortening rule applies only in the domain of
the word. Two successive consonants belonging to separate words do not
shorten a preceding long vowel: beet fariid , *bit fariid 'the house of
Farid'. As we have seen, word-internal syncope feeds the vowel-short-
ening rule: cf. gineen-a 'garden', ginin-t-i 'my garden' from
/gineen-it-i/. More significantly, the suffix - it may lose its vowel
in construct phrases and the resultant consonant cluster will shorten
a preceding long vowel: ginin-t ir-raagil 'the garden of the man' from
/gineen-it il-raagil/. The change in syllable structure produced by
syncope in construct phrases also leads to a change in prominence
relations: cf. kanak-it fariid 'the coffee pot of Fariid' versus
kanak-t ir-raagil 'the coffee pot of the man'. Once again this accent-
ual alternation is consistent with the claim that either prosodic
structure is assigned only after the syncope rule or with the claim that
it is assigned to the underlying representation and reassigned after
the application of every phonological rule.
These data thus illustrate a situation in which a phonological
rule (syncope) must look across the word boundary into the following
word in order to apply, but whose application feeds rules (vowel short-
ening and accent assignment) that are limited to apply within the
smaller domain of the individual word. (Similar facts have been noted
for Catalan by Mascaro 1976). Finally, it must be noted that this
behavior is limited to the - it suffix. The high vowel of any other
morpheme will not delete from a word final syllable when the next word
begins with a vowel. Thus, makaatib ir-raagil 'the offices of the man'
may not become *makatb ir-raagil .
Turning now to syncope at the level of the phrase, a short high
vowel in an open syllable will regularly delete when preceded by a
vowel-final proclitic or separate word. Proclitic is defined here
as an unstressed preposition, conjunction, or particle which may not
receive the word stress when it leans on the following word: e.g.
fi#samak 'in a fish', wi#xad 'and he took'. Some examples of phrasal
syncope appear in (17).
(17) kitaab 'book'
wi#ktaab 'and a book'
baa9 kitaab 'he sold a book'
baa9u ktaab 'they sold a book'
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xuruum 'holes'
fi#xruum 'in holes'
9a lam xuruum 'he made holes'
9alamu xruum 'they made holes'
Unlike word-internal syncope, phrasal syncope is sensitive to accent.
It may not delete a stressed vowel. This is shown by the data in (18).
(18) fi#hilal 'in a pot'
fi#hlal-ha 'in her pot'from /fi#hilal-ha/
baa9u kutub 'they sold books'
baa9u ktub-na 'they sold our books' from /baa9u kutub-na/
If the metrical approach to CA accent is accepted, the phrasal syn-
cope rule would be formulated approximately as in (19).
(19) W
I
[.hilh] --M/v#(#)c_cv
Since W denotes a weak metrical position, the formulation in (19) raises
the question of the fate of short high vowels in a strong position that
is not the locus of the main word stress. The above formulation predicts
that such vowels will not delete. The only data in CA that I am aware of
which bears on this question are nouns of the structure CVCVC-a. A few
examples are cited in (20).
(20) huma ?irad-a 'they are monkeys'
h(ima ?rad-t-u 'they are his monkeys' from /huma ?irad-it-u/
huma ?irad-it-na 'they are our monkeys' from /huma ?irad-it-na/
kulti 9inab-a 'you f. sg. ate a grape'
kulti 9nab-t-i 'you ate my grape' from /kulti 9inab-it-i/
kulti 9inab-it-ha 'you ate her grape' from /kulti 9inab-it-ha/
In huma ?irad-it-na and kulti 9inab-it-na the i^'s in the initial syllables
satisfy all of the requirements for syncope except the metrical one that
they occupy a weak position. Since the second syllables in ?irad-it-na
and 9inab-it-na are light the initial syllables will form the first member
of a foot and thus be strong, as in (21).
(21)
W S
s w s w
I » A IViraditna 9inabitna
The formulation of phrasal syncope as (19) thus makes the correct prediction
and may be considered as providing some interesting support for the metrical
analysis of CA accent.
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The next question to ask is what happens when there are two successive
high vowels that both satisfy the input requirements of the phrasal syncope
rule. Here we find that the vowels consistently syncope from right to left,
or, better, from the inside out.
(22) kitab-na 'our book', wi#ktab-na 'and our book'
fi#ktab-na 'in our book'
fi#masr 'in Egypt', huma f#masr 'they are in Egypt'
huma fi#ktab-na 'they are in our book', *huma f#kitab-na
wi#fi#ktab-na 'and in our book', *wi#f#kitab-na,
wi#f#gawab-na 'and in our letter'
fi#ktab-hum galta w#fi#ktab-na ma#fiis galta 'in their
book is an error and in our book there is no error'
fi#gawab-hum galta wi#f#gawab-na ma#fiis galta 'in their
letter is an error and in our letter there is no error'
This pattern of deletion is compatible with either a right-to-left iteration
of the rule or with a cyclic application. I believe that the latter inter-
pretation is preferable since the operation of the rule would mimic the
hierarchical constituent structure of these phrases and furthermore would
be consistent with the left-to-right pattern of application noted earlier
for nouns such as sahb-it-u 'his girlfriend' from [[ [saahib]it]u]
.
We have seen that a short high vowel in weak metrical position will
delete from a word-initial syllable when in the environment VC CV. It
is therefore of some interest to note that such vowels consistently fail
to delete from word-final syllables (except for the suffix - it in con-
struct phrases, as discussed earlier).
(23) kitaab-i fi#l#maktab'my book is in the office'
katab-u gawaab 'they wrote a letter'
sirib il#?ahwa 'he drank the coffee'
makaatib il#gain9a 'the offices of the university'
The failure of phrasal syncope to operate in word-final syllables might
be accounted for in various ways. Perhaps the most straightforward account
would be to simply say that there is an asymmetry between initial and final
syllables, which could be described by specifying the context of the rule
as V#(#)C CV. However, since the rule requires information about both
the preceding and the following word, one might expect the rule to apply
without regard to the location of word boundaries. Rules operating in
this fashion are not unattested. Dinnsen (1976) discusses a dialect of
Catalan where voiced stops spirantize in, roughly, intervocalic position.
Both intervocalic word-final and word-initial stops undergo the rule.
However, it is also possible to find cases where the location of the
word boundary is significant. For instance, in Sanskrit an intervocalic
glide will delete in the context V #V, but not in V# V; and in Shona
(Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979:286), a high tone drops to low in H #H,
but not in H# H.
Nevertheless it is worth pursuing possible alternative explanations
for the lack of syncope in (23) . The first observation that can be made
is that many word-final high vowels mark particular morphological cate-
gories. The deletion of such vowels would lead to a great deal of ambi-
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guity. For example, if kitaab-i 'my book' were to lose its final vowel
it would become homophonous with kit^ab 'book'; and deletion of the
final vowel in katab-u 'they wrote, he wrote it' would neutralize the
distinction between singular and plural in the third person perfect (cf.
katab 'he wrote'). However, such an appeal to ambiguity fails to explain
why syncopation cannot apply in sirib il#?^hwa and mak^atib il#gam9a .
Note that the final syllables of sirib and maMatib regularly delete
when followed by a vowel -initial suffix: sirb-u 'they drank, he drank it';
makatb-u 'his offices'.
An attractive phonological explanation for the failure of word-
final vowels to syncopate has been given by Chammah (1975), who notes that
underlying short high vowels are tensed at the end of a word but else-
where lax in CA. If we order the required final tensing rule before
syncope and restrict the latter to lax high vowels, the absence of
syncope in the first two items of (23) can be explained. But this still
leaves the recalcitrant sirib il#?ahwa and makJiatib il#gam9a . Initially,
a fairly attractive solution for these cases would seem to be available
by referring directly to syllable structure in the formulation of the
syncope rule. Specifically, we might require that the coda position be
empty in order for a lax high vowel to syncopate. This would allow
deletion of the initial syllable i^ in cases like ?ana srlb-t 'I drank'
from /?ana sirib-t/, but prevent it from applying in Sirib il#?ihwa
,
where b^ would fill the syllable coda in ?irib . However, CA is well
known for its resyllabification of consonants across word boundaries:
sirib il#?ahwa is articulated si.ri.bil. ?ah. wa. Thus, in order to
maintain the syllable structure explanation for the failure of the
syncope rule to apply in sirib il#?ahwa , we would have to order the
rule resyllabifying consonants across word boundaries after the phrasal
syncope rule. I am not aware of any data internal to CA that bears on
the feasibility of such an analysis. Thus, the appropriateness of
such an approach will depend on general theoretical considerations
about the role and place of resyllabification rules in a grammar
and in particular whether it can be shown to be necessary to have to
extrinsical ly order such rules among other phonological rules in
other languages.
Since this question has not been treated extensively, it is worth-
while pursuing the point a bit further, spelling out in more detail how
such an analysis would work. As has become customary in recent genera-
tive studies, I will assume that syllable structure is assigned to the
underlying representation and reassigned after the application of each
phonological rule. I assume the following inventory of syllable types
for CA: CV, CW, CVC, and CWC. Syllables of the shape CVCC only
appear before pause in CA and are thus not properly regarded as members
of the basic inventory. It is well known that sequences of three
successive consonants are never permitted in CA phonetic representations.
When such impermissible consonant clusters arise from the concatenation
of morphemes in underlying representation a vowel is inserted
between the second and third consonant: e.g. /bint-na/ 'our girl' is
pronounced bintina . This rule also operates at the level of the phrase:
/bint gamiila/ 'a pretty girl' is pronounced bfntigamiila .
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In an analysis of Harari, Halle (1977) showed how representing
syllables in terms of branching trees permits one to formalize the
traditional insight that epenthetic vowels can often be interpreted
as an attempt by a language to provide a syllabification for consonants
that cannot be a^^commodated by its syllable inventory. This notion can
be fruitfully applied to CA. Examination of the underlying represen-
tations / bint-i/ 'my girl', /bint/ 'girl', /bint-na/ 'our girl', and
/bint gamiila/ 'a pretty girl' shows that only in the first case can
the jt of /bint/ be accommodated by the syllable canons (CV, CVC, CW,
CWC) of CA. In the other cases let us assume that this stranded
consonant is apportioned into a syllable of its own, whose nucleus
will be denoted by 0. The null nucleus will later be spelled out as
an epenthetic vowel, except before pause.
(24) Aa Aa a a a AaaAabinti bint0 bint0na bint0gamiila
In CA the stranded consonant is uniformly interpreted as the onset of
the syllable with the null nucleus, giving rise to the insertion of the
epenthetic vowel in VCC CV and #C CV.^ As we have seen, the null
nucleus is not spelled out prepausally, as in bint . This is the only
position where CVCC syllables appear in CA. Interestingly, in other
Arabic dialects, e.g. Levantine, the stranded consonant is assigned to
the coda of the syllable, leading to the insertion of the epenthetic
vowel in VC CCV and VC C# . The Levantine dialect is similar to CA
in that the null nucleus is not spelled out adjacent to pause, giving
rise to phrase-initial consonant clusters. This is essentially the
only position in which CCV syllables may appear in the Levantine
dialects.
Returning to the phrasal syncope rule of CA, it is interesting to
note that the epenthetic vowel appears to trigger this process. Contrast
/bint gamiila/ and /bint kibiira/ 'a big girl', which are pronounced
[bin. ti.ga.mii. la] and [bin. tik.bii.ra] , respectively. The latter can
be derived by simply ordering epenthesis before phrasal syncope. However,
given that syllable structure is interpreted as in (24), another possibility
exists. The null nucleus associated with the _t of /bint/ will count as
an open syllable, and so the initial syllable of /kibiira/ can syncopate
and the Ic resyllabify before the null nucleus is finally spelled out as
an epenthetic vowel , as in (25) . I know of no data in CA that permits one
to decide between these alternatives.
(25) A A A />. A A, A A Abint0kibiira --> bint0kbiira ->
A /a /X Abintikbiira
In the phrases sirib il#?ahwa and makaatib il#gam9a of (23) the final
consonants of »irib and makaatib can be accommodated by the syllable canons
of CA. These phrases enter the phrase-level phonology with the syllabifi-
cation shown in (26)
.
i
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''" ^AAaa aaaAaa
sirib0il?ahwa ma kaa tib/)ilgani9a
The null onset of the definite article /il/ is filled in by a glottal stop
after pause (cf. ?il#?ahwa 'the coffee', ?il#gain9a 'the university'); when
onbedded within a phrase the is replaced by the preceding consonant, as
in [si.ri.bil. ?ah.wa] . If this replacement of the null onset is ordered
after the phrasal syncope rule, we have an explanation for why a word-
final syllable escapes syncope, while a word-initial one does not: the
word-initial syllable is open when it enters the phrase level phonology,
while a word final syllable such as that in /sirib/ is closed. However,
this solution is questionable for the following reason. It is plausible
to regard the resyllabification of the b^ in /sirib il#?ahwa/ as simply
part of the reassignment of syllable structiire that operates after the
application of every phonological rule. It would seem quite natural to
require that such reassignment of syllable structure should also occur
at the beginning of each cycle, as new phonological material becomes
available for the rules to operate on. But if we accept this condition,
then the explanation proposed above for the asymmetry between initial
and final syllables in CA must be rejected and the asymmetry would have
to be built into the statement of the syncope rule itself. The choice
between these two analyses will depend on a much fuller theoretical
understanding of the role and place of resyllabification rules in
phonology.
NOTES
This is a revised version of a paper originally delivered at the
10th Annual Meeting of the African Linguistics Society in 1978. I would
like to thank Samir Mahmoud and Wafaa Wahba, who served as informants
for this study. The research reported here was supported by a grant
from the University of Illinois Research Board. In CA a single inter-
vocalic consonant syllabifies with a following vowel, while a VCCV
sequence has the syllable break between the two consonants. These
principles of syllabification also apply at the level of the phrase,
so that VC#V is syllabified V.CV. I return to this point briefly at
the end of the paper. Words are cited in a broad phonetic transcrip-
tion. In particular, I do not indicate the effects of a general rule
shortening vowels in unstressed syllables.
2
This is presumably related to the widespread tendency for constraints
on syllable structure to be relaxed at word margins. Recall that in CA
CVCC and CWC syllables are only found in word-final position. When
CVCCC and CWCC sequences arise internal to the word, they are converted
to CVCCVCV and CVCC by epenthesis and shortening, respectively.
3
The Maltese Arabic data discussed in Brame (1972) would appear to
materially support this position. In Maltese short unaccented vowels
syncopate in open syllables: cf. beza? 'he spit', but be2?-et 'she spit'
and bza?-t 'I spit', from /beza?/. If the syncope process gives rise
to consonant clusters violating the syllable canons of Maltese, an epen-
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thetic vowel is inserted. Maltese appears to permit CCVC and CVCC syllables
so long as they conform to the well-known tendency for sonority to decrease
from the nucleus to the syllable margin. Thus, word-initial clusters of sono-
rant plus obstruent are not permitted: cf. mgisat , mast-et , but imsat-t 'comb'.
Examples of impermissible codas are provided by forms such as the imperfects
nikteb 'I write', niktb-u 'we write'; but nidneb , nidinb-u 'we sin' from
/ni-dnib-u/. Note that in nidinb-u the syllable that arises from epenthesis
is accented. Unlike in CA, the syncope rule in Maltese is sensitive to
accent (i.e. it may not delete a stressed vowel). Thus, in Maltese metrical
structure must be assigned before syncope and then reassigned to the new
syllabic structure arising from syncope and epenthesis. The derivation of
nidinb-u would proceed roughly along the lines sketched below. [0 denotes a
null nucleus; cf. the discussion at the end of the paper,)
A /\ A
n i d n i b u --syncope § resyll--^ n i d /8 n b u —metrical re-->
abification assignment
y^
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CYCLIC STRESS IN LEVANTINE ARABIC
Michael Kenstowicz ^ Kamal Abdul-Karim
University of Illinois
This paper examines three features of Levantine Arabic that
confirm the cyclic analysis of stress proposed by Brame
(1973,1974): the behavior of possessive nominal suffixes,
the syncope of £ in open syllables, and the reduction of
£ in closed syllables. The paper concludes with a discussion
of the stress patterns found in 3 sg. fern, perfects and
feminine nouns in construct.
In an analysis of Palestinian Arabic Brame (1973,1974) postulates
the rules of (1) to account for the alternations in (2).
(1) stress V --% V / C ( (VC) V C^ ) ]
syncope V -•» / CV
+high
-str
epenthesis - i / C C
#
3 sg.
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(3) darab
<Jarab-u
<Jarab-ha
darab-ak
darab- ik
darab-ni
darab-hum
darab-kum
darab-na
•he hit'
•he hit him'
•he hit her^
'he hit you m.
'he hit you f.
'he hit me'
'he hit them'
'he hit you pi
,
'he hit us'
fihim 'he understood'
fihm-u 'he understood him'
fihira-ha 'he understood her'
flhm-ak 'he understood you m.
'
fihm-ik 'he understood you f .
fihim-ni 'he understood me'
fihim-hum 'he understood them'
fihim-kum 'he understood you pi.
fihim-na 'he understood us'
As far as stress assignment is concerned, the accusative suffixes behave
the same as the subject suffixes. A vowel-initial one permits stress to
appear on the antepenult (e.g. darab-ak), while a consonant-initial one
attracts stress to the penult (e.g. darab-ni). Also, the addition of a
vowel-initial accusative suffix opens the final syllable of the root,
leading to the syncope of i_ (e.g. fihm-ak) . However, attachment of a
consonant- initial accusative suffix does not permit the initial vowel of
a CiCiC root to delete (e.g. fihim-ni ) . Since -na is both a subject and
an object suffix, there are minimal pairs: fhim-na 'we understood 'versus
fihim-na 'he understood us'.
These data have puzzled researchers in Arabic dialectology for a long
time. For example, Feghali (1919:282), in a description of the Kfar-'^ida
dialect of Lebanon, attempted to explain why the initial syllables of
himil-ni 'he carried me' and himil-na 'he carried us' fail to syncopate,
even though unstressed and open, by claiming that if syncope were to
apply, these forms would become homophonous with the perfects hmil-na
'we carried' and the imperatives hmil-ni 'carry me' and hmil-na 'carry
us'. Although sound changes are often inhibited when they give rise
to homophony, this does not appear to be the correct explanation in the
present case. For one thing, as Feghali himself notes, appeal to the
avoidance of homophony cannot explain why syncope blocks in a form such
as himil-kun 'he carried you pi.', since there is no imperative with
which it could become homophonous. Furthermore, syncope does lead to
homophony between affixed and bare perfects: compare the triple ambiguity
of fihm-u 'they understood •, 'he understood him', and 'his understanding'.
Brame's explanation for the difference between fhim-na and fihim-na
is to postulate a difference in constituent structure between verb+subject
suffixes and verb+object suffixes. In particular, he treats the object
suffixes as forming an outer layer of structure, arborized with the
verb+subject suffix constituent, fhim-na 'we understood' is thus derived
from [fihim-na], while fihim-na 'he understood us^ derives from [[fihimjna]
With this difference in constituent structure available, the failure of
syncope to apply in fihim-na can now be explained by the additional
assumption that the stress rule applies cyclically, first to the innermost
constituent [verb+subject] and then to the more inclusive [[verb+subj ]obj ]
.
The first syllable in fihim-na will now fail to syncopate because it bears
the stress assigned to it on the inner cycle and syncope may not apply to
stressed vowels. The derivations in (4) illustrate Brame^s solution.
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(4) [fihim+na] [[fihim]na]
First cycle
fihim+na fihim stress
Second cycle
fihim+na stress
Postcyclic
fhim+na syncope
The derivation of fihfm-t-na assumes the stress- lowering convention of
Chomsky & Halle (1968) , according to which application of a stress rule
depresses all other stresses by one degree. Brame was uncertain as to
whether the secondary stress in fihim+na actually appears phonetically
and left open the possibility of adding a rule to eliminate it. The
addition of such a rule is actually required since, for a corresponding
CaCaC verb such as /darab/, dardbna is ambiguous between 'we hit' and
'he hit us' for all speakers of Palestinian and Lebanese Arabic that we
have polled. This makes the cyclic analysis somewhat more abstract,
since the stress postulated on the first syllable of fihim-na does not
appear phonetically. However, neutralization of accentual distinctions
in all but one syllable of a word or phrase are among the most common
types of phonological rule.
The purpose of this paper is to amplify the cyclic analysis and
provide further motivation for it by considering some additional data
from the Levantine Arabic dialects. '^ The cyclic analysis depends
crucially on the difference in constituent structure between verb+subject
versus verb+object suffixes. This difference can be motivated on a
higher level by the observation that the object suffixes are in comple-
mentary distribution with full NP objects and may thus be treated as
arising from a clitic attachment process (cf. Broselow 1976). In
addition to stress and syncope, there are several other phonological
processes in the Levantine dialects that are sensitive to this structural
difference. To mention just one of these, hollow verbs shorten their
long root vowel in a syllable closed by the addition of a consonant-
initial subject suffix; but this rule fails to apply before a consonant-
initial object suffix: cf. staSaar 'consult', stasar-na 'we consulted',
but stasaar-na 'he consulted us'. The shortening rule must therefore
be limited to apply in the domain defined by the inner layer of structure
in the cyclic analysis and can thus be taken as indirect support for
that analysis.
In the Levantine dialects pronominal possession is marked by a series
of suffixes identical to the accusative series on verbs, except for the
1 sg. where the possessive is -i_ (cf. ktaab-i 'my book') and the accusa-
tive is -nj^ (e.g. darab-ni 'he hit me'). Given the near identity of the
two series, and given that the accusative suffixes induce cyclic stress
on the verb, we might expect that the possessive suffixes will induce
cyclic stress on nouns. In order to test this prediction we require
nouns composed of two light syllables, the first containing a high vowel.
In the Levantine dialects nominals of this shape are limited to two
categories: plurals of the shape CVCVC (5) and stems which terminated
in a laryngeal in the Classical language (6)^.
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(5) _N
'pools' birak
'knees' rikab
'points' nu?at
(6) 'medicine' dawa
'joy' rida
'corn' dira
'glue' giri
'winter' sita
'his' N 'our' N
birak-
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In some dialects the rule has been extended to apply before the
feminine noun suffix -at in construct, with retention of the requirement
that a light syllable precede. This is the situation found in the Horan
dialect (Cantineau 1946)
.
(8) katab, katb-at 'write'; sammas, sammas-at 'dry in sun';
baarak, baara^k-at 'bless'; bagara 'cow', bagar-aat 'cows';
bagrat-na 'our cow' from [ [bagar+at]na] ; bagrat-i 'my cow'
from [ [bagar+at]i]
Many Northern Lebanese dialects have extended the rule much further.
In Tripoli (El-Hajje 1954) the light syllable requirement has been dropped:
darab, darb-et 'hit'; kallam , kallm-et 'speak to' J baarak , baark-et 'bless'
in addition, the rule applies to the initial vowel of CaCaC perfects (ex-
cept for the 3 pi.): drab-na 'we hit', drab-ti 'you f. sg. hit'; (but
darab-u 'they hit'). In nouns it applies before the feminine suffix in
both construct and bare forms: maktab 'office', but makitbe 'library'
from [maktab +e] , makitbit-na 'our library' from [ [maktab+it]na] . But the
rule does not apply before cyclic suffixes: darab-ik 'he hit you f.';
faras 'mare', faras -i 'my mare' (cf. basal 'onions', basle 'an onion'
from [basal+e]); rikab 'knees', rikab-i 'my knees'. Finally, the rule
does not apply in the imperfect: yisrab-u 'they drink', tisrab-i 'you f.
sg. drink'.
In the Kfar-Sghab dialect (Fleisch 1963) a^-syncope has been extended
to apply before cyclic suffixes.
(9) darab, darb-it, drab-ti, drab-t, darb-u drab-tu, drab-na
darb-u 'he hit him'; darb-ak 'he hit you m.'
samak 'fish', pi.; samki 'one fish'; samk-i 'my fish', pi.
samk-u 'his fish', pi.
But it still does not apply in the imperfect: yisrab-u 'they drink'. (The
Bismizziin dialect (Jiha 1964) has the same distribution of a^-syncope).
Finally, in the ShTm dialect (Fleisch 1962) the a^-syncope rule has
'in the environments of
drunk' from [yi+skar+u]
;
:lah+u]
.
The generalization of the syncope rule provides a test of the vali-
dity of the cyclic analysis for stress. If this analysis is correct, we
should never find deletion of the first vowel of a CaCaC stem before a
consonant-initial accusative or possessive suffix. In fact, this pre-
diction is correct. We know of no dialect in which syncope applies in
this situation.^ The following paradigms for darab 'he hit' and zamal
'camel' from the Kfar-Sghab dialect are typical.
(10) darab-ni, darb-ak, darb-ik, darb-u darab-a (* *darab-ha)
,
darab-na, darab-kon, darab-on (<*darab-hon)
zamal, zaml-i, zaml-u, zamal-a (<*zamal-ha)
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In all of the descriptions of the nondifferential dialects that
are available to us there are cases where the short low vowel a_ is
reduced to i^ in unaccented closed syllables. Although this process
is often inhibited in the context of emphatic consonants and in par-
ticular morphological categories, it appears to apply regularly in
CaCCaaC nouns of instrument and agent as well as in the inflection
of the perfect. The following data from the Tripoli (El-Hajje 1954)
and the Bismizziin (Jiha 1964) dialects illustrate the reduction of
—'
(11) Tripoli CaCCaaC nouns: xibbaaz 'baker', wizzaan 'scale'
perfects: kallam, kallm-et, killam-na 'speak to'
stahsan, stah(a)sn-et, sti^san-na
'prefer'
Bismizziin CaCCaaC nouns: nijjaar 'carpenter', millaak
' landowner
'
perfects: massah, massh-it, missah-na 'wipe off
staktar, staktr-it, stiktar-na 'deem
excessive'
To account for these data we require the rule in (12).
(12) reduction a --> i / CC
-str
The reduction rule can also be exploited to provide a further test
of the validity of the cyclic analysis for stress. El-Hajje (1954:74)
cites kallamuu" 'they spoke to him' from [ [kallam+u]uh] and killamtuu"
'you pi. spoke to him' from [[kallam+tu]uh] for the Tripoli dialect.
And Jiha (1964:147) cites gasslitu 'she washed him' from [[gassal+it]u]
,
but gasslit 3 sg. f
.
, and gissaltu 2 pi. The partial paradigm in (13),
supplied to us by Michel Saab, a speaker of the Tripoli dialect, provides
examples of minimal pairs.
(13) 9allam 'he taught'
9allm-et 'she taught'
9illam-na 'we taught'
9allam-na 'he taught us'
The contrast between 9illamna 'we taught' and 9allamna 'he taught us'
can be explained if it is assumed that these forms derive from [9allam+na]
and [ [9allam]na] , respectively. Stress will be assigned to the penult
of [9allam+na]
,
permitting reduction to apply to the first root vowel.
On the other hand, stress will be assigned to the initial syllable of
[[9allam]na] on the root cycle, preventing the subsequent application of
vowel reduction. Reapplication of stress assignment on the second cycle
yields the correct surface form 9allamna.
The a^-syncope and reduction processes permit the cyclic status of
the dual and plural nominal suffixes to be determined. This is not
possible in the differential dialects, since nominals of the requisite
stem shape (two light syllables, the first containing a high vowel) are
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incompatible with these suffixes on grammatical or lexical grounds. The
failure of the underscored initial syllables in the data of (14) to delete
or reduce can be explained if it is assumed that the -ayn , -aan, - aat ,
and - iin suffixes induce a cycle on the preceding stem.
(14) Tripoli dual: gada, gaday-aan 'lunch'
plural: darje, da_rj-aat 'step'
mistahsen, mist£hsn-iin 'prefer' (participle)
Bismizziin dual: dalu, da_lw-ayn 'pail'
plural: mistaktir, mistaktr-iin 'deem excessive'
(participle)
Since all of the nondifferential dialects have traces of the rule
reducing unstressed £ to i^ in closed syllables, the question arises as
to whether there is any connection between the reduction of £ to i^ in
unstressed closed syllables and the deletion of a_ in unstressed open
syllables. In many languages vowels go through various intermediate
stages before disappearing entirely and so it is legitimate to examine
the possibility that, instead of deleting directly, a_ goes through the
stage of i_ before deleting by a generalized reduction rule taking a_ to
i^ in all unstressed syllables.
This view is supported by the behavior of feminine nouns in construct
and suffixed 3 f. sg. perfects in the Tripoli dialect. The feminine
suffix, also used to derive singulatives from mass nouns, appears as
e^ (< *ih) on bare stems (and as -a_ on bare stems ending in an emphatic),
but has the allomorphic variant -it when the noun is in construct (i.e.
when followed by a possessive suffix or a NP complement). The data in
(15) illustrate alternations induced by the feminine suffix on four
relevant types of noun stems in the Tripoli dialect.
(15) N
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suffix -it. The roots underlying the final two paradigms of (15) are
/ba?ar/ and /maktab/. Recall that vowel-initial cyclic suffixes do
not trigger the syncope of a_ in the Tripoli dialect; hence, ba?ar-i and
maktab-i. (Other Lebanese dialects have ba?r-i and makitb-i for these
forms, the latter with epenthesis from /maktb-i/). In the corresponding
feminine forms ba?irt-i and maktibt-i from underlying [ [ba?ar+it] i] and
[ [maktab+it] i] , we find that the a^ of the second root syllable has been
replaced by surface i^. The appearance of underlying a^ as i^ can be explained
if we assume that a_ goes through the stage of i^ before deleting. Before
seeing this, however, we shall introduce some additional data bearing on
the matter.
It is of considerable significance that exactly the same range of
alternations are found in suffixed 3 sg. f. perfects of the first three
measures in the Tripoli dialect. Examples appear in (16).
(16) 3 sg. m.
3 sg. f.
3 sg. f.
3 sg. f.
darab
darb-et
darib-t-u
darb-it-na
•hit'
9allam
9allm-et
9allim-t-u
9allm-it-na
'teach'
baarak
baark-et
baarik-t-u
baark-it-na
'bless'
In these data the roots are /darab/, /9allam/, and /baarak/. The 3 sg. f.
perfect suffix /-it/ appears as -et^ by a general rule of the Tripoli
dialect lowering i^ to £ in final closed syllables. Note that the vowel
£ of the second root syllables has been replaced by surface i_ in those
cases where the accusative suffix begins with a vowel: darib-t-u,
9allim-t-u, and baarik-t-u. Verbs such as darib-t-u and' 9allim-t-u are
thus isomorphic to the nominals ba?ir-t-i and maktib-t-i of (15). (The
morphology of the language appears to lack feminine nouns with the root
shape CaaCaC and thus there are no nominals isomorphic to the measure III
verb baarik-t-u).
The replacement of a_ by i_ in (15) and (16) can be explained if we
assume that the reduction rule applies cyclically. This rule is formulated
as (17) and must be limited to apply in nonfinal syllables in the Tripoli
dialect.
6
(17) a -^ i / CqV
-str
Given the existence of (17) the forms maktib-t-i, 9allim-t-u, and baarik-t-u
can be derived as follows.
(18) [ [maktab+it] i] [ [9allam+it]u] [[baarak+it]u]
First cycle
maktab+it 9allam+it baarak+it stress
maktib+it 9allim+it baarik+it reduction (1
Second cycle
maktib+it+i 9allim+it+u baarik+it+u stress
reduction (1
Postcyclic
maktib+t+i 9allxm+t+u baarik+t+u syncope
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Application of the rule supressing all but the final stress in a word yields
the correct surface form of these words: maktib-t-i, 9allim-t-u, and
baarxk-t-u.
The derivations of the corresponding forms with a consonant-initial
object suffix (i.e. makitb-it-na, 9allm-it-na, and baark-it-na) appear
as follows. '
(19) [[maktab+it]na] [[9allam+it]na] [ [baarak+it]na]
maktab+it
maktib+it
maktib+it+na
maktb+it+na
makitb+it+na
makitb+it+na
9allam+it
9allim+it
9allim+ft+na
9allm+it+na
9allm+it+na
baarak+it
baarik+it
baarik+it+na
baark+it+na
baark+it+na
First cycle
stress
(17)
Second cycle
stress
(17)
Postcyclic
syncope
epenthesis
stress del
The form 9allm+it+na manifests the wellknown tendency for geminates to resist
separation by an epenthetic vowel.
Turning now to those forms in (15
roots, we see that they have initial s
with a vowel: ba?ir-t-i and darib-t-u.
thus contrast with those built on root
stress is reassigned to the second roo
maktib-t-i, baarik-t-u, 9allim-t-u. Th
lying structure composed of four light
the structure heavy+3* light. Such a s
in the Levantine dialects. For exampl
exhibits exactly the same contrast, ev
found in the Tripoli dialect.' Compare
) and (16) that are built on CaCaC
tress when the cyclic suffix begins
Feminine forms built on CaCaC roots
s with initial heavy syllables, where
t vowel on the second cycle: saahib-t-i,
e former feminine forms have an under-
syllables, while the latter are of
tress contrast is not without precedent
e, the Palestinian dialect of Ramallah
en though it lacks the reduction rule
the data in (20)
.
(20) bakar-t-i
saahib-t-i
maktab-t-i
'my cow'
'my friend f .
'
'my library'
darb-at-o 'he hit him'
baarak-at-o 'he blessed him'
9allam-at-o 'he taught him'
It is very difficult to say whether the initial stress found in ba?ir-t-i
and darib-t-u is simply the reflex of a special accentuation in these two
morphological environments or whether it requires a revision of the basic
stress rule of (1) to permit accent to exceed the antepenult when the word
is composed of four light syllables. This difficulty arises from the fact
that suffixed 3 sg. f. perfects and feminine nouns in construct are the
only places where the morphology of Levantine Arabic permits words of four
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light syllables to be constructed. Furthermore, exactly these two cate-
gories are the seat of the greatest accentual diversity in the Levantine
dialects. For example, the Beirut dialect does not have the accentual
contrast between CaCaC versus CaaCaC and CaCCaC roots found in Tripoli
and Ramallah. It uniformly stresses the second root syllable of feminine
nouns amplified with a vowel-initial possessive suffix and thus respects
an antepenultimate limit.
(21) N 'my' N N
tifil
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saa9id+it+u gassil+it+u
darib+t+u saa9d+it+u
saa9d+it+u
gassl+it+u
gassl+it+u
Second cycle
stress (modified)
(17)
Postcyclic
syncope (R-to-L)
stress deletion
To summarize the discussion to this point, we have sketched an analysis
in which the Vs in Tripoli ba?ijrt-i 'my cow', maktlbt-i 'my library',
daribt-u 'she hit him', 9allimt-u 'she taught him', and baarikt-u 'she
blessed him' are identified as reductions from underlying a^ by rule (17).
They are saved from postcyclic syncope by virtue of being stressed and/ (or,
in the case of ba?irt-i and daribt-u) by virtue of a right-to-left iteration
of the syncope rule.
Although this analysis works rather well, there are a couple of points
that call it into question. First, in a number of Levantine dialects the
appearance of the i^ in measure I verbs such as daribt-u is optional
.
Jiha (1964:146) cites darbt-ak as an alternant pronunciation of daribt-ak
'she hit you ra.sg.' for the Bismizziin dialect. This alternant pronunciation
is rather difficult to explain under the analysis sketched in (24) above,
where daribt-ak would derive from [[darib+it]ak] by a right-to-left
iteration of syncope. We could, of course, derive the alternative darbt-ak
from the same underlying farm by having syncope optionally iterate from
left-to-right. But it is rather difficult to believe that such a radical
change as that implied by a switch in the direction of iteration is the
basis of the daribt-ak/darbt-ak alternation.
Secondly, the analysis we have sketched above involves a kind of
abstractness that is characteristically subject to lexical restructuring
(Kiparsky 1973) : namely, it posits as underlying a vowel which only shows
up in derived forms--specifically those forms with vowel-initial cyclic
suffixes. This becomes particularly clear in the case of feminine nouns
such as madirse, madrist-i, madirsit-na 'school' and ^aawle, taawilt-i,
taawl£t-na 'table'. These nouns lack masculine counterparts; there is
no *madras/madris or *taawal/taawil. Yet precisely these representations
would have to be accepted as the underlying forms for the roots of
madirse and taawle if the analysis developed above is to be accepted.
It is therefore prudent to examine a rather obvious alternative
analysis for the Vs in Tripoli ba?irt-i, maktibt-i, daribt-u, 9allimt-u
and baarikt-u. This analysis would treat such i^'s as reflexes of the
independently needed epenthesis rule that inserts i_ in the positions
CC CC and.C CC in Levantine Arabic (cf. katab-t i ktaab 'I wrote a book',
but katab-''^t maktuub 'I wrote a letter'). Under the alternative analysis
the underlying form for madirse will be [madrs+e] . The underlying forms
for the verbs daribt-u, 9allimt-u, and baarikt-u will still be [ [darab+it]u]
,
[[9allam+it]u] , and [ [baarak+it]u] , as in the original analysis, since the
a^ vowel of the second syllable does appear in inflectional ly related forms
such as the 3 sg. masculine darab, 9allam, baarak. The underlying repre-
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sentations for nominals such as ba?ra 'cow' and makitbe 'library 'could
be either [CVCaC+e] and [CVCCaC+e] or [CVCC+e] and [CVCCC+e] depending
on whether or not the derivationally related nominals ba?ar 'cattle'
and raaktab 'office' legitimize the more abstract underlying represen-
tations [ba?ar+e] and [maktab+e]
.
Under the alternative analysis the deletion of a in the nondiffer-
ential dialects can take place either directly, by a generalization of
syncope to all short vowels, or through the intermediate stage of i^
via rule (17), as in the original analysis. The major difference is
that in the alternative analysis the syncope rule is promoted into the
cycle. The forms daribt-u and madirse can now be derived as follows.
(25) [[darab+it]u]
darab+it
darib+it
darb+it
[ darb+it+u]
vacuous
[madrs+e]
raadrs+e
darb+t+u
darib+t+u madirs+e
First cycle
stress
(17)
syncope
Second cycle
stress
(17)
syncope
Postcyclic
epenthesis
The alternative Bismizziin form darbt-ak can now be explained as simply
a further relaxation of the ban on three successive consonants to permit
syllables of the shape CVCC not only when the two consonants in the coda
are identical (as in 9all.mit)but also when they take the form sonorant
plus obstruent (darb.tak). The alternative analysis also permits nominals
such as madirse to be derived without having to postulate the synchroni-
cally unjustified underlying representation [madrVs+e]
.
Despite these advantages, the alternative analysis faces one major
problem --namely the fact that the epenthetic vowel is stressed in forms
such as madrist-i 'my school', 9allimt-u 'she taught him', and baarikt-u
'she blessed him', while it is unaccented in madirse 'school J, ba?irt-i
'my cow', and daribt-u 'she hit him'. As the alternative analysis has
been developed to this point, madrist-i, 9allimt-u, and baarikt-u will
receive the following derivations.
(26) [[madrs+it]u] [[9allam+it]u] [ [baarak+it]u]
madrs+it 9allam+it
9allim+it
9allm+it
baarak+it
baarik+it
baark+it
First cycle
stress
(17)
syncope
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madrs+it+i ]
vacuous
madrs+t+i
madris+t+i
[ 9allm+it+u ] [ baark+it+u
vacuous vacuous
9allm+t+u baark+t+u
9allim+t+u baarik+t+u
Second cycle
stress
(17)
syncope
Postcyclic
epenthesis
It would thus appear that we must invoke a postcyclic stress adjustment
rule to assign stress to the epenthetic vowel when it is preceded by a
heavy syllable.
(27) V --^ V / V ^ C_ CCV(C)]
With the help of rule (27) the derivations in (26) will now terminate in
the correct surface forms.
(28)
madris+t+i
madris+t+i
9allim+t+u
9allim+t+u
baarik+t+u
baarik+t+u
(27)
stress deletion
Although this analysis works, it is not particularly satisfying in
that the stress adjustment rule (27) bears a strong resemblance to the
original stress rule of (1) in that it also accents a rightmost heavy
syllable (albeit with the restriction that the preceding syllable is
heavy). However, rule (27) cannot be viewed as simply a further
reapplication of rule (1) (suitably modified for the preceding heavy
syllable), at least under normal conceptions of rule ordering. This
follows from the fact that the stress rule (1) must precede syncope
on the first cycle, yet on the second cycle it is the epenthetic vowel
that is assigned stress and epenthesis follows syncope. Thus, if (27)
were to be subsumed under (1) we would be faced with the ordering para-
dox where stress assignment precedes syncope on the first cycle, but
follows it on the second.
In the remainder of this paper we shall outline two possible solu-
tions to this problem for the alternative analysis. Both are based on
the assumption that Arabic stress is a function of the ways in which
C and V units are organized into syllables. The following are the
formal syllable types that can be found on the surface in Levantine
Arabic: CV, CVC, CW, CWC, CVCC.8 Of these five types only the last
is restricted by the kinds of consonantal elements that can occupy the
coda positions. Many Levantine dialects permit CVCC syllables when
the final two consonants are identical: e.g. kimm 'sleeve', hall 'solu-
tion', saff 'class', sitt 'grandmother'. Most also allow at least some
cases of sonorant+obstruent: e.g. bint 'daughter', darb 'road', tilt
•third'. But, to the best of our knowledge, no dialect permits codas
of the form obstruent+sonorant. An underlying representation such as
[?akl] is always broken by the epenthetic vowel: ?akil 'food'. In this
way Levantine Arabic differs strikingly from Cairene Arabic, where such
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clusters are permitted quite freely (cf. Cairene Takl 'food'). Finally,
no Levantine dialect permits "syllables of the shape CVCCC or CWCC.
Let us now reconsider those cases in the Tripoli dialect where the
epenthetic vowel is stressed (i.e. 9allimt-u and baarikt-u) versus those
in which it is not (i.e. daribt-u and madirse) . We note that immediately
prior to epenthesis the latter pair can be parsed into legitimate syllable
types [darb.tu] [madr.se], while the former pair cannot. In particular,
syllabifications such as [9allm.tu] and [baark.tu] are impossible, since
CVCCC and CWCC syllable types are never permitted. Thus, we might say
that the epenthetic vowel is not stressable when it lightens a CVCC syl-
lable that does not happen to satisfy the substantive requirements on
which particular consonants may occupy the coda positions; on the other
hand, it is stressable when it is employedto provide a syllabification
for a sequence of consonants that cannot be acconnnodatedby the formal
requirements on syllable shapes (cf. Kaye § Lowenstamm 1979 for discus-
sion of the distinction between formal and substantive constraints on
syllable structure) . It is interesting to note that a distinction along
these lines is sometimes implicitly made in the traditional literature
on Levantine dialectology where the i_ that breaks up CVCC syllables is
represented as a raised letter (dar^btu) , while the i_ that breaks up
CVCCC and CVVCC sequences is not* (9allimtu, baariktu); (cf. Cowell 1964:
30-32, for example). This solution thus amounts to recognizing two
distinct epenthesis rules with stress reassignment ordered between
them.
Although distinguishing between epenthesis as a remedy for formal
versus substantive restrictions on syllable types does provide a rationale
for the stress contrast between 9allimt-u and baarikt-u versus daribt-u
and madirse, it can only be accepted provisionally until other examples
of this kind of distinction can be uncovered. In any case, one does not
have to go too far afield to find problems with this explanation. For
example, Maltese Arabic has essentially the same stress rule as (1).
This dialect of Arabic differs from the Levantine one in allowing many
more cases of CVCC syllable types. Apparently the only kinds that are
consistently excluded are those with the coda shape obstruent+sonorant.
Yet, to judge by the data given in Brame (1972), the epenthetic vowel
is stressed when it breaks up such substantively impermissible syllable
types. Brame cites, for example, ti-tlef 'lose' 2sg. , ti-tilf-u 2pl.
We assume these forms derive from the root [tlif] . The singular ti-tlef
arises from the rule lowering vowels in the position C# mentioned earlier.
We assume that the plural form involves a derivation like the following:
[ti+tlif+u] -» [ti+tlf+u] -? [t£+tilf+u] -^ [ti+tilf+u] , where the
epenthetic vowel has been reassigned stress. 9 Thus, although the distinc-
tion between formal versus substantive violations of syllable structure
may play a role in the Tripoli stress contrast, the Maltese data show
that dialects can differ, apparently arbitrarily, in whether this distinc-
tion is accentually relevant.
The metrical theory of Arabic accent developed by McCarthy (1979,
this volume) appears prima facie to offer a more plausible account of
the Tripoli stress contrast. . For on this view stress is a function of
the prominence relations between syllables. As syllable structure is
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altered, a corresponding change in prominence can arise. Due to space
limitations we shall not attempt to summarize the motivations for the
metrical approach. Instead, we shall assume the validity of the general
framework and sketch a solution to our problem within this framework.
Our solution is based on two assumptions.
First, we make a distinction between an underlying and a superficial
inventory of syllable types. We shall assume that the underlying inventory
is restricted to CV, CVC, and CW. The extra-heavy CVCC and CVVC syllables
will be treated as arising from a relatively late rule appending the extra
consonant to a heavy syllable CVC and CVV. Syllable structure assignment
functions as a well-formedness condition applying to the underlying rep-
resentation and to the output of each phonological rule. Any consonants
that cannot be accommodated by the underlying inventory will be apportioned
into a syllable of their own. Such vowelless syllables will eventually
be supplied with an epenthetic vowel or be eliminated by appending the
consonant to an adjacent syllable. To briefly illustrate, the underlying
representations [katab]
,
[tifl] , and [madrse] would be assigned the
syllable structures in (29).
(29)
A /\ A 1 /\katab t 1 f 1 Amadrse
Secondly, we assume that metrical feet in Levantine Arabic are con-
structed on the basis of the following template, assigned from the end of
the word.
(30) ((30) is defined on the rhyme pro-
jection; thus only vowels, coda con-
sonants, and the single element of
underlying vowelless syllables may
occupy the terminal nodes)
A A
Since CVC and CW syllables have branching rhymes VC and W, respectively,
they may only appear under node 1 of (30) . Consequently, each metrical
foot is either headed by a heavy syllable or is composed entirely of light
syllables. The nodes in the metrical tree will be labeled by the familiar
convention that, given a pair of sister nodes [m,n] , n is Strong if and
only if it branches. All other nodes are labeled Weak. The stressed
syllable is located by tracing the path of the S's from the root of the
tree. The template in (30) allows for three types of metrical feet,
depending on whether options 1, 2, or 3 are employed. To briefly illus-
trate, the words bana, darasu and maktaba would be assigned the metrical
structures below.
(31)
A
S w
bana
S
s w w
darasu
S^
s w w
\
maktaba
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Before we see how this system provides an explanation for the Tripoli
stress contrast in 3 sg.f. perfects, we must dispense with one final point.
All discussions of Levantine accent have noted that while the heavy syllable
CVC attracts the stress in medial position, it does not when word final,
where it counts as light. Only the extra-heavy CWC and CVCC syllables
attract stress at the end of the word. We propose to account for this
by simply invoking a convention that final consonants are ignored in the
determination of metrical structure. Given this special convention, the
words katab, katabt, and tabiib will be assigned the metrical structures
in (32).
(32) /s^ / ^ / S^sw wsw wsw
k a t a (b) k a t a b (t) t a b i i (b)
The decision to exclude word-final consonants in determing the metrical parse
in LA provides an explanation for the otherwise peculiar phenomenon found
in many Lebanese dialects whereby a monosyllabic word of the structure
[(C)CV] or [(C)CVC] must have a lengthened vowel phonetically. This gives
rise to alternations like the following in the Beirut dialect, where the
masculine imperative shows the lengthened vowel.
(33) 3sg.m. m.s. f.s. pi.
imperf. imper. imper. imper.
yi-dfa9 dfaa9 dfa9-i dfa9-u 'pay'
yi-rsi rsii rsi-i rsu-u [rsi+u] 'bribe'
We believe that this lengthening is to be explained as due to the imposition
of the minimal metrical structure on an accentable word. Given the template
in (30) this involves the selection of option 1, which requires two metrical
nodes. Imposition of such minimal metrical structure on [rsi] requires
the vowel to be lengthened. It is thus somewhat surpising that we also
find vowel lengthening in CCVC structures like [dfa9] , since the final
syllable is heavy. However, if the convention exempting word-final conso-
nants from the metrical parse is accepted, the lengthening in dfaa9 follows
automatically.
We are now ready to see how the system we have outlined will account
for the accentual contrast between Tripoli daribt-u versus 9allimt-u and
baarikt-u. The first cycle (34) will proceed as follows. First, the
underlying representations are parsed into syllables in accord with the
underlying inventory of CV, CVC, and CW. Next the maximal metrical foot
consonant with (30) is erected. Rule (17) then reduces any a_ vowel that
is immediately dominated by a W. Syncope then deletes any i_ vowel that
is located in a CV syllable that is immediately dominated by a W. The
resultant structures are then parsed anew in terms of the underlying
inventory of syllable structures. Any consonants escaping the parse
are accorded a vowelless syllable of their own. In order to simplify
the diagrams we have indicated the distribution of S and W elements
within the heavy syllables CVC and CW by lower case s and w. We assume
that the distribution of s and w elements within the syllable is indica-
tive of sonority relations and is thus tangential to the S-W prominence
relation among the syllables themselves.
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(34) [da.ra.b+itj [9al. la.m+it] [baa.ra.k+itj First cycle
S \ S
^ s w w s w w
S W W sw sw
da.ra.b+i(t) 9al . la.in+i(t) baa.ra.k+i(t) stress
i i i (17)
? syncope
^ A a\sw sww sww
sw sw sw
dar.b+it 9al.l.in+it baa.r,k+it
As we enter the second cycle the t^ of the perfective suffix automatically
syllabifies with the -u, creating a new syllable now requiring metrical
analysis. The metrical foot comprising [dar.b+it] erected on the first
cycle contains three terminal elements, [ar] and [i], and thus can be
extended to encompass the -u. But the feet layed down on the first cycle
of [9al.l.m+it] and [baa.r.k+it] contain four terminal nodes, [al] [1] [i]
and [aa] [r] [i], respectively, and are thus filled to capacity. Hence,
in order to encompass the -u in the metrical structure a new foot must be
created. In the Bismizziin dialect the five metrical units are organized
in a 3+2 fashion by severing the first foot at the highest node, giving
the trees in (35)
.
(35) ,C^ A A A Asww swsw swsw
sw sw sw
dar.b+i.t+u 9al . l.m+i. t+u baa.r.k+i. t+u
The Tripoli dialect, on the other hand, apportions the five metrical nodes
in a 2+3 fashion by dividing the foot of the first cycle one node lower
down, to give the structures of (36).
(36)
A ^ I S \ Issww s ^^ ^ ^ s w w
sw sw sw
dar.b+i.t+u 9al . l.m+i. t+u baa.r.k+i.t u
The reduction rule of (17) will not apply to the initial syllable of
[9al . 1 .m+i. t+u] , since that syllable will constitute a degenerate foot
and thus retain its S labeling--the metrical analogue of Brame's analysis.
Syncope will then eliminate the vowel of the perfective suffix in the
Tripoli forms of (36) since that vowel occupies a weak metrical position.
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The rule will however not apply to the second and third items of (35) from
the Bismizziin dialect, since the i^ occupies a strong metrical position.
The second cycle thus terminates in the Tripoli representations of (37).
(37) ^'^
I
^^\ i S"\
s'w w ssw w ssw w
sw sw sw
dar.b.+t+u 9al.l.m+.t+u baa.r.k+.t+u
The "stranded" consonants are now assembled into phonetic syllables by the
postcyclic rule of epenthesis. We make the natural assumption that two
adjacent stranded consonants form a CVC syllable and that if one of them
has been labeled Strong, that labeling is carried over to the phonetic
syllable thus created by epenthesis. If there is just one stranded con-
sonant it is located in the rhyme position of the syllable created by
epenthesis. Finally, the labeling convention will assign a metrical
structure to the entire word by making the second foot strong since it
branches. The result is the final -derived structures of (38).
(38) A
s \ w s w s
s w w s w s w
sw sw sw sw sw
da.rib.tu 9al.lim.tu baa.rik.tu
The Bismizziin forms of (35) are provided with a phonetic syllabification
by postcyclic rules that append a single stranded consonant to a preceding
CW syllable to give the extra-heavy CWC and to a preceding CVC syllable
(subject to the substantive restrictions mentioned earlier) to give the
extra-heavy CVCC syllable. With the application of the labeling convention
to define the prominence relation between the metrical feet, the result is
the structures of (39)
.
(39)
s w w
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(40) 4arab
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to motivate a metrical analysis for the accentuation. The particular
metrical analysis we developed permitted underlying vowelless syllables
to be incorporated into the metrical parse. While no doubt controversial,
we believe that such a move will be required in the analysis of other
Arabic dialects and hope to pursue this point in a future study.
NOTES
The research reported in this paper was partially supported by a
grant from the University of Illinois Research Board.
2
In the historical development of the Levantine dialects final
laryngeal s were lost and terminal vowels subsequently shortened. These
noun stems were then reinterpreted as underlyingly vowel-final. As
such, they undergo the general rule lengthening a stem-final vowel before
a cyclic suffix. This rule is ordered before stress assignment and
the resultant long vowel thus attracts the stress. If the suffix begins
with a vowel, that vowel is deleted: thus, [[dawa]u] -^ [[dawaa]u] -»
[dawaa] . See Broselow (1976) for extensive discussion of this rule in
the Cairene dialect.
3
There is at least one exception to this statement. Feghali (1919:
294) cites rida 'contentment', but rdaak 'your m. contentment', where
the root vowel has been syncopated. The suffixed form is evidently a
relic reflecting the retention of an underlying long vowel [ridaa]
.
CVCVC nouns show no deletion of the first syllable, as the cyclic analysis
predicts: kutub 'books', but kutubna 'our books' (p. 292). To the best
of our knowledge, no other Levantine dialect exhibits the rida~rdaak
type of alternation in nouns.
4 ^Once again the Kfar-'^abida dialect permits this alternation in
vowel-final noun stems. Feghali (1919:294) cites dawa 'medicine', but
dwaatkon 'your pi. medicine'.
The initial h^ of the 3sg.f. and 3pl. suffixes -ha and -him is
usually deleted after a consonant in Lebanese Arabic. In the Kfar-'^abida
dialect (Feghali 1919:282) this gives rise to two alternate forms:
*himilha 'he carried her' and *himilhun 'he carried them' appear as
himila~himla and himilon~himlon, respectively. It is unclear whether
the himla and himlon variants reflect a reanalysis of the suffixes as
underlying vowel-initial [-a] and [-un] or simply a reordering of the
li-deletion rule before the reapplication of stress on the second cycle.
The resolution of this question turns on whether or not the h that appears
after stems terminating in the vowel a_ is treated as underlying or as
a hiatus breaker: e.g. hmilnaaha, hmilnaahon 'we carried it/them' from
the stem [himil+na]. The latter possibility is suggested by stems end-
ing in a high vowel: hmiltii(y)a, hmiltii(y)on 'you f. carried it/them'
and hmiltuu(w)a, hmiltuu(w)on 'you pi. carried it/them', built on the
stems [himil+ti] and [himil+tu], respectively. We are not aware of any
data that would resolve this choice.
i
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In some dialects the rule applies to final syllables as well.
For example, Jiha (1964:123) states that in the Bismizziin dialect
the last syllable of CaCaC nouns is reduced when the consonants are
not emphatic: e.g. walid 'boy', samik 'fish', zamil 'camel', ba?ar
'cattle', basal 'onions'.
7
These data were supplied to us by Issam Abu-Salim. For other
aspects of this dialect, see his paper in this volume.
Q
Syllables with complex onsets of the shape CCV... and CCCV...
(the latter when the first two consonants are identical) also occur,
but only after pause. We assume that these syllables are created by
a late rule applying at the level of the phrase.
9Our interpretation of the [tlif]-'[tilf ] alternation differs from
Brame's who describes it in terms of metathesis rather than syncope
and epenthesis. (cf . Kenstowicz 1980).
Compare Anderson's (1978) interesting discussion of underlying
' vowelless syllables in Kabardian.
The 2+3 division of the five metrical nodes found in the Tripoli
and Ramallah dialects would also follow from the simple reassignment of
1 the largest possible metrical foot on the second cycle. This follows
,1 from the fact that the first syllables of [9al . la.ma. to] and [baa.ra.ka. to]
I
have branching rhymes and thus can only occupy the head position (i.e.
I node (1) of (30)) in the metrical foot. Note in particular that the
! five metrical elements [9 .1 .m .t ] could not be divided in a 1+4
' fashion since such an analysis would violate the integrity of the rhyme
I of the first syllable. It is unclear to us whether such an analysis can
i be excluded universally given the existence of so-called mora-counting
I syllable languages (McCawley 1968). It is interesting that the dialects
I with the 2+3 division appear to impose this structure on both 3sg.f.
perfects and feminine nouns while those with the 3+2 division (Damascus,
' Bismizziin) do so only in verbs and not the nouns. It is thus the
division that does not follow from the simple principle of reassigning
the maximal foot structure possible on the second cycle that is morpho-
logically restricted.
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A NOTE ON THE ACCENTUATION OF DAMASCENE ARABIC*
John J. McCarthy
University of Texas at Austin
Three models of metrical stress assignment in the Arabic
dialect of Damascus (Halle and Vergnaud 1978; McCarthy 1979a, b;
Hayes 1979) are considered. On the basis of anomalies in the
stressing of third person feminine singular perfective verbs with
pronominal suffixes, it is shown that the mora-counting ternary
foot model of McCarthy (1979a, b) is superior. In addition, support
is provided for cyclic assignment of metrical structure
(Kiparsky 1979).
The stress phenomena of the Arabic dialect spoken in Damascus are of
some theoretical significance. They apparently reflect a very common process
or conjunction of processes, since the basic principle of stress assignment
is, with small variations, essentially identical to those of Classical Latin
and English. Three metrical theories of stress assignment have been offered
as accounts of the Damascene Arabic data, and it will emerge that all are
adequate treatments of the central facts. Additional forms with apparently
morphologically restricted stress will then be introduced. These motivate
two results: first, the cyclic assignment of metrical structure, proposed by
Kiparsky (1979) ; and, second, a choice on purely empirical grounds among the
three metrical theories. The discussion will conclude with some further
consequences of cyclic assignment of metrical structure.
As a preliminary to the analysis of stress in this dialect, I will first
outline a theory of syllable structure and its role in accentuation along
the lines presented in Kiparsky (1979) and McCarthy (1979a, b) . A syllable
is represented as a binary-branching tree with segments as terminal nodes
and the node a as root. We can also assume that all nonroot nodes of the
tree are in a relation of relative strength indicated by complementary labels
s-w, where greater metrical strength is mapped onto greater segmental sonority.
This last assumption, though, will play no role in the following pages. Each
language selects in a principled way from some universal set of the syllable
types generated by this apparatus.
Damascene Arabic recognizes just three basic types of syllables: CV,
CVC, and CW (where W represents a long vowel, a sequence of two vocalic
morae) . In what follows, I will ignore some additional complications
introduced by the possibility of syllable-initial consonant clusters, since
they have no role in accentuation and therefore could not affect the analysis
'presented here. The theory of syllable structure provides a single possible
structure, that in (3), for syllables of the CV type:
(3)
w^ s
i V
It offers two possible structures, those in (4a) and (4b), for syllables of
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either the CW or CVC types:
(4) a.
w s w
{^1
Y s Y
C V rCi
{
In fact, the grammar of Damascene Arabic adopts the analysis in (4a) on the
basis of accentual considerations that will be illuminated shortly.
Therefore the full inventory of basic Damascene syllable structures
appears in (5) , modulo some additional apparatus to deal with word-initial
consonant clusters:
(5) a. a b.A
i i « 4 t
To complete the procedure of syllabification, the grammar must also provide
a rule of disambiguation (Clements and Keyser 1980), a principle by which
conflicting assignments of segments to syllables can be resolved. The sole
case of this sort for the structures in (5) is, of course, a single inter-
vocalic consonant. In fact, in a sequence ...V C V... the consonant is,
perhaps universally, assigned to the following syllable rather than the
preceding one.
Two additional syllable types, CWC and CVCC, appear in Damascene
Arabic, though these have a highly restricted distribution, occurring only
at the end of a word in underlying representation. In McCarthy (1979a, b)
it is argued that these syllables have the complex structure in (6) , derived
by a rule which Chomsky-adjoins an unassociated word-final consonant to a
preceding syllable:
(6) a. a b.
C //
Alternative formal treatments of these syllable types have been suggested
in later work (Aoun 1979, Hayes 1980), some of it based on other languages,
but for the particular accentual questions addressed here these other
proposals are roughly equivalent to (6).
This model of syllabification provides a straightforward characterization
.
of the notion of syllable weight, which plays a role in the Damascene system
of stress assignment. A light syllable has the structure (5a) and a heavy
syllable is one of (5b) or (5c). A third degree of weight — superheavy— is
i
represented as (6a) or (6b). Syllable weight can be interpreted geometrically
in these trees by first recognizing a subconstituent of each syllable, the
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hyme, defined as the right branch of any node a. Given this definition,
t is apparent that a light syllable has a nonbranching (simplex) rhyme, a
eavy syllable has a branching (complex) rhyme, and a superheavy syllable has
wo rhymes, of which the first is branching and the second nonbranching. I
ill assume in what follows that the representation to which stress is applied
n Damascene Arabic is restricted solely to information about the branching
haracter of syllable rhymes. An explicit procedure to ensure this can be
ound in Halle and Vergnaud (1978) and McCarthy (1979a, b)
.
Having dispensed with these syllabic preliminaries, we can proceed to
ihe analysis of the Damascene stress pattern. The forms in (7) exemplify
the basic rule of accentuation:
(7) a. madSares 'schools'
katabti 'you (f. sg.) wrote'
b. katab 'he wrote'
k^atab 'he wrote to'
c. darasu 'they studied'
mddrase 'school'
d. darSst 'I/you (m. sg.) studied'
zaaruuk 'they visited you (m. sg.)'
the forms in (7a, b, c) show the stress distribution typical of the English
or Latin stress rules. Stress falls on the penultimate syllable when it is
leavy (7a) and in disyllables (7b). Otheirwise stress falls on the antepenult
(7c). Forms like muttafaide 'united (f. sg.)' borrowed from Literary Arabic
show that stress does not retract to the preantepenult even when the penult
:ind the antepenult are light. Finally, the examples in (7d) display the
characteristic stressing of a superheavy ultima.
It is apparent that the typology of syllables based on rhyme geometry
introduced above will at least suffice to make the distinctions implied
Dy (7) . The problem now is to provide a mechanism to apply stress by referring
directly to this rhyme geometry. In Prince (1976), Halle and Vergnaud (1978),
McCarthy (1979a, b) , Hayes (1979, 1980), and other works, a revision of the
metrical theory of stress (Liberman and Prince 1977) is proposed in which
metrical feet whose terminal nodes are typically syllable rhymes are assigned
to words. Various possible conditions on the structure of metrical feet and
of their terminal nodes constitute the parameters of interlinguistic variation
in stress assignment. The familiar devices of metrical labeling select the
most prominent syllable in each foot. Furthermore, word-level metrical
structure and its concomitant labeling rule designate the most prominent
foot within each word, the foot whose most prominent syllable bears the main
stress.
The basic problem in the formal characterization of Damascene stress or
its parallels in English and Latin is the description of the structure of
the foot, since, as we shall see, other apparatus serves only to label the
last foot in any word as most prominent. The object at this point is
to consider several possibilities for the Damascene foot with an eye toward
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determining some of the universal parameters of foot structure.
Halle and Vergnaud (1978) offer an analysis of Damascene stress in which,
informally, the foot includes all syllable rhymes from the stress to the
right end of the word. This yields the foot structures in (8) for some
representative examples from (7) (feet are indicated by the node 0):
(8) a. <!> b. * c. $ I
d.
mad ra se
9 e. ?>
da ras t
Subsequently a right-branching word-level tree is created whose terminal
nodes are feet and previously unassociated syllables. Both foot and word-
level metrical structure are labeled according to the principle that, in
any pair of sister nodes, the right node is strong if and only if it branches.
The final metrical structures for the forms in (8) are given in (9):
(9)
wsw sw sww
ka tab ti ka tab da ra su
^ w w w § w
ad ra se da ras tm
The stress correctly falls on the syllable whose rhyme is the designated
terminal element, that node which is dominated only by the label s or the
root. Notice in particular that the final superheavy syllable of (9e)
,
which has two rhymes, receives a metrical structure formally identical to
that of a word with a heavy penult like (9a) .
^
To generate the foot structures in (8), Halle and Vergnaud (1978)
provide three conditions:^
(10) For any foot $:
a. $ is left-branching.
b. $ is assigned at the right end of the word.
c. $ dominates no more than three syllables.
It is presumed as well, in this and the other analyses discussed below,
that a foot must universally be mapped onto as much of a word as possible
consistent with the principles of foot construction. In other words, the
theory provides that all feet be maximal.
Condition (10a) stipulates not only the overall structure of the foot
but also the positions that heavy syllables, with their branching rhymes,
can occupy in it. A left-branching foot like that of Damascene Arabic will
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permit branching rhymes, and therefore heavy syllables, in only the leftmost
terminal position of the foot. Thus, foot assignments like those in (11)
will be ill-formed:
(11) a. * b. * c. $
ka tab ti kaa tab ka tab
In fact, this consequence is undesirable in cases like (lib) and (lie),
since we do wish to assign such feet to words with heavy ultimas (compare
(8b)). As this problem of the lack of influence of heavy ultimas on foot
formation will be discussed below, I will for now maintain the fiction that
all ultimas have nonbranching rhymes, so cases (lib) and (lie) will not arise.
The other two conditions on foot assignment are virtually self-
explanatory. The direction of foot assignment (10b) essentially mimics the
reference to word-boundary in a conventional segmental formulation of a rule
of this sort. The upper bound on number of syllables (10c) ensures that
forms like muttafaide will receive antepenultimate stress, rather than the
initial stress expected if no such condition existed.
An alternative characterization of the Damascene Arabic foot structures
is given in McCarthy (1979a, b) . Informally, a foot can be described as
a sequence containing the first mora of the stressed syllable plus, at most,
two following morae. This yields a rather different foot analysis or metrical
parse from that in (8)
:
(12) a. $ b
ka tab ti
lad ra
ka tab da ra su
Ada ras t
The metrical analyses in (12) differ from those in (8) in the foot structure
assigned to words like madrase with a heavy antepenult and a light penult.
Halle and Vergnaud's (1978) rule (10) treats this entire form as a single
foot, while in (12) the final syllable is excluded from the foot. On the
other hand, in both cases identical foot structures are provided for forms
like darasu with light penults and antepenults. Both models assign identical
word-level trees and metrical labeling, and both yield identical stress
patterns at the end of the derivation for all forms in (7).
The theory which generates the feet in (12) has the following form.
A foot may be stipulated as either right- or left-branching and as assigned
from either the right or the left. The basic difference between this and
the proposal of Halle and Vergnaud (1978) is that, in this one, feet
are bounded in size by the number of terminal nodes they have rather than
the number of syllables they dominate. Since a nonbranching terminal node
of a foot is either the rhyme of a light syllable or one daughter of the rhyme
of a heavy syllable, a terminal node is similar to the traditional notion of
a mora, the unit of syllable weight.
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Under this theory, the rule of foot formation in Damascene Arabic is:
(13) For any foot $:
a. $ is maximally of the form $
"l °2 °3
b. $ is assigned at the right end of the word.
The theory provides that n and n„ are terminal nodes (i.e., nonbranching)
and that only three foot types (bxnary, ternary like (13a), and unbounded)
are universally possible.^ The properties of n. are contingent on the
treatment given to final heavy syllables, a problem which will be dealt
with shortly.
In sum, we have two distinct theories of metrical structure applied
to the basic phenomena of Damascene Arabic. That of Halle and Vergnaud (1978)
is founded on a conception of the foot as bounded by the number of syllables
it contains, and that of McCarthy (1979a, b) characterizes feet by a maximal
number of moras. Although this theoretical difference yields different foot
parses for words like madrase , it has no consequences for the observed stress
in (7) , since both proposals handle these facts successfully. It would
appear that Damascene Arabic underdetermines the choice between these two
quite distinct theories of foot structure.
This impasse is made even more serious by the existence of still another
proposal for Damascene stress which initially yields different foot structures
from both other theories. In Liberman and Prince (1977) and Nanni (1977) it
is argued that certain final syllables in English are extrametrical and
therefore transparent to the basic processes assigning stress and metrical
structure. Hayes (1979, 1980) extends this notion to cases like Damascene
Arabic and Latin in an interesting proposal that would eliminate the need
for assignment of ternary feet like those used in the other analyses. It
is stipulated in the grammar of Damascene Arabic that the final rhyme of any
word is extrametrical, so this rhyme is ignored in the formation of feet.
If we indicate syllables with extrametrical rhymes by parentheses, then the
forms of (8) and (12) should have the following foot structures:
(14) a. $ b. $ c. $
ka tab (ti) ka (tab) da ra (su)
d. $ e. $A r ^ . ^ . ^mad ra (se) da ras (t)
Note that in the cases where the penultimate rhyme is heavy (14a, e) , the
foot and the rhjrme are exactly coextensive. In addition, note that the
foot dominates at most two syllables (14c, d) . Subsequent erection of
word-level structure and labeling yield the correct stress.
Since the extrametrical syllable presumably does bear some relationship
of relative prominence to the rest of the word, it is assumed by Hayes (1979)
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that any extrametrical syllable is later adjoined as a weak sister to the
adjacent foot, yielding derived ternary feet in many cases. Further details
of the formulation of this adjunction rule may be found in Hayes (1980).
The rule of foot formation in this metrical model will have the
following conditons:'*
(15) a. Mark word-final rhymes as extrametrical.
For any foot $:
b. <}> is left-branching.
c. $ is assigned at the right end of the word.
d. $ dominates no more than two syllables.
There are several virtues of this analysis claimed by Hayes (1979), of
which two are directly applicable to the Damascene Arabic problem. First,
with extrametricality it is possible to eliminate ternary feet from the
universal inventory of foot types, an obvious simplification in the theory.
Second, extrametricality offers a resolution of the problem of syllable
weight contrasts word-finally.
We have already seen cases of superheavy syllables attracting stress in
word-final position. Formally this has been attributed to the double rhyme
associated with this syllable type. What has not yet been made explicit is
the absence of an accentual contrast between light and heavy syllables
word-finally. Surface light syllables (CV) and heavy closed syllables (CVC)
are both unstressed at the end of a word. ^ This means that the heaviness —
or branching rhyme — of a final CVC syllable is somehow .overlooked by the
apparatus of foot-formation and labeling in Damascene Arabic. This difficulty
is solved almost automatically under the solution that marks final syllables
as extrametrical; the final syllable's weight cannot affect the placement of
stress. The only stipulation demanded by these facts is that the extra-
metrical syllable must be adjoined as a weak sister, since reapplication
of the usual labeling rule would render a heavy extrametrical syllable stressed.
This stipulation is apparently part of the theory.
There are other accounts of this phenomenon, however. Halle and Vergnaud
(1978) suggest that the final rhyme is conventionally simplified without
affecting its segmental make-up. Thus, final CVC syllables are light for
the purpose of stress assignment only. Prince (1980), dealing with a
similar problem in Estonian, avers that word-final syllables may have the
left-branching internal structure of (4b)
,
providing them alone with non-
branching rhymes. So final CVC syllables are light for all rules that might
refer to syllable structure. The proposal of McCarthy (1979a) is that the
node n_ of (13a) may branch or not branch freely, so it can dominate a
heavy syllable or a light one. Furthermore, the branching structure at
the level of the rhyme is opaque, meaning that it may not affect metrical
labeling. Both of these parameters — the treatment of n^ and opaque
domains — are claimed to be subject to interlinguistic variation. In
any case, what all three of these proposals have in common is that they
allow heavy syllables to be treated formally as light in word-final position.
In this they are distinct from the theory of Hayes (1979) that marks all
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final syllables of both weights as extrametrlcal. This completes the
summary of the different approaches to Damascene stress.
Although all three analyses presented here are equally capable of
generating the stress of the forms in (7), some additional data permit
us to distinguish between them. In a number of Arabic dialects certain
irregularities in stress assignment center around the accentuation of
third person feminine singular perfective verbs followed by vowel-initial
pronominal object suffixes. These have previously been studied in a number
of works (Diem 1970, Broselow 1976, Welden 1977, McCarthy 1979b), but none
of these studies has focused on the S5mchronic problem in Damascene Arabic.
The facts appear in (17):^
(17) Without Suffix With Suffix (3rd m. sg.)
a. fatljet 'she opened fathto 'she opened it'
§dafet 'she saw' saafto 'she saw hiiii'
ht^mlet 'she bore' ^tamlto 'she bore him'
b. 9Sllamet 'she taught' 9allam3to 'she taught him'
kaatabet 'she wrote to' kaatab3to 'she wrote to him'
'akramet 'she honored' 'akram3to 'she honored him'
Similar stress patterns are found with the pronominal object suffixes +ak
'you (m. sg.)' and +ek 'you (f. sg.)'.
To understand fully what is going on here in (17), we must consider some
of the segmental phonology that is at work. First, the forms fathet and
htamlet are analyzable as /fatalj+et/ and /htamal+et/, since the stems /fatah/
and /htamal/ show up overtly in the rest of the verb paradigm: fatah 'he
opened', fatahu 'they opened'; htamal 'he bore', htamalu 'they bore'. This
deletion of a_ occurs exclusively in the position before the feminine suffix
+et and it must, moreover, be prevented from applying in the verb types
of (17b).
Second, short unstressed nonlow vowels are deleted in open nonfinal
syllables: m9illem 'teacher', m9allmxin 'teachers'; t91e9 'he came out',
^919u 'they came out'. This rule is responsible for the loss of the vowel
e^ in the forms on the right in (17a). Later we will have occasion to
sharpen the statement of this process.
Third, the nonlow short vowels reduce to schwa in nonfinal rhymes:
99mel 'he did', 9m31t 'I/you (m. sg.) did'. This reduction is responsible
for the quality of the stressed vowel in the forms on the right in (17b)
.
Since the correct formal statement of the first two rules depends on
details of the metrical structure that are at issue here, I will delay
formulating them until this structure has been clarified. Nevertheless,
we can use the informal statements above to extract the underlying
representations of the forms in (17). These are presented in (18):
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(18) a. fatahet fataheto
saafet §aafeto
titamalet htamaleto
b. 9allamet 9allameto
kaatabet kaatabeto
'akramet 'akrameto
The suffixed forms in (18b) are doubly anomalous. They fail to undergo
a^-deletion, which applies in (18a), and they have penultimate stress
assigned to them contrary to the stress rule in any formulation. There
is a phonological characterization of the (18a) /(18b) distinction: in
(18b) +et is preceded by a heavy syllable-light syllable sequence, whereas
it is preceded by some other sequence (light-light or heavy) in (18a) . This
is a fairly baroque phonological condition. It could be incorporated into
the formulation of both a-deletion and stress assignment only with a
substantial loss of generality.
The fact that the penultimate stress of (17b) is limited to a conjunction
of certain nonphonological properties — a third feminine singular perfective
verb with pronoun suffix — suggests that we should look for an account of
this phenomenon that makes some use of morphological structure. An
explanatory treatment of all these anomalies can be found within a theory
that assigns metrical structure cyclically, following a proposal made by
Kiparsky (1979). Here I will assume slightly different principles of
cyclic rule application from Kiparsky. I make the natural assumption that
syllabification is a cyclic process, so syllables will be restructured as
necessary at the start of each new cycle (Borer 1979, McCarthy 1979a).
Stress is applied by assigning foot structure only on each cycle, subject
to the apparently universal condition that newly assigned foot structure
does not overlap with or supplant structure inherited from previous cycles
(Hayes 1980). On the superordinate, or word-level, cycle, word-level tree
structure and labeling are assigned, yielding the observed stress.
For an inflected verb form like Saafet with a pronominal suffix like +o
the natural cyclic bracketing is [[Saafet]o]. Similar constituency of Arabic
verbs is assumed by Brame (1973). Cyclic application of the morale stress
rule (13) of McCarthy (1979a, b) yields the derivation in (19):
(19) [[saafetjc]
a. First Cycle
Syllabification §aa fet
Foot Assignment
Second Cycle
Syllabification
saa fet
saa fe to
Foot Assignment DNA
Word-level Structure
and Labeling
s w w
§^ fe to
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Foot assignment on the subordinate cycle (19a) creates a foot coextensive
with the form saafet . On the superordinate cycle, the structure inherited
from the first cycle is retained, so only the single syllable to^ is
unassociated. Strictly speaking, the foot schema (13) could be applied
to a single syllable, light or heavy, to yield a degenerate foot. There
is, however, independent motivation, discussed below, for a stipulation
in the grammar of Damascene to prohibit this sort of foot assignment.'
Therefore no foot is assigned on this cycle, so _to is incorporated into
the tree by word-level structure. Labeling correctly provides initial
stress.
The derivation of a form like 9allam§to is rather different:
(20) [[9allamet]o]
9al la met
a. First Cycle
Syllabificat ion
Foot Assignment 4'
9^ met
b. Second Cycle
Syllabification
Foot Assignment
Word-level Structure
and Labeling
me to
Application of foot assignment on the subordinate cycle leaves the final
syllable met unassociated. Foot assignment applies again on the super-
ordinate cycle, creating a binary foot over the sequence meto. A larger
foot would be impossible without overlapping preexisting structure. The
word-level tree and labeling correctly select the penult as the main-stressed
syllable. This tree is also consistent with a secondary stress on the
initial syllable, though convincing observations of secondary stress are
lacking.
The anomalous penult stress of 9allam9to
,
then, is a consequence of
carrying over metrical structure between cyclic rule applications. The
difference between /saafeto/ and /9allameto/, which was informally attributed
to the presence of a heavy preantepenult in the latter, can now be traced
to the sequence assigned to a foot on the subordinate cycle. In /saafeto/,
the footed string is the entire constituent saafet , but in /9allameto/ it
is only the first two syllables 9alla with the single syllable met not yet
contained in any foot. This difference controls the possibility of
reapplying foot assignment on the superordinate cycle.
Further support for this proposal comes from the formal statement
of the rule of a-deletion. Recall that the problem is the failure of
a^-deletion to apply in the forms in (17b) like 9dllamet or 9allam9to.
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This problem can be solved, however, if we observe that forms with and
without a^-deletion have different metrical foot structures. Compare
the stress derivation for fatfato in (21) with that of 9allam3 to in (20)
(21)
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The theory of extrametricaliy of Hayes (1979) is rather more complex
to realize in this regard, though ultimately it too fails to deal with
these phenomena. There is a certain ambiguity in the application of
the rule "mark the word-final rhyme as extrametrical" to cyclic stress
assignment. If taken literally, then the rule will hold only on the
superordinate or word-level cycle. The intent of Hayes (1980) is broader;
the extrametricality rule will apply on the domain of stress assignment,
whatever it is. Thus, we would successively mark the final syllables as
extrametrical on each new cycle.
The first alternative can be dismissed quickly. On the subordinate
cycle, the foot assigned will be exactly coextensive with any heavy final
syllable, as in (23):
(23) a. * b. $ c. $
[[9al la met]o] [[fa ta het]o] [[saa fet]o]
Since all three forms have received identical foot structures, this line
cannot be pursued successfully.
The second alternative yields similar results. Extrametricality
and foot assignment on the subordinate cycle yield the representations in (24);
(24) a. $ b. $ c. $
[[9^ la (met)]o] [[fata (het)]o] [[saa (fet)]o]
Adjunction of extrametrical syllables to adjacent feet conventionally
applies immediately after the feet are created (Hayes 1980) . This
gives structures identical to those of the syllabic foot theory, which
was also incapable of making the distinctions necessary to these phenomena.
The only possible way to provide the desired feet would be to condition
the universal adjunction rule to apply in (24b) and (24c) but not in
(24a), This would, of course, alter the theory of extrametricality so as
to exactly simulate the morale foot theory while decomposing foot assignment
into two operations.
The conclusion, then, on the basis of the cyclic phenomena and the
formulation of a_-deletion is that the morale theory of foot structure
(McCarthy 1979a, b) is superior to the syllabic theory (Halle and Vergnaud
1978) and to a theory incorporating extrametricality (Hayes 1979, 1980).
This should not be taken as a rejection of this latter theory in particular,
since it is supported by a significant body of evidence entirely unrelated
to Damascene Arabic. Rather, the argument here demonstrates only that the
program of eliminating the problems of assigning ternary feet and of the
weight of final syllables by the device of extrametricality is unsuccessful.
Instead the theory must permit the assignment of ternary feet to moras along
with one of the means of dealing with heavy ultimas described earlier.
8
There are some apparent counterexamples to the cyclic analysis of
Damascene stress proposed here. These center around two classes of forms:
feminine nouns with pronominal suffixes and verbs with consonant-initial
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suffixes. The former will be dealt with by a morphological process that is
entirely distinct from metrical structure assignment, and the latter will
motivate an additional rule of foot formation.
Some feminine nouns with vowel-initial pronominal suffixes are almost
exactly parallel to the verb forms in (17)
:
(25) Construct Construct with Suffix (3rd m. sg.
a. suuret 'picture' guurto
dSraSet 'degree' daraSto
b. mahramet 'handkerchief ma|jramto
t3zkaret 'ticket' t9zkdrto
The construct is a grammatical category that usually marks a noun as possessed
by the following noun or pronominal suffix. Only feminine nouns have
a special construct form, indicated by the suffix +et or +t^.
It is apparent that the forms on the right in (25b) , if they have
underlying forms like [ [mahramet ]o] , are identical in all relevant respects
to verbs like 9allam3to
,
yet they do not have penultimate stress. Instead,
they are stressed regularly on the underlying antepenult, with subsequent
syncope of the unstressed nonlow vowel e^. In sum, the suffixed nouns show
no evidence of cyclic assignment of metrical structure.
There is an obvious, although ad hoc, solution to this. We might
propose a readjustment rule to flatten out the internal constituency of
suffixed nouns, so that they would contain no subordinate cyclic domains.
A deeper explanation emerges, however, on consideration of some additional
data from feminine noun constructs.
There is a significant amount of unexplained variation between +et
and +t^ in the form of the feminine construct desinence, as observed by
Cowell (1964):
(26) a. Unsuffixed Construct
m'addamt 'introduction'
madrast 'school'
dooxt 'nausea'
b. Suffixed Construct
baax5rtna 'our ship'
taaySftkon 'your (pi.) sect'
saan§9tna 'our maid'
If the construct invariably had +et, then we would always expect, for example,
m^addamet in (26a) and baaxr^tna in (26b) .
The rule of syncope of unstressed nonlow vowels in open syllables cannot
account for this +etM-t alternation for several reasons. First, e does not
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occur in an open syllable at any point in the derivation in a construct
phrase like m'^addamt 19ktaab < /m'^addamet/ 'the introduction of the book'
or a suffixed construct like baax3rtna < /baaxeretna/. Second, even
when a vowel does follow in the surface form of a construct phrase,
as in wazlift 31fiizya 'the physics assignment', this vowel 3_ is a product
of the epenthesis rule mentioned in note 6. The epenthetic vowels do not
normally feed the syncope process, a circumstance that can be accounted for
by ordering syncope before epenthesis. Third, the +t construct form
affects the placement of stress — we would expect stress on the
underlying antepenult in /m?addamet/ and penult in /baaxeretna/, rather
than the observed stress in (26). Finally, the appearance of a construct
in +t^ is truly variable and apparently limited to forms of relatively high
frequency, neither of which are characteristic of the syncope process.
Since the +ety^t_ alternation in feminine constructs cannot be attributed
to familiar phonological causes, we must reckon instead with a process of
allomorphy (Aronoff 1976). When the suffix +et marks the feminine construct,
it optionally changes to +t^, without phonological conditions. Like many
variable rules, this one applies more readily in constructs or construct
phrases of greater frequency. Following Aronoff, I will assume that this
allomorphy rule applies directly to underlying representations, before the
application of any phonological rules. This accounts for the fact that
this alternation can condition the placement of stress and bleed nonlow
vowel syncope in forms like /baaxeretna/.
Now that we have motivated this allomorphy rule, we can apply it to
the problem raised by the forms in (25b). Recall that there the cyclic
application of metrical structure should yield stress on the e^^of the
feminine construct desinence in. some noun types, as in *ma|;iram§to . If,
however, this e^ has already been deleted by the allomorphy rule before
stress applies, then the problem clearly does not arise. Instead, the
representation [[mahramt]o] will regularly receive stress on its super-
heavy ultima on the subordinate cycle, and this stress will be maintained
on the superordinate cycle. Therefore, in these nouns cyclic rule application
will have no observable phonological consequences.
This analysis, although it accounts for the data elegantly, does have
one possibly objectionable characteristic. There is no variation in the
suffixed construct forms of (25b) , so we must say that they obligatorily
select the +t^ allomorph of the feminine construct. I will claim, then,
that the allomorphy rule is conditionally variable: it is truly variable
in unsuffixed constructs and before consonant-initial pronominal suffixes,
but it is obligatory before vowel-initial pronominal suffixes. This
phonological distinction in pronominal suffix types appears to recapitulate
the open-syllable environment of nonlow vowel syncope, and for that reason
involves some loss of generality in the system as a whole. Nevertheless,
it is not difficult to understand from a diachronic perspective. Alternations
in the feminine construct that were originally governed purely by syncope are
being morphologized by leveling in the direction of an invariable +t^
construct desinence. This leveling has been completed in the forms with
vowel-initial suffixes, though it remains variable elsewhere. At this
point in the development both the allomorphy rule and the syncope rule
have synchronic motivation.
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Issues more directly relevant to the theory of metrical structure are
raised by verb forms with pronominal suffixes which have surface heavy penults.
These show penultimate stress without exception:.11
(27) Without Suffix With Suffix
a. y3sma9 '(that) he hear' y3smA9kon '(that) he hear
you (pi.)'
Sdafet 'she saw' gaafStni 'she saw me'
Safna 'we saw' 53fnSahon 'we saw them'
b. kaatabet 'she wrote to' kaatabdtkon 'she wrote to
you (pi.)'
9dllamet 'she taught' 9allam3tkon 'she taught
you (pi.)
'
The problem in (27) is that the forms on the right, although they have the
requisite internal constituency, do not show the effect of cyclic assign-
ment of metrical structure. We would expect all of them to have initial
stress, exactly like the unsuffixed forms on the left in (27). This
prediction can be seen from the cyclic derivation of *y9sma9kon ;
(28) [[yesma9]kon]
a. First Cycle
Syllabification yes ma9
Foot Assignment
Second Cycle
Syllabification
yes m.
V
es ma9y kon
Foot Assignment DNA
Word-level Structure
and Labeling
yes ma9 kon
This structure, derived by cyclic foot formation alone, is clearly incorrect.
Some additional stipulation will be needed to account for stress in forms
of this type.
There are various solutions possible at this juncture; I will present
one of them and then show some independent motivation for it. Suppose that
the grammar of Damascene recognizes a rule that manipulates foot structures
other than the basic foot assignment rule. This new rule will apply on the
superordinate cycle to a form like /yesma9kon/ to yield the derived foot
structure in (29) :
(29) * *
yes ma9 kon
This representation, in which a single foot has been restructured as two
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separate feet, is then subject to the usual assignment of word-level structure
and labeling, correctly yielding penult stress.
This rule of foot restructuring is formulated in (30):
(30) Foot Cloning
[n, n„]. n_ ->• [n, ]. [n„ n ] Condition: n„ branches.
This says that a foot i, if its right daughter (n„) is a heavy syllable and
it is followed by a syllable rhyme (n_) , will be restructured into two
feet. The second foot is composed of the heavy syllable from the old foot
plus the following rhyme node. The residue of the old foot forms the first foot.
I will assume that this rule is ordered after foot assignment and crucially
before the assignment of word-level structure and labeling.
Rule (30) will correctly apply to the foot structure in (28b) to yield
that in (29), and it will work similarly with all the problematic examples
in (27) of verbs with pronominal suffixes and surface heavy penults. In
these cases it functions solely to correct the foot structure inherited from
prior cyclic stress application. There is, however, other evidence in support
of (30) that shows the effects of cyclic rules directly.
It has been observed in nonmetrical phonological studies of other Arabic
dialects by Brame (1970, 1973) that suffixed verb forms similar to those in
(27) do in fact give overt testimony of cyclic rule application under some
conditions. Parallel data can be found in Damascene Arabic. Compare the
suffixed and unsuf fixed verb forms in (31):
(31) Without Suffix With Suffix
n3si 'he forgot' n3sliha 'he forgot her'
n3slik 'he forgot you (m. sg.)'
n8s£iki 'id. (f. sg.)'
n9siihon 'he forgot them'
s5m39 'he heard' s3m39kon 'he heard you (pi.)'
93du 'stay (pi.)' 93duulkon 'stay, you (pi.)'
t3sa9 'that it hold' t3s^9hon 'that it hold them'
The interesting characteristic of the forms on the right in (31) is the
failure of ^ (from underlying e^) to delete despite the fact that it is
unstressed in an open syllable. This cannot be attributed to lexical
exceptionality or to the initial syllable position, since syncope applies
to this same vowel in related forms like nslit 'you (m. sg.) forgot', nsiina
'we forgot', sm39t 'you (m. sg.) heard', or sm39na 'we heard'.
These apparent exceptions to the syncope process in (31) can be
attributed to cyclic rule application. Observe that the unstressed nonlow
vowel is preserved just in case it is stressed in the corresponding unsuffixed
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form. Therefore, a vowel that was stressed on the subordinate cycle in
effect simulates a stressed vowel for the purpose of applying the syncope
rule, even though it is clearly unstressed on the surface.
A formal metrical account of these observations follows readily from
the formulation of Foot Cloning in (30). Notice that this rule applies in
the forms on the right in (31) to yield the observed penult stress. Consider
an example like nSsIiha . Foot assignment on the subordinate cycle gives the
representation in (32a). On the superordinate cycle foot assignment cannot
reapply, but rule (30) will apply to produce the structure in (32b)
:
(32) a. $ b. $ $
r, /^'i H , r I A,line siij haj Ine sii haj
The foot containing the rhyme of the initial syllable in (32b) is the residue
of the foot in (32a) after restructuring by Foot Cloning.
We can take advantage of this trace of the previous cycle's foot
structure in the formulation of the syncope process. The vowel of the open
initial syllable in (32b), although it is nonlow and unstressed, neverthe-
less fails to delete. The basic insight is that nonlow vowel syncope
is suppressed either when the vowel is strong within its foot — that is,
h when it is stressed — or when it exhausts its foot, as in (32b). This
I
is formalized in (33)
:
(33) Syncope
w
V ->- 4> / [ ] Conditions: a = rhyme
[-low] a # foot
'This sort of notation is to be interpreted a« follows (compare Rotenberg 1978).
We require that the nonlow vowel be labeled weak, ensuring that it is unstressed
It must, moreover, exhaust the rhyme in which it is contained, which provides
that the vowel is neither long nor in a closed syllable. Finally, the vowel
cannot be exhaustively dominated by the category foot, although it may appear
in a foot that contains other material or it may not be in a foot at all.
It possibly demands mention that the variable category label a and its
conditions are to be interpreted via the familiar i^ a relationship. Thus,
in [„[ X ] ] , X is a Y and X is a 3 but X is not a 6.
3 Y
This analysis, which now provides for the cyclic assignment of metrical
structure and for a means of passing cyclic information along to the syncope
rule, has a few other interesting points as well. First, recall from the
discussion of the derivation in (19) that it was necessary to prevent foot
assignment from creating a foot that contains only a single rhyme. This
stipulation, which is apparently a language-particular one, is needed
independently to account for some cases of syncope. In forms without
the properties of (31) , syncope may apply to the vowel of the initial
syllable: /seme9t/ -> sm39t 'I heard", /semetii+hon/ -> sm39tiihon 'you (f^ ag.)
heard them'. The difficulty is that it is usually assumed that foot
assignment applies iteratively across a word in the indicated direction.
If this is so, then we would expect a foot to be assigned which exhaustively
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dominates the initial syllable of a form like /seme9t/. This foot, although
it would never bear stress, would, however, block syncope of the nonlow vowel
in this syllable. This clearly undesirable consequence of iteration can be
avoided by preventing the rule of foot assignment from applying to just a
single rhyme. This coincides with the need for the same principle in cyclic
metrical derivations.
Some independent support for the formulation of the syncope rule comes
from a class of truly exceptional stress patterns that are morphologically-
controlled. In the verbal derivational classes known as the seventh and
eighth conjugations, stress falls on the penult in cases where it could
retract to the antepenult:
(3A) a. Seventh Conjugation
by3nk§ser 'it will break'
bySnkSteb 'it will be written'
m3ns5heb 'withdrawing'
b. Eighth Conjugation
by3ft9ker 'he will think'
by99t3ref 'he will admit'
maStSgel 'working'
Stress falls regularly on the underlying antepenult in inflected forms like
by9nk3sru < /byenkeseru/ 'they will be broken'.
These facts can be accounted for by positing a new rule of foot assignment
that is restricted to the two morphological classes in (34):
(35) Seventh, Eighth Conjugation Stress
Form a foot [n^
^o^ i,
°^ ^^^ root syllables of the seventh
and eighth conjugations.
By "root syllables" are intended those syllables bounded by the triconsonantal
root. Alternative formulations of these morphological conditions are possible.
Rule (35) must precede the regular foot assignment rule, since (35) Is the
more specific of two inherently disjunctive foot assignment rules. The
application of (35) is illustrated in (36)
:
(36) a. $ b. «
^ u'^^ .Abyen ke ser byen ke se ru
Subsequent assignment of word-level metrical structure and labeling will yield
the correct stress for both forms.
It is sometimes suggested in informal descriptions of the facts in (34)
that the special rule of stress assignment does not apply in forms with
pronominal suffixes. The incorrectness of this position is shown by the
failure of syncope in the suffixed forms in (37), where (35) has demonstrably
applied on the first cycle:
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(37) Without Suffix With Suffix
by9§t3gel 'he will work' by3St3g311ha 'he will work for
her'
byagtagailo 'he will work for
him'
by3gt3g3Hom 'he will work for
them'
by3nt3zer 'he will wait for' by3nt3z5mi 'he will wait for
me'
The syncope facts in (37) are exactly parallel to those in (31). The
vowel which is stressed exceptionally by (35) in the unsuffixed form is
not subject to syncope in the suffixed form even though it is unstressed.
The derivation of these forms will be almost identical to the one in (32):
a foot is assigned on the subordinate cycle, and then this foot is restructured
by the cloning rule on the superordinate cycle. The difference here is
that the foot is assigned on the subordinate cycle by the morphologically-
restricted rule (35), rather than the regular stress rule. The fact that
all other characteristics of the cyclic analysis hold true despite the
different initial foot structure is rather powerful confirmation of this
approach.
In summary, we have seen that an adequate account of apparently
exceptional data in Damascene Arabic stress requires a theory of foot
structure in which the terminal elements are, in effect, moras and heavy
final syllables are incorporated into the foot. Cyclic assignment of
foot structure by both a regular and a morphologically-restricted stress
rule have also been motivated, and a metrical analysis of cyclical effects
on vowel syncope has been offered.
NOTES
*I have discussed various earlier versions of this work with Morris Halle,
Alan Prince, and Ellen Woolford, for which I am grateful. I acknowledge the
lassistance of Ghias Barakat in confirming data in this article.
The symbols of the transcription system used here have the usual values
with the following exceptions. 9^ and ^ are the voiced and voiceless pharyngeal
glides, respectively. ^ is a voiced velar spirant. The subscripted dot in
i.» ii> §.> ^^^ i. indicates pharyngealization, also known as emphasis. The symbol
3^ covers a fairly wide range of vowel quality. It is heavily influenced by
adjacent consonants.
^Actually, Halle and Vergnaud (1978) offer a somewhat different account
of superheavy syllables from the one given in the text. The differences have
no consequences for the argument here.
Prince (1980) provides a simple phrase-structure grammar that can yield
feet with just the characteristics of (10).
3ln the theory of McCarthy (1979a), it must be stipulated that n^ in (13)
is a terminal node, rather than having this property be universal. But this
parameter of interlinguistic variation is a consequence of considering data
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from languages not treated by Halle and Vergnaud (1978). Thus, the need for
this stipulation is orthogonal to the points at issue here.
'*Hayes (1979) describes the Damascene foot in somewhat different terms
that are essentially equivalent to (15) . The differences do not bear on
the question of extrametricality.
^Ihe treatment of final CW syllables in this dialect cannot be used
to distinguish between these theories because it remains something of a
research problem. The facts are as follows. First, there is no surface
constrast of final vowel length without a concomitant stress contrast:
n9si 'he forgot', n3sii 'he forgot him'. Second, final long vowels have
a highly restricted surface distribution by morphological criteria.
They occur only in vowel-final stems to which has been appended the third
person masculine singular pronominal suffix: dardstu 'you (pi.) studied',
darastuu 'you (pi.) studied it'; bana 'he built', banaa 'he built it'; jl
'''axu 'brother', '^axuu 'his brother'; w^ra 'behind', warda 'behind him', 1
In these forms, the pronominal suffix is realized only as length and stress
on the final vowel. With consonant-final stems the suffix is +o.
These surface distributional facts are complicated further by the
lack of an underlying contrast in quantity of final vowels except in the
suffixed forms above. Thus, a stem-final vowel is always short, except
when followed by any pronominal suffix, in which case it is always long:
darastuuhon 'you (pi.) studied them'; banaaha 'he built it (f.)';
''axfiuk 'your (m. sg.) brother'; waraaki 'behind you (f. sg.)'. This cluster
of facts is compatible with a number of theoretically different but
empirically equivalent analyses, none of which seems to relate directly
to the overall issues of Damascene accentuation.
^The forms in (17) and subsequent examples abstract away from a late
and somewhat variable epenthesis process, described in detail by Cowell (1964).
This condition prohibiting the assignment of a foot to a single syllable
could also be formulated as a rule of defooting, a restructuring rule along
the lines of Selkirk (1980).
"Another empirical difference in principle between the theories with
and without primitive ternary feet lies in predictions about the iteration
of foot assignment across the word. The theories of McCarthy (1979a, b)
and Halle and Vergnaud (1978) predict that maximally ternary feet can
alternate, giving a potentially dactylic stress secondary stress pattern
in Damascene. The theory of Hayes (1979), which marks only the final
syllable as extrametrical, alternates maximally binary feet, predicting
a potentially trochaic pattern.
Neither prediction is testable in Damascene Arabic. I have seen no
compelling observations of secondary stress nor is it apparent on listening.
Some inferences by Allen (1973) on secondary stress assigned by the
formally similar Classical Latin stress rule, however, support the ternary
foot. From the congruence of ictus and accent in early verse, he concludes
that the full stress rule reapplies across the word: regi6onibus, suspicdabar ,
vlinoosissima
, maleficium , miserieordia , Lciaodamiia , Carth^at^iniene is (from Alls
1965). If this is correct, then it is inconsistent with extrairetricality
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as the sole source of ternary feet.
^For unknown reasons two noun patterns, exemplified by ^)aflet 'party'
and s9rket 'company', are not subject to this variation. They invariably
have constructs in +et
.
^''Xhis stress derivation requires a slight revision of the rule
creating the superheavy syllable structures in (6) . We must permit such
structures finally on any cyclic domain rather than just finally in a word.
l^Of some interest is the behavior of the pronominal suffixes +hon
'them' and +ha 'her'. The h is optionally deleted postconsonantally,
rendering the penult stress opaque in dzakk^ra 'he remembered her' and
dzakk^ron 'he remembered them' . Reanalysis of the suffixes as +on and +a
yields occasional stress variants like by3nt8geron 'he will wait for them',
with antepenultimate stress but as yet without syncope of the vowel in
the penult.
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STRESS IN CAIRO ARABIC
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Foreign Service Institute
In this paper an analysis of primary and second-
ary stress in Cairo Arabic is presented. The system
is seen to be one which counts syllables and functions
in accordance with certain rhythmic principles. A
morphologically conditioned stress rule is also dis-
cussed .
Stress in Arabic
Stress in Arabic, whether Classical Arabic or the modern
Idialects, is, for the most part, perfectly predictable in terms
of syllable weight. Let us consider stress in Classical Ara-
:bic before turning to Calrene.
In Classical Arabic a CV syllable is light and CVV or
:CVC syllables are heavy. CVVC and CVCC syllables occur only
in pausal forms. The rules usually given for Classical Arabic
ire the following:
Statement I: Stress does not fall on the last
syllable, whether it be heavy or light.
Statement II: Stress falls on the last heavy syllable
in a word.
Statement III: If a heavy syllable does not occur,
stress falls on the first syllable
of a word
.
These statements may be illustrated by the following forms
from Classical Arabic:
(1) Stress on Last Heavy Syllable
ki . taa . b+un ' a book
'
sa . mi9 . +tu 'I heard'
mu . dar . r i . s+uu . na 'teachers' taa . li . b+aa . t+un 'students'
b . Stress in Words without Heavy Syllable
ra
.
j a . 9 + a ' he returned ' ku . tu . b+un 'books '
Sources differ in their treatment of forms of more than
three syllables. Some, for example, Abboud, et al. (1968),
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restrict stress from regressing beyond the ante-penult.
Wright (1967), on the other hand, allows stress to be thrown
back as far as possible. The forms in (2) illustrate these
differences. The examples in (2a) are stressed according to
Abboud, et al. and those in (2b) are stressed according to
Wright .
(2) Stress According to Abboud
,
et al
ka.ta.ba.taa 'they wrote (fem.dual)' mas . ?a . la . tu . ha 'her
problem'
mas . ?a . la . tun 'a problem' qa . sa . ba . tu . ha 'her
cane '
b . Stress According to Wright
ka . ta . ba . taa
mas . ?a . la . tun
mas . ?a . la
. tu . ha
qa.sa.ba.tu. ha
We may write the stress rule for Classical Arabic as follows
(where S is syllable and L is light syllable). (3a) is the
rule which follows Abboud, et al.; (3b) follows Wright.
(3) a. Stress Rule in Classical Arabic ( after Abboud )
S —V ^stress^ y/ ((L)S)//
b . Stress Rule in Classical Arabic ( after Wright )
S —H-stressJ / ((L)^S)// I
Although these two rules differ on how far back stress may
regress, they are clearly based on the same principle of
syllable weight.
In general, pronunciation of Classical Arabic depends
upon dialectal pronunciation— and this is nowhere more evident
than as regards stress. Mitchell, in his interesting article
"Prominence and Syllabification in Arabic", gives an example
of this phenomenon. He worked with two Egyptians, both trained
at Al-Azhar. One was from Tanta (lower Egypt) and the other
was from Qena (upper Egypt). The two informants agreed on
word stress when given words in isolation, but produced the
following when asked to read words in context.
(4) hirrataani wajadataa qit9ata jubn
two cats found a piece-cheese
a. (Tanta) hirrataani wajadataa qit9ata jubn
b. (Qena) hirrataani wajadataa qit9ata jubn
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The informant from Tanta stressed the sentence according to
the stress pattern typical of Cairo and much of lower Egypt,
while the informant from Qena followed the pattern of the
Upper Egyptian dialect.
Since the Classical Arabic stress pattern of a given area
generally follows the stress pattern of the dialect of that
area, the statements given at the beginning of this section
should be taken as illustrating the principle underlying Ara-
bic stress patterns, rather than as the one and only accepted
pattern. (If the reader will compare the stress pattern in
(4a) with the rules given in (3), it will be noted that the
pronunciation of Classical Arabic as it is spoken at Al-Azhar
in Cairo does not follow either of the rules in (3).)
Like the Classical Arabic pattern which is based upon
them, stress patterns in the modern Arabic dialects differ in
detail, but are generally describable on the basis of syllable
weight. In this study we will consider only the stress pattern
of Cairo Arabic. The reader is referred to Abdo (1969),
Brame (1974), Johnstone (1967) and Lecerf (1971), among many
others, for discussion of stress in non-Egyptian dialects.
The reader is also referred to Broselow (1976), Harrell (1957)
and Larudee (1973) for analyses of Cairene stress which differ
somewhat from the one presented here.
2
.
Primary Word Stress in Cairo Arabic
2.1 The Rule of Stress Placement
The Cairene stress pattern is unlike that of any other
dialect. The difference rests mainly on the fact that in
Cairene a heavy syllable is not stressed in ante-penultimate
position. This leads to oppositions such as the following
between Cairo Arabic and, for example, Aleppo Arabic: contrast
Cairene madrasa 'school' and bitisrabu 'you-all are drinking'
with Aleppo Arabic madrase and bt^^rabu.
As a result many more words are stressed on the penult in
Cairene than in the other dialects. This predominance of pen-
ultimate stress is so characteristically Cairene that speakers
of other dialects, when wishing to mimic Cairo Arabic speakers,
exaggerate the tendency and stress as many words on the penult
as possible
.
Before discussing the pattern of primary word stress, we
should look at syllable patterning in Cairene. The following
syllable types are found: CV , CVC, CVV , CVVC and CVCC. Of
these five, only CV and CVC occur freely in words: for example
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ka . tab 'he wrote', ni . si 'he forgot', min 'from' and fj^ 'in'.
CVV occurs only in ultimate and penultimate position: for
example, suf . t ii 'you saw him' and 9aa . lam 'world'; it does not
occur in ante-penultimate position on the surface. (The reason
for this is given in the Note in (5b).) CVVC occurs word-
finally and phrase-finally: for example, ki . taab 'book'. CVCC
appears word-finally in isolation: for example, ka . tabt 'you
wrote'; but only phrase-finally in context: for example, ?ana
illi ka tabt t?a . nil . li . ka . tap t^ 'I am the one who wrote', but
ka . tab . t il . ki . taab 'I wrote the book'.
A CV syllable is light, as is a word-final CVC. (L will
designate a light syllable.) CVC when non-final is heavy.
CVV, CVVC and CVCC are always heavy. (H will designate a
heavy syllable.)
The following statements describe word stress in Cairo
Arabic. It will be noted that the pattern is different from
that described earlier for Classical Arabic. These rules
handle the majority of cases. Exceptions will be treated sep-
arately .
Statement I
Statement II
Stress does not regress beyond the ante-
penult. A light syllable is not stressed
in final position.
The last heavy syllable is stressed in
either ultimate or penultimate position,
but not in ante-penultimate position.
Statement III: If no heavy syllable occurs, or if it
precedes the penult, stress is placed
on the penultimate syllable, except in
the case of words of the following
shape
is nLLL, in which the ante-penultstressed
.
Examples
:
(5)
ki
.
taab
ka tabt
?uf
.
tii
Words with Heavy Syllable in Ultimate and /or
Penultimate Position
'a book'
'I wrote '
' you saw him
'
^aa,li 'expensive
sim . 9it 'I heard '
b . Words with Heavy Syllable in Ante-Penult imate
Position
mad.ra.sa 'a school' *9a . la . mi ^ /9aalami/ 'my world
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suf . ta . ha 'I saw her' ? is . ta9 .mi . lit 'she used'
*NB : A long vowel which is not stressed shortens.
For this reason we do not find CVV in pre-
penult position on the surface.
c . Words without Heavy Syllable
ka.tab 'he wrote'
ra.mit 'she threw'
d. Words of the S h a p e\ f.
ba . na 'he built
'
ku . tub ' books '
LLL
ka.ta.bu 'they wrote'
ka.ta.bit 'she wrote'
?im.ba.sa.tu 'they were pleased'
One word type has not been illustrated in (5): the group of
words consisting of four light syllables. This group belongs
to a particular morphological class and will be dealt with
iseparately in Section 3. Words of more than four light syl-
lables do not occur in Cairo Arabic.
The following rule describes the placement of primary
word stress in the Cairene forms cited above.
(6) Stress Placement (SP)
S f+stressj / (<L>L)////
The rule in (6) abbreviates the following three environments.
(7) 1. L
2. S
3. S
£+ s t r e s sJ /
r+stressj /
ri-stressl /
L L i
L IHt
Environment (7.1) places stress on an ante-penultimate light
syllable only, thus giving ka . ta . bu but not permitting
*mad . ra . sa . Environment (7.2) stresses a penultimate syllable
jf any weight, giving ka . tab and ka . tab . ha . Environment (7.3)
provides for stress on final heavy syllables: suf .til and on
ttonosyl lables : baab and min
.
It must be pointed out that Stress Placement works in
:erms of underlying syllable weight. This may be seen from
he example in (5b), 9 a 1 5m
i
'my world', which is underlyingly
'9aa.la.m+i/ with heavy ante-penult. Stress Placement does
lot stress a heavy ante-penult and, thus, stress falls on the
'lenult in / 9aa . la . m+i/ . The underlying long vowel is not
tressed and will therefore later be shortened. The surface
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form 9alaml contrasts with the form 9alanii 'universal', which
is composed of three underlyingly light syllables and thus
receives ante-penultimate stress.
2.2 The Domain of Primary Word Stress
Let us now consider the domain of primary word stress in
Cairo Arabic. We must examine the various affixes which occur.
Prefixes and proclitics fall outside the domain of stress.
The suffixes, however, fall within it.
The group of suffixes includes the pronoun suffixes, which
may attach to nouns, verbal forms, prepositions, complementi-
zers and certain raodals. The group also includes the dative
suffix, which attaches to verbs. It also includes the second
part of the negative morpheme ma . . .
s
. Examples appear in (8).
(8) a. Pronoun Suf fixes
?alam ' a pencil
'
?alam+ha 'her pencil'
misik 'he grasped'
misik+hum 'he grasped them'
ma9a 'with'
ma9aa+ki 'with you'
Inn 'that'
inn+uhum 'that they'
b. Dative Suffix (With and Without Pronoun Suffix)
katabit ' she wro te
'
katabit+lu 'she wrote to
him'
katabit+ha
•
' she wro
t
it'
katabit+haa+lu 'she wrote
it for him'
J
c . Nega t ive Morpheme
kalit ^ 'she ate'
ma+kallt+s 'she did not eat'
The suffixes both affect stress placement and may carry stress
themselves
.
The group of particles which attaches to the left of a
word do not affect stress placement and do not carry stress
themselves. This group includes the definite article, il; th<
first part of the discontinuous negative morpheme, ma .
.
.% \ th<
two tense markers, bi+ 'present' and Ha + 'future'; and mono-
syllabic prepositions such as bi 'with' and fi 'in, on, at'
The definite article and the negative morpheme, ma, are
not generally in an environment where they could be stressed
by Stress Placement. This is usually true for the tense
markers also. There are, however, two verbs in the language
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for which bi + and lita + are in the environment of Stress Place-
ment. The examples appear in (9).
(9) bi+yu?af 'he is standing'
*bi+yu?af
Wa+tu?a9 'she will
*Ha+tu?a9 fall'
Stress Placement predicts the incorrect forms. Obviously the
verbs act as though the tense markers were not there. We
find a similar situation with the CV prepositions. Consider
the forms in (10) for example.
(10) ?alam ' a penc il
'
bi+?alam with a pencil'
*b i+?alam
kutu^ ' books '
fi+kutub 'in books'
*f i+kutub
The fact that these particles do not affect Stress Place-
ment, do not carry stress themselves and occur in very close
transition with the following word suggests that they are pro-
clitics. We will attach them to the following word by means
of //, which will be used to indicate clitic boundary. Word
boundary will be indicated by ##. Thus, the examples in (10)
would appear as in (11).
(11) ## bi W ?alam ## //# fi # kutub #//
Stress Placement has been written with //// as its right-
hand boundary. By standard conventions the rule will not
cross the // marking the attached proclitic and the latter will
not get stressed.
2.3 Lexical Exceptions to Stress Placement
Let us consider a group of lexical exceptions to the
regular Cairene stress pattern. These are noun plurals of
the shape C V C V Ca, exemplified by ?usuda
C+hi] [+hij
lions' and Ifiigina 'horses'. These words take penultimate
stress rather than the expected ante-penultimate stress. An
additional exception is the word ya tara 'I wonder', which is
also stressed on the penult rather than on the ante-penult.
These words will be stressed in the lexicon,
3. The Rule of Stressed-it
In 2.1 it was mentioned that words consisting of four
light syllables were not illustrated in (5) and that such
words belong to a particular morphological class. We will
discuss this morphological class in this section. It
consists of 3rd person feminine singular verbs (perfect tense)
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When Stress Placement was discussed initially, forms like
katabitu were not mentioned because they were later to be
analyzed as being stressed by Stressed-l^. However, we have
seen that saf itu and tiabbi tu , although also analyzed as being
; stressed by Stressed-i^, could just as well be stressed by
: Stress Placement. In this section we will consider whether
I there is any evidence that might indicate that katabit u could
also follow a more regular pattern.
Let us consider the general picture of the stress pattern
in Cairo Arabic. A heavy syllable, i.e., CVV , CVVC, CVCC and
a non-final CVC, in either ultimate or penultimate position
is always stressed. However, as soon as light syllables
appear in both ultimate and penultimate positions, we need
only count them to be able to place stress correctly. Consider
the examples in (14).
(14) Number of Light
Syllables
Stress
Loea t ion
penul
t
ante-penult
penult
Example
ka tab , madr asa
ka tabu
,
katabitu
? imbasa tu
When such forms are compared in this way, an alternating
rhythmic pattern (ARP) begins to emerge: an even number of
light syllables gets penultimate stress; an odd number gets
ante-penultimate stress.
To test whether the ARP represents a valid generalization,
we need to check the stress on words of more than four light
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Before we look at examples from Mitchell's article,
several points about the stress pattern in Classical Arabic
(Cairo) should be made. Firstly, Classical Arabic (Cairo)
does not contain the rule of Stressed-!^. All pronoun suffixes
For example.
The stress is,
therefore, that regularly expected when a heavy syllable is in
penultimate position. Secondly, stress in Classical Arabic
(Cairo) on words containing heavy syllables is the same as
in the dialect: ki taab , ka tabtu and madrasa .
Now let us look in (15) at examples from Mitchell's
article. (A final CVV syllable is treated as light. With
that one exception, syllables are weighted as in the dialect.)
(15) Mitchell's Examples for Classical Arabic ( Cairo )
umber o
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stress. This is the same alternating pattern that we saw in
(14) for the dialect. In other words, the dialectal pattern
has been extended into the Classical forms.
To see more clearly that the Classical Arabic (Cairo)
pattern is an extension of the dialectal pattern, consider how
we would write Cairene Stress Placement if we were going to
stress ka tabltu by Stress Placement rather than by S tressed-it ,
The extended Stress Placement rule appears in (16).
(16) S f+stress]/<# (X H)> (<L>L) // //
(16) abbreviates the following environments
(17)
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For Classical Arabic (Cairo) we need only rewrite (16)
so that it handles words with more than four light syllables.
The Classical rule appears in (18).
(18) S H^f+stress] / < it (X H) (LL)^> « L>L) ////
(18) abbreviates the following environments
(19) 1. L —
—
*[+stress3 / a . # X H L L // //
// LL ////
b. #X H LL L L //#
// LL L L ////
c. // X H LL LL L L ////
# LL LL L L //#
d . etc .
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2 .
3.
•* t+stressj/
-« £+str essT /
L #//
Environment (19.1), like (17.1), gives ante-penultimate stress
to words with odd numbers of light syllables. (19.1. a) is the
dialectal environment (17.1). It provides stress on words
with three light syllables like Timbasafu (HLLL) and ka tabu
(#//LLL). The subsequent environments in (19.1) stress words
with 5, 7, etc. light syllables. Words with even numbers of
light syllables are given penultimate stress by (19.2). When
the Classical Arabic (Cairo) and the Cairene stress rules
are compared in this way, we can see clearly that the same
pattern underlies them both.
We can now return to the question of this section, namely
is there any evidence to indicate that the stress of ka tabitu
follows a more regular pattern. The data presented above
suggest strongly that the Alternating Rhythmic Pattern is a
valid generalization. Certainly we would want to write the
stress rule for Classical Arabic (Cairo) to express this
generalization. For the dialect, it is not so clear that we
want to write SP to express the ARP , however.
The reader will remember that the only words .of four light
syllables in the dialect are the verbs like katabitu , all of
which are stressed by Stressed-vt. We saw in Section 3 that
there is good reason to believe that this analysis is correct.
In that case, then, there are no words of four light syllables
that are clearly stressed solely in accord with their syllable
structure .
At this point we cannot know whether we are justified in
treating katabitu as regular in the dialect or not. In the
next section we will consider some further evidence which bears
on this point
.
4.2 Secondary Rhythmic Stress in Cairo Arabic
4.2.1 The Rule of Rhythmic Stress
Up until now we have been discussing primary word stress
in Cairo Arabic. Words in Cairene may run rather long when
affixes are added; for example, maka tabi thalnaas 'she did not
write it for us'. In view of the length of such words and the
absence of vowel reduction, one may reasonably question whether
those syllables which do not receive word stress are all
equally unstressed.
Among sources on the dialect only Brockelmann and Gairdner
(1926) mentioned secondary stress. (See Kussaim (1968) p. 295
and Janssens (1972) p. 54, who cite Brockelmann.) Mitchell
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does not mention secondary stress in his textbook on Cairene.
However, in his 1960 paper on the pronunciation of Classical
Arabic (Cairo), he states the following in his footnote on
p. 373.
(20) In the single case of the pattern illustrated by
saj aratuhumaa
,
though the prominent syllable is
distinguished by the same features as elsewhere,
certain of the remaining syllables are also more
prominent than others by virtue of the higher
relative pitch with which they are associated.
The total pitch pattern of sa j aratuhumaa in
typical unemphatic utterance may be shown".^ ^
In order to test for the presence of secondary stress,
a list of words of up through six syllables in length was set
up. For each group, words were found that exhibited all the
possible syllable structures. For example, the words of two
syllables consisted of the following types: LL, HH , LH and HL,
IThis list of words was read by an informant. Each word was
read twic e
.
Careful listening disclosed that there is indeed secondary
stress in Cairo Arabic. The patterns found are given in (21).
In (21) X is the syllable carrying primary word stress. The
secondary stress is marked with a grave accent and unstressed
ssyllables are marked with a breve. Light and heavy syllables
lare again L and H, respectively. S means a syllable of either
weight
.
(21 ) . a . Two Syllables before Stress
\ w
S S X
b
.
Three Syllables before Stress
\ w w
S L S X
^ \ ^
S H S X
c Four Syllables before Stress
v ^ \ ^
S S S S X
d Five Syllables before Stress
V w S V V
S S S L S X
X ^ v \ V
S L S H S X
t^ \ «* \ >^
S H S H S X
The rule which derives these patterns appears in (22)
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(22) Secondary Stress
S » ^+s tress] /<#// (SS)^V <L>S S
l+s tress
(22) abbreviates the following environments.
(23) 1. S »Q+stressJ/ //# L S S
t+str essj
#// SS L S S
£f- s t r e s sJ
## SS SS L S S
pl-s tress)
etc .
2. S » [+s tress]/ S S
pt-s tr essJ
Environment (23.1) provides secondary stress on a group of
three syllables, if the middle syllable is light. Environment
(23.2) stresses the first of two syllables regardless of syl-
lable weight. Sample derivations appear in (24).
(24) Two Syllables Before Stress
L L X sanateen
V »# ^
I Isanateen two years
Three Syllables Before Stress
1,
•
S L S X
^ w «* X makatabuus they didn t
write '
2. S H S X
X
Four Syllables Before Stress
mis ta9mil i in
mista9miliin 'used'
L L L L X maka tabuhaa s
\ V ^ ytabuhaas
makatabuhaas 'they didn't
Five Syllables Before Stress write it
1. S S S L S X matargimtuhaliis 'you didn't
'^^'^X gimtrhrii'ls* translate\^^ \ w \ *.. w,
.< y it for
^ X matargimtuhaliis i
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For illustration, consider (26). (X = the syllable
carrying primary stress; e = light element.)
S */ M /'
(26) a. S L S X
maka tabuus
\ «« «/ ^ V
makatabtuus
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S H S X
«/ \ s/
1. H H H
/v yv Iw ^ \ «« W
e e e e e
2 13 2 1
w \ a
2. H H L
W ^ \ «/ V
^2^^3^2 ^
^ \ «/
3. L H H
^1 ^3^2 ^1
,* \ V
4. L H L
^1 ^362 e^
X masta9mil tuus
X masta9miluus
X matargimtuus
X masuftuhaas
To summarize, we have seen that three Rhythmic Principles
underlie the secondary stress patterns given in (21).
Principle 1: maximize trochaic rhythm.
Principle 2: SS is not permitted.
Principle 3: when the number of syllables preceding a
stressed syllable is odd, stress falls on
the syllable containing the ante-penultimate
light element
.
Let us now look at the most complicated examples we have:
cases in which five syllables precede the syllable with pri-
mary stress. Consider the following example.
(27)
N
H
4^3
matargimtuhaliis
Principle 2 requires that syllable 1 be unstressed and we have
seen that it thereafter counts as light. We note next that
the number of syllables preceding the stressed syllable X is
odd. Thus, Principle 3 comes into play and syllable 3 is
given secondary stress, since it is the syllable containing
the ante-penultimate light element. At this point we have a
new stressed syllable as reference point, namely syllable 3.
The number of syllables preceding this syllable is even and,
therefore, following Principle 1 we create a trochee by
stressing syllable 5.
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Now consider the following example,
(28) H L L H H X mas talami thalhaa
s
5 4 3 2 1
\
-4^3 "2 ^1 "3^2
• V * i yw V
^ :
Again, Principle 2 requires that syllable 1 be unstressed and I
again it thereafter counts as light. Since the number of I
syllables preceding X is odd, we stress syllable 2 to accord
with Principle 3. Now syllable 2 is the reference point. This
time the number of syllables preceding the new reference syllable
is odd. Therefore, Principle 3 is invoked anew and syllable 5
is given secondary stress.
The above examples were the longest words checked. Words
containing more than five pre-stress syllables are not common
in Cairo Arabic. However, were some to be found and checked,
our principles would predict the following patterns.
(29) a. Seven Syllables Before Stress
b.
«/\ k»\«/N 'J /
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(30) Two Light Syllables
LL
Three Light Syllables
LLL
Four Light Syllables
LLLL
Five Light Syllables
LLLLL
Six Light Syllablesn b
LLLLLL
Within the primary word stress system, of course, only right-
most stresses in (30) actually occur. The reader will note
that the locations of these stresses are exactly the same
as the locations of the stresses in (14) and (15), In other
words, the ARP is the manifestation of Rhythmic Principles 1
and 3 in the primary word stress system. The ARP, then, is
indeed a valid generalization and the answer to our question:
does the stress on ka tabitu follow a more regular pattern? --
is y es
.
4.3.2 Primary Word Stress in madrasa and katabu
The reader will have noticed that the ARP is based on
the light syllable. This fact shows that Rhythmic Principles
1 and 3 do not count the same units in the primary word
stress system that they do in the secondary stress system.
In Section 4.2.2 we saw that Secondary Stress breaks up an
even number of syllables into trochees regardless of the
weight of the syllables. Thus, the unit which Secondary
Stress counts under Principle 1 is the syllable. We saw in
the same section that Secondary Stress counts light elements
rather than syllables when Principle 3 comes into play.
In contrast to Secondary Stress, the counting unit for
Stress Placement is always and only the light syllable, whether
Principle 1 or Principle 3 is being followed. To see the
difference, compare the way the words in (31) would be treated
3y Secondary Stress and Stress Placement.
(31) Secondary Stress
a. katab
katabu
madrasa
Stress Placement
katab
katabu
madrasa
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\ ^ \ V *
c. 1. katabitu katabitu
^ •* N w ^
2. ?inkasaru ?inkasaru
N »* S »J »/ * ^
d
.
?adwiyatuhu ?adwiyatuhu
The stress patterns differ in (31b. 2), (31c. 2) and (31d). In
each case the word has a heavy syllable as its leftmost syl-
lable; the rest of the syllables are light. The reader will
be able to determine the distribution of stress by Secondary
Stress in accordance with Rhythmic Principles 1 and 3. The
same two principles underlie the stress pattern as applied by
Stress Placement, but the unit counted is the light syllable:
counting stops when Stress Placement runs into a heavy syl-
lable. Thus, Principle 1 is followed by Stress Placement
in examples (31a), (31b. 2), (31c. 1) and (31d). In each of
these cases it sees an even number of light syllables and
creates trochees. Principle 3 is followed by Stress Placement
in examples (31b. 1) and (31c. 2). In these cases it sees an
odd number of light syllables and places stress on the ante-
penul t
.
We are now in a position to understand the strange fact
about the Cairene stress pattern that was pointed out earlier
in this paper, namely the penultimate stress on madrasa , as
opposed to the ante-penultimate stress on ka tabu . In madrasa
Stress Placement sees two countable units and creates a trochee
to accord with Principle 1. In ka tabu there are three count-
able units, which leads to ante-penultimate stress following
Principle 3. Thus, this asymmetry of stress in Cairo Arabic
is seen to follow from Rhythmic Principles 1 and 3 and the
nature of the counting unit within the primary word stress
system.
4.3.3 Primary Word Stress in Words with Heavy Ultimate and
Penultimate Syllables
We saw above that the counting unit of Stress Placement
is the light syllable. It is also clear from Rhythmic Princi-
ples 1 and 3 that the minimal countable group is a trochee.
If such a group does not occur, primary word stress is placed
on the last heavy syllable. In the case of kitaab , there
are no light syllables at all and stress falls on the ultimate
syllable. There is only one light syllable in katabtu and
stress falls on the heavy penult.
4.3.4 Primary Word Stress and Rhythmic Principle 2
The second rhythmic principle states that a stressed
syllable may not immediately precede another stressed syl-
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lable. The primary word stress system places only one word
stress and thus trivially follows this principle.
4.4 Final Formulation of Stress Placement
Now that we have seen that the ARP is indeed a valid
generalization about stress in Cairene, the question arises
again of whether we want to write Stress Placement to express
this generalization or not. The reader will recall that the
only words of four light syllables in the dialect are verbs
like Ratabi tu . We may rephrase the above question and ask;
do we want Stress Placement to stress katabitu vacuously
or not? The answer seems to me to be unquestionably yes. The
stress rule should be written to express as explicitly as
possible the nature of the stress system in^Cairo Arabic. That
means writing it to stress forms like katabitu , even though
they will be stressed by S tressed-it under the analysis present-
ed here. The final formulation of Stress Placement appears
in (32) .
(32) Stress Placement (Final Formulation)
The reader will recall that (32) is the extended version of
Stress Placement which was stated in (16)
.
5 . Summary
We have seen that Cairo Arabic has both primary word stress,
based on underlying syllable weight, and secondary stress, based
on surface syllabic structure. Three Rhythmic Principles were
seen to underlie both types of stress, although the counting
units utilized are different. Stress Placement counts only
light syllables. Secondary Stress counts syllables regardless
of weight when following Principle 1 and it counts light ele^
ments when following Principle 3. The Alternating Rhythmic
Pattern, which characterized the primary stress system, was
seen to follow from Rhythmic Principles 1 and 3 and the nature
of the primary word stress counting unit.
It was also shown that Cairo Arabic has a morphologically
conditioned stress rule, Str essed-i_t^, which places stress on
the 3rd person perfect feminine marker when it is followed by
one suffix. Various lexical exceptions to Stress Placement
were also briefly discussed.
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A HISTORY OF RIGHT DISLOCATION
IN CERTAIN LEVANTINE ARABIC DIALECTS
Anthony Britti
In some of the current colloquials of the Levant, there
exists a syntactic structure wherein a definite, non-subject
NP occurs toward the end of its clause, and a pronoun core-
ferential to the NP is cliticized to either a verb, a noun, or
a preposition, depending on the NP's original grammatical
relation in the sentence. This structure is termed here right
dislocation
. Cliticized to the NP dislocated to the right is
the preposition la. The ancient cognate of la, li/la, was used
to mark direct objects in Early Levantine. Through a complex
set of syntactic changes and a functional reinterpretation,
the preposition li/la evolved from a marker of the direct object
j
to a marker of a right dislocated NP.
In many of the urban dialects of Levantine Arabic,^ there exists
I a rule which postposes various non-subject NPs. This paper will present
: a history of this rule. An examination will be made of its origin,
: later development, and extension. And though it is hoped that the
1 reader may find the hypotheses offered at least plausible, it must be
said now that many of the details of the changes discussed herein are
speculative at this time.
The presentation here will be organized as follows. First, a brief
synchronic description of the rule in question will be given. Then a
brief scenario of the diachrony will be presented. Finally, each stage
in the history of the rule under consideration will be looked at in more
detail.
Synchrony
Definite, non-subject NPs in Levantine and certain other modem
Arabic colloquials may be moved rightward so that the following structure
results.
(1) X Y-Pro. la-NP.
*• -^ 1 1
X represents the initial constituents of a sentence; Y is a clitic base:
a verb, noun, or yya :;2 the clitic pronoun is coreferential with the NP
governed by la, and the two agree in gender and number. For convenience,
this phenomenon will be referred to as right dislocation .
Most previous writers on the matter of right dislocation in Levantine
have either stated or seemed to imply through the examples which they
adduced that only direct objects, indirect object, and possessives could
be right dislocated. ^ in fact, all of the sentences in (2) are possible
in some dialects.^
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(2) a. saft-u l3-ze:d
(I) saw-him Zaid
b. ?8lt-all-u le-ze:d...
(I) said-to-him Zaid. .
.
c. ma bts9zeb-ni:-2 ?aniin-u la-ze:d
neg. (she) please-me-neg. mother-his Zaid
'I do not like his mother, Zaid's.'
d. reht ma9-u l3-ze:d
(I) went with-him Zaid
e. beskon fi: la-hal-be:t
(I) live in(it) this-house
f. ra:yeh men-ha le-l-wila:ya:t 1-muttahida
(I am) going from-it the-states the-united
'I am going from it, the United States.'
g. beskon be:n-hon le-l-madi :nte:n
(I) live between-them the- (two) cities
From these example sentences, it can be seen that la^ functions here to
mark the right dislocated NPs. In this way, its function is analogous
to the Classical ?amma : used to mark topicalized NPs (i.e. Isolated
subjects)
.
Two kinds of right dislocation are to be found in the languages of
the world. Both types involve a pronoun and a coreferential NP. In
the one type, the dislocation is obligatory; this kind is a sort of object
agreement. Much more frequently encountered is an optional form of
dislocation which has conversational import. Here the dislocation serves
to highlight the reduplicated information, either for emphasis or contrast.'
Right dislocation exists in other modem Arabic colloquials as well.
Without la, it occurs in Dofari and Omani.^ With la, it occurs in Maltese
and in certain Iraqi dialects.
7
A Synoptic History of Right Dislocation
Right dislocation has had a rather long history. Four stages may be
distinguished.
Stage I , Old Arabic, represented by the language of the Koran, the
pre- Islamic Arab poets, and the "higher" writings of the earliest centuries
of the Muslim era. In Old Arabic, a VSO language, there was an extensive
noun case inflectional system. In most dialects, there was no right disloca-1
tion rule.
Stage II
,
Early Levantine," reflected especially in "vulgar" Christian
and Jewish documents of the eighth to tenth centuries A.D., though the
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developments in this stage may have actually begun even before the Muslim
conquests. Nominal inflection was lost or leveled, but at a time before
SVO word order was stabilized. A new direct object marker was developed.
Stage III
,
Middle/Early Modern Levantine. Though actual documentation
has not been adduced, it may be postulated that at this stage the use of
the old Early Levantine direct object marker was narrowed to a single usage.
Stage IV
, Modern Colloquial Levantine. The domain of the use of the
Early Levantine direct object marker was extended along with the domain of
application of a productive right dislocation rule. The old direct object
marker thus has become a marker of right dislocation.
The central thrusts of the remainder of this study will be to examine,
on the one hand, how Is^ as a direct object marker first appeared in Arabic
and, on the other hand, how the function of 19^ was so greatly transformed
in the modern dialects in question. What follows is a more detailed look
at salient facts and issues in each stage of the process.
Stage I--01d Arabic
For the present study, there were two important aspects of Old Arabic.
Firstly, Old Arabic was a VSO language, and, secondly. Old Arabic had a
nominal case inflection system. Other aspects of Old Arabic which bear
upon the study at hand are the lack of right dislocation in many dialects
of Old Arabic and the presence of constraints on pronominal ization in
many dialects.
Classical Arabic, like its progenitor, Proto-Semitic, is usually
taken to be VSO.l^ This needs some elucidation, however. In ?anna and
?inna subordinate clauses, the word order is obligatorily SVO. What is
more, sentences with non-verbal predicates are S Pred (except for
prepositional phrase predicates with indefinite subjects--these are Pred
S) . Thus, Old Arabic was of a mixed character regarding word order.
Though Old Arabic was a mixed system, the percentage of verb-first
sentences was, of course, sufficiently high that a noun case system was
needed to mitigate possible instances of ambiguity. Formally, as many as
three cases were differentiated: the nominative, the accusative, and
the genitive. In many instances, though, a two-way distinction was made
between the nominative and the accusative-genitive. Altogether, there
were five classes of endings. H which class of endings was used with a
given noun was determined by the gender, the number, and the type of
plural formation (i.e. by internal change or by suffixation) of the noun.
Functionally, the noun case system kept subjects distinct from direct
objects, at least in main clauses. In subordinate clauses with ?anna and
?inna complementizers, the subject was in the accusative. In these clauses,
though, the obligatory SVO word order differentiated subjects from direct
objects.
The nominative case was also used for topics. But in this construction,
a shadow pronoun helped to keep clear the grjimmatical function of the topic.
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(3) zaidun qatala-hu 9ainrun ?amsi
Zaid (noni.) killed-him Amr (nom.) yesterday (gen.)
Zaidun and the clitic pronoun hu are coreferential here. Since the
usual word order of Old Arabic was VSO and right dislocation did not
exist in most dialects, (3) is not ambiguous. It may be translated,
"Zaid, Amr killed him yesterday."
But while right dislocation was rare in Old Arabic, it is not
true that it was non-existent. In the poetry of the Hiran poet al-
Nabigha right dislocation does occur.
(4) 9ahadtu bi-ha: su9da:^^
I am acquainted with -her Sudaa I
'1 am acquainted with her, Sudaa...'
It is not clear whether such a structure is due to poetic freedom or
whether it is a reflection of regional usage.
Along with the absence of right dislocation, there was a constraint
on pronominal ization in many dialects which required a pronoun to follow
its antecedent within a clause. This constraint helps explain such curious
structures as (5)
.
(5) a. Tiqtabara li-n-na:si hisa:bu-huml3
come closer to-the-people reckoning (nom.) -their
'Their reckoning is drawing nigh to the people.'
b. ?alla:humma ?igfir li-miski bni ?abi:
God, forgive to-Misk son (of) Abu
talabatin 3anba-hu l-gaSiimal"^
Talaba sin-his the-great
'God! Forgive Misk son of Abu Talaba his great sin.'
In (5a) people and their are coreferential, and in (5b) Misk son of Abu
Talaba and his are coreferential. In both sentences a prepositional
phrase^^ is interposed between a NP which would normally precede the
prepositional phrases in a clause: a subject in (5a) and a direct
object in (5b). But in both examples, the interposed prepositional
phrase contains the antecedent of a following pronoun.
So, then. Old Arabic was a mixed VSO/SVO language which used case
inflections and, to a lesser extent, word order to distinguish subjects j
from direct objects. And, though leftward movement of NPs was very
j
common, right dislocation was rare. Indeed, in most dialects, at least,
an antecedent noun had to precede a coreferential pronoun in a sentence. |
Stage II--Early Levantine
j
In the next stage of the history of right dislocation in Levantine,
Early Levantine, the preposition li/la was used to mark definite direct
objects (as well as some other NPs). This usage was frequent and contrasted'
with the usage of Old Arabic. At the present time, many of the details of
j
the beginnings of this new direct object marker are matters of controversy.
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Several factors were undoubtedly at work in the onset of li/la marking.
Perhaps the most straightforward scenario which could be sketched is the
following. Old Arabic, as spoken by the Muslim invaders at the time of
the formation of the Arab empire, came under the stresses of the great
social upheavel of the conquest and the sudden acceptance of Old Arabic as
a spoken medium by non-Arabs. Thus, its character was profoundly altered.
Structurally, Arabic developed important analytical characteristics and
at the same time gave up synthetic ones. One of the most obvious of these
latter changes was the loss of case endings in nouns and adjectives. The
loss of case endings led to potential ambiguity because word order was in
a state of flux, still preserving to some extent the VSO word order of
Old Arabic. Some marking was needed to keep separate the subjects and
direct objects of many sentences, li/la was chosen to meet this need, to
mark direct objects, through the influence of the Aramaic dialects spoken
: in large areas of the new Arab empire.
This sequence of events undoubtedly sums up the major developments
I which led to the use of li/la in Middle Arabic as a new marker of direct
: objects. Indeed, it is the assumption in this study that the loss of
; case endings before the stablilization of SVO word order did lead to the
I need for a new way of distinguishing subjects and direct objects. However,
1 the exact scenario in the preceding paragraph is problematic.
I
The biggest matter of controversy is the true status of case endings
I: in Arabic at the time of the Muslim conquests. At least since the time of
i\ Vollers'Volkssprache und Schriftsprache im Alton Arabien ,^" there have
|l been those who hold that the Arabic of the earliest Muslims was not
i: inflected. The proponents of this point of view believe that the case
inflections of Old Arabic were an aspect of a rather formalized literary
form of Arabic j-'-^ the spoken language of the Arabs was uninflected. Two
of the most recent supporters of this idea are Corriente and Diem.
Correiente tries to show that the case endings of Old Arabic were
not necessary to disambiguate the grammatical functions of NPs in literary
works. This, he believes, reflects a lack of reliance on case endings in
the spoken language.
Diem argues from the evidence of personal names in the Nabatean
inscriptions. In these inscriptions case forms are frozen and do not
indicate the grammatical function of the nouns in question. Diem then
goes on to reason that if case endings were nonfunctional in a peripheral
dialect of Old Arabic as early as the first century of the Christian era,
they must certainly have been dead in Central Arabia by the time of Muhammad.
Blau has been the most eminent defender of the position that final
declension existed at the time of the conquests. He has vigorously attacked
Corriente's and Diem's studies. ^^ And he goes on to state that
it is inconceivable that authors who spoke Neoarabic and
had .no grammar of Standard Arabic at their disposal should
have been able to compose Standard Arabic poetry devoid of Neo-
Arabic or pseudo-correct elements. The total lack of Neoarabic
and pseudo-correct features in the Koran establishes a linguistic
situation in which the differences between the literary and the
spoken language could not have been too far-reaching. •'^^
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As viable as this position may seem, it is still essentially an assertion
of opinion. More persuasive evidence must be found.
Perhaps the strongest evidence which could be found would be vestiges
of the old noun inflection system in the living dialects of today. ^^
For example, in certain Moroccan dialects, there is an opposition of u:
and a: in the nouns bu: , "father", and xu: , "brother". ^'^ The forms with
u: arF used as unsuffixed forms with the definite article: 1-bu, "the
father," and 1-xu :, "the brother." The forms with aj_ are used as
suffixed forms:
(6) a. bba:-ha: d-mra:t-i
father-her of-wife-my
'my wife's father'
b. xa:-h de-9abd s-sla:m^^
brother-his of-Abd as-Salam
'the brother of Abdussalam'
This opposition of iK_ and aj_ forms undoubtedly represents a reinterpre-
tation of the old nominative and accusative endings respectively. Thus,
it must have been true that there was noun inflection in some dialects
at least of the language of the Muslim invaders. Needless to say, more
evidence must be found.
Along with the loss of case endings, Arabic word order early began
drifting from VSO to SVO. The language of the Koran was predominately VSO,
but by the time of the Early Levantine texts in the ninth and tenth centuries,
SVO word order was more frequent. 23 in wishes, the subject typically preceded
a verb in the imperfect, in contradistinction to usual Old Arabic usage. 24
In many of the Modem Levantine dialects, SVO word order is the
unmarked one. But remnants of the older word order survive. So in
Damascus Arabic, the subject precedes its verb in transitive sentences
where it is necessary to differentiate subjects and direct objects.
But the subject follows its verb in intransitive sentences.
And in Ishfaramri, unmodified, indefinite nouns cannot precede
their verbs.
(7) a. *mara ra:hat
woman went
b. ra:hat mara^^
went woman
•A woman went.
'
The noun and the verb must be inverted as in (7b) . But the strangeness
of the constraint against (7a) is underscored by the fact that the
addition of one modifier, all other factors remaining equal, makes SV word
order permissible (indeed, the more acceptable word order)
.
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(8) a. mara wahda rarhat
woman one went
'One woman went.'
b. mara kabi:ra ra:hat
woman big went
'A big woman went.'
Considering these facts, (7b) can only be taken as a holdover of the Old
Arabic word order.
Finally, li/la as a marker of the direct object is generally assumed
to reflect the influence of the Aramaic dialects spoken in the Levant and
Iraq. Though some of the Aramaic dialects closest to the Arabian heart-
land, such as Nabatean, did not use li/la , others, such as Syriac, did.
In fact, a right dislocation construction which loked exactly like the
later Levantine construction was rather common in Syriac. 2' The assump-
tion of Aramaic influence thus seems most reasonable. But this explanation
is a bit too simplistic for two reasons.
For one thing, the use of li/la to mark direct objects occurs in
the Koran. 28 i^fhether, as Blau says, this reflects a tendency toward
li/la marking already in pre-conquest times or whether it may be due to
some other factor is not clear.
2"
The hypothesis of Aramaic influence is also called into question
by the fact that even dialects which were not exposed to prolonged contact
with Aramaic use la^ to indicate the direct object relation. So, la
marking is found in the dialects of Muslim Spain, the modem dialects
of Morocco, the Middle Arabic dialect of the Jews of Qairawan, Tunisia,
and the modern dialect of Malta. Remnants appear in the dialect of Cairo.
It is still alive in the Levant in various forms, including that of the
usual pronominal direct object marker in the village of Sir Zeit. It
appears in the dialects of the bedouin of the Nejd. It is common in all
of the communal dialects of Iraq. And, finally, it is used in the Arabic
dialects of Central Asia. Undoubtedly, then, the explanation of Aramaic
influence in the choice of li/la to mark direct objects is not adequate
in itself to account for the occurrence of 13 use in the Arabic vernaculars.
For the present, the actual origin of the new direct object marker must
remain a matter of controversy. But whatever the provenance of le
marking, the fact of central importance is that at least by the eighth
century of the Christian era the new marker was in use in Levantine.
Two more aspects of li/la marking in Early Middle Arabic are note-
worthy here. One is the unusual treatment of the li/la marked direct
objects in topicalization. The other is the appearance of a right dislo-
cation rule in Middle Arabic.
Topicalization (a.k.a. the isolation of the natural subject) was common
in Old Arabic. This process was more or less the mirror image of right
dislocation. It involved the placement of a MP to the left of the verb
with, for non-subject NPs, a resumptive, shadow pronoun cliticized to the
verb of the clause or a preposition. Sometimes a discontinuous topic
introducer was used: ?amma: . . .fa.^^ -j^e topic nouns were all in the
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nominative case, despite what the non-topicalized grammatical relation of
the NP was in the sentence. The shadow pronoun helped preserve the non-
topicalized structure of the sentence.
According to Blau, topicalizations were even more common in Early
Levantine texts. ^^ Topical ization had the same structure as in Old
Arabic: a NP to the left of the verb with a coreferential pronoun
cliticized to the verb or a preposition. Of course, in the absence of
case inflections in the Early Colloquial Arabic of the Levant, it would
be meaningless to speak of the topicalized NP being in the nominative
case. Still it was true that for the most part the topicalized NP was
not marked for any grammatical relation in the sentence. The one excep-
tion to this was topicalized direct objects in Early Levantine. In
this case, the direct object marker was moved along with the direct
object. This is a very significant fact for several reasons. First,
it is another indication that the old case system was dead by this time.
If the cases were still functioning at this time, the topicalized NPs
would still have been in the nominative and the direct object marker
would have been left behind with a shadow pronoun. Secondly, it shows
that the relation of the direct object marker to its noun was perceived
to be different from the relation of the other prepositions to their
NPs. The la/li was taken to be a regular indication of the direct object.
It was felt to be a quasi-inflection. And unlike the regular Old Arabic
process of right dislocation, a resumptive pronoun was generally not
present. Because of the presence of the marker, a structure-preserving
shadow pronoun was not necessary.^'*
Finally, at some point, right dislocation of the direct object
became a grammatical structure in Early Middle Arabic. One reason why
right dislocation was rare earlier was the VSO word order of Old Arabic.
Since all the NPs of the sentence were strung along after the verb,
doubling the direct object could potentially have caused comprehension
problems. This is especially so in view of the fact that synchronically
Old Arabic deleted short vowels in the pause at the end of a sentence.
Since NP order after a verb was rather free in Old Arabic, there would
have been many instances in which it would have been impossible to
distinguish the subject from the direct object even with the shadow
pronoun cliticized to the verb.
With the appearance of li/la to mark direct objects, all pos-
sibility of ambiguity between subject and direct object disappeared.
Right dislocation became a normal, grammatical process in the language.
The original impetus for right dislocation may have come from Aramaric,
and today right dislocation is common in the Levant and Iraq, where
Aramaic dialects were once widespread. ^^ However, it is also true that
right dislocation is common as an afterthought phenomenon: a sentence
is uttered with a pronoun, but then the speaker or writer decides that
the pronoun must be disambiguated and adds a coreferential noun at the
end of the sentence. Thus, right dislocation may have arisen internally
as part of the living use of the language. ^^ Since right dislocation
involves an antecedent following its coreferential pronoun, the Old
Arabic constraint against backward pronominal ization (i-e. the antecedent
preceded by a coreferential pronoun) became inoperable.
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So in the Early Levantine stage of development, the Old Arabic
case inflection system fell into disuse, but at a time before the word
order in most sentences was able to differentiate adequately between a
subject and a direct object. At this time, a new direct object marker
was developed. In topicalizations, the new marker appeared in a pre-
verbal position along with the NP which it governed. A new right dis-
location structure appeared.
Stage III--Middle/Early Modern Levantine
At this stage, the Early Levantine direct object marker became
more restricted in its use. The changes to be discussed below were
surely completed by the beginning of the nineteenth century. In the
thirteenth century, _le was still being employed as a direct object
marker. 2^ ITius it is possible to estimate within rather broad temporal
limits the time frame of the following changes.
As was said above, l£ was used to mark direct objects in Early
Levantine in three major syntactic environments: the "normal",
postverbal position with no coreferential pronoun preceding or following,
the topicalized position, and the right dislocation position. The
history of la^ marking in Middle Levantine was a process of reducing
the environments in which Is^ marking occurred. A relative chronology
will be suggested for this process.
To begin with, l£ was preserved in the right dislocation environment.
It has been in this environment that l_e has been preserved to this day.
The question at hand, then, becomes one of deciding which of the other
two environments was the first to change and which was the last.
Undoubtedly, the first environment to change was the topicalization
environment. As was said above, there was a productive topicalization
process in Old Arabic which was carried over into Early Middle Arabic
and, in fact, exists today in Levantine. Since direct objects were
treated in an anomalous manner with respect to topicalization, there
was the pressure to regularize the paradigm. l£ was dropped, and the
use of the shadow pronoun became usual. ^^
Sometime after the use of la^ in topicalization dissappeared, the
use of j^ to mark direct objects was felt to be unnecessary. Word order
became more stabilized, to the extent that it alone was sufficient to
disambiguate subjects and direct objects.
The relative micro-chronology of changes in this position may be
speculated upon at this point. l&_ is preserved to this day before
pronominal direct objects in some dialects in the Levant, such as that
Bir Zeit.-^^ Thus, it is possible that in Levantine generally the la
marker may have disappeared before full nouns before it fell into
disuse before pronouns. Perhaps the reason it has been preserved with
pronoun direct objects is that la+pronoun became, with the verb, part
of one phonological word, as it has in modem dialects of Levantine.'*^
Phonological conditions, therefore, may have prevented the deletion of
le . Finally, however, the la^ was lost even in this syntactic environ-
ment in Levantine.
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However, probably even before the final dissolution of 1_3 to
mark direct objects, a change in the interpretation of l£ in the right
dislocation position was taking place. l_a was no longer perceived to
be the marker of the direct object but, instead, was invested with a
new function, that of indicating a direct object which had been dis-
located to the right.
It is the contention here that for a long period of time, certainly
several hundred years, right dislocation was fully grammaticized only
for direct objects. By fully grammaticized, it is meant that while
other noun phrases may have been dislocated, it was only with the direct
object that the right dislocation was regular and common. For the
other NPs right dislocation was merely a means of disambiguating a
pronoun, ^ for the direct object, right dislocation served to emphasize
and contrast.
Since only direct objects could appear in fully grammaticized
right dislocation structure and since 1 8 as a direct object marker was
dying, it was only natural for one of two outcomes to have occurred,
either l£ would have disappeared in the right dislocation environment,
or it would have been re-analyzed and given a new function. The latter
possibility was the one which was realized.
Stave IV--Modem Colloquial Levantine
The changes at this stage involved the spread of right dislocation
with l£ to other grammatical relations than the direct object. These
changes, without doubt, began before the beginning of the ninth century,
in most dialects at least.
It may be assumed that the spread of right dislocation with la_
was effected in a systematic manner. A clue to what this may have been
lies in Cowell's assertion that right dislocation can apply only to
human NPs.'*^ This may have been a condition for right dislocation in
all dialects at one time, but it has been preserved in only some
dialects at the present. The available evidence points to the notion
that the first grammatical relations to become capable of right disloca-
tion after the direct object were the indirect object and the possessive
(i.e. the second term of an ida:fa). Both these grammatical relations
usually involve a htunan noun.
In Old Arabic, the preposition li/la typically marked the indirect
object. This was also true of Middle Arabic and is still the case in
Modem Colloquial Arabic. The fact that the same preposition was used
for the indirect object and for the right dislocated direct object made
the extension of right dislocation to the indirect object all the more
easier. All that was necessary was the repetition of la+NP after the
1_9+ pronoun, as in the following sentence from Modem Levantine.
(9) ?9lt-sll-u la-zeid ?inn-u...
(I) said-to-him Zaid that-he...
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The preposition li/la was also used regularly in Old Arabic in
ida:fa constructions. Both nouns of ida:fa constructions had to agree
in definiteness. If one noun was definite and the other indefinite, the
preposition li/la could be used with second noun. The following Old
Arabic phrases can be compared.
(10) a. kitarbu 1-waladi
(the) book the-boy
'the book of the boy'
b. kita:bu waladi-n
(a) book boy-a
'a book of a boy'
c. ?al-kita:bu li-waladi-n
the-book of-boy-a
'the book of a boy'
d. kita:bu-n li-1-waladi
book-a of-the-boy
'book of the boy'
By Early Levantine times, it was possible for two definite nouns
to occur in a structure similar to (10c and d) . This usage has continued
to this day.'*'* The extension of right dislocation to such constructions
involved the cliticization of a pronoun to the first noun of the con-
struction as in (11). Both nouns are definite, of course.
(11) a. kta:b-u la-1-walad
book-his the-boy
The pronoun and the possessor noun are coreferential . Again, the
extension of right dislocation to possessives was aided by the fact
that the same preposition was used with both.
Though it is speculative that right dislocation spread to the
indirect object and the possessive before it spread to other grammatical
relations, some evidence might be found in the fact that in the gram-
matical literature which mentions right dislocation in Levantine up to
the present time only direct objects, indirect objects, and possessives
are quoted as examples of NPs which can right dislocate. Some of the
dialects discussed might actually restrict right dislocation to those
three grammatical relations even today. ''^
Eventually, right dislocation spread to other grammatical relations
in some dialects. The completion of the spread may have come about only
in the present century. The re-interpretation and extension of the old
direct object marker was complete.^"
Conclusion
The long history of right dislocation in Levantine ended with the
addition of a very productive and much utilized grammatical structure.
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Even though many of the details may be matters of speculation, the gross
outline of the history is rather clear. The current situation is the
end result of a coniplex interplay of factors: the initial loss of case
inflections, the slow shift of word order, the addition of a new marker
for direct objects, the addition of a new right dislocation structure,
the restriction in the occurrence of the new direct object marker through
paradigm regularity pressure and deletion, the re-analysis of the old
direct object marker to a new specific function as a marker of a right
dislocated direct object, and, finally, the spread of the use of right
dislocation and the new marker to other grammatical relations. This
sequence of events illustrates just how complicated, long and involved
syntactic change can be, and how the end point of a change can differ so
markedly from the starting point.
NOTES
Levantine Arabic, for the purposes of this study, shall be the
various dialects spoken in modern-day Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine, and
Syria.
For differences between the urban and non-urban dialects of this
area, the reader is referred to Bergstrasser (1915) and Cantineau (1939).
In this study, NP shall mean "noun phrase." A noun phrase may
consist of a noun, a noun+modifiers phrase, or a pronoun. Dialect is
used in a rather broad sense in this study to mean the language variety
of any group consisting of at least one individual.
With regard to transcription, £ shall be voiced pharyngeal; a
period under h^ shall indicate the voiceless pharyngeal; a period under
any other letter represents an emphatic consonant.
2
See Cowell (1964), p. 545, for a description of yya ; in Modem
Levantine.
See, for example. Driver (1925), p. 216; Feghali (1928), pp. 211,
298; Barthelemy (1935-54), pp. 741-42; Cowell (1964), p. 435; Grotzfeld
(1965), p. 72 Koutsoudas (1967); and Ambros (1977), p. 81. The point
of this information is not to cast aspersions upon the work of past
researchers, but to underscore the apparent fact that there is a con-
siderable amount of dialect variability respecting right dislocation in
Levantine
.
Cowell (1964), p. 434, mentions another sort of right dislocation
without le^. Whether or not this structure is as frequent as right
dislocation with l£^ and whether or not its function is similar to right
dislocation with la^, the present writer does not know. There will be
a need to discuss a right dislocation structure without l£_ in the context
of the pre-modem Levantine dialects. This structure, per se, will,
however, not be of central importance in this paper.
4
This is the case with some Christian dialects of Beirut. It is also
so with the dialect of the Christians of the north Palestian town of
Ishfaramr. Thanks go to N. Talhami, the author's friend and colleague
and a native speaker of Ishfaramri, for first pointing out the important
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fact that right dislocation can apply freely to non-subject NPs in his
dialect and for serving as an informant. He cannot be held accountable,
though, for any mistakes herein, either in the views expressed or in
the examples quoted.
Modern Levantine la_ may take a variety of phonological shapes,
shapes which are conditioned by phonological factors. See Cowell (1964),
pp. 479-82 for a discussion of these factors.
Modem Levantine 1b_ and its reflexes are the result of the merger
of two Old Arabic prepositions, li/la , "to, for," and ?ila: , "to,
toward." In Old Arabic 1J_ and l_a were in complementary distribution,
li was used before nouns; la^ was used before personal pronouns.
For more discussion, see Farkas (1978).
It should be noted at this point that right dislocation often
also serves a function of disambiguating a pronoun in a sentence. If
the speaker feels that a hearer may misinterpret a pronoun in a sentence,
he may repeat the noun (or NP) after the pronoun directly or at the
end of the sentence. It is not clear that right dislocation with l^
ever serves this function in Modem Levantine.
For Dofari, see Rhodokanakis (1911), pp. 205-6, and for Omani,
see Reinhardt (1894), section 361.
^See Noldeke (1904), p. 916, for Maltese and Blanc (1964), pp.
128-32, for Iraqi.
Q
The term "Old Arabic" is used here simply as a more neutral
alternative to the term "Classical Arabic."
g
The line of demarcation between "Arabic" and "Levantine" is,
of course, somewhat difficult to draw. It will be assumed that the
earliest "vulgar" texts from the Levant represent Levantine.
The student of Levantine dialects is indeed blessed with many
excellent synchronic and diachronic studies of this dialect group.
^°See Brockelmann (1913), pp. 170-71.
The six basic classes are the following. For masculine and
feminine singulars and internal change plurals of three syllables or less;
nom. -u (-u:)
ace. -a (-a:)
gen. -i (-1:)
For proper nouns and internal change plurals of four or more syllables,
including the inflection:
nom. -u
ace. /gen. -a
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For suffixal feminine plurals:
nom. -u
ace. /gen. -a
Suffixal masculine plurals:
nom. -u: (na)
ace. /gen. -i:(na)
All duals:
nom. -a:(ni)
ace. /gen. -ay(ni)
See Wright (1862) (also numerous other editions), vol. i, pp. 190-204
for much more detail.
This is quoted in Reekendorf (1967), p. 369.
13
Koran, sura 21, verse 1, of the official Egyptian edition.
^'^Grohman (1962), p. 1.
The reader should not be misled by the fact that both examples here
involve prepositional phrases with the preposition li^. Both verbs in
these examples regularly take li^ in Old Arabic. The occurrence of li^
here has nothing to do with the appearance of l_i^ as a direct object
marker in Middle Arabic.
^Sollers (1906), especially pp. 163-75.
17
For this point of view, see especially the recent study of Zwettler
(1978).
18
See the sequences of articles: Corriente (1971), Blau (1972),
Corriente (1973-34), Blau (1977) and Diem (1973), Blau (1977).
^^Blau (1977), p. 15
20
Care must be exercised in this endeavor so that recent borrowings from
the standard language are not included. The examples quoted above clearly
do not fit into this latter category.
21
This pattern has extended itself to amm , "mother", a word which was
not declined with long vowels in Old Arabic.
22
This information and these examples are from Fischer (1907) , p. 179.
23
See Blau (1966), p. 606, section 510. But contrast the statement in
Blau (1965) (p. 79):
The Classical word order, with the verb preceding its
subject, has not, however, fallen into disuse. . .even decidedly
vulgar texts [in Middle Judaeo-Arabic] generally. . .prefer the
initial position of verbs.
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^'^Blau (1966), pp. 272-1^, 606.
^^Grotzfeld (1965), pp. 98-99.
or!
There is a tendency for languages to put indefinite material toward
the end of a sentence and definite material toward the front, as in the
Old Arabic structure Prepositional Phrase-Indefinite NP (e.g. fi:-l-bayti
kalbun, "there is a dog in the house") . This tendency has undoubtedly
impeded the rapidity of the shift from VSO to SVO. It is also undoubtedly
true that in time (7a) will become a normal, grammatical expression in
Ishfaramri.
27
The assumption of Aramaic influence is a very common one. See,
for example, Blau (1965), p. 144, and Blau (1966), p. 413, and the
literature adduced therein.
28
See the classic study by Fischer (1910)
.
29
For example, it is clear that Arabic dialects were spoken in
the Levant and Iraq before the Muslim conquests. Some of these dialects
may actually have been the ancestors of the modern dialects of the
Levant. The speakers of these ancient Levantine and Iraqi dialects
might have used li/la to mark direct objects. A native speaker of an
ancient Levantine or Iraqi dialect, and an early convert to Islam,
acting as a scribe at a time when the Koran was first being put into
written form, may have subconsciously used li/la to mark direct objects
in some contexts. At this point in time, needless to say, such
theorizing is speculation of the wildest sort.
30
References for each dialect are the following: Spanish Arabic,
Corriente (1977), p. 126; Moroccan, Fischer, Mitteilungen des Seminars
fur Orientalische Sprachen I, pp. 221ff. (It has not been possible for
the present writer to check this source; he is taking Brockelmann (1913) 's
citation (p. 316) at its face value without having been able to check
it personally); the Middle Arabic of the Jews of Qairawan, Blau (1965),
pp. 81-82 (ibn Shahin was a native of Qairawan); Maltese, Noldeke (1904),
p. 916: Egyptian, Spittabey (1880), p. 367; Levantine, see note 3), above;
Bir Zeit, Blau (1960), p. 170; Iraqi, Blanc (1964), pp. 128-32; the
Arabic of Central Asia, W. Fischer (1961), p. 63; Nejdi, Socin (1901),
vol. iii, p. 233.
la marking occurs in a psalm fragment in Arabic transcribed into
Greek letters. See Blau (1966), pp. 31, 414. It is believed that this
psalm fragment dates from the eighth century.
32
?amma: preceded the topic noun; fa was cliticized to the beginning
of the verb of the sentence.
^^Blau (1966), p. 471
^^Blau (1966), pp. 417-18
35Substratal influences are generally the result of bilingualism
at a period before one language has superseded another. This would have
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been the situation in the Levant for the sort of influence Aramaic is
supposed to have had on Levantine Arabic. For an interesting example
of one language's influence on another in a situation of stable bilin-
gualism, see Nadkami (1975).
All the NPs of a sentence would be susceptible to this sort of
phenomenon
.
A re-interpretation of the function of right dislocation would have
been necessary under this hypothesis, from that of disambiguation to
that of emphasis. Seraantically, disambiguation and emphasis have some-
thing in common. They both involve a more forceful degree of expression
and a highlighting of certain selected information in a sentence. The
semantic similarities make the re-interpretation of function a rather
straightforward matter. This does not explain, though, why it was the
direct object which first became capable of being right dislocated.
37
Zettersteen (1919), p. 31. "1^" will be used to transcribe this
preposition from here on. Presumably by this time the allomorphic
alternation between H_ and la_ was leveled.
38
More exact dating of this change may be found through the careful
study of texts. If topicalization of direct objects is found but
with no concomittant movement of the la^, then the change may be
assumed to have occurred before the date of the text in question.
Zettersteen (1919) may be a candidate for such a change, though
the present writer has not gone through the text completely.
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Blau (1960), p. 170. The implicit claim here is that dialects such
as that of Bir Zeit represent relic areas with respect to l£ marking
of direct objects.
40
In Modem Levantine dialects, the cliticization of la+pronoun
indirect objects to a verb can condition vowel quality and quantity
changes and stress shift in the verb. That there was already clitici-
zation of the indirect object to the verb in Early Levantine, see
Blau (1966), pp. 398-99. le+direct object pronoun is currently
cliticized to the verb in Bir Zeit. The same was presumably true in
Middle Levantine.
41
This is not to imply that direct object NPs never appeared to
the right in the function of disambiguating a pronoun; they undoubtedly did.
42
In the languages of the world, apparently arbitrary restrictions
of syntactic process to a limited set of grammatical relations is common.
For example, English limits quantifier floating to subjects, Japanese to
subjects and direct objects. See Britti (1979) for details. Relativiza-
tion has similar restrictions. See Keenan and Comrie (1977).
"^^Cowell (1964), p. 435.
44
For Old Arabic usage, see Brockelmann (1913), p. 237. Blau says
that the claim that this usage is limited to the two environments of
(10c and d) is wrong, by which he probably intends that already in Old
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Arabic the environments for ida:fas with the preposition le^ included
two definite nouns. For Early Levantine, see Blau (1966), p. 422; for
Modern Levantine, see Cowell (1964), p, 460.
45
Some of the present writer's informants, Palestinians from Amman
and Damascus, insisted that only direct objects and indirect objects
could right dislocate. These might represent relic dialects. The
possessive was not tested at that time in the author's data gathering.
46
One Lebanese informant, a Christian lady from Beirut, accepted
right dislocation with comitatives--
rsht ma9-u la-ze:d
(1) went with-him Zaid
--but not with locatives or other non-human NPs. In her dialect, then,
right dislocation may have gone beyond the direct object and the indirect
object to other human NPs, but not to non-hiunan NPs. If this is so,
Cowell 's constraint may have diachronic import indeed.
It is also appropriate here to emphasize, once again, the apparent
amount of dialectal variation regarding right dislocation in Levantine.
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A NOTE ON THE PARALLELS BETWEEN THE DEFINITE ARTICLE AND THE
RELATIVE CLAUSE MARKER IN ARABIC
Ghassan Haddad
Michael Kenstowicz
University of Illinois
In this paper we discuss a number of features that the
definite article 1^ and the relative clause marker Hi share
in common, indicating that just as an adjective modifies
the preceding head noun so too does a relative clause stand
in a modifying relation to the preceding head noun.
In all dialects of Arabic adjectives follow the nouns they modify
and agree with them in definiteness as well as gender and number. Thus,
in Lebanese Arabic (LA) we have noun phrases (NPs) such as those in (1)
.
(Definiteness is marked by the definite article 1-, which completely
assimilates to a following coronal consonant. The raised ±^ in our
transcriptions is the product of an epenthesis rule. Both assimila-
tion and epenthesis are briefly discussed in the final section of this
paper) .
(1) rizzaal fawiil
r2aal "" twaal
r-rizzaal •- t-tawiil
r-rzaal t-twaal
bint tawiil-e
banaat i twaal
1-bint ^ t-tawiil-e
1-banaat ^ t-twaal
a tall man'
tall men'
the tall man'
the tall men'
a tall girl'
tall girls'
the tall girl'
the tall girls'
The relative clause marker Hi exhibits a similar distribution. If
the head noun is definite, the following relative clause is marked by
Hi
, and if the head noun is indefinite, the relative clause is not
marked by Hi . (Nonsubject NPs are marked by a resumptive pronoun under
relativization, while subject NPs are marked by 0)
.
(2) 3tareet ^ 1-beyt ^ Hi Samiir bana+a. 'I bought the house that Samir
built it'
I+bought the+house that S. built+it
Stareet beyt Samiir bana+a. 'I bought a house Samiir built (it).
The parallel behavior of the definitizer 1^- and the relativizer Hi suggests
that just as an adjective modifies the preceding head noun, so too does a
relative clause stand in a modifying relation to its preceding head noun.
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Classical Arabic, by virtue of its case inflection, provides another
illustration of the modifying relation between relative clauses and head
nouns. The data below show examples of case agreement between a head
noun and the following adjective in the dual number.
(3) nom. rajul-aani tawiil-aani 'tall men'
(4) ace. rajul-ayni tawiil-ayni
In the Indo-European languages the relative pronoun agrees in gender
and number with the head noun, but has its case determined by the case of
the NP it replaces inside the relative clause. In Arabic the situation
is different. The case, as well as the gender and number of the relative
marker is determined by the head noun. (Case distinctions on the relative
marker only show up in the dual, since the singular and plural have one
common form for all cases)
.
(5) a) ra?aa-ni [ 1-rajul-aani lla9-aani qatalaa ?asad-an]
saw-me the-two-men that killed a-lion
'The men (dual) who killed a lion saw me.'
b) ra?ay-tu 1-rajul-ayni [ lla3-ayni qatalaa ?asad-an]
I-saw the-two-men that killed a-lion
'I saw the men (dual) that killed a lion'.
c) ?al-rajul-aani [ llaS-aani qatala-humaa l-?asad-u] kaanaa
jundiyy-ayni
the-two-men that killed-them the lion were soldiers
'The men (dual) that the lion killed (them) were soldiers'
d) ra?ay-tu 1-rajul-ayni [ lla9-ayni qatala-humaa l-?asad-u]
I-saw the-two-men that killed-them the lion
'I saw the men (dual) that the lion killed'.
In (5a) and (5b) the head noun 'men (dual) ' is interpreted as the
subject of the relative clause, while in (5c) and (5d) it is interpreted
as the object. Nevertheless, the relative marker lla3 agrees in case
with the head noun. It is assigned nominative case in (5a) and (5c) since
the head noun is the subject of the main clause, while it is assigned
accusative case in (5b) and (5d) since the head noun is the object in the
main clause.
We now turn to a third piece of evidence indicating that the Arabic
relative clause stands in a modifying relation with the head noun. As
we have seen, in all Arabic dialects a definite noun phrase can be
expressed by supplying the noun with the definite article and having the
following adjective agree with it (e.g. 1-bint *- 1-masriyy-e 'the Egyptian
girl'). In the speech of many Lebanese speakers there is another way of
expressing a definite noun plus adjective. In this construction just the
adjective is supplied with the definite article. For example, the NP in
(6) also means 'the Egyptian girl'.
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(6) bint " 1-masriyy-e
This type of positioning of the definite marker, i.e. on just the second
member of the NP, is, of course, not unprecedented in Arabic. It is, in
fact, just what one finds in the so-called idaafa construction, idaafas
are composed of a noun plus a following noun phrase which stands in a
possessive or other attributive relation to the preceding head noun. In
the idaafa the head noun cannot be marked for def initeness; its definiteness
is instead determined by the definiteness of the second term of the con-
struction. Thus,
(7) bint malak 'a daughter of a king' (a king's daughter)
bint ' 1-malak 'the daughter of the king' (the king's daughter)
are analogous to the English parenthesized constructions where the
definitizer the and the indefinitizer a are interpreted as applying to
both nouns daughter and king in the NP. (In order to specify that the
head noun is indefinite, while the possessor is definite, one must resort
to a prepositional phrase: a daughter of the king . The Arabic situation
is similar: bint la 1-malak 'daughter to the-king').
The Lebanese innovation thus appears to involve an extension of the
idaafa construction to permit adjectives, in addition to nouns, to occupy
the second position in the construction. The idaafa has several other
telltale features that can be exploited to determine whether or not (6)
is indeed an idaafa construction. We will mention one of these here.
In colloquial Arabic dialects, including Lebanese, the feminine
suffix -e^/-a_ is replaced by the allomorph -it when it appears on a noun
serving as the first term of an idaafa.
(8) suur-a 'picture'
suur-it Samiir 'Samiir's picture'
suur-it ^ 1-bint 'the girl's picture'
If (6) is an idaafa we would expect the same stem allomorphy found in (8)
to occur when a noun with the feminine suffix is substituted for the first
term. This, in fact, is what we find.
(9) a) suur-it ^ l-bis9-a 'the ugly picture'
b) *suur-a l-bi29-a "
c) §-suur-a l-biS9-a
d) *s-suur-it ^ l-bil9-a " "
(9a) is the idaafa-like construction where the head noun 'picture' is
interpreted as definite because the adjective is marked with the definite
article. In this case the feminine suffix -a^ on suur-a must be replaced
by the /-it/ allomorph (cf. 9b). On the other hand, (9c) is the normal
pandialectal noun-adjective construction where the adjective has the
definite marker in agreement with the definite head noun. In this
construction the feminine suffix on the head noun cannot be replaced by
the /-it/ allomorph (cf. 9d)
.
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The Lebanese Arabic generalization of adjectives to the second term
of the idaafa construction now provides another test for the putative
modifying relationship between a head noun and a relative clause. If a
relative clause does indeed modify its head noun like an adjective does,
we predict that relative clauses will be able to participate in the
generalized idaafa construction. The examples below show this prediction
to be true.
(10) ktaab ^lli ma9aa-k ?il-i
book that with-you to-me 'The book that is with you belongs to me',
bint -"-lli s-sabi darab-ha raah+it 'The girl who the boy hit left'
girl that the-boy hit-her left.
darb """Hi dallayt-ak 9alay-ha ?ahsan 'The road that I showed you
is better'
road that I-point-you on-it better
Note that in these examples the relative clause begins with Hi , indicating
that the head noun is definite. Yet the head noun is not marked with the
definite article /I-/. In other Arabic dialects that have not participated
in the Lebanese generalization of the idaafa construction, these sentences
would be ungrammatical, since the head noun is not marked with the definite
article. The data in (10) thus show that just as adjectival modifiers may
participate in the generalized idaafa construction, so too may relative
clauses.
We also predict that if the head noun is marked with the feminine
suffix, that suffix must be realized with the /-it/ allomorph when followed
by a relative clause participating in the idaafa-like construction. This
prediction is also true, as shown by the sentences in (11) below.
(11) batt-it
*batt-a •'•lli ?akalnaa-ha tayb-e
duck that we-ate-it delicious
'The duck we ate (it) is delicious'.
taawl-it
*taawl-e """Hi 9ind-ak maksuur-a
table that by-you broken
'The table that you have (it) is broken'
.
On the other hand, if the head noun is supplied with the definite article
we are dealing with a simple noun plus modifier construction analogous
to that in (9c) and thus predict that the head noun cannot be marked by
the /-it/ allomorph of the feminine suffix. This prediction is also true,
as the data in (12) indicate.
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(12) 1-batt-a
*batt-it Hi ?akalnaa-ha tayb-e
t-taawl-e
*t-t:aawl-it Hi 9ind-ak. maksuur-a
To summarize the discussion to this point, we have noted a number of
parallels in the behavior of the definite article and the relative clause
marker Hi in Arabic. These parallels can be expressed if the two morphemes
are supplied with a feature representation such as that in (13)
.
(13) 1 lli
+def +def
-rel +rel
Both elements are [+definite] and thus opposed to 0, which marks in-
definites in colloquial Arabic.
In most Lebanese dialects there is also a phonological parallelism
between these two elements. It is well known that the definite article
1^ participates in a special rule that completely assimilates the 1^ to a
following sun letter (coronal consonant) . See Comrie (this volume) for
discussion. Examples of this rule's application in LA appear in (14).
(14) sun letter [+coronal]
s-samak 'the fish', z-zeyt 'the oil', t-taawle 'the table',
d-daraz 'the staircase', n-nuur 'the light', s-sams 'the sun'
moon letter [-coronal]
1-baab 'the door', 1-faras 'the mare', 1-kirsi 'the chair',
1-xaatim 'the ring', 1-hibir 'the ink', l-?alam 'the pen'
The rule of assimilation may be stated as in (15)
.
(15) 1 —^ C. / Ci
4-def +cor
When the following noun or adjective following the definite article begins
with a consonant cluster, an epenthetic i^ is inserted between the definite
article and the stem in order to avoid three successive consonants.
(16) 1^-ktaab 'the book', 1^-hmaar 'the ass', l^-?laam 'the pens'
1^-byuut 'the houses', l^-wraa? 'the papers'
But if the cluster begins with a sun letter, no insertion takes place
since the epenthetic vowel may not separate a geminate cluster.
(17) s-sraami 'the shoes', z-Sbaal 'the mountains', z-zlaabi 'the
pastry', d-druub 'the roads', n-nsuura 'the eagles'
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Now in many Lebanese dialects the relative marker Hi can be
optionally reduced to/replaced by 1_, The examples below illustrate
this.
(18) s-sabi Hi himil 1-kirsi 'The boy who carried the chair'
1
l-bint'''lli 9atit-ni l-?alam 'The girl who gave me the pen'
H
1-bint^lli Fariid bi-hibb-a 'The girl who Farid loves (her)'
When the following word begins with a sun letter, the resultant 1^ undergoes
assimilation, but the application of this rule is optional.
(19) s-sabi Hi darab ^1-bint 'The boy who hit the girl'
1 '
d
l-bint-'^lli nisy-it ktaab-a 'The girl who forgot her book'
^1
i
n
l-bint-'-lli Samiir bi-hibb-a 'The girl who Samir loves (her) .
Given that the relative clause marker Hi is characterized by the
feature [+definite] (cf. 13), the rule in (15) predicts that this assimila-
tion should occur. However, it is unclear whether the substitution of 111
by 1 is to be viewed as an instance of phonetic reduction or rather as a
morpheme replacement of Hi by 1^. The first view finds some support in
the fact that for many Lebanese speakers the Hi —^ 1^ process may not
take place before a consonant cluster.
(20) s-sabi Hi
*1
*1^
ktab-t 9ann-u 'The boy who I wrote about (him)'
In (20) Hi may not be reduced to 1^ before ktab-t since the latter begins
with a cluster. Note that this reduction is prohibited even if the re-
sultant 1^ is supplied with the epenthetic vowel. Since Lebanese, like
most colloquial Arabic dialects, has the rule syncopating unstressed i^
in an open syllable, failure of the substitution Hi to 1 before two
consonants suggests that the substitution is a phonetic process. However,
if all that were involved in the reduction is a syncopation of the vowel
in Hi
, one would have expected a long H^ in the examples of (18). But
the correct pronunciation of the reduced variant of (18a) is s-sabi 1
himil ^ 1-kirsi, with a short 1. *s-sabi 11 himil 1-kirsi is not
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acceptable. (A degeminatlon of Yl to 1^ before a consonant cannot be
invoked, since in general LA tolerates geminates in this position).
Let us now briefly examine the alternative interpretation where
Hi —
-^
_1 is viewed as the replacement of the relative marker by the
definitizer. A major problem here is that the assimilation of the
definite article to a following sun letter is an obligatory rule, while
assimilation of the relativizer substitute is optional. If the Hi ^
process were simply a matter of replacing one morpheme by another, there
is no way in which this obligatory-optional contrast can be explained.
Note in addition that the putative replacement would have to take place
at the phonetic level for those speakers who inhibit the process before
a consonant cluster. This follows from the fact that in (20) the
consonant-initial verb ktab-t 'I wrote' derives from /katab+t/ by the
syncope rule operating in nondif ferential Levantine dialects (see
Kenstowicz and Abdul-Karim, this volume)
.
The Hi —
-^ 1^ process is a variable one in the sense of Labov and
requires a much more detailed investigation than we have been able to
give here. Nevertheless, it does provide another illustration of the
close relationship between the definite article and the relativizer in
Arabic, which has been the theme of this paper.
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CLITICS AND THE DOUBLE OBJECT CONSTRUCTION IN CAIRENE ARABIC
Michael Kenstowicz § Wafaa Wahba
University of Illinois
This paper deals with the alternating dative and double
object argument structures displayed by many measure II verbs
in the Cairene dialect of Arabic. In the first part of the
paper we discuss the advantages and disadvanatges of account-
ing for this alternation in terms of an underlying bi-clausal
source for causative verbs. The second part of the paper
discusses a number of rules to which the second NP in the
double object construction is inaccessible. We conclude that
this is best explained by postulating a surface structure
constraint on the incorporation of clitic elements.
In the Cairene dialect of Arabic (CA) there is a large number of verbs
that take two alternative argument structures for objects: a double object
construction V NP NP2 alternating with an accusative+dative construction
V NP2 li+NP
(1) Fariid fahhim Samiir id-dars.
'Farid explained Samir the lesson'
Fariid fahhim id-dars li Samiir.
'Farid explained the lesson to Samir'
Fariid darris Samiir id-dars.
'Farid taught Samir the lesson'
Fariid darris id-dars li Samiir.
'Farid taught the lesson to Samir'
Fariid ?akkil Samiir ir-rooz.
'Farid cause-eat Samir the rice'
Fariid ?akkil ir-rooz li Samiir.
'Farid cause-eat the rice to Samir'
Fariid kattib Samiir il-gawaab.
'Farid cause-write Samir the letter'
Fariid kattib il-gawaab li Samiir.
'Farid cause-write the letter to Samir'
Many of these verbs are morphological causatives of related measure I verbs.
Compare the measure I verbs in (2)
.
(2) Samiir fihim id-dars. 'Samir understood the lesson'
Samiir daras id-dars. 'Samir studied the lesson'
Samiir ?akal ir-rooz. 'Samir ate the rice'
Samiir katab il-gawaab. 'Samir wrote the letter'
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A similar causative relation exists between many measure I intransi-
tives and corresponding measure II transitive verbs.
'the boy is sleeping'
(3) il-walad naayim,
Fariid nayyim il-walad.
'Fariid cause+sleep the boy'
il-walad xarag min il-?ooda.
'the boy left from the room'
Fariid xarrag il-walad min il-?ooda.
'Farid'cause+ leave the boy from the room'
il-walad ra9ad 9ala 1-kanaba.
'the boy lay on the sofa'
Fariid ra99ad il-walad 9ala 1-kanaba.
'Farid laid the boy on the sofa'
These data suggest a relational grammar analysis in which the causa-
tive verbs are derived from a bi-clausal source with an abstract verb of
causation, via a predicate raising rule, as sketched below.
(4, ^S^
NP VP/\
V s
I /\
Fariid CAUSE NP VP
I I
il-walad naayim
::>
V NP
Fariid CAUSE
+
naayim
il-walad
As a result of clause union, the subject of the lower clause (il-walad)
loses its grammatical relation to the verb and assumes the next available
NP argument position for the CAUSE+naayim verb that results from clause
union, i.e. the object position.
When the underlying lower clause is transitive, the initial subject
cannot assume the object position, since this position is already occupied
by the lower clause object. The initial subject therefore seeks the next
available position in the relational hierarchy, i.e. the dative.
(5)
NP VP
Fariid CAUSE
/
NP VP
/ ^\
::>
NP
/ I \
Samiir fihim id-dars
Fariid CAUSE+ id-dars li Samiir
fihim
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The sentence derived in (5) thus has the dative structure V NP2 li+NP]^.
The NP]^ NP2 variant might then be derived via a dative movement rule that
advances the indirect object to direct object, demoting the latter to
chSmeur status, as in the English "I wrote John a letter" from "I wrote
a letter to John".
Evidence that NP-, bears the object relation to the verb in V NPj NP2
structures, while NP2 bears the object relation in V NP2 li+NPj^ structures,
is provided by the passive rule in Arabic, which is relationally interpreted
as advancing objects to subjects.
(6) il-walad it-nayyim. (=passive of 3)
'the boy was caused to sleep'
id-dars it-fahhim li Samiir (=passive of 1)
'the lesson was explained to Samir'
Samiir it-fahhim id-dars. (=passive of 1)
'Samir was explained the lesson'
While initially attractive, there are several problems with the ana-
lysis we have sketched above. First of all the proposed dative movement
rule, deriving the double object V NP^ NP2 structure from the dative
V NP2 li+NP]^ by advancing the dative to object, does not apply with
noncausative, measure I verbs.
(7) Fariid katab il-gawaab li Samiir.
'Farid wrote the letter to Samir'
*Fariid katab Samiir il-gawaab.
'Farid wrote Samir the letter'
Fariid ba9at il-kitaab li Samiir.
'Fariid sent the book to Samiir'
*Fariid ba9at Samiir il-kitaab.
'Farid sent Samir the book'
A somewhat similar state of affairs exists in Israeli Hebrew. Cole
(1976) discusses a number of morphologically causative verbs such as
leharkid 'to cause to dance' that are related to their noncausative bases
via the double object construction.
(8) a) hatalmidim rokdim et harikud. 'the students dance the dance'
the-students dance ace the-dance
b) hirkadeti et hatalmidim et harikud. 'I caused the students to
T ^u ^ J ^ ^u J dance the dance'I-cause- ace the-students ace the-dance
dance
Cole observes that causatives such as leharkid cannot plausibly be derived
from an intermediate dative structure V NP2 le+NPj^ via a dative advancement
rule since such a rule does not apply to noncausative verbs.
(9) hem salxu et hasefer le Miriam, 'they sent the book to Mary'
they sent ace the-book dat Mary
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*hem salxu et Miriam hasefer. 'they sent Mary the book'
Cairene Arabic and Hebrew thus agree with respect to the infeasibility of
an intermediate dative structure for the double object causatives. However,
the languages differ in a number of ways with respect to causatives. First,
Hebrew also has some morphologically causative verbs that appear in a dative
construction, e.g. lehasmia 'to play for' (= 'cause to hear').
(10) hu somea et hataklit. 'he hears the record'
hismati lo et hataklit. 'I play to-him the record'
dat
However, unlike in CA, where measure II causatives alternate quite freely
between the dative and the double object construction, a given Hebrew
causative verb will take one or the other but not both. The choice appears
to be determined along semantic lines, with the dative structure used for
causatives such as lehazkir 'remind', lehodia 'inform', lehasmia 'play',
that are built on the semantically nonagentive bases meaning 'remember',
'know', and 'hear', respectively. The double object construction is used
for causatives such as leharkid 'cause to dance', lehasbia 'cause to
swear', and lehaskot 'cause to drink', which are built on semantically
agentive bases. Cole concludes by postulating two different patterns
of causative clause union for transitive Hebrew verbs: one like that in
(5) above for nonagentive verbs, where the underlying subject of the
transitive clause becomes the indirect object of the causative verb, and
another pattern for agentive verbs in which the underlying subject of the
transitive clause becomes the object of the causative verb, thereby
demoting the original lower clause object to chomeur status.
In the light of the Hebrew data we might conclude that causatives in
Cairene Arabic freely select either pattern of clause union and thereby
attempt to account for the alternative double object - dative constructions
directly from the underlying biclausal source instead of attempting to
derive one of the alternants through the intermediate stage of the other.
There is, however, a further obstacle standing in the way of this alter-
native. This has to do with the fact that there are a large number of
measure II causatives such as idda 'give', warra 'show', and sallif 'lend'
which participate in the double object - dative alternation, but which
lack any mrophologically related measure I noncausative verb from which
they could be derived.
idda gave
(11) Fariid warra Samiir il-kitaab. 'Farid showed Samir the book'
sallif lent
idda gave
Fariid warra il-kitaab li Samiir.'Farid showed the book to Samiir'
sallif lent
These verbs could only be subsumed under the clause union analysis by
postulating nonexistent noncausative bases. But it is not at all clear
what meaning one could assign to such nonexistent lexical items. If
*salaf+CAUSE=sallif , does *salaf=sallif-CAUSE? Furthermore, even in
those cases where a given causative verb does have a related noncausative
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base, the difference in meaning is often much more than simply the addition
of the feature CAUSE. For instance, darras 'teach' is the morphological
causative of daras 'study'; yet one can cause a person to study in a variety
of ways (e.g. by bribery, enticement, coercion), while darras 'teach' implies
conscious tuition. Finally, while a great many measure I verbs have related
measure II causatives in CA (many more than in Hebrew), there are still
arbitrary gaps. These gaps are of two types. First, measure II verbs are
often related to measure I via the notion of intensification. Thus, kasar
means 'break' (trans.), but kassar does not mean 'cause to break', but
rather 'break into many pieces'. There is no discernible way of predicting
whether a given measure II verb will have the causative or the intensive
meaning: e.g. sirib 'drink', sarrab 'cause to drink'; but bala9 'swallow',
balla9 'swallow, intens.'. Finally, there are many other measure I verbs
that lack a corresponding measure II in either meaning: e.g. hilim 'dream',
*hallim; lamas 'touch', *lammis.
Consequently, it appears to us that the relationship between causative
and noncausative verbs in Cairene Arabic is a lexical one displaying all
the vagaries of derivational morphology such as noncompositional semantics,
arbitrary gaps, blocking, etc. (cf. Aranoff 1976). We thus conclude that
causative and noncausative verbs in CA must be given separate lexical
entries in the grammar. Exactly how the relationship between a given
causative - noncausative pair of lexical entries is to be stated (if at
all), is, of course, an instance of the core issue in derivational morph-
ology. We shall have nothing to say on this issue here.
Given that causative verbs such as fahhim have separate lexical
entries, we are still faced with the problem of accounting for the double
object - dative alternation. Recalling the fact that measure II verbs
such as idda 'give' and sallif 'lend' allow the alternation while measure
I verbs such as ba9at 'send' do not, we conclude that participation in
the alternation is a function of the syntactically arbitrary fact that
fahhim
, idda , and sallif belong to measure II. Accordingly, we shall
assume that such verbs are given the double object and the dative construc-
tions as two alternative subcategorizations in their lexical entries.
A lexical redundancy rule will record the fact that participation in
this alternation is limited to verbs of measure II.
2
In spite of the lexical analysis developed above, there is one
series of facts that appears, at first blush, to provide support for the
clause-union analysis of the double object construction sketched earlier.
This is that the second noun phrase in the V NPj^ NP2 construction may not
be the target of a number of rules of CA syntax.
The first of these rules is the passive. In the V NPj NP2
structure only the first NP may be passivized.
(12) a. Fariid fahhim Samiir id-dars. 'Farid explained Samir the lesson'
b. Samiir it-fahhim id-dars. 'Samir was explained the lesson'
c. *id-dars it-fahhim Samiir. 'the lesson was explained Samir'
In order to passivize id-dars the rule must apply to the alternative
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V NP2 li+NPj construction.
(13) a. Fariid fahhim id-dars li Samiir. 'Farid explained the lesson to Samir'
b. id-dars it-fahhim li Samiir. 'the lesson was explained to Samir'
This array of data could be explained in relational grammar terms by (i)
conceiving of the passive as a rule that promotes an object to subject and
(ii) assuming that a given verb can have at most one object at any given
stage of the derivation. In the V NP2 li+NP^ construction, NP2 bears the
object relation to the verb, while NP^ bears the dative (i.e. indirect
object) relation. Hence, only NP2 may be promoted to subject position, as
in (13b). On the other hand, in the V NPj NP2 construction only NP]^ bears
the object relation to the verb; in particular, NP2 does not bear the
object relation, having been demoted from this relation by the clause union
process. Thus, the passive variant of the V NP, NP2 construction can only
involve a promotion of NP, to subject, as in (12b). There is, thus, no
way in which the ungrammatical (12c) can be derived.
There is, of course, an alternative explanation for this range of
data that would not have to appeal directly to the notion of object- -namely
to conceive of the passive as a transformation that moves the first NP
appearing after the verb to subject position. On this approach, only NPj
in the V NPj NP2 construction could be passivized, while only NP2 would
be eligible for the rule in the V NP2 li+NPj construction. The passive
thus cannot be taken as conclusive support for the clause union analysis.^
More interesting is the fact that the second NP of the V NP, NP2
construction may not be the target of the Cairene relativization and
topical ization processes. Since these processes are often prevented
from affecting demoted NPs, which occupy a low position on the relational
hierarchy (cf. Keenen § Comrie 1977), the analysis which views the
second NP in the V NPj NP2 construction as a demoted element finds some
support.
Both relativization and topicalization involve leaving a resumptive
pronoun in place of nonsubject targets; subjects appear as under these
rules.
(14) relativization
a. il-walad illi katab il-gawaab li 1-bint
'the boy who wrote the letter to the girl'
b. il-gawaab illi il-walad katab-u li 1-bint
'the letter that the boy wrote (it) to the girl'
c. il-bint illi il-walad katab- laaha il-gawaab
'the girl that the boy wrote (to-her) the letter'
topicalization
d. il-gawaab, il-walad katab-u li 1-bint
'the letter, the boy wrote (it) to the girl'
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e. il-bint, il-walad katab-laaha il-gawaab
'the girl, the boy wrote (to-her) the letter'
When we attempt to apply either of these rules to the second NP in the
V NP]^ NP2 construction, an ungrammatical sentences results (cf. 15c,f).
(15) a. il-mudarris illi fahhim il-bint id-dars
'the teacher who explained the girl the lesson'
b. il-bint illi il-mudarris fahhim-ha id-dars
'the girl who the teacher explained (her) the lesson'
c.*id-dars illi il-mudarris fahhim-u il-bint
'the lesson which the teacher explained (it) the girl'
d. il-bint, il-mudarris fahhim-ha id-dars
'the girl, the teacher explained (her) the lesson'
e.*id-dars, il-mudarris fahhim-u il-bint
'the lesson, the teacher explained (it) the girl'
In order to relativize or topicalize the NP id-dars 'the lesson', one must
have recourse to the alternative V NPj li+NP2 construction.
(16) id-dars illi il-mudarris fahhim-u li 1-bint.
'the lesson that the teacher explained (it) to the girl'
id-dars, il-mudarris fahhim-u li 1-bint
'the lesson, the teacher explained (it) to the girl'
If we say that the relativization and topicalization rules cannot reach down
the relational hierarchy to demoted NPs, we have something of an explanation
for the unacceptability of (15c) and (15f).
However, this account begins to loose some of its appeal when it is
realized that the second NP in the V NPj NP2 construction cannot be replaced
by a simple, nonresumptive pronoun either.
(17) a. il-mudarris fahhim il-bint id-dars
'the teacher explained the girl the lesson'
b. il-mudarris fahhim-ha id-dars.
'the teacher explained her the lesson'
c. *il-mudarris fahhim-u il-bint'
'the teacher explained it the girl'
d.*il-mudarris fahhim-ha-u/fahhim-u-ha
'the teacher explained her it/ it her'
Again, in order for id-dars to be replaced by a pronoun, recourse must be
had to the alternative dative structure V NP, li+NP2.
(18) a. il-mudarris fahhim id-dars li 1-bint.
'the teacher explained the lesson to the girl'
b. il-mudarris fahhim-u li 1-bint
'the teacher explained it to the girl'
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c. il-mudarris fahhim-laaha id-dars
'the teacher explained to her the lesson'
d. il-mudarris fahhim-u-laaha
'the teacher explained it to her'
An alternative, and in our opinion, more satisfactory explanation for
why the second NP in the V NPj^ NP2 construction may not be the target of
the rules of relativization and topicalization derives from the fact that
in Arabic these rules replace NP2 by a resumptive pronoun that takes the
form of a clitic. Broselow (1976) has shown that in the majority of cases
cliticization in CA is clearly local in nature, in the sense that the
pronominal clitic attaches to the immediately preceding head of the phrase.
(19) i. verb+object VP VP/^ e.g.: fahhim id-dars ->
'explained the lesson'
fahhim-u
'explained+it
'
ii. N+NP ^NP NP e.g.: kitaab il-bint -5>
'book of the girl
'
kitab-ha
'her book'
V NP
1
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There are a couple of problems that remain before this explanation
can be accepted. First, datives composed of li+NP are incorporated into
the verb when the NP is realized as a pronoun.
(21) Samiir katab il-gawaab li 1-bint.
'Samir wrote the letter to the girl'
il-bint illi Samiir katab-laaha il-gawaab.
'the girl who Samir wrote (to-her) the letter'
Here the entire dative phrase behaves as a clitic and appears to move over
the intervening NP object to the phrasal head in apparent violation of the
adjacency constraint on clitic incorporation developed above. However,
such V NP PP sequences can also be realized as V PP NP in CA.
(22) Samiir katab li 1-bint il-gawaab.
'Samir wrote to the girl the letter'
Samiir la9ab il-koora ma9a 1-bint.
'Samir played soccer with the girl'
Samiir la9ab ma9a 1-bint il-koora.
'Samir played with the girl soccer'
We can thus assume that the indirect object phrase in (21) gets moved next
to the verb via the rule operating in (22). It can then be incorporated
into the verb without violating the adjacency condition on clitic incorpo-
ration.
A more serious problem is presented by those cases in which both NP
elements in the alternative V NP, NP2 and V NP2 li+NPj constructions are
pronominal. In the dative construction we find that both pronominal ele-
ments are incorporated into the verb and appear in the order accusative*
dative.
(23) Samiir fahhim id-dars li 1-bint.
'Samir explained the lesson to the girl'
Samiir fahhim-u-laaha.
'Samir explained-it-to-her
'
If we assume, with Broselow (1976), that clitic incorporation involves
the so-called Chomsky-adjunction of the clitic element to the host word,
then incorporation of the direct object clitic with the verb will produce
the structure in (24i) . Given that [[fahhimju] has the structure of (24i),
the dative element laa-ha can now be incorporated into the preceding
phraspl head word (i.e. [[fahhimju]) without violation of the adjacency
requirement on clitic incorporation to produce the structure in (24ii).
(24) i. J
v"
\
fahhim u
fahhim u laa-ha
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However, if this were all that there was to the matter, then it should also
be possible to incorporate the second pronominal NP in the V W-^ NP2 structure
into the verb when the first pronominal NP^ has been incorporated. But
pronominalization of both NPj^ and NP2 in the double object construction is
impossible (cf . 17d)
.
We must therefore assume that the complex verbal word composed of the
verb plus incorporated clitics has a constituent structure of its own that
partially mimics the structure of the verb phrase, as in C25)
.
(25)
We will therefore assume that the verb node may be expanded as in (25),
with the ace. and dat. nodes expressing the slots into which the correspond-
ing object and indirect object pronominal clitics can be inserted when they
are incorporated into the verb, the incorporation process still being lim-
ited to the adjacency requirement established earlier. A double object
structure V NP-^ NP2 with both nominal elements as pronouns can now be
blocked since there will be only one accusative slot available in the verb.
The second NP will thus fail to be incorporated and hence the sentence will
be filtered out as ungrammatical by the requirement that all clitic
elements be incorporated.
The appeal to a surface structure constraint in order to explain why
the second NP in the V NPj^ NP2 construction is not accessible to the rules
of relativization and topicalization is strengthened by the consideration
of other Arabic dialects. For example, it is also true that in Levantine
Arabic the second NP may not be realized as a resumptive or base generated
pronoun.
(26) *d-dars illi 1-mudarris fahham-o 1-bint
'the lesson that the teacher explained (it) the
girl
'
*d-dars, il-mudarris fahham-o 1-bint
'the lesson, the teacher explained (it) the girl'
* 1-mudarris fahham-o 1-bint
'the teacher explained (it) the girl'
As in the Cairene dialect, the alternative V NP2 la+NP, construction must
be used in order to replace d-dars by a pronoun.
(27) d-dars illi 1-mudarris fahham-o la 1-bint
d-dars, il-mudarris fahham-o la 1-bint
1-mudarris fahham-o la 1-bint
There are, however, a couple of notable differences between the Levantine
and Cairene dialects that bear upon this issue. First, in Levantine Arabic
question words are fronted from the deep structure positions, while they
retain these positions in the Cairene dialect.
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(28) Levantine Arabic
miin Fariid saaf? 'who did Farid see?'
*Fariid saaf miin? " " "
su Fariid ?akal? 'what did Farid eat?'
*Fariid ?akal su? " "
Cairene Arabic
Fariid saaf miin? 'who did Farid see?'
*miin Fariid saaf? " " "
Fariid ?akal eeh? 'what did Farid eat?'
*eeh Fariid ?akal? " " "
Now if the second NP in the V NPj NP2 construction is not accessible to
relativization and topicalization by virtue of its status as a demoted
element, we predict that it should likewise be inaccessible to the question
fronting process that applies in the Levantine dialect. On the other hand,
since question formation does not leave a resumptive pronoun, we predict,
other things being equal, that question fronting should be able to apply
to the second NP in the V NPj^ NP2 construction, since no violation of the
surface structure constraint on clitic incorporation will arise. In fact,
the latter prediction is the correct one, as (29) shows.
(29) su Fariid fahham il-bint?
'what did Farid explain the girl?'
Another piece of evidence in favor of the surface structure constraint
derives from the fact that while, in general, the second NP in the double
object V NPj NP2 construction may not be replaced by a (resumptive) pro-
noun in the Levantine dialect, there is one situation in which it can be,
namely when the first NP of the construction is also realized as a pronoun,
as in (30d).
(30) a. l-mudarris fahham il-bint id-dars.
b. l-mudarris fahham-ha d-dars.
c. * l-mudarris fahham-o 1-bint.
d. l-mudarris fahham-ha iyyaa. (iyyaa = /iyya+o/)
In (30d) the stranded NP2 pronoun has been incorporated into the empty
morpheme iyya which functions somewhat like d£ in English, i.e. as a host
for otherwise unincorporated clitics. Note that in order to maintain the
original explanation we would have to say that the second NP in the double
object V NPj^ NP2 construction is not accessible to relativization, topical-
ization, etc., unless the first NP is realized as a pronoun--an ad hoc
requirement to say the least. But under the alternative account appealing
to a surface structure constraint on clitic incorporation, the data in (30)
find a much more natural explanation.
The morpheme iyya has a very limited distribution in present-day
Levantine Arabic, appearing essentially in just the context verb+pro +pro.
In particular, it may not be used to support a clitic pronoun of the second
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NP in the V NP^ NP2 construction when the firt NP is full (i.e. nonprono-
minal)
.
(31) *l-mudarris fahham il-bint iyyaa.
However, (31) is precisely the construction that is used in the standard
(written) language when the second NP in the double object construction
is a (resumptive) pronoun (cf. Abboud et.al. 1976:802).
The use of the iyya morpheme to support stranded clitics is more
widespread in the standard language. For example, in addition to its
use in the double object construction, it is also employed to support
a pronominal ized second argument to a verbal nominalization. Arguments
to a nominalized verb are expressed in the so-called idaafa construction
in Arabic. For example, in the Cairene dialect 'the army's arrival'
is expressed as in (32).
(32) [ [wusuul] [il+gees] ]
N NP NP
arrival the-army
When the underlying verb is transitive and both the subject and object
arguments are expressed in the nominalization, the subject is annexed to
the nominalized verb, while the object is expressed by the dative.
(33) kitabt il-walad li r-risaala 'the boy's writing of the letter'
writing the-boy dat the-letter
In standard Arabic, on the other hand, the object of a nominalized verb
may appear in the accusative case without a preposition.
(34) kitaabit-u 1-walad-i 1-risaalat-a 'the boy's writing the letter'
writing-nom the-boy-gen the-letter-acc
When the object of the nominalized verb is replaced by a pronoun in CA it
is incorporated into the preceding dative preposition (which may not in
turn be incorporated into the head nominal, since nominals are generated
with just one clitic slot).
(35) kitabt il-walad lii-ha 'the boy's writing of it'
But in the standard language the pronominal ized objective nominal becomes
a stranded clitic and is thus supported by iyya .
(36) kitaabit-u 1-walad-i ?iyyaa-ha 'the boy's writing it'
Earlier stages of the language apparently made much greater use of the
iyya morpheme. Abboud et.al. (1976:818) cite the following examples from
the Koran. In the first iyya supports clitic pronouns that have been placed
before the verb for emphasis, while in the second the object clitic is
separated from its verb by the word ?illaa 'only'.
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(37) ?iyyaa-ka na9budu wa ?iyyaa-ka nasta9iinu
iyya-you we-wor- and iyya-you we-supplicate
ship
' Thee we worship and Thee we turn to for help'
(Sura I, "The Opening", verse 4)
wa qadaa rabbuka ?allaa ta9buduu ?illaa ?iyyaa-hu
and deer- your- that you- only iyya-him
eed lord worship
And your Lord has decreed that you worship only Him'
(Sura XVII, "The Children of Israel", verse 23)
NOTES
^There also appear to be arbitrary gaps in the double object - dative
alternation among measure II verbs. For example, rakkib 'cause to ride',
related to rikib 'ride' may appear in the double object construction but
not the dative, while hammil 'cause to carry', related to himil 'carry',
appears in the dative but not the double object construction.
i) Samiir rikib il-?atr.
'Samir rode the train'
Fariid rakkib Samiir il-?atr.
'Farid caused to ride Samir the train'
*Fariid rakkib il-?atr li Samiir.
ii) Samiir himil is-santa.
"'Samir carried the bag'
Fariid hammil is-santa li Samiir.
'Farid made carry the bag to Samir'
*Fariid hammil Samiir is-santa.
Note that both rikib and himil allow the passive and hence appear to have
equal syntactic transitivity.
il-?atr it-rakab. 'the train was ridden'
I
is-santa it-hamal-it. ' the bag was carried'
Interestingly, when the verbs rakkib and hammil are used metaphorically
^
i by substituting hamm 'worry' for ?atr 'train' and mas?uliyya 'responsibility
; for santa in the above sentences, then both the double object and the dative
constructions are grammatical.
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rakkibt il hamm li Mona.
•I caused Mona to worry'
rakkibt Mona il-hamm.
'I caused Mona to worry'
hammilt il-mas?uliyya li Mona.
'I held Mona responsible'
hammilt Mona il-mas?uliyya.
'I held Mona responsible'
These data suggest that the failure of rakkib and hammil to appear in the
dative and double object constructions, respectively, when used in their
literal sense is an arbitrary exceptional property that is properly
handled in the lexicon by the device of strict subcategorization.
2
It is interesting to note that a number of other rules in Cairene
Arabic syntax appear to be controlled by the morphology of the verb. For
example, passive verbs, formed by prefixing it- , are quite regular and
productive with verbs of the first three measures.
measure I
Fariid kasar il-kubayya.
il-kubayya it-kasar-it.
'Farid broke the glass'
'the glass was broken'
measure II
Fariid fahhim Mona id-dars.
Mona it-fahhim-it id-dars.
'Farid explained Mona the lesson'
'Mona was explained the lesson'
measure III
Fariid saa9id Mona.
Mona it-sa9dit.
'Farid helped Mona'
•Mona was helped'
But there are quite a few verbs which are every bit as syntactically and
semantical ly transitive as those above but yet can have no passive.
Among these are transitive verbs in measure X (indicated by the prefix
ista-) : e.g. Fariid ista9mal il-qalam 'Fariid used the pen' has no passive:
*il-qalam it-sta-9mil. It is unclear to us whether the proper conclusion
to draw here is that the passive should be relegated to a lexical relation
like the dative - double object, or whether such syntactically well-formed
structures as *il-qalam it-sta-9mil are to be excluded by a surface
constraint because of the morphological incompatibility of the it- prefix
and the Xth measure. Possibly relevant here is the fact that measures II
and III are indicated by the internal modification of the measure I root
while measure X is marked by the prefix ista-. If the verb were
structured in such a way as to allow only one prefixal node (disregarding
person/number prefixes, of course), the morphologically ill-formed
*it-sta-9mil could be excluded.
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3
The verbs cited in note 1 above are also compatible with the inter-
pretation of the passive as operating on the first NP after the verb.
Samiir it-rakkib il-?atr.
'Samir was made to ride the train'
*il-?atr it-rakkib li Samiir.
'the train was made to be ridden to Samir'
is-santa it-hammilit li Samiir.
'the bag was caused to be carried to Samir'
*Samir it-hammil is-santa.
'Samir was made to carry the bag'
But when rakkib and hammil are used in the "metaphoric" sense, passives of
both the double object and the dative constructions are possible.
il-hamm it-rakkib li Mona.
Mona it-rakkibit il-hamm.
il-mas?uliyya it-hammilit li Mona.
Mona it-ljammilit il -mas?uliyya.
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This paper is a sociolinguistic study of the realization of
the demonstrative pronouns in the speech of five television
announcers in Egypt. The results of this study are compared with
those reported in Schmidt (1974) and El-Hassan (1978).
Over the past ten years, I have been interested in sociolinguistic
variation in Arabic spoken by educated Egyptians and have considered
ways of investigating this topic so that linguistic insight could be
gained from a description of this multi-faceted phenomenon. Variation
in language style occurs very commonly in "formal" situations in Egypt.
This variation is clearly not totally random nor speaker specific but
investigation of what factors control or influence specific instances
of style variation is very difficult to conduct. At any one time,
many factors seem to be influencing style level--individual preference,
topic, age, sex, socio-economic level, education, etc. For any serious
study of this phenomenon it is crucial that as many factors as possible
in that formula be held constant.
When I first began studying variation in the style of Oral Media
Arabic (OMA) in 1970, I collected samples from Egyptian radio and TV of
speech styles of announcers and other people. These speech styles were
spontaneous in origin yet conveyed some sense of the formality of the
occasion or topic. ^ Many speech samples from the oral media showed
various style shifts but remained within the limits «f strictly Egyptian
colloquial (EGA) usage. However, there also occured quite frequently
samples of speech in which certain features of literary Arabic (LA)
appeared. I term these LA features occurring in spontaneous OMA "prestige
features". This paper concerns one of those features— the LA demonstrative
pronouns as used in the speech of TV announcers.
Prestige Features
My first research project in 1970 involved transcribing portions
of 25 hours of these OMA samples and analyzing their form in order to isolate
LA prestige features in the phonetic and grammatical usage. Although I
expected to find examples of every type of LA feature in this search, I
was surprised to note significant gaps. For example, almost every instance
of spontaneously spoken negation was colloquial in origin. The numerous
variations in LA negative particles was ignored in OMA. Similarly, the
LA verb prefixes for futurity were not used (the prefix, S£- or the word
sawfa before an imperfect verb).^ In addition, the relative pronouns
(or adjectives) of LA which vary in gender and number in concord with
the nouns they modify were never used in OMA.^ Instead, the colloquial
^
equivalent which shows absolutely no concord was used exclusively in OMA.
On the other hand, OMA showed an increase over EGA in the number of
words in which the LA letter qaaf was pronounced with its "learned" value
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i.e. as a voiceless uvular stop (transcribed as £) rather than the EGA
sound, the glottal stop '
.
In addition, I noted that the most easily
recognized LA grammatical/syntactic prestige feature in OMA was the
fluctuating use of LA demonstrative pronouns with their EGA counterparts.
To appreciate how simple it is to note this variation in Egypt, the
literary and colloquial versions of the demonstratives are given below
in example 1. Note that not only do their respective pronunciations
differ but their modifying position vis a vis the head noun in a noun
phrase are the reverse image of each other.
(1) Token
. LA
haaza (m)
/ haazihi (:
'This"
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Since Schmidt is interested in writing rules to handle the facts
of style variation and it is very difficult to write a simple translation
rule to handle this type of variation, he does not deal with demonstrative
features in any depth.
Usage of OMA among TV announcers
I returned to Cairo in 1973 to continue my investigation of OMA.
In the original research study, I had included both guests and announcers
in my search for features of LA which appeared as prestige features in OMA.
In my new research project, I decided to limit my investigation to the
speech of those announcers who served as interviewers in weekly talk shows
and therefore could be recorded with different guests and topics rather
regularly. Unfortunately, the outbreak of the October War in 1973 altered
the TV programming for several months and I was able to record the same
announcers only a few times before my research leave finished. However,
I did find it possible to record and analyze the style of seven different
announcers over a period of more than two months. Five of these, four women
and one man, will be discussed in detail in this presentation because their
variation in the use of LA demonstratives in OMA was statistically significant.
Possible Lexical Conditioning
In analyzing my research findings, I expected to observe that, as with
the qaaf "learned" pronunciation as [q] , the number of instances of LA
demonstratives in an announcer's speech would increase with the increased
use of literary vocabulary in the topic under discussion. This variation
1 termed Lexical Variation; i.e. variation controlled by lexical factors.
The following examples indicate clearly that control of LA demonstrative
usage in OMA is not tightly linked to lexical factors. These two phrases
occurred in the same interview only a few minutes apart and were uttered
by the same announcer.
2. haazjhi-lquwwaat ilkhaSSa 'These special forces'
3. ilquwwaat ilkhaSSa di^ 'These special forces'
The term quwwaat for 'forces' is an LA term (note the [q] pronunciation
of the letter qaaf) . However, both LA and ECA demonstrative pronoun
modification occur with this literary word. Other examples of the same
demonstrative variation are given below. (See also El-Hassan 1979:51
examples 2a 5 b)
.
4a. bi haaza- lmanZar 'in this view'
b. ilmanZar da_ 'this view'
5a. iTTaa'ira di_ 'this plane'
b. haazihi-TTaa' ira 'this plane'
c. hazfhi-TTaa'ira 'this plane'
6a. fi-lmanaahig bi=lfarC da_ 'in the programs
in this branch. . .
'
b. eh ihtimaam kulliyaat iTTibb bi haaza- lfar^
'What is the concern of the colleges of medicine in this branch?'
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The only clear example of lexically controlled variation which
occurred in the corpus of data was the set phrase used to conclude
almost every one of the interviews. In one interview, for example,
no other LA demonstrative pronoun was used by a woman announcer until
she closed her interview with this set phrase:
7. shukran ala haaza-lligaa' 'Thanks for this meeting'
In this example, the word for "meeting" is pronounced in a very formal
manner. Note the ^ and the final glottal stop.
Possible Syntactic Conditioning
There is another type of controlled variation on OMA which is
not lexically but syntactically conditioned. As in demonstrative usage
in English, demonstratives in Arabic have two basic syntactic functions
which I term MODIFYING and NON-MODIFYING or pronominal. 8 In a modifying
syntactic role, the demonstrative in Arabic occurs in the same noun
phrase with the noun it modifies as in "this house" and "these people".
In the non-modifying function, the demonstrative is used pronominally
without mention of its referent as in "This makes me angry" or "He
hit me with this". The noun or concept referred to in these two examples
is not overtly expressed in the same noun phrase.
In examining the functions in which the demonstratives occurred
in OMA, I found that there was a conditioning factor when demonstratives
occurred in their non-modifying function. If the use of "this" or "that"
was the subject of a sentence, the only demonstrative used in OMA were
the EGA ones /da/ and /di/.9
8. da shee' murOi giddan 'That is something very pleasing'
9. hal da ya^ni biyfassar eh 'What does this explain?'
10. ya tara da rain nataayig haaza -Iqanuun I wonder if this is one of
the results of his law?'
11. di_ iSSuura -Imushriaq 'This is the shining picture'
12. da^ innoo*- innaadir minha 'That is the rare type of them'
The demonstrative pronoun appears in its pronominal role in non-subject
functions in Arabic as in the English sentence "He hit me with this." The
OMA equivalent to this sentence would either include an LA demonstrative
token or an EGA one. In my data, the prestige features, haaza and haazihi
,
occurred more frequently than d£ or di^, but the total instances of either
were not as great as the more common type of pronominal demonstrative function
namely the use of da_ and di^ in subject position. The following examples are
typical of the usage of the announcers speaking OMA. The frame of the demon-
strative usage in numbers 14 and 15 include strictly EGA verb forms but in
each case the verbs are followed immediately by LA demonstratives.
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13. alwasiila li-haaza aadatan 'The means for this generally...'
14. ilraas'uliin biybarriru haaza 'Those responsible justify this...'
15. tabriiz mayiddiish kull haaza 'Excellence doesn't give all of this
Comparable ECA demonstrative usage would substitute the special
demonstrative kida after prepositions (13). For example, I have recorded
the following: 'abl kida 'before this' and <^ashaan kida 'for that, there-
fore '
.
El-Hassan in his study of demonstrative usage of Egyptians (1978)
combines these two pronominal functions of Arabic demonstratives and counts
their usage under one classification; that of Pronominal I. Where he is
describing Egyptian usage in his style termed Educated Standard Arabic
(ESA) , I suspect that the larger usage of d£ in Pronominal usage reflects
the syntactic conditioning in subject position that I found in OMA. In
both Tables 13 and 15, ECA d£ occurs three times more often than does the
prestige demonstrative haaza . This parallels my data but a breakdown
according to syntactic function might produce the same patterning that I
found; i.e. that the pronominal use of LA demonstratives occurred only
in non-subject positions.
Because of the obligatory, post-nominal position of the ECA demon-
stratives d£ and di^ in their modifying function which compares with the
obligatory pre-nominal position of the LA demonstratives (see 1 above),
da and di^ are always understood to be pronominal in function when they
precede a defined noun in Arabic; i.e. precede the definite article al-
or il-. (Examples 11 and 12 above). If the LA demonstrative was used
as a direct positional variant, the sentential meaning could only be
preserved by the intervention of a separating pronoun between the LA
demonstrative and the defined noun.
16. haazihi hiya iSSura -Imushriqa 'This is the shining picture'
(See 11 above.)
17. haaza huwa innooc innaadir minha 'This is the rare type of them'
(See 12 above.)
Without these respective pronouns separating the LA demonstrative
from the following defined noun, the meaning would shift to that of the
modifying role of the demonstrative and be translated as follows:
18. haazihi -SSura. .
.
'This picture. ..
'
19. haaza -innooC. ,
.
'That type'
These facts about LA and ECA demonstrative usage are possible causes
for the syntactic conditioning in OMA recorded in this study. The type
of conditioned variation shown above in the subject, non-modifying function--
i.e. only da or di in OMA, has led me to ignore these appearances of the
ECA demonstration in the status study which follows. There is variation
between ECA and LA demonstratives in the non-subject, non-modifying posi-
tions, i.e. after pronouns, objects, etc., but the number of examples
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found in my samples of OMA was so small as to render that variation meaning-
less also. Therefore, the relevant variation in OMA in demonstrative usage
is limited to the modifying function.
Demonstrative Variation in Choice Positions
Variation that is statistically significant is found in OMA in
the modifying positions of demonstrative usage illustrated in examples
1-6 above. In some instances, the same noun is modified once by an
LA demonstrative and then once again, by the same speaker, with an EGA
demonstrative. Conditions in the interview have not apparently changed.
This variation in the modifying role I term "choice variation"; it is
limited to just this function of the demonstrative in OMA. There appears
to be little lexical control over this variation and no syntactic control.
The two phrases appearing in 2 and 3 above basically mean the same thing.
Example 2 is an example of a more learned style and would not normally
occur in ECA. Example 3 occurs commonly in ECA and frequently in OMA.
In the tables which follow, I have counted the number of LA
demonstratives which occurred in the choice position, i.e. the modifying
position. I have included all possible pronunciation variants of haaza
(haadha) and haazihi (haadhihi , hazihi , haazi) under the number of LA
demonstratives. Variants of da (dawwat , dawwan) and di^ (diyyat) are all
counted as ECA examples. The most interesting of these variants is the
stress-influenced variants of the LA token I have symbolized by haazihi .
This word, if pronounced classically or very formally with the stress on
the long aa vowel creates an inadmissable syllable pattern for a word
in ECA where penultimate stress is the rule. For LA words such as haazihi
,
either the pre-stress long vowel is shortened producing hazihi or the
final syllable is dropped producing haazi . In my study of OMA, the form
hazihi is the most common one in the corpus.
Variation in demonstrative usage among five Egyptian TV announcers
Tables I-V present the percentages and numbers of LA demonstratives --
haaza and haazihi
-
-used by five Egyptian TV announcers in 1973-74. The
statistics count only those instances of LA demonstratives which occur in
the choice position described above. In other words, the announcer chose
to say:
20. haaza + al+Noun for 'This Noun, -- , ,'(+fem., +sg.)
or he/she chose one of the variants of:
21. haazihi + al+Noun or 'These Nouns. .
-rational
1
'
There were two factors which varied in each interview recorded. The
topic of discussion and the personality and sex of the guest could obviously
not be held constant in this research. From the outset of this study, it
became clear that the topic under discussion influenced the degree of
formality of the interview as did the background and relative prestige of
the guest. It is significant that despite the fact that the same announcer
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was recorded week after week, the use of prestige demonstratives varied
considerably from week to week for each of the five announcers.
TABLE I
Murvette Farag
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context did not occur 100% of the time so the speech was not strictly LA.
For example, ECA verb forms occurred with 100% LA demonstratives and LA
vocabulary and increased qaaf pronunciation in common or shared words
occurred in OMA with no LA demonstratives in choice positions.
Of the two variables shouTi in the tables--the topic and the nature
of the guest--the former appears to have been less significant than the
latter. What is clear is that the notion of "topic formality" is difficult
to assess. From my point of view, the topic of la "economic factors under-
lying rising prices in Egypt" would be equally "learned" in nature as IVa
"factors influencing U.S. support of Israel." However, Murvette chooses
no LA demonstratives where she has a choice and Fawzia chooses them all
of the time. Possibly the personal style of the announcer is influential
here. Murvette chooses LA demonstratives relatively infrequently if at
all in the three interviews analyzed while Fawzia chooses a fair number
in both her interviews.
Schmidt (1974) was impressed by the influence of the factor "topic"
in the increased formalism of the style he terms Style B (similar to OMA)
.
However, he meant in particular, the rising use of the learned pronunciation
the letter qaaf when the topic shifted to political or economic matters
and the lexicon shifted entirely toward more LA terms (p. 213). As was
noted above, however, there did appear to be lexical conditioning on increased
qaaf usage but very little impact on LA demonstrative usage. The percentages
appearing in the five tables bears this out.
It is impossible from the limited data in this study to assess the
relative importance of the guests' sex to increase in formality of the
announcer's speech as detected by LA demonstrative usage. The women
announcers interviewed men exclusively. The one woman-woman interview
recorded contained too few LA or ECA demonstratives to be significant.
Most of the guests were "experts" in some sense and it is not surprising
that the women guests were film stars and experts in fields like family
planning.
The table on Ahmad Samir (V) contains some interesting variation when
we assess the factor of relative prestige of the guest. When addressing
the audience directly as in Ve and Vf , Ahmad Samir uses a fairly high level
of LA demonstratives. He was never recorded using only ECA demonstratives.
However, when he interviews different guests, his LA demonstrative usage
fluctuates rather widely. The two women are accorded less prestige, if
that is what our figues really measure, than is the Sheikh. The two (male)
relatives of the airplane crash victims have virtually no prestige outside
of this sensational accident and their connection with the event. Their
prestige is ephemeral. The Sheikh's is not. He, as a member of the
religious elite, is always accorded respect and veneration. It is significant
to comment here that in replying to Ahmad Samir and his extensive use of LA
demonstratives (and other prestige features), the Sheikh himself uses only
ECA demonstratives. Does this really reflect the relative prestige of
announcer and guest as perceived by them both? It is difficult to say from
this one example but it is tempting to speculate that Ahmad Samir felt
compelled to exhibit his knowledge of LA before someone who is assumed to
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have close to perfect mastery of that language. For both the announcer and
guest, the topic was relatively informal . The Sheikh recounted his experiences
in the Gulf States during the outbreak of the October 6 war. His speech
contains a few prestige features but no examples of LA demonstratives.
This data confirms what was asserted at the beginning of this paper.
Variation is difficult to connect with any one situational feature. In
this study, two situational features could not be held constant and the
variation in LA demonstrative use by the same announcers in two or more
interviews indicates that personal style in OMA is not the only factor
involved. Whether topic or relative prestige of the guest (or even relative
sex of the announcer and guest) was most influential in prompting the wide
range of variation recorded in the Tables is impossible to decide at this
time. The data does confirm the variation in prestige features that is
observable in OMA in Egypt when Egyptian announcers interview Egyptian guests.
Appendix A ; Implicational rules in the variation of demonstratives and the
LA pronunciation of the letter qaaf
Schmidt (1974) demonstrated the existence of implicational ordering in
the rules respecting the use of certain verbal affixes in his Style B
(similar to OMA) . Verbal forms stressed as single words can have either
LA or EGA stem-internal voweling and be bounded by EGA affixes (both pre-
fixes and suffixes). However, LA affixes can only cooccur with LA stem
vowels. In other words, the hierarchy of style shifting rules includes a
rule that "formalizes" the internal stem voweling of a verb below a rule
that shifts verbal affixes from EGA to LA. (If EGA rules are seen as the
bottom of a continuum, LA rules at the top.) The higher rule, the affix
shift rule, implicates or requires the previous application of the lower
level rule on stem vowel realization. If the higher rule applies without
the concurrent application of the lower rule, native speakers react nega-
tively to the resultant combination. It is not good style B.
For example: 'he will write'
22. sa-yaktub LA prefix + LA stem vowels
23. Ha-yiktib EGA prefix + EGA stem vowels
can be mixed as follows:
24. Ha-yaktub EGA prefix + LA stem vowels
or 25. sa-yiktib LA prefix + EGA stem vowels
The fact that 24 is definitely a better style "mix" than 25 can be
explained by the implicational rule hierarchy by Schmidt.
For the LA demonstrative usage I studied for this paper, I found at
least one clear example of the extraordinary mixing of LA demonstratives
with EGA pronunciation of the letter qaaf in a word common to both LA
and EGA.
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26. ilfar' ma been hateen ilfatriteen
'the difference between these two periods of time'
EGA pronunciation of the qaaf in the word for "difference" (LA a 1 - farq ;
EGA il-far ') is followed immediately by a super LA demonstrative hateen.
This is the only dual demonstrative in my corpus. There are no corresponding
dual demonstratives in EGA, only the regular plural dool occurs. This is
then a combination of EGA ' proniinciation and LA demonstrative.
I composed some "mixings" of LA demonstratives and qaaf pronunciations
with EGA demonstratives and ' pronunciations. Only words common to both
the EGA and LA lexicons could be tested, i.e. words that commonly occur in
EGA with ' and are not borrowed from LA with the qaaf pronunciation unchanged.
One example illustrates all my data, the phrase for "this time."
27. haaza -Iwaqt LA demonstrative + LA qaaf
28. ilwa-t da_ EGA demonstrative + EGA •
can be mixed as follows:
29. il-waqt da EGA demonstrative + LA qaaf
or 30. haaza -Iwa' t LA demonstrative + EGA '
Egyptians clearly favored 29 over 30 confirming what we saw in 26
above. The shift to LA demonstrative is acceptable without a corresponding
shift to the LA qaaf pronunciation, at least in common words. The LA
demonstrative shift rule is then lower in the implicational hierarchy than
the ' to qaaf rule for the pronunciation of some common lexical items.
Appendix B ; A comparison of demonstrative variation as reported for OMA
(Killean) with that reported for Egyptian ESA (El-Hassan)
In his 1978 article, El-Hassan covers demonstrative variation in a
far larger context than does this paper. However, in two tables (13 §
15 p. 41) he presents the data of Egyptians speaking to each other in ESA
and speaking to other Arabic speakers in the same mesolect (his term)
.
The data in Table 13 parallel that of what I term OMA, with the knowledge
of being recorded providing the "formalizing" setting as do the microphone
and TV cameras in OMA.
The breakdown of El-Hassan's data as reported in Table 13 does not
fit neatly with my own statistics. Unfortunately for the analysis of
Egyptian data. El -Hassan decides to break down demonstrative function on
the basis of relative position to the noun. For him, the modifying function
of demonstrative usage, the only type counted in my tables, is split into
two types, one termed Determiner (II) and the other Adjectival (III). As
far as I can tell, there is no semantic distinction carried by this split.
In Table 13, the first two columns counting the instances of P (Prestige)
\
demonstratives (= LA demonstratives) show all modification to be in position |
II while the S (Stigmatized) form (= EGA demonstratives) is in position III.
In justifying this initial split into positions II and III, El-Hassan uses
Jordanian dialect for the examples. Egyptian ESA simply doesn't conform with
this option. In addition. El -Hassan fails to account for the very few examples
of III (Adjectival) in any of his data. Even in LA the position is quite rare.
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In demonstrative position I (Pronominal), El-Hassan counts the uses of
ECA and LA demonstratives in the role I term non-modifying. As shown above,
I found good reasons not to include this variation in my tables. On the one
hand, in the subject position, variation appeared to be clearly syntactically
conditioned, i.e. only da^ or di_, the E(JA demonstratives occurred. In the
non-subject position, variation did occur but ECA demonstratives expanded to
include the form kida regularly after prepositions. I would have to see the
examples counted in context to decide how much of the variation shown is
really unconditioned. ^2
El -Hassan attempts to account for the variation in demonstrative usage
that he finds not only among Egyptians but in Educated Standard Arabic (ESA)
throughout the Arabic-speaking world. Whether or not ESA has any standard-
ization with regard to demonstrative variation, El-Hassan confirms examples
of the type of variation I encountered so frequently, that with seemingly
no clear motivation. He terms this type Inherent Variablity.
This kind of variablity occurs in spite of the fact that no
perceptible changes take place in the context of the situation; the
conditions pertaining to the participants, the topic, the channel,
etc. are, as far as can be objectively determined, unaltered, and
yet such variability occurs. (El-Hassan 1978, p. 51)
Perhaps the total percentage of such variation is significant in
marking some spontaneous speech as more or less formal. In any case, it
is a difficult linguistic insight to capture in rules.
NOTES
^The emphasis in my label: Oral Media Arabic is on spontaneity.
Any spoken media Arabic material that is read aloud or repeated from memory
from originally written material is always literary Arabic (LA) in its
form. (See Harrell 1961.)
2The transcription used in this paper adopts the following specifically
Arabic conventions
:
a. All long vowels are represented by two short ones.
b. The strange consonants of Arabic are represented as follows:
^
- ^ain vd. pharyngeal fricative kh = vl, velar fricative
H = vl. pharyngeal fricative gh = vd, velar fricative
' = glottal stop dh = vd. interdental fricative
h = breathy laryngeal fricative th = vl. interdental fricative
q = vl. uvular stop sh = shushshing groove fricative
D, T, S, Z = the emphatic or velarized counterparts of d, t, s, z
^
alladhi = m. sg.; allati = f. sg.,/pl. non-rationa; alladhiina =
pi. rational, 'which, who want, whom'
'^ECA illi = all examples of 'which, who, what, whom'
^See Sallam (1979) for an excellent discussion of this concord phenomenon.
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^In Schmidt's study, Style C is reading aloud (all LA) and Style D
is reciting word lists, either all LA or all EGA as the informant is
asked to be specifically literary or colloquial.
^Research methodology: All of the announcer's portion of each inter-
view was transcribed by a native Egyptian into Arabic. Selected portions
of each interview were then transcribed into phonological transcription.
Translation was checked with a native speaker and sections that were double
checked.
^In El-Hassan (1978) MODIFYING is positions II and II; NON MODIFYING
is position I.
El-Hassan (1979, p. 51) notes one example of LA demonstratives in
subject position. See his example 2a.
^^In examples 8 and 12, da_ is translated by 'that' rather than 'this'.
In the Arabic use of deixis, the proximate demonstratives cover a much
larger semantic field than do the distal demonstratives. Examples of the
"far" demonstratives are not common in LA and even rarer in EGA and OMA.
See El-Hassan (1978) for his statistics on this imbalance.
llHuman plurals in OMA occurred infrequently modified by a demon-
strative pronoun as in "these men". All the examples recorded in my
sample were modified by the EGA demonstrative dool . No examples of LA
haa'ulaa'i occurred.
12in reanalyzing his data of Table 15 in Table 15a, El-Hassan makes
one error. The data for speaker 66 shows a form of haa6a occurring in
position III. This error makes it even less likely that lect 7 posited
by El-Hassan for some unknown speaker *x would ever be recorded in the
ftiture
.
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